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The new Mark Levinson No.39 CD player combines the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed
No.36 Digital Processor and the No.37 CD Transport. The No.39 represents value unheard of in a single box
CD player of this calibre. From the elegant Madrigal designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter Reduction''
circuitry employed by the No.37 to the dual differential 20- bit digital to analog conversion derived from the No.36
Digital Processor, the No.39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class. Add HDCD decoding capability,
a high quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability,
and it is readily apparent that true versatility and value can co-exist in one remarkable component.
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For Full details on the No.39 or any Mark Levinson components please contactPath Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
s
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
,

Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
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Pipedown. the
Campaign Against
Piped Music, can
he contacted at
The Corsage,
Moorhasches,
West Amesbury,
Wilts Bel 7BH.
Tel/fax W980
6239%15

E-MAIL,
You ean
contact us via
e-nmai: on
101'57'4.223ra
corripmenecom
Please .pecify
News' in
the subject field
of your message

edieval alchemists never
succeeded in turning lead
into gold.. But now, it
seems, the Muzak Corporation has
succeeded in turning old heavy metal
into, well... dross. An amusing item
in The Sunday Times [1 June]
revealed that the visually loathsome
and now passé rock band Kiss was
allowing the Muzak Corporation of
America to wave its magic wand
over four nuggets of heavy-metal
songwriting, for the benefit of
supermarket customers.
Or rather, for the benefit of
supermarket profits. Because, after
all, there is adifference between real
music and Muzak. Real music is
essentially identified and chosen by
the listener, who makes his or her
own emotional or intellectual
response; but Muzak is imposed on
the unsuspecting listener with the
aim of inducing an emotional
response for commercial gain.
Muzak Corp is to re-record four
Kiss tunes with ` more melodious'
instruments replacing the heavy
guitar sound and vocals. The leading
piped-music purveyor has already
applied this treatment to other metal
masters: AC/DC's Highway to Hell
became an panpipe lullaby, while
Motorhead's Ace of Spades was
played on the French horn. Ex-metal
fans, now devoted home-improvers,
are expected to respond to the echo
of something they used to like.
The Sunday Times quotes Phil
McCauley, managing director of
Tape Techniques Ltd, the exclusive
UK distributor which supplies
Muzak (received via satellite) to
B&Q, Superdrug and other retail
and leisure groups. He says that the
skill is in picking old, familiar songs
from a shopper's past to create a
familiar environment. ' If you can
whistle the first few bars of AC/DC's
Highway to Hell,' he says, `then you

will remember that track and that
era. It helps you to bond with your
shopping environment.'
When I learn that some vapid
translation of a scuzzy biker's
anthem is being beamed around the
globe in order to lull hypermarket
customers into a buying mood, it
seems to me like just one more
example of high technology being
used for low ends. I'd like to be able
to go and buy apiece of Contiboard
in total silence, but if Ican't, Ithink
I'd still choose Wickes (which
favours MOR/Country) rather than
run the risk of bonding with B&Q.
Which leads me to mention (not
for the first time in this column),
Pipedown, the Campaign Against
Piped Music. Pipedown's biggest
victory, back in 1994, was to
persuade Gatwick airport to carry
out asurvey, showing that amajority
of passengers there disliked piped
music — which was then switched
off. Pipedown also suggests, contradicting the Muzak Corporation, I
think, that ` There is no impartial
evidence to show that piped music
increases sales by one penny.'
Pipedovvn's patrons include Alfred
Brendel
and other illustrious
musicians; for your £ 10 annual
membership fee you'll receivea
newsletter and a copy of Quiet
Corners, aguide to various kinds of
premises unsullied by background
music. And Pipedown member
Derek Dempster has published The
Quiet Pint, aguide to pubs wghere
you can actually hold aconversation.
Further, it leads to areflection on
how lucky we are to have access to
recorded music at all. And to what
was going to be the subject of this
piece: just how much can a hi-fi
system be worth? For now, I'll just
say that the more piped music Ihave
to endure, the more I value and
treasure my hi-fi music at home. 4-

THOMAS HEINITZ
homas Heinitz, for over 50 years an audio
consultant and music critic, died at the end
iii May. He will be remembered, firstly, as the
proprietor of his Bayswater studios where, for
many years, weekly recitals were given to show
off the latest recordings. ' Music in the Home'
was its motto — Heinitz was a keen audio
enthusiast who nevertheless understood the need
for domestic harmony in recommending and
installing equipment. He was an influential audio journalist, notably in the
early days of stereo. (He was keen on Quad's electrostatics, and later, the
LS3/5A.) But music was of paramount importance to him: acommissioned
portrait of Toscanini dominated his studio (he disliked glitz or superficiality,
admiring only musicians of real personal integrity); and he was an influential
critic in Records & Recording from 1957 until that magazine's demise. Thomas
Heinitz then contributed for ashort time to HFN/RR. He was also agifted
conductor — with Malcolm Arnold playing trumpet, Heinitz directed the UK
premiere of Shostakovich's First Piano Concerto.
CB
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20 REGA PLANET
Rega has been reticent
about what's inside
its £399 CD player.
Now all is revealed!
Ken Kessler &
Paul Miller

42 Hey... big
spender: or not. The
affordable Hchos

40 Pioneer's special
Prmision CD player

24 AVALON ECLIPSE
full lab test on ahigh-end
two-way floorstanding
speaker from the States
Martin Collants

31 is Cary's latest
push-pull power amp
a winner?

28 CHORD CPA2200/
SPM600
anight at the opera: the
remote controlled pre-/power
amp gets top Marx from
Eric Braithwaite
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31 CARY SLP 74/SLA 70

50 £3000 SYSTEMS

apromising valve-amp
combination that turns out to
be something amixed bag
Chris Beeching

searching for synergy within a
£3000 overall system budget
Alvin Gold

33 TANNOY D300
compact floorstanding speaker
with 'Dual Concentric' driver
Martin Collorns

37 ROTEL RA931
the latest budget integrated
from Rotel is made in China
Eric Braithwaite

39 GRADO SR40
an entry-level model for this
popular range of headphones
Ken Kessler

40 PIONEER PD-S505/P
special edition CD player with
Tom Evans's design input
Eric Braithwaite

53 WIN VAN DEN HUL
CABLES WORTH £2000

53 to be won: vdH cables up for grabs

carbon and hybrid cables feature
in this month's free competition

44 HEADPHONE AMPS

54 PURE HENRY

for serious private listening:
Musical Fidelity X-Cans and
PHONES-01 headphone
amplifiers compared
Christopher Breunig

add this easy-to- fit new audio
component to solve RFI problems
Ben Duncan

58 SAN FRANCISCO
SHOW REPORT

47 PRIME DESIGN A-100
first impressions of this new
£650 integrated amplifier
Steve Harris

new products launched at the
Stereophile-sponsored US show
Ken Kessler

62 CAP CRUSADER
42 nee.:
caps from

42 HEYBROOK
HEYLIOS

Denis

new slit-foil capacitors from
designer Denis Morecroft
Martin Collonts

Morecrop

acompetitively priced twoway reflex speaker
Martin Collonts

20 we dared
to test it: the
Ra Planet CD

44 head-to-hcad,
headphone amps
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[Who the hell
is Henry? - Art Ed]
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Rostropovich: pages 72 & 85
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music or Muzak?
Steve Harris

missed a back number? Don't
panic, help is at hand...
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save money by subscribing now!
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products. innovations, events
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prototype to prove their case
Early Fox
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the products our reviewers
recommend — and the systems
they actually use at home
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more strange devices for
improved sound
Ken Kessler
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two new contact cleaners to lift
the sound of your system
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DIY audio journalism beyond
the pages of HFNIRR
Ben Duncan
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county-by-county guide to
specialist hi-fi retailers
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John Crabbe
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Jimi Hendrix's recordings reissued
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Ken Kessler
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The Who (right) can be
seen on pages 89 and 91

TRANSPARENT CABLE
CLOSEST TO THE MUSIC

WARNING:
Don't consider borrowing
these cables unless you can
fork out the cash, because
once they're installed, they're
there to stay.

ee

The full text of this review from The Absolute Sound December 1994 — Myles B. Astor —
The Best Components of 1994 — is available from us at the address below

410

TRANSPARENT AUDIO uses music as its ultimate reference. So all
its Transparent Cable designs sound like the transparent cable
regardless of the performance level chosen, All cables use the same
high quality materials, high standards of construction and geometry.
Transparent Audio treats the interconnect cable as acomponent in its
own right and not as apassive bunch of wires.The interconnect must
act as aphase correct low-pass filter. So, every Transparent Audio cable
has aModular Interface Network in abox that controls the
bandwidth of the cable and makes it act like acomponent in ahi-fi
system.These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent
listening tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type requires its own unique filter.
The Basic, Plus, Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in
standard single-ended and balanced formats and are fitted with high quality
connectors; speaker cables use gold-plated spades ( banana plugs are available).
Digital Link cables in balanced and coax forms are also available from
Transparent—unlike interconnects, this cable must not affect bandwidth or rise time.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly better. Contact
Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details of Transparent Audio dealers.

Abolie Sound
Durham Road

9(eckcioÉ

hivphone 081-947 S047
I•à*,0181-8711 796i
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'We shauld
remember
that
immediate
post-w3r
commercial
considerations
demanded
the
maximum
quality
watts per
pound, both
sterling and
avoirdupois'

PROS AND CONS OF
SINGLE-MED DESIGN!
Dear Sir, Your correspondent Mr
Foster [
HFNIRR June] raises some
interesting issues about the design
of modern single-ended amplifiers.
He makes avalid point regarding
the limited amount of published
material on single-ended design
rationale.
As he also says, Messrs Leak,
Walker, Williamson, and their
contemporaries significantly
advanced the frontiers of amplifier
design. But we should remember
that immediate post-war
commercial considerations
demanded the maximum quality
watts per pound (both sterling and
avoirdupois). Push-pull was the
only sensible way to go forward in
an emerging and competitive
market, and their purpose was to
refine this topology to the best
possible level. Negative feedback
was, and remains, an essential
ingredient.
As an unashamed designer of
single-enders, of course Iam
intimately aware of their work, as I
am sure are my competitors in this
field. Over the years Ihave
variously built, owned, tested and
auditioned examples of most of
them, and Iwould be the first to
acknowledge them to be the fmest
in their division.
But negative feedback is not the
universal panacea that some would
have us believe, compromising as it
does transient response, and more
importantly phase displacement
relationship. This latter
phenomenon becomes dramatically
evident when reproducing live
recorded stereo material — which
was of course unavailable in the late
1940s, and even now it seems to
defy quantitative measurement. But
push-pull without feedback is, Iam
afraid, usually dreadful_ So we must
look elsewhere for asuitable
platform which will permit zero
feedback. This is where the singleended triode comes into its own.
A good zero feedback single-
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ender takes alot of designing, uses
costly parts and materials, weighs
upwards of half ahundredweight,
is electrically inefficient and, lets
face it, appeals to aminority
market — you don't see many of
them in Dixons. So it is handbuilt, specialised and expensive.
To be fair, it should also measure
reasonably well and look good.
So Iwelcome examination of the
relative merits or otherwise of
single-ended designs, but Ifeel it a
little unfair to accuse this small
part of the industry of foisting off
rubbish on agullible public.
People who are prepared to invest
this sort of money are anything but
gullible.
Perhaps instead Mr Foster
should try listening to afew
examples... He might just be
surprised.
DLM Systems Ltd
POWER SUPPLY PLEA(SE)
Dear Sir, Ifind that only asmall
number of audio engineers
appreciate that apower supply can
degrade the sonic qualities of an
audio amplifier. Fortunately Mr
Duncan is among those, and in his
headphone amplifier feature in the
May HFNIRR, by implication, he
draws attention to the problems
involved, although in this instance
he circumvents them, quite
justifiably and elegantly, by using
batteries.
The design of stabilised supplies
for any purpose requires skill and
care but when designed for
powering hi-fi equipment the
problems increase inordinately,
and moreover, components can
have sonic signatures and their
choice becomes equally important.
The performance of the power unit
over the whole audio spectrum has
to be consistently high and also
load-independent up to its design
rating. Regrettably, Ino longer
have access to the laboratory
facilities needed for design and
testing of such equipment, and I
rather suspect there may be many
other people who are similarly
skilled and placed. Mr Duncan
over the years has published
information in several places on
power supplies and has been
known to cross swords — much to
my satisfaction and amusement —
with other audio designers (
eg,
Douglas Self) about the sonic
degradation caused by some power
supply designs and by the wrong
choice of component quality. But
he has not, so far Ican recollect,
published any constructional
details of apower supply that
would meet the needs of the very
best hi-fi.

Although it would be rather nice
to be able to purchase whatever
hi-fi equipment we want, there
must be many, like myself, who
have the skills but not the
wherewithal to buy, or the facilities
to design, and therefore would
appreciate detailed information to
enable us to build. Is there any
possibility that you might
commission Mr Duncan to provide
such adesign for publication?
One small and final request, I
should very much like to know
how or where to obtain Elna
Starget cerafine capacitors —
could you please give me an
address? Vi7hile on the matter of
the Elna capacitors, Ifeel obliged
to question the need to introduce
an electrolytic in the signal path in
the headphone amplifier, whatever
the virtues of this particular make,
when high grade polypropylene
capacitors of the value required are
available for afew pounds. Iknow
from my own tests, and Ithought
Mr Duncan shared my misgivings,
that electrolytic, despite
'molecular/ionic scale
construction', sound worse than
polypropylenes.
Lastly, Ishould like to
congratulate you on an
outstanding magazine and for the
invaluable information you
publish.
S A Lacey, West Sussex
Ben Duncan replies
Ithank Mr Lacey for his kind words.
Power supplies are under continuous
consideration, and some work will be
published at alater date. The special
Elna ARD `Stargee electrolytic caps
that are specified for signal coupling in
my PHONES-01 headphone amp are
available from the HFNIRR Accessories
Club — as are all the individual parts.
Polypropylene capacitors were not
specified, as apair, as the purposely
oversized value of 330pF would likely
cost as much, and occupy more space
than the entire headphone amp! Builders
are welcome to try to fit smaller valued
Polyprops', or may like to experiment
with other audiograde capacitors (eg,
OS-CONs), albeit in both cases with a
reduction in the LF phase linearity
gained with the oversized 330pF. But
by far the sonically purest alternative
(at alittle more cost) is to purchase a
number of SSM 2017 ICs, plug-in each
in turn, and measure their output offset
in the circuit. Those that have offset at
their output pin 6of below +50mV or so
(the exact level is unimportant so long
as the cans don't click too loudly when
plugged in) may be direct-coupled: ie,
remove and link across the coupling cap
C4, 5positions. This and other
information is given in the builder's
guide.
7

KEF REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL FOUR
The Inside Story
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world. You'll find brilliantly innovative design, bristling with advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such
critical acclaim.
"...KEF's best yet, showing that musicality and neutral

"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

balance can result from the high-tech and deeply

dynamic range associated with the best at

researched designs that KEF is famous for..."

two or three times the price..."

"...It'll play loud throughout the range, holding onto its

Martin Colloms, Hi- Fi News

fundamental inner balance, one which is recognisably

The experience
of sound

truthful to the programme input..."
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

CHAIRMAN PUTON'S
LITRE RED BOOK
Dear Sir, Ihave recently built two
subwoofers based on the designs by
David Puton, of Obsession
Loudspeaker Co Ltd, one of which
was from his 'Little Red Book' The
Coupled Cavity Handbook; the
second was constructed from an
especially commissioned design
from the above, for the KEF B139.
The performance from these
relatively small boxes was
previously only obtainable by
mounting one's speaker in the side
of ashed (preferably brick-built).
The beauty of the DP system is
that the box only employs one bass
speaker; you don't need a
crossover. The performance is
predicted by design.The lowest
octaves are produced with both
clarity and definition at full power
or low power, and they are just as
easy to make as abasic reflex (
yuk!)
enclosure. The bonus is that you
only need one base cabinet. The
stereo point need only be bookshelf size, eg, the BBC LS3/5a or
similar. The ladies love em! Organ
buffs will think they are in heaven
Ihave enclosed for your interest
photos of both sets of speakers, the
two-door cabinet being the KEF
B139 design: this has adown-facing
output port. The stereo pair are
twin transmission lines, the main
drive is the KEF Bi LOB and T27
tweeter with the Coles CE4001.
The oval box employs the SEAS
P21 REX. The stereo pair are
based on the KEF BBC LS3/5a
design: the speaker line-up is as
above.
The reason that Ihave written
about this system is that I'm sure it
would be at great interest to your
DIY reader. The Obsession
Loudspeaker Company is at 118
Sandridge Road, St Albans, Hens,
Mr King's subwoofer
and main stereo
speakers: KEF B139
design and (below)
SEAS P2I REX in
oval enclosure
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ALI 4AP; tel: 01727 857804.
The Coupled Cavity Handbook is
available from Wilmslow Audio,
68 Carlton Avenue, Narborough,
Leicester, LE9 5DE; tel: 01455
286603.
JA King, Bognor Regis

Dynamic

PANELS

.
1

The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Deflex panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4 panels for
apair of Tannoy es,
and at least 8 panels
for larger cabinets

See also David Berriman's review in
PotPourri', March, page53 - Ed.

Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet,

SOAPY SOLUTION
Dear Sir, Idid not have the
opportunity to try Russ Andrews's
CD cleaner, because there was no
sample attached to the March issue
of HFNIRR in France, though I
had asample of the scratchremover the month before.
However, Isee avery simple
explanation about why some
people hear adifference after
cleaning and others not. Some
brand new CDs are clean, other
are very dirty, most of them
probably between the two
extremes.
Here is what Iexperienced: one
time Ibought aset of five discs; aà
of them had an unbearably
distorted treble. Another time, the
disc Ibought was of lesser quality
in the treble than on asampler
which came with the Diapason
record review (by the way, you
could include such asample with
your magazine). In the two cases
mentioned, the solution was ta
clean the CDs. Since Ihad no
magic fluid, Iused... household
soap. After cleaning, the sound was
back to normal, cleaner and
smoother. So, no wonder the
expensive fluid of Mr Andrews
works, when the discs are dirty. I
tried to wash CDs which had
already agood sound with no
results! There is no miracle to
expect from aclean CD.
About people who prefer mono
- all problems of stereo image
disappeared when Ichanged my
speaker and interconnect cables
(for Oehlbach Trans 6and NF9).
The stereo image problem means
simply that good stereo costs more
than twice the price of good mono.
Thank you for your reviews of
very high technical level - higher
than the French ones.
When Itried my new
ISEM Antares amp
before buying it, the
designer said that the
sample Itried will be sent
to you for review, but I
never saw an article about
this amp. Did you find it
bad?
Eric Rimbaux, France
(e-mail)
We never heard from ISEM Ed.

remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound. and far less
distortion when
played loud

Whet the exports have to say"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-F1 News & Record Review - March1994
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
But one things for sure - the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Vidlo. December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
HI-FI Choice - Jemmy 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality

111.1111111.

Value for money
Standard Panel

Buzau

£7.95

(
28cm x 21cm)

Medium Panel

£6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £ 14.95 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra DynamIcs make arange of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAUNG STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For aFREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

Unit Al Pinfold Ind. Est, Ftonid Derwen,
Rhyl, Denbighshire LL18 2YR

ACCESS • VISA • C-0.0
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
10 mm z3mm
sechon
-44141.
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,
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B&W'i-patented method
of using Kevlar's unique
woven fibres for loudspeaker cones has been a
major factor in reducing
unwon'ed standing waves.

lob

DM ' 601

"The 60 is sound likt
the mire coils of God."

(DM!
Fliffierfla

'.the (DM' gives
excellent sound, no'
ad/ in terms of correct
imagery and transparency,
but also in precision,
extenced response and
dynamic low- frequency
performance."

Far more information
please rantact
URI Loudspeakers ( UK) Lid
on: + 44 (0)1903 750 750
Intp://www.bwspeckers.com

B&W

news

LYRA LAUNCHES NEW MC FLAGSHIP

L

yra has leaped into new technological
territory to create the Parnassus DCt
(Da Capo titanium) moving- coil
cartridge. Chief innovation is its highprecision milled, one-piece, titanium body,
onto which the moving assembly is directly
mounted. Very low echo distortion is said
to accrue. On the end of a diamondcoated, ceramic-whisker reinforced alloy
cantilever, there is a60 x 60µm rod stylus
with 3 x 30µm Ogura PA profile tip,
reckoned to constitute the smallest, lowest-

mass tip of any cartridge. Dual
Neodymium disc magnets operating in
push pull mode are preferred to
conventional pole pieces, to prevent a
supply/demand lag.
Accurate signal generation can be
expected from the DCt's precise pivot
point to magnetic circuit relationship.
Retailing for £ 1895, Parnassus DCt takes
over as Lyra's flagship moving-coil
cartridge. Contact the UK distributor, Path
Premier on 01494 441736.

LFD LAUNCHES
SONY- BASED
MISTRAL PLAYER

DTS PRESSES ON

Wollowing atwo year research
programme,
LFD
has •
unveiled its new Mistral CD
re ' •
player. Based on Sony technology,
Mistral
features
an
Advanced
Differential Converter designed for lowl •
noise, good linearity and the desired
quality of sound. High frequency interpolation, requantization, and ahigh
order noise shaper help the Pulse Width Modulation D/A converter achieve
the required perfromance. LFD slaves the transport to the DAC, which is
clocked directly from the master oscillator. Extensive regulation, large mains
transformers, separate analogue and digital power supplies and attention
to details of earthing and internal wiring are further refinements of the
Mistral. It is available in stainless steel/gold finish at £999, or black/gold
at £ 1019. For more information contact LFD Audio, 01255 422533.

ROLL-YOUROWN SWISS CD

I

irports. shopping centres and record stores in Switzerland cculd
gstart atrend towards DIY CDs, according to a Financial Times
report. A Geneva- based company. CD World Corporation, has done a deal
with Suisa. the Swiss organisation representing music publishers and
composers, which could eventually lead to the formation of a network of
10,000 Music Point terminals. Customers would choose the title. of
tracks for their personal 45-minute CD, which could be made up lor
them in less than four minutes.

AE TRIES CABLING

A

coustic Energy has started to market its
first custom-made cable. The AESC-C3
was developed to complement AE's three-way
tri-wireable AE120 loudspeaker. Its UltraPure Olmo Continuous Casting conductor
will be phased into use within the whole AE
100 Series loudspeaker range during 1997.
Price of the cable is £ 11.95 per metre. For
further details, contact Acoustic Energy Ltd
on 01285 654430.

METAXAS
IS BACK
After a spell in the
catering business, Kostas
Metaxas is back on the
Australian hi-fi scene, and
plans to re- launch his
Metaxas Audio Systems
brand. For information
call +61 354 295988.

k

one-stop' source known as 5.1 Marketing &
Sales has been set up in the USA for all DTSencoded software including LaserDiscs, audio-only
CDs and, eventually, DVDs. The company will also
be able to supply alimited range of DTS hardware.
Further details from 5.1 Marketing & Sales. Tel:
001 813 323-2311. DTS has also established aUK
office in Henley-Upon-Thames. Primarily
concerned with the professional side of DTS, the
company expects Europe to boast 10,000 DTSequipped cinemas in the near future. It will also
assist in promoting DTS within the domestic
market. DTS hardware licensing details, required
for UK decoder production, are available from
Larkspur Communications and 0171 439 1300.

ROGERS CASHBACK OFFER

R

ogers is offering a £ 150
cheque to UK buyers
who paid £399 for a pair
of db101 speakers.
This extraordinary
gesture results from
a ' fair deal'
commitment
following a
substantial price
reduction. Rogers
says worldwide
sales success has
allowed the
company to shift
db101 production
from the USA to the UK,
this in turn permitting a UK price cut to £249.
Call Rogers International on 0181 640 2172.
(Note: outside the UK, pricing policy is the
responsibility of the appointed local distributor.)

EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS
28-31 AUGUST Singapore
International Audio Video Exhibition
incorporating the High End Exhibition '97
(SAVE/HEX), Le Meridien Hotel,
Singapore. Contact +00 ( 65) 344 3866
30 AUGUST-7 SEPTEMBER
Internationale Fuikausstellung, Berlin.
Contact 01714 E61951.
11•1 4 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show
'97, Ramada ard Excelsior Hotels,
Heathrow, London ( 11th and 12th, trade
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only; public days,13th
and 14th ). Sponsored
w
by HFN/RR. Booking
information from Janet
Belton, 0181 686 2599.
2828 SEPTEMBER
TOP Audio, Quark Hotel,
Milan, Italy. Contact + 39 0) 935 65250
1348 NOVEMBER Top Audio, Praha
97, Panorama Hotel, Prague, Czech
Republic. Contact + z2 ( 0) 602 374 222
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NHT SPREADS ITS
SPEAKER NET

W

ho said you can't have
your cake and eat it?

Certainly not NHT!
The new NHT home theatre
loudspeakers are meant to be equally
at home playing videos and music.
Chief
designer
Ken
Kantor
developed the magnetically shielded
VT- 1.2 tower and VS- 1.2 satellite

loudspeaker line has expanded to
include the imposing 2.5i tower
priced at £ 1299 per pair. NHT's
Focused Image Geometry claims to
direct sound towards the listener and
away from room boundaries, helping
the 2.5i achieve strong stereo
definition as well as a 29Hz to

home theatre speaker system to
satisfy as wide a taste range as

25kHz bandwidth. Finally, the NHT
SuperOne video- shielded two-way
sealed box stand- mount model is

possible. The three-way VT- 1.2 is
bi-ampable, while the two-way VS-

aimed at home theatre and hi-fi
buyers whose budget and available

1.2 may be used as centre speakers
and/or surround speakers. Prices are

space is restricted. It sells for £ 169

£999 per pair for the VT- 1.2 and
£229
each
for
the
VS- 1.2.
Meanwhile, NHT's ' pure hi-fi'

CIRCLE SURROUND ON
A SINGLE CHIP SOON

each and is supplied in high gloss
black or white laminate finishes.
Further details from UK distributor,

A

Sound Department, 01235 555622.

forms of IC are under development, one for in-car,
the other for home theatre applications. The aim is

GOLDMUND GOES MONO

G

oldmund, the ultra exclusive Swiss

firm, has introduced a mono version
of its year-old Mimesis SRA ultra-fast,
affordable amplifier. Mimesis SRM, the
latest addition to Goldmund's Entry Line
product range, is rated at 125W into 8
ohms, over a2.5MHz bandwidth, rising to
200W before the onset of distortion. Digital
Audio Trading SA. Tel: +41 22 823 05 65.

nalog Devices is finalising its single-chip Circle
Surround ( CS) decoder, based on technology
exclusively licensed from Rocktron Corporation. Two

to provide low cost OEM ICs, with delivery scheduled
for October 1997. The chip is described as compatible
with Dolby Surround encoded media and spatialised
media for two-speaker playback. Analog Devices claims
that the characteristic centre channel collapse problem
associated with Pro Logic is overcome by the CS
algorithm. Analog Devices says that the original design
of its Circle Surround decoders ensures that no aspect
infringes existing Dolby patents. More information
from Analog Devices on 01932 266000.

IS THIS THE PERFECT PLATFORM?

p

erfect Sound's new Absorber
Platform isolation table puts a
novel spin on the concept of
vibration damping. Built onto a fine
silica sand base is a core chamber
network of steel mini ball-bearings,
designed to rub together to help
isolate sensitive hi-fi components
from potentially intrusive sources of
vibration. Available in black and

natural beech
finishes, and
supplied with
four spikes
and spike
shoes, the
Platform features a Multiplex outer
skin, a finely compressed layer of
thin wood sheets noted for its high
strength and low mass. The

Absorber Platform retails for £ 129.
For more information on this
product call distributor Goldring
Products Ltd on 01284 701101.

• BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING •
ABSOLUTE MUSICAL GEM

Loudspeakers tells the world about its thick
panelled, custom designed speaker lineup
from its new web- site address,
http://freespace.virgin.net/amg.loudspeakers/
AMG Loudspeakers. Or call 01189 622511.
CELESTION'S new entry-level 12i
compact speaker ( illustrated, £ 119)
combines braced 19mm cabinet panels

with aone-piece moulded baffle. The
bass reflex ( ported) enclosure houses a
long-throw bass/mid driver, with soft
dome ferrofluid-cooled tweeter below.
Call Celestion on 01473 322222.
CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR'S new
single-chip music synthesizer for PC makers
integrates MIDI controller, synthesis engine,
sample ROM, effects processor and RAM
on one IC. Call + 1512 445 7222.
HADCOCK unipivot and gimbal tonearms
are now available again, for the first time
since the mid 1980s. Contact George

Hadcock on 01889 569166.
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MAPLIN ELECTRONICS plc can supply
the new mercury-free, rechargeable, alkaline
manganese batteries (
RAM) From Battery

Technologies Inc. Call 01494 484919.
PHAZE AUDIO has expanded to anew
larger facility at the following address: 65 S

Sycamore Suite #2, Mesa, AZ 85202-1143.
Tel: + 1602 461 9559.
PHILIP KOOMEN'S new CD cabinet, in
walnut with boxwood inlay, takes 50 hours
of skilled craftsmanship to produce, measures

500 x500 x750mm (wdh), and holds
284 CDs and 96 cassettes and retails at
£3720. Other woods and designs are
available to order. Call 01491 681122.
PROFUSION LTD, exclusive UK
supplier of THAT 100 series transistors,
claims that these devices set new standards
for low noise and crosstalk. Call 01702
543500.
SHARP'S new £400 CD-C1600H mini
component system relies on SRS Labs Inc
licensed technology to give five modes of
enhanced 3D sound, with unrestricted
listening position. Call 0345 125387
SHIRWOOD'S new Dolby Pro Logic
RDS EON receiver, the Newcastle-built
R125RDS is rated at 35W x4 ch, the rear
channel output split to feed two
loudspeakers. Call 0171 940 2240.
TDL, the transmission line speaker maker,
is to represent KLH and Soundbites
products in the UK. Call TDL on 01473
833 228, KLH Europe on 01473 833228.
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NEW SPEAKER ANGLE FROM PRISM

R

eflective
Wave
Technology helps a
range
of
seven
new
loudspeakers
from
Prism
Acoustics overcome conventional
problems
associated
with
rectilinear box cabinets. The Draco
1, Draco II and Capella III
loudspeakers each feature sloping
diamond-shaped
front
baffles
wedged onto four vertical cabinet
panels which descend to the floor.
The idea is to minimise internal
standing waves while time aligning
the Kevlar main driver and golden

1Pi :ft_ 1 0.

leet—

aluminium
dome
tweeter. All three speakers
have a rated sensitivity of
93dB (for 1W at lmetre) and
afrequency response of 40Hz
to 20kFlz. Two triangular-baffled,
satellite comer mount models, the
Rigel 1 and Rigel II, while the
Vega, acompact subwoofer, and the
Viper, a 12 inch ' killer bass'
subwoofer, complete the lineup.
Prices range from £ 260 for the
Vega, to £ 50 for the Capella III.
Further details from Prism
Acoustics Ltd. Tel: 01261 818444.

r-z-711

HIHI
TEAC'S MINIDISC TOP- UP

p

reviewed
in
late
1996,
TEAC's MD- H500 MiniDisc
recorder
is
now
available
through retailers, either as a
standalone item or as part of one
of TEAC's three Reference 500
mini component series. When
bought as part of a system, the
MD- H500 retails for £600, which

represents a £ 50 reduction from
its normal single component
price. Edit functions are multijog dial controlled, there's a full
function remote control, and
inputs/outputs for digital and
analogue signals are provided.
Contact TEAC UK Ltd for more
details, on 01923 819630.

HORNLESS
LIVING VOICE

L

iving Voice has diversified
from its core three-way
horn designs with the
Auditorium, a conventionallooking moving-coil speaker
whose sensitivity is still
rated at a high 94dB/W at
1m. A pair of Vifa bass/mid
drivers, aVita silk dome
tweeter are rear- port reflexloaded to meet a strict 35Hz
to 30kHz spec. Very high
density hardwood composite forms the main cabinet
which is supported on a box-section steel frame
plinth and large gauge spiked feet. Each 1000 x 220
x 280mm ( hwd) Auditorium loudspeaker relies on a
high precision crossover network pair matched to
within 0.001%. Retail price per pair is £ 1300.
Further details on this and other models are available
from from Living Voice on 0115 981 3562.

NTL GEARS UP FOR DAB
leollowing '
customer consultation', broadcast contractor
NTL has unveiled its broadcasting development plans
for Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB). These plans
include athe introduction of asystem for inserting PAD
(Programme Associated Data), a multiplex management
and control system, fully digital studio-to-transmitter
links, amultimedia programme production system and
an over-air data resource and advertising channel. NTL
is developing virtual receiver interfaces to demonstrate
DAB's consumer potential, and is expected to host a
high profile industry demonstration showcase at its
London DAB multiplex later this year. For more
information call NTL on 01962 822582.

HDCD
KEEPS
UP
RELEASE
RATE

BOSTON HOMES
IN ON CINEMA
Mrhe Micro 90 System, a new
five- piece loudspeaker set
from Boston Acoustics,
targets home cinema
enthusiasts seeking high
performance and value for
money. Featuring a two-way,
diecast aluminium chassis
centre channel loudspeaker,
two-way Diffuse Field
Surround speakers, an active
subwoofer and two front
left/right satellites, the system
sells for £ 1000. Portfolio
Marketing can be contacted
on 01489 795519.
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Pacific
Microsonics
released 50 new
HDCD recordings
within the first
three months of
1997, including
albums by John
Lee Hooker and
Nanci Griffith. A
further 200
albums were
HDCD mastered
during the same
period. New
albums from
Steve Winwood,
Buffalo
Springfield and
The Cars will be
HDCD encoded.
For details call:
+1 510 644
2442.

HEYBROOK MAKES HEY
AGAIN AND AGAIN
hird and smallest in Heybrook's ` Hey...'
series loudspeakers, the new baby
Heylette shares the beaded edges, shaped
grilles and real wood veneers of its
established bigger brothers Heylo and
Heylios [ reviewed in this issue]. The twoway rear ported Heylette has a rated
sensitoivity of 88dB/WIlm sensitivity.
Rosewood or black wood finishes are
available. Retail price is £269 a pair. For
more information call 01579 342866.

HYBRIDISED
CD FROM
EIKOS

E

ikos, the new CD
player from Acoustic
Precision, is scheduled to
go into production this summer. Taking its name from the Greek word
for ' likeness to the truth', Eikos's unusual genesis lies in a special
collaboration between ' key personnel' from Trichord Research, Michell
Engineering, Pioneer High Fidelity (GB), and Electrofluidics. A new
precision clock, the ' Super Clock 3', a DC coupled Class A analogue
output stage, and Inertial Slab isolation technology are further important
design details of this new player, which will retail at £ 1850. For further
details, call Acoustic Precision on 01483 267516.
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Well into our ninth year
designing and manufacturing quality tube amplifiers Tube Technology
are proud to present the
Signature range. Our
amplifiers have won an
enviable international
reputation for mixing
unmistakable style with
high grade audio
reproduction.
Akin to our
new Extreme
Machines is
asignature
which
allows the
listener to be
enthralled by
aworld of truth.

sounding pre-amplifiers

Powerful amplifiers
with low distortion and
breathtaking dynamics
convey this truth with

allow precise control of
this realism. A singular
approach to integrated
models combine a
modular pre-amplifier
and power amplifier in
asingle chassis, offering
the enthusiast outstanding High - End performance in aneat package.
A ten year warranty on all of
our systems
is our expression of
confidence
and your
assurance for
the
future.
Tube Technology
redefines the boundaries of traditional tube
amplification presenting
the listener The Extreme

complete authority.
Our ultra quiet, clean

Machines for now and
beyond ihe

Tube Technology Technology House 214 Station Rd.
Addlestone Surrey KT15 2PH England
EMail: TUBE_TECHNOLOGY@compuserve.com
Tel: (44) 01932 821111 Fax: (44) 01932 821182

"...some of the most
consistent, coherent,
of-a-piece music
you could
want to hear"
KK 1-1FNRR 6195

SYNERGY- PPS
Single Chassis
Dual Mono
Remote Control
Pre Power System

oriou
rdband,
st the right amount of speed,
well controlled transients, and,
single-ended triode worshippers take
note, deep, rich, powerful bass.."
KK HFNRR 6/45
"It was as if this quality was a g:ven, for synergistic it truly was, and with awide range of products. Regardless of the partnering equi¡asnent the
Synergy's controlling influence dominated the proceedings as if it wouldn't let anything misbehave." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News 36/95

news

HI-FI SHOW WILL BREAK RECORDS

W

ith The HiFi Show still three
months away as this issue went
to press, the organisers were
confident that this year's event would easily
break all records. With firm bookings from
more than 100 exhibitors, between them
representing more than double that number
of hi-fi brands, the show is now certain to
include literally thousands of products, many
of which will be making their world debuts
when the Show opens on 11 September.
Early bookings more than justified the
decision, taken soon after successful 1996
event, to expand the Show beyond the
confines of its traditional Ramada Hotel
venue with the addition of the Excelsior
Hotel. The Excelsior's range of medium and
large demonstration rooms immediately
found favour with exhibitors, for both for
pure audio and home cinema, with the space
available in the Excelsior now almost fully
booked. Among key exhibitors who have
chosen the Excelsior are B&W,
KEF and Panasonic/Technics.
As mentioned last month
['Comment', July], it's expected
that this year's HiFi Show will
see the true UK launch of DVD:
that is to say, the Digital Versatile
Disc for movie and pure audio
applications. With Meridian,
Pioneer and Panasonic all ready
with hardware, the remaining
question-marks are now over
issues of software support and availability.
But of course, visitors to the Show will have
aunique opportunity to discuss these aspects
directly with the DVD manufacturers.
Aside from DVD, there will be ahost of
new home cinema products to catch the eye
as well as the ear. Many of these will be seen
in the Excelsior hotel. For example, in
addition to its usual multiple array of closeddoor demonstrations at the Ramada, high-end
importer Absolute Sounds has booked alarge
suite at the Excelsior specifically to unveil its
latest and most breathtaking home cinema
systems, which will include the UK public
debut of the stunning Vidikron Helios
projector. Physically smaller than its rivals,
thanks to arevolutionary imaging technology

from Texas Instruments, the sleek, teardropshaped Helios is the first domestic projector
with style.
For pure-audio enthusiasts, there will be
more than ever to sample this year. Pioneer
is expected to maintain its traditional use of
the HiFi Show to demonstrate cutting-edge
digital audio technology long before it filters
down to consumers. Meanwhile, the valve
revival continues to gain strength and there
will be more glowing tubes than ever at this
year's show, along with the appearance of a
brand new British audiophile record label,
plus new turntables and cartridges to satisfy
every diehard analogue enthusiast.
This year will be remarkable for the
presence of many foreign companies,
exhibiting in their own right, these ranging
from ATD and
newcomers AVS and
Simetel (Italy) to Heart (Holland), ALR,
Avantgarde and (Germany), Siemel (France),
and from furthest afield Music Lab
(Australia), not forgetting China
National Electronics.
For the Trade Days ( 11 and
12 September) we can predict
arepeat of the high turnout of
foreign visitors, including aspate
of hi-fi celebrities, all aresult of
the Hi-fi Show's continuing role
as the premier trade event for
Europe, and in fact for much of
the world. On the trade days, in
collaboration with industry body
CEDIA, the HiFi Show will aim to help
promote the next generation of home
entertainment to retailers and manufacturers.
A series of CEDIA training courses will
welcome members and non-members alike.
The HiFi Show will be supported by
major media promotion, coaches will be
provided to take visitors to the Show from
the nearest Tube stations. Coaches will also
run continuously over the short distance
between the Ramada and Excelsior hotels.
Don't forget that next month's HiFi News
& Record Review comes with afree Show
admission ticket, saving you the £4.00
admission charge and entitling you to afree
Show Guide. Don't miss it: The HiFi Show
1997 will be the best you've ever attended.

PAUL MILLER'S TEST KIT
ON DEMONSTRATION

S

mince receiving the prestigious Test Innovator
of the Year Award ( 1996) for his Miller Audio
Research Jitter Analyzer software suite, technical
reviewer Paul Miller has developed additional
diagnostic tools, including avirtual instrument for
profiling the dynamic behaviour of amplifiers
operating ' into any conceivable load, ie, nondestructively.' Forthcoming HFNIRR reviews will feature test results arising from its use.
Both pieces of test kit will be on demonstration at The HiFi Show. The Jitter Analyser,
which is designed to identify and analyse the audible impact of jitter, has featured in
Paul's HFNIRR CD player reviews and in HiFi Choice, and has also been adopted for
R&D and/or production testing by manufacturers such as Arcam, Naim, Krell, Pacific
Microsonics, Sony Japan and Verity Group. For further details, call 01252 334274.
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AMONG THE
EXHIBITORS

By no means comprehensive, this list
indicates exhibitors with firm bookings at
the Show as we went to press in early
June. Note that many are distributors
who will each be showing arange of
different brands (not listed here), and
that many have booked more than one
room or stand. Look out for next
month's Show Update for details of some
of the thousands of new products to be
seen at the Ramada and Excelesior hotels.
Aanvil Audio, A&R Cambridge Ltd
(Arcam), Absolute Sounds Ltd, Acoustic
Energy Ltd, Alema UK Ltd, ALR Akustik,
Ash Design, ATC Loudspeaker Technology
Ltd, ATD, Audiofreaks, Audio Illusion,
Audiokits Precision Components Lui, Audio
Note (UK) Ltd, Audiophile International
Ltd, Audio Synthesis, Audusa & Co, Aura
Systems Europe, Avantgarde Acoustic
GmbH, AV International Lui, AVS (Italy),
Beam-Echo Ltd, BHC Aerovox Ltd,
Bravura, B&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd,
Cable Talk, Castle Acoustics, Celef Audio
InternationallProAc, Celestion International
Ltd, Chantry AudiolHi-Q Sound, Chelmer
Valve Company, China National Electronics
Import/Export, Chord Electronics Ltd, CR
Developments Lui, DNA Marketing, DPA
Digital Ltd, Expolinear Elektroakustik,
Exposure Electronics, Gamma Acoustics,
GLL, Goldring Products, Hailey Audio Ltd,
Harbeth Acoustics, Heart (Rik Stoet
Holland), Henley Designs Ltd, HNE, In
Store Logistics, jPW Loudspeakers Ltd,
KEF Audio UK Ltd, Kenwood Electronics
UK Ltd, Keswick Audio Research, KLH
Audio SystemsISoundbites, Linn Products
Ltd, Loricraft Audio, Marantz, Meridian
Audio Ltd, Monitor Audio Ltd, Mordaunt
Short Ltd, Moth Group, Music Labs
(Australia), Mytyad Systems Ltd, Musical
Design Co, Neat Acoustics, New Audio
Frontiers, Niche Electronics, Nottingham
Analogue Engineering, Optimum 2000,
Orelle, Panasonic/Technics, Partington &
Co, Path Premier, Pioneer High Fidelity
(GB) Ltd, Prime Design, QLN UK Ltd,
Rogers International Ltd, Rotel HiFi, RT
Services, Ruark Acoustics Ltd, Sennheiser
UK Ltd, SG Acoustics Lui, Shearne Audio
Ltd, Siemel (France), Simetel (Italy),
Stands Unique, System Audio (Denmark),
Talk Electronics Ltd, Target Audio Products
plc, TDL Electronics Ltd, TEAC UK Ltd,
The Chord Company, The Real Sound Co
Ltd, Trilogy Audio Systems, Tube
Technology, UK Distribution, van den Hul,
Vinyl Demand, Virtual Reality, Wilson
Benesch, Wollaton Audio, Yoshino Ltd,
Zenith Crown.
I Don't miss your FREE TICKET. wlthj
next month's HFN/RR, on sale Friday
.1 August. Save the £ 4.00 admission
' charge on either of the Public days
(12th and 13th September) and get a
free Show Guide on arrival.
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DREAMS CAN COME TRUE

New Alpha Range.
Affordable and upgradeable

New one box Audiolab CD Player.
Bargain price with Audiolab
build quality

Audiolab
Remote control upgradeable, what
more could you ask for.

Copland CD
In aclass of its own for build
and price

New Krell pre, power 8( CD on demo

Castle Harlechs exemplary
finish + sound

Awesome Power,
must be heard.
Krell FPB 200

Monitor, Audio, Studio 60
unbelievable - in stock

Limited editions from Sonus Faber,
our demos are for sale, please call.

AND THEY HAVE.
WELCOME TO THE ULTIMATE IN
HOME CINEMA

Dwin HD500 probably
the finest CRT available
on the market.

Vidikron the ultimate in
LCD projectors

Theta Data Ill Laserdisc players do not come much better than this.

Krell Multichannel Amplifier
designed for the home
cinema market.

Martin Logan Logos never
thought acentre channel could
sound this good.

New Aerius I. You need to
have an electrostatic in
Home Cinema system.

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE ON SELECTED INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

Visit us on the World Wide Web

Experience the best in home

STOP PRESS! NEW PRODUCTS

http://www.riversidehifi.co.uk/

theatre starring Angstrom,

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100

or e-mail us on:

DWIN, Harman, Krell,

soundadvice@riversidehifi.co.uk

Martin Logan, NHT, Onkyo,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Theta, Yamaha.

AUDIO RESEARCH CA50
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
COPLAND CDA 277
COPLAND CSA 8
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS
SONUS FABER CONCERT GP
PERSONAL OVERSEAS ORDERS

The alphabet according to
Musical Fidelity.

XLP Low Noise
MC/MM Phone Stage

X1OD Class A
Tube Line Stage

X PRE Class A
Tube Preamplifier

X CANS Class A
Tube Headphone Amplifier

X PSU Add on Power Supply
for all.X
le-

X DAC New Technology
HDCD DAC

X TONE
High Quality Tone Control

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
FOR DETAILS OF
A DEALER NEAR YOU,
CONTACT MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED.
15-17 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE.
FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 OTF.
TELEPHONE 0181 900 2866.

technology
transducers, each driven directly by
logic
gate
outputs.
All
the
transducers generate sound pulses
which are integrated into an analogue
waveform by the listener's ear.
Will it work? Very probably. Major
electronics companies (notably
Philips) have been experimenting
with digital speakers that work on
the integration principle for the last
20 years. But still all hi-fi loudspeakers at present available work on
the traditional moving-coil or
electrostatic principle.
The first sign of areal alternative

The proof of
the
pudding...
new ideas
need the
support of
investment
captal
before
working
prototypes
can prove
theim worth

M

ost patents or patent
applications describe 'arm-

chair ideas> which sound
perfectly sensible, and will probably
work. But no-one can know how
well they will work until someone
has built aprototype and proved the
concept.
Some of the cleverest inventions,
eg, the Hovercraft or the dye wander
Technicolor film system, sound wild
and wacky. But in each case
inventors and developers ploughed
so much time, money and effort into
making the idea work, that no-one
could say it would not work.
The catch, of course, is that private
inventors often do not have the
money to build aprototype. Investors
will not put up the money without
some evidence that it is likely to
bring returns. So the inventor must
try and drum up publicity, usually
by getting the national press to
publish articles about the idea.
Over the years we have been
promised cars that run on water,
water that converts to wine,
microchips that store hours of hi-fi
sound, countless schemes for 3-D
television, spoiler systems which will
stop home tapers copying records
and broadcasts, and full-bodied
binaural surround sound from just
two loudspeakers. Usually these ideas
sink without trace, either because
they do not work or were overblown
by gullible hack journalists.
But undoubtedly there will have
been plenty of good ideas that we
never heard about, because the
inventor could not get anyone's ear.
Two years ago HFNiRR [
Nov ' 95]
reported on an idea for a digital
speaker, invented by Dr Tony
Hooley. The inventor had won a
£45,000
award
from
the
Government's DTI and would
'spend a year developing a fully
functional prototype before seeking
the investment required for mass
production'.
Now comes an update from Dr
Hooley [
HFNIRR June ' 97] who
'envisages' an array of at least a
thousand
small,
law
power
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was the flat panel loudspeaker, under
development by NXT (part of the
Verity and Mission group). NXT
scored favourable publicity in the
serious press only because the
company gave an impressive working
demonstration.
What matters is how the 1000
digital speaker panel will sound. And
no-one will know until someone has
built a full-blown example, and
played music through it to listeners
who know what agood loudspeaker
should sound like.
According to Tony Hooley, he has
built aprototype that demonstrates
the concept that you can make
recognisable sounds from an array
of transducers, each fed directly with
purely digital pulse signals. But,
admits Hooley, ` the device is
definitely not hi-fi yet'. It uses just
a small array of 80 transducers,
which gives resolution of only around
8 bits compared to the 16 bits
available from CD.
The transducers are small piezo
drivers, similar to those used in
smoke alarms. Why not simply use
athousand smoke alarm drivers? The
problem is transducer throw. Each
driver has to be small, around lOmm
in diameter, but must have sufficient
power output to provide low
frequency response without the need
to add aconventional woofer.
Hooley claims he has now
invented a ` radical departure from
conventional loudspeaker technology'
that will produce high power from a
small point source. How it works is
still atrade secret. So your guess is
as good as mine as to whether it will
work.
All of which brings us full circle
back to the need for a prototype.
This is exactly the problem that
Trevor Baylis faced when he
invented his clockwork radio. On
paper this sounded like a joke.
Instead of batteries, the portable
radio would use aspring motor, with
awind-up handle on the side.
After discussing his idea with
members of the Institute of Patentees
and Inventors, Baylis received an
unsolicited letter from a self-styled
expert who had discussed the idea

with another self-styled expert. The
spring engine, they opined, would
weigh around one hundredweight
and have an endurance of no more
than ten minutes.
The ` experts' then went on to
suggest that the radio might work
better if powered by `local plant life'.
Or perhaps the inventor should
consider using a 'thermocouple held
under an armpit or between the
thighs at the groin'.
The wind-up radio is now made
in a factory in Cape Town, South
Africa, and sold to care agencies at
around £20 or £25 atime. Around
150 workers, mainly disabled, are
producing 20,000 a month. A
surprisingly light plastic box, with
chunky handle on the side, receives
AM, FM or short wave radio for
around an hour after winding. It also
sells for around £75 in Harrods.

DVD PATENTS POOL
Philips, Pioneer and Sony have
pooled all their patents on DVD.
The move follows the breakdown of
negotiations between all ten members
of the DVD Consortium on pooling
all DVD patents and providing
manufacturers with a one-stop
licence shop. The three-company
pool will charge a royalty of 3.5%
on the player, and 5 US cents per
disc.
Even the Philips/Pioneer/Sony
pool is not complete. DVA,
Discovision Associates, owns awhole
folio of patents on all aspects of
optical recording which last into the
next century. Although Pioneer owns
DVA, DVA will issue its own
licences separately.
So now we have the ridiculous
situation that any manufacturer
wanting to make DVD players must
negotiate
with
the
Philips/
Pioneer/Sony pool, with DVA, with
the seven other companies in the
DVD Consortium, with a US
company called Cable Labs which
administers the patents on MPEG
compression and then with whatever
companies
crawl out of the
woodwork, from anywhere else in the
world, claiming that, although they
are not members of the DVD
Consortium, they hold key patents
on other aspects of optical recording
which are vital to the DVD system.
The DVD launch is already a
mess. Panasonic UK, for instance,
was saying in May that it would
launch playback-only DVD players
in June, ` regardless' of the fact that
there was still not a single disc of
English langauge software legally
available in the UK.
This kind of. nonsense must deter
the public. Uncertainty over patents
will deter the manufacturers, too.
Barry Fox
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uying into certain ' schools' of
audio thought requires the
same kind of metaphorical
lobotomy as becoming a slavish
football supporter or joining a
religious cult. It means voluntarily
denying oneself the freedom to
choose components outside a
specific, and usually narrow,
selection ' approved' by the cult
community. If that sounds as if I'm
describing the immaturity of an 11year-old who refuses to go to school
because he doesn't own a specific
pair of trainers: well, if the shoe fits...
And Rega has always been one of
those brands of trainers, ever since
the Dark Ages of, roughly, 1977-87.
A brief history lesson is needed if
you're under 35 and want to
understand the Rega Planet CD
Player. During that miserable
decade, certain British hi-fi
manufacturers had avice-like grip on
the testicles of the hi-fi press: agrip
so tight that it enabled them to
dominate the specialist sector of UK
hi-fi market to the detriment of the
entire community. Briefly, ' Flat
Earthers' bought only certain brands
— there was a core of roughly a
dozen approved makes — which
happened to adhere to aspecific way
of presenting sound. Like, uh, to hell
with soundstage depth, smoothness,
mid-band warmth and everything
else that is now recognised as
desirable. (But which has been taken
to its own extreme by that other cult,
the Worshippers of SET.)
At best, these approved pieces
worked adequately with each other.
At worst, these pieces only worked
with each other. So, if you couldn't
afford aNaim amp, you could avoid
excommunication by purchasing a
Nytech or a NAD 3020. (Not all
approved amps began with an ' N'.
There was the Arcam A60, or, for
true masochists, the accursed
Cambridge P50.) Can't afford an
LP12? Then you could buy a Rega
Planar II. And Rega, more than any
brand from the Base Metal Age, has
stuck to its guns by never selling out,
nor giving up its eccentric image.
Rega has stayed true to its roots.
But therein lies a problem if you
aren't a Regan. So distinctive is the
sound, so unique the behaviour of
the Planet CD player that its appeal
is restricted to a certain set of
circumstances. It's worth noting here
that this is the first review in which
I've collaborated with Paul Miller,
and if it weren't for Paul's input I
would have sworn Iwas imagining
things. And what he was able to
describe in technical terms explains
what Iheard when trying the Planet
with over a half-dozen completely
different amplifiers.
This non- universal, limited20

Rega, more
than any
brand from
the Base
Metal Age,
has stuck to
its guns
by never
selling out,
nor giving up
its eccentric
image.
Rega has
stayed true
to its roots

symbiosis character isn't the only
feature, though, which characterises
the Planet as athrowback to the Age
of Unreason. The upside is that, for
£399, you can buy a CD player
which will give you a feeling of
individuality, of separateness, of not
having purchased a faceless black
box. And for this alone I'm prepared
to forgive the Planet just about any
sin it could commit. And it commits
many, which is why it has elicited in
me more of alove/hate response than
any item Ican recall.

ERGONOMICS AND, ER...
OPTIONS
Top-loading is aconceit which serves
as asop to CD users who wish they'd
never given up vinyl. Since it also
offers a break from front- loading
samey-ness,
Rega
is
to
be
commended for including it in such
an affordable design. Indeed, the
overall look, aside from making the
Planet the choice for owners of other
current Rega components, is the
freshest I've seen in abudget player
since Musical Fidelity's late,
lamented ` frog' with the tubes on
top. The Planet's clever, cantilevered
lid is a nicely- made, beautifully

damped affair that will let every diehard analoguist feel as if he or she is
lifting a turntable dustcover. The
only element of concern is that the
CD clamp passes through the lid and
rotates during play; you will soon
learn not to place ajewel box on top
of the Planet's lid.
To its right is a vast ridged
expanse which serves as aheat-sink
on the amplifier equivalent, but
which acts solely as adust trap here;
the Planet needs no extra cooling so
far as Ican tell. One could suppose
that it's a further reminder that you
want some space above the Planet,
because there's arisk of scratching
CDs if you don't open the lid to its
full 70mm. Even then, it doesn't
completely expose the CD 'well', so
be careful.
At the front, it's another mix of
good and bad. The bright red display
is visible from across the room; you
can switch it off or set two levels of
illumination; and you can set it to
display track number, time elapsed
or remaining, programmed tracks
and other configurations. The drag is
that these options are only available
from the remote control, as are the
programming functions. The insult is

Somehow, Rega's
first digital product
seems to fit right in with
the company's
analogue pedigree
BY KEN KESSLER
& PAUL

MILLER

FORBIDD1:\

PLANET
AUGUST 1997
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that the Rega's remote control — I in the same way that you would
acquire one.
kid you not — is an optional extra.
Then the really hard work began,
Seriously. Like, uh, £25. And you're
because the Rega is so fussy. Not
gonna want it when you see the
absolutely useless push-buttons that ,only did Iexperiment with cables
ranging from costly Shinpy and
Rega was generous enough to leave
Transparent down to the sensible
on the front panel.
stuff in Musical Fidelity's X-Series, I
OK, so the graphics surrounding
ended up trying the Planet with more
the play, pause and skip/scan buttons
amplifiers than I would have
are large enough for even abat like
expected to be necessary before
me to see, but the buttons
feeling comfortable with the listening
themselves? 3nun diameter ' tits' with
results. No kidding: it took me longer
the feel of a 39p ballpoint pen
to find out what the Planet could do,
pusher. Why didn't they go all the
to deduce what was its innate sonic
way and make the buttons the size of
character, than any CD player I've
the graphics? Whatever, go for the
tried in recent memory. It was even
remote.
crankier than the Jadis JD- 1.
The rest of the outside is no less
uninspiring. Poorly made feet which
look like Sorbothane lumps trapped
between plastic discs, non- gilded
phono sockets for coaxial digital
output and analogue output — and
the
latter
were
mounted so far offcentre that Ihad a
hard time fitting cables
with decent plugs without
fouling them on the back
plate. A one-off, perhaps, but
this unit was purchased from ashop
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SYSTEM MATCHING
As a result, Iended up using the
NVA Personal and Roksan Caspian
integrated
amps,
Quad
33,
Sutherland 2000 combo, Musical
Fidelity X-Pre, Krell KRC-3
and GRAAF WFBT W

SUPPLIER
Rega Research
Ltd, 119 Park
Street,
Westcliff on Sea,
Essex SSO 4YU.
Tel: 01702
333071

pre-amps, and the Music Fidelity XCans headphone amplifier with
assorted Grados. For digital
references, Iused the Arcam Alpha
7, the Marantz CD-63SE and Theta
Data III/Pro Gen Va CD players.
Speakers included Quad 77-10L,
Quad ESL63 and Genexxa Pro
LX5s.
Before arriving anywhere near a
conclusion, let me offer a tip: the
Rega Planet, more like a speaker
than a CD player, appears to have
been carefully ` voiced'. As such, it
complements certain amplifiers (and
I'm sure those made by Rega
number
among
them!)
and
antagonises others. Much though I
adore the cheap'n'cheerful NVA
Personal, the Rega didn't, and
together the two sounded harsh, too
sharply etched and lacking in
dynamics. The extremely wide
bandwidth high-end pre-amplifiers
revealed crudeness and a lack of
refinement, as you'd expect when
pairing components so far out of
each other's class as to defy any
hopes of synergy. The winners?
Without any question, the Rega
worked beautifully with the
Caspian integrated amplifier, the
Quad 33 (driving a303) and the
Musical Fidelity X-Series
pre- amp
and
headphone
amp. And
in
every
case, the
Planet benefited from
the presence of a
Musical Fidelity XIOD
buffer,
though my
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Audio Note cables are designed to interact between components
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as part of any high- end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical
shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and
mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level 'interconnect' transfer
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or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the
electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
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and all our cables in each price level take that into consideration.
Audio Notc cables work better than any other cable on the market because they
are ' designed to work with your components'. Without Audio Note cables they would,
VS

in effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
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CD PLAYERS
comments are restricted to its use
without any tweaks.
Once the matter of amp choice was
settled — and you can probably avoid
it entirely by going straight for a
demonstration through a Rega
amplifier — the comparisons with
CD players began. Given my current
need for stress removal, Ispent most
of the time listening to cosseting,
relaxing and/or seductive music, a
stream of Lou Rawls, Dianne Reeves,
early 1960s Miles Davis, even some
Mel Torme, plus some lush
orchestral in the form of 1950s

LAB REPORT

There is agoad

implementations
can be seen in the

orders to be
mopped-up (6) by

reason for the
similarity in
performance

additional
analogue filter pole

an effective
response to dither.

just beyond 40kHz

between this Reps

(4), amounting to

Low-level
resolution is on

remastered Jimi Hendrix CDs, The

Planet and the

afurther

Presidents of the United States of
America, and the magnificent,

Arcam Alpha 7, as
both players feature

attenuation of

eponymous Cheap Trick reunion CD
just out on Red Ant [RAACD002].
Immediately obvious was that the

acombination of

soundtracks and a slew of Capitol
vocals. For assessing dynamics,
power and attack, I enjoyed the

Rega is no slouch when it comes to
rocking out: it's fast, punchy and
blessed with smooth and rapid decay.
Subjectively, it's a ` loud' player: in
your face and not even slightly
reticent. Percussion freaks are gonna
love the way it handles kick drum;
but the downside is that bass guitar
and acoustic bass have a trace of
hardness which only favours tecluioid
dance music. The Rega's speed and
cleanliness, enough to differentiate it

target at + 0.11
-3.2dB over afull

some 8dB at

100dB dynamic
range (20Hz-

Sony's CDMI4
transport with
Burr-Brown's

80kHz.
Once again,
depending on their
linearity above

budget PCM1710

20kHz, not all

'real' 97.8dB
signal-to-noise ratio

amplifiers will
happily contend

may be
compromised by an

with this
substantial welter
of noise without

idle pattern tone
(and its
harmonics) that

suffering an
intermodulation

shifts from
715-1035Hz at

distortion that folds
directly back into
the audio'-band. As

the -98dB to
-100dB level

converter. This e
includes on-board
8-times
oversampling and
truncation of the
16-bit word-length
to approximately
2.3-bits, which
feeds aPWM
bitstream output A

20kHz).
The player's

Ken observed, the

to redistribute the
re-quaruisation

the Alpha 7, will
prove somewhat

still lies some

noise caused by this
truncation,

competition.

resulting in abroad

unpredictable in its
performance with
different amplifiers,

CD-63SE and it dawned on me that
the lack of warmth in the Rega's

sweep of ultrasonic
noise (I)

while active buffers
like the X10-D

midband was what kept me wishing

immediately

may offer some

for the re-insertion of the X- 10D
buffer stage. The Marantz simply
didn't need it. Allied to the warmth
of the Marantz was reduced edginess,

outside the audio
band.
Any common
ground is most

advantage,
particularly in

and therefore a lower likelihood of
listener fatigue — Iguess you can tell

graphically
revealed by the 3D

that Ifound the Rega abit relentless,
like Scary Spice as opposed to Peggy

plot [Fig 1], which

7, made it the more precise and
detailed of the two, and yet they
should be considered natural rivals
for both their British origins and
prices.
But then Iturned to the Marantz

Lee.
Am Isurprised? Not abit. It was a
throwback to the Flat Earth days,
which Ibought into, once, through
the ownership of a Rega Planar II
(which was quickly replaced with a
Thorens TD125). But no cult, no
audio substream, has hung on so
tightly as Flat Earthism, and Ihave
every fear that it's like one of those
viruses which stays in the body long
after a cure has been applied. Which

Rega Planet, like

view of the
Planet's high
98Iohm output
impedance.
Reasons abound

anticipated at
446.8psec, left
channel, and

tone

at -70dB

Fig 3. Rega Planet: total jitter spectrum

445.8psec, right.
These remarkably
consistent patterns
are dominated by a
trio of supply-

for the potentially
more detailed and

and 6), some high-

Arcam Alpha 7

refined sound of

rate phenomena

[HFN1RR, Nov
'96, page 361. In

the Planet. Rega's
decision to avoid

possibbr linked to
the idle tones

addition to the

'flavour-of-themonth' op-amps in

(purple markers
10, 14, 21) and a

favour of Sanyo

residue of datainduced sidebands

devices has not, for
example, resulted
in deterioration in

(red markers). Any
gritty-sounding

the low 0.008%
midband distortion

high-rate
phenomena are

(ref -30dB).
Meanwhile [Fig
2], lower-level

suitably suppressed.
All in all, avery
fine implementation

is a curious way of saying that the
Rega Planet CD player is aimed at a
certain kind of anachrophile. Not
tube-driven, early 1960s retro-philes,

in the expanded
portion of this

but those who wish that it was 1980.

computer-

detail is joined by a
dominant 2nd

of apotentially
troublesome budget

Curious, but then who ever thought
that flares would come back?

generated graphic.
Lhfferences between

harmonic (5),
leaving higher-

converter.
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¡kHz

jitter [Fig 3] is

stopband images
— at <-60dB, (3)
— clearly exposed
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Fig 2. Rega Planet: effect of dither.

also some 25%
lower than

may be compared
with that from the

aunique pattern of
modulated
harmonic
distortions (2) and

-30dB

6-7dB ahead of its

related sidebands
(blue markers 2, 4

noise, this
converter produces

spurious output at

(depending upon
prevailing signal
conditions) but it

4th-order noiseshaper is engaged

from the rather similar Arcam Alpha

Fig I. Rega Planet:

Paul Miller

Test results

Rega Planet

20Hz
licHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0
0.1
Stereo separation (dB)121
112
91
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
0
0
Distortion (
THD vs leel, dB):
At OdB
-103 -97 -68
At -30dB
-93 -82 -53
At -80dB
-55 -53 -15
At -80dB
-28
29 -2
At -90dB (dithered) -22 -20
12
At -100dB (dithered) -14
At -110dB (dithered) -9
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
0.1 -0.4
Error at -90dB
-04 -16
Error at -100dB
+0.1 -3.2
Peak output level L/R
2.036V/2.046V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.18
Output Impedance L/R
981 ohms
intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-96
Stopband Image suppression (
dB)
60.1
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+ 1.2
signeto-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
105.3
Without emphasis, OLSB/lLSB
105.2/97.8
Total correlated jitter
447picoseconds
Digital output(*)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
+194ppm
Track access (to track 99)
2s
Typical price (inc VAT) £398 (remote £25 extra)
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tis some years since the noted
US
brand
of
Avalon
loudspeakers ( Colorado) has
been available in the UK but now
they are imported by Audiofreaks.
This speaker range is most
definitely high end, with pricing
running from £7995 for the Eclipse
model under review to £90,000 for
the flagship Osiris — acontender in
the Wilson Audio Grand SLAIVIM
category.
For the designer, important
criteria include the attainment of
low enclosure coloration and
diffraction ( influencing stereo
image focus), a critically damped
bass alignment free of any hint of
boom, and the incorporation of
high
technology,
no
costcompromise drivers.
The Eclipse is afairly large floor24

The superbly
veneered and
finished
enclosure
represents
real
craftsmanship,
while the
prismatic
shape makes
a definite
design
statement,
also achieving
low diffraction
acoustics

standing, two-way loudspeaker with
an
impressive
appearance
(hardwood is standard — a black
finish is also available) and a
distinctive tapered grille, neatly
aligned with the faceted enclosure.
Its screw- down terminals are
concealed in a recess below the
enclosure: less convenient for
experimenting with cables, but
once the matter is settled the
appearance certainly benefits. Biwiring is possible by removing
accessible jumper leads at the
terminals.

TECHNOLOGY
You can see from its appearance
where a lot of the money has been
spent. The superbly veneered and
finished enclosure represents real
craftsmanship, while the prismatic

shape makes a definite design
statement — also achieving low
diffraction acoustics. The tapering
front panel slopes to aid delay
alignment for the drivers. Inside
this deep-sealed, critically damped
box [ Q=0.5] there is extensive
cross-bracing; it is so heavily built
that it is almost inert acoustically.
A 25mm sealed- back titanium
dome, built by MB, lies at the apex
of the cabinet taper, while the Eton
220mm cast frame bass driver is set
quite low down, resulting in alarge
(400mm) separation between the
units. Both drivers are magnetically
shielded and have high loss
damping arrangements to reduce
frame vibration. A rather low
crossover frequency of lkHz has
been chosen to blend these two
drivers, which will necessarily work
AMUR an
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the treble dome pretty hard at
higher power levels.
The crossovers are high order,
18dB acoustic for both sections.
Top quality components are
specified, eg, air core inductors and
polypropylene film capacitors.
Internal wiring is selected twisted
pair, hard soldered. Excellent
workmanship is evident — as it
should be at this price level.
Long fibre wool fills the
enclosure. The detachable grille is
an elaborate affair: a complete
'blanket' of acoustic felt under the
cloth, to help lift the acoustic wave
from the front panel, reducing
diffraction and also shaping the
directivity of the tweeter in its low
range. This helps to match the
power response to that of the
woofer. As the latter nears the
crossover frequency, the radiation
angle of this pistonic, Kevlar
honeycomb-cored, composite cone
will be narrowed. This presents a
potential mismatch to the much
wider radiation angle of the
relatively small dome tweeter taking
over the upper frequency range
from the bass/mid driver.
By soaking up the wider angle,
sideways-directed energy dominant
in the low range of the tweeter, a
narrower pattern is defined to effect
a match to the low frequency
driver.
While this technique helps
smooth the transition between the
two drivers, it also tends to ' dull'
the off- axis energy, leaving the
reverberant sound in the room with
a ' filtered', dry character. It does,
however, tend to give clearer,
sharper and more stable stereo
focus in the main image region.
As noted above, a consequence
of the low crossover point is the
great demand made on the tweeter,
operating here right down to its
lowest limit ( 1kHz), where power
handling and linearity are not as
good as in the upper frequency
range. You need aparticularly good
high frequency driver to function in
this way. (The choice of a high
slope crossover does help to keep
out still lower frequencies from the
treble unit, which could well cause
damage had ashallower slope, firstorder design been adopted.)

THE SYSTEM
Analogue sources included the Line LP12/ARO/GLA1V
feeding an XTC pre, Conrad Johnson Premier and 0 Art.
Digital included the Exposure CDP and the Krell
KP520i/l. Amplification began with the MF A-1000
integrated and continued to the Meridian monoblocks,
Gamma SE Rhythm, the Conrad Johnson Premier 8a,
Krell FPB 300 and 600. Cables included van den Hul
carbon and carbon hybrids, plus Si'tech Silver. Reference
speakers included the Wilson CUBB, and WITT, Sonus
Faber Extrema and the Quad ESL63.

approach was very clearly indicated.
Initial analysis proved helpful in
aligning the speakers and matching
the system to give the best results. I
feel that design decisions have
resulted in a ' different' sound from
this speaker and that some mental
adjustment, acclimatisation even, is
necessary if its strengths are to be
grasped and appreciated. The
choice of a low crossover point
gives this distinctive if unfamiliar
energy balance, when set against
the usual changeover for a smaller
dome tweeter at 2-2.5 octaves
higher.
Ithought the acoustic blanket
grille ameliorated yet did not wholly
address this difference. For
example, the broad frequency
balance was relatively neutral —
indeed the midrange proved quite
rich and firmly weighted. Yet at
times the treble could sound
prominent, bright: an unsettling
contradiction. It depended on how
a particular musical track was
balanced and how, in turn, that was
reflected in the Eclipse character.
While the midrange was well
balanced, the bass was a little dry,
so this speaker needs to be
reasonably near the back wall to
gain same neutral weight in the
bottom range. Beware of placing it
in relative proximity to the side
walls. The reflected sound power
tended to be dull and hard, and I
couldn't exploit the side- wall
acoustic in the same way possible
with, for example, aWilson WATT
or WITT.
Ipreferred a 1.6m placement
from the sides and 0.5m from the
back walls, with a fairly close
listening position, say 3.5m, which
gave truly superb stereo focus. The
low diffraction design paid off here
SOUND QUALITY
Ifound this speaker to possess a in absolute precision.
Transparency was generally good
remarkably complex character; first
in the lower mid, was dulled in the
trials found some familiar tracks
upper mid and recovered again to
sounding
unaccountably
'very good'
in the treble.
disappointing, while new insights
Sometimes the speaker did not
were given into other favourites.
seem to voice the room acoustic
Apart from a general overview
very sympathetically, sounding
derived from subjective listener
airless and relatively closed-in.
reactions, a considered analytical
Stage width didn't extend much
MHO NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Eclipse
needed quite
strong driving
to help bring it
to life, and yet
at around a
100W peak
programme
the tonal
colour was
heard to
change, with
some
hardening and
sharpening in
the upper mid

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey,
TW10 7QT.
Tel: 0181
948 4153

beyond the speaker placement —
presumably because side wall
imaging is deliberately discouraged.
In this respect there were parallels
with the Audio Physic Caldera. The
result was a more intimate stereo
soundstage, one more appropriate
to smaller-scale material.
Box coloration was extremely
low. In this respect the sound was
certainly ' out of the box', free from
the enclosure position — a good
sign. Mild 'cone shout' was evident
on some vocals which have a
coarsened gravelly emphasis, while
certain
midrange
dominant
instruments (cor anglais, piccolo,
clarinet) could all sound too
punchy. Conversely, while the
treble sound was fine, smooth, well
detailed and relatively grainless, it
didn't communicate the full belllike qualities of abig set of cymbals:
atouch less body and more rivets!
In the bass, the speaker was
quick and clean, if richer in the
upper bass and also showing a
moderate unevenness due to its
position relative to the floor level
and the interfering reflection. This
is a problem which designers of
two-way floor- standing speakers
always have to deal with.
It took high powers well in the
bass, providing good-in room levels
down to 40Hz, extending a little
lower to 35Hz at more moderate,
classical music playback levels.
Itried removing the grilles and
enjoyed the greater openness and
articulation
afforded,
while
accepting that the speakers were
now unremittingly bright — clearly
not the designer's intention. I
improved floor contact with three
Michell Tiptoes per speaker and, as
expected, this produced significant
gains in focus, bass definition and
overall clarity, proving well worth
the effort.
Partly in consequence of the
lower than average sensitivity, the
Eclipse needed quite strong driving
to help bring it to life, and yet at
around a 100W peak programme
the tonal colour was heard to
change, with some hardening and
sharpening in the upper mid. This
was a particular region where the
Eclipse sounded neither as open
nor as dynamic as it did over the
rest of the range: disappointing for
aspeaker of this size and price.
Conversely, it offered arelatively
kind impedance load for the test
amplifiers and sounded engagingly
fluid and coherent with valve/tube
electronics, up to and including the
Premier 8a. Valve amplification lent
aricher, more balanced effect.
The Avalon Eclipse proved
unforgiving of poor programme
quality or less than excellent
25
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LOUDSPEAKERS
components in the audio chain,
including cables and terminations.
Treat it as a high-end speaker and
many high- end virtues become
apparent. Conversely, expect too
much or drive it too hard, and
you'll be disappointed. If handled
with care as one might a smaller
speaker, then this Avalon can
provide stereo of great refinement,

AVALON ECLIPSE

LAB REPORT

with the grille

Sensitivity was

detached!
If anything, the

for the m i
drange

axial response was
smoother still with
the grille removed,

and excellent for the
tweeter. When
tested for frequency

rather below
average at around
84-85dBl W. For
reasonable levels I
would suggest a

but this omission

related

minimum of 50
watts per channel,

has serious
consequences for

components, made
clearer on the

which will produce

the off-axis and
power responses.

10dB I
W format,
the result was still

easy on the ears, if more as agentle

97dBA maximum

flow than an engaging dynamic
beat. Rhythm wasn't its strongest

for astereo pair in
atypical room.

revealed awell

suit either...

Above 3kHz
the tweeter was
pretty clean,

tailored, phase
matched crossover,
3rd order acoustic,

0.2-0.3%
distortion at

18dBloctave,
preventing

significant decay
resonance showed

90dB+. However,
at its lower limit of

unwanted interaction between the
driver outputs

at 6kHz, lingering
for 3ms, this
attributable to

(drivers are

cabinet diffraction
occurring in the
absence of the
absorbing felt.

CONCLUSION
Assessing an earlier version of the
Eclipse in Stereophile [
January
1991], former HFNIRR editor John
Atkinson said it had been one of
the hardest reviews he'd ever had
to write. I feel much the same

1kHz the
distortion exceeded

Responses

very good,
indicative of
genuinely low

1%, and though of
low harmonic

connected in
phase). The main

order, it
nonetheless

some exceptionally good areas
which frequently broke through to

exceeded aural
sensitivity

dome resonance
peaks 12dB or so
at apresumedly

surprise and entertain. You could
'hear' the build quality: the

thresholds. This is
why the review
rating for

Tailored for a
seated listener
position, a

maximum power

microphone

was limited to
100W, lower than

position 15° above
axis delivered the

anticipated for this
class of speaker.

crossover notch
shown: this due to

The Avalon was
easy to drive; its

inter unit delay
present on this

reactive component
of impedance was

non-optimal axis
[Fig 2]. The

moderate, the

effectiveness of the

subjective findings,

one of those speakers that failed to
satisfy. When you needed to play it

phase not exceeding

absorptive grille

tonal balance was

+45°. The bass

can be seen in the

2-3dB rich in the

loud, when drama and dynamics

was smooth and

well ordered

upper bass to lower

were required, where an open,
spacious, room- involving factor

extended, -6dB at

responses measured

mid range,

37Hz, which was

laterally off axis at

would help to create a sense of
atmosphere, the Eclipse ducked the

agood result, allied
to asealed box
system resonance at

30° and 45°
respectively. The
grille design aims

150-350Hz, this
raised above the
fundamental bass
level ranging from

alow 39Hz.

weighty, inert and resonance-free
enclosure;
the
good
driver
integration, as well as the inherent
quality of the drive units in their
respective ranges. There were also
the particular virtues of a welldamped, sealed box loading.
At moderate sound levels the
result was unobtrusive and easy on
the ears, pointing to those inner
strengths. Yet, ultimately, this was

issue. Likewise, when an upbeat

axial frequency

response, lm, showing individual driver
responses (chain dash, nearfield correction;
short dash, grille oft)

coloration. Grille
detached a

about this later version, even
though it's undergone some design
refinement.
Unquestionably this speaker has

inaudible 25kHz.

Fig I. Avalon Eclipse:

(And audible as
an exaggerated

Fig 2. Avalon Eclipse: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), 15° vertical (dotted), 30°
lateral (short dash), 45° lateral (chain dash)

sibilance.)
A fair measure
of this speaker's
midrange quality
may be seen in the
room averaged
measurement
which provides a
better view of the
sound energy heard
at the listener
region.

Fig 3. Avalon Eclipse: room averaged
response

(
top),

impedance versus frequency

(bottom), 2 ohms/div, baseline zero

Consistent with

Fig 4. Avalon Eclipse: MLSSA waterfall of
energy decay (see text)

Lower mid was a
touch elevated
compared with the

to moderate the
excess off-axis

40-150Hz. The
bass was extended

power radiated in
the low range of

to 35Hz under
room conditions,

below the major

audible as adry
and dulled room
acoustic. Ideally the

bass, and partly
responsible for the

the treble.
At some 10°

but didn't cany
enough weight for

power band,
representing too

10kHz region when
room averaged

choice of format and drivers has led

`dry' bass quality
noted.

laterally off-axis a
smoother frequency

tonal balance. This
speaker was

great adifference
between the on and

should be tapered
by only 4-5dB and

to a relatively low crossover
frequency. This asks more than

not 7-8 dB.

substantially

usual of the tweeter, so restricting

depresses the

high level dynamics and maximum
sound level. The absorbent blanket

output by 3dB at
the 3kHzI6kHz

grille helps crossover integration
and cabinet diffraction, but also
appears to subtract too much

rhythm and involving expression
was required, it was merely 'good'
on such points.
Summing

the

technical

performance: the Eclipse was easy
to drive (just as well in view of the
below average sensitivity). The

energy, to judge from the off- axis
and power responses.
There is ameasure of real quality
in this superbly built and finished
speaker, nonetheless the subjective
and objective performance don't
demonstrate a mastery of the entire
picture.
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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The grille

response will be

recessive in the

off-axis frequency

obtained. But
without the grille

upper mid before
entering the 'glare'

Test results

the off-axis level is

region centred on
1. 5kHz; the grille

fundamental and

actually too great at
30° and 45° for a

wasn't wholly

harmonics of the

good speaker

effective in

felt 'window',
while peaking the

balance, the energy
now peaking

curtailing the
excess treble power

output by 1.5dB at
4.5kHz. It

between 3and
4kHz.
Tested for decay
rate on the waterfall
presentation [Fig

here. Beyond, at
higher frequencies,
the treble was
undeniably
smooth, but in

4], the Eclipse gave

power terms was

afine result, good

undoubtedly mildly

generally depressed
overall treble
output by 1.5dB.
No wonder the
sound was bright

deficient.
The 10kHz
region was 7-8dB

responses, and was

Avalon Eclipse

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
1020x275x400
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50-100W
Recommended placement
on cones, clear of side walls, near rear wall
Frequency response
within 3d8 ( 2m)
50Hz-18kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
37Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
35Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
84.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
100dBA
Impedance minimum/typical
6.8/10 ohms
Ease of drive
very good
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price/pair ( inc VAT)
£7995
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Chosen for the Royal Opera House,
Chord's CPA2200ISPM600

e

e _ prei,
pozver combination impresses
by its total transparency

by ERIC BRAITHWAITE

C

hord Electronics' latest power
amplifier will soon be on dem
in some of the most luxurious
surroundings in the world. The price
of alistening session lasting three or
four hours, quite possibly in close
proximity to acouple of Royals or
¡varia Trump, will be roughly £70.
The fee is that of aseat in the stalls
at the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden. Underneath, in the ` amplifier
room', will be a hundred Chord
SPM600 power amplifiers, each
delivering 260 watts into opera-loving
ears. Somewhere above will be
another hundred for the benefit of
those fidgeting in the restricted view
seats to catch a fleeting glimpse of
Maestro Pavarotti's paunch.
That's how some £200,000-odd of
the ROH's £ 78.5 million lottery
winnings were being spent. Mind you,
since the aim of sound reinforcement
is that the amplifiers should be
sonically invisible, and thus
disappointing from the hi-fi dem point
of view, maybe would-be domestic
buyers should try these amps at home.

'THE CURTAIN RISES
So, Ladies and Gentlemen, please
take your seats as the overture begins.
The scene is trendy Notting Hill in
London; it is awinter evening and the
fog is creeping over the window sill.
The lamplighter has been round with
his ladder and taper, and chestnuts
are roasting on the fire. The curtain
28

rises to display, centre-stage, the
Chord CPA2200 pre-amplifier and
SPM600 power amplifier. At Stage
Left and Stage Right, Mr Alan Shaw's
Harbeth HL Compact Seven
loudspeakers. Members of the chorus
include Mr van den Hurs The
Second carbon and custom-made
balanced OFC cables. In the lead role
for tonight's performance: the Rotel
980 CD transport and DAC, and
Michell Gyrodec, Gyropower, SME
IV and Ortofon MC2000.
If it isn't heard through this Chord
combination, then it simply isn't
there. Both pre-amplifier and power
amplifier are remarkably transparent
and characterless. So much so that
the very lack of any overt character
might, for some, be not their preeminent
virtue,
but
their
distinguishing vice.
The SPM600 power amp had no
problem with any speakers, ranging in
sensitivity from around &IdB to 90dB
but, like source components, they
must be first-rate. The preferred
connection between pre-amplifier and
power amp was balanced cable; using
the switchable unbalanced phono—
phono
connection
constantly
demonstrated differences in cable,
making it difficult to settle on one
exactly the same as the balanced
connection: with timbres just slightly
lightening or darkening according to
the choice.
The same was true of source

The remote's
up/down
buttons were
in constant
use: to the
extent that
leaping two
notches
instead of
one could
be infuriating,
because
it was just
slightly too
loud

Chord pre-amplifier
amplifier: inside the
CPA2200

components, with the
smooth detail of the Rotel
DAC preferred for some
recordings, while a Sugden multibit
came into play for others, for its
superior reproduction of ambience.

A DEVILISH AMOUNT
OF DETAIL
A half-hour dem will not have a
prospective buyer cheering like a
football crowd inside the first five
minutes, but aweek later? No-one
with the slightest devotion to music
will want to turn to anything else,
especially not television news. No-one
at Covent Garden is going to know
the SPM600s are there. And that's
meant as the highest praise.
Take, for example Ton Koopman's
live Zauberflâte with the Amsterdam
Baroque Orchestra on Erato. The
Chords
replayed
this
with
unquestioning naturalness, so that
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when the audience laughs at some
invisible antic of Papageno's,
imagination instantly conjures up a
living picture.
Now, the pre-amplifier is not as
almost ridiculously airy and spacious
as the Argo HR, nor does the power
amplifier have the same degree of
startling holographic depth. But if the
devil is in the detail, the Chord
listener will be signing his soul away
on Mephistopheles' parchment
without asecond thought.
There is some devilish detail, like
the studio wall reverb from trombone
and trumpets on the 1960 disc of
Louie [ sic] and the Dukes [
Audio
Fidelity LP], or the dexterity of the
guitar- plucking fingers of Simon
Wynberg playing the notationally and
rhythmically complicated Ronde des
fées of Marco Aurelio Zani de Ferranti
[Chandos].
Hector Berlioz described the effect
perfectly when he wrote about de
Ferranti playing: 'With aPaganinian
technique,
Zani
combines
a
communicative sensibility and an
ability to sing... he soothes you,
magnetises you, and it is apainful jolt
when, as the last chord of his
instrument evaporates a prosaic
silence abruptly descends'. As in
1859, so, thanks to Chord, exactly the
same nearly 140 years later.
But it's disconcerting, too. That
Chandos recording displays a
somewhat over- wide guitar: a
consequence of crossed-pair mics set
relatively close, to dry out any reverb
that would detract from the plethora
of notes. No wonder Chord power
amplifiers have ended up in Abbey
Road and BBC studios. Listening to
Panufnik's Cello Concerto, recorded
in the former's Studio 1[
NMCI, was
an extraordinary reminder of the
control- room sound during those
sessions [
the recording was sponsored by
Technics — Mus Ed], with the plinth
imported to add more body to the
lower notes of Rostropovich's cello
unmistakable
in
its
effect.
Unmistakable, too, was the slightly
blurred focus of the orchestral strings,
miked that way in order to keep the
soloist prominent.
This sort of reproduction is not for
the faint-hearted, but amplification of
any serious calibre — and this most
definitely
means
the
CPA2200/SPM600 — has the knack
of allowing the music to overtake any
technical limitations. Less than
technically perfect recordings don't
become
unlistenable;
poor
performances become unbearable.
Poor voices, thanks to aremarkably
pure vocal range, become endlessly
fascinating. Pick on Rickie Lee Jones's
`The Moon is Made of Gold' from
Rob Wasserman's superbly-recorded
Duets. There she is, large as life (alas),
HI- F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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with her weirdly stressed vocal chords,
swooping and whooping about
apparently impersonating half- adozen vocal idiosyncrasies from a
sober Judy Garland to a drunken
Shirley Temple. The Chords'
midrange clarity is such that even her
previously all-but-unintelligible words
could be copy-typed at last, if anyone
really wanted to bother.

HITTING. THE HIGH NOIES
This is all about dynamics, which is
not just a question of delivering a
Vienna Philharmonic twice as loud as
real life, nor apounding drum rhythm
that will loosen bricks from the Wall
of Jericho while the guitarist is
apparently still on his way in from
Damascus. It's the nuances of avoice
suddenly dropping to awhisper or
admiring a horn player's handstopping in Haydn while the violinists
are dancing adelicate pizzicato.
That needs a plentiful and
instantaneous reserve of power, which
the new switched-mode power supply
obviously produces along with the
muscular ease of an athlete gearing up
for the last 10 metres as he looks over
his shoulder. The brochure refers to
Chord amplifiers sounding ` effortless'
and so this one does.
It's also proof of Peter Walker's
dictum that every recording has its
particular replay level. This is where
the pre- amp's remote ( a rather
cheapish plastic affair, but there are
rumours of one finished in metal to
gel better with the spectacular,
sculpturesque Trager side- bars
beautifully machined to aerospace
standards) was indispensable. Apart
from volume updown and balance, it
also controls selection between the six
line- level inputs, balanced and
unbalanced outputs, and (curiously)
allows simultaneous taping to, and
monitoring of, two decks while
listening to another source.
The remote's up/down buttons
were in constant use: to the extent
that leaping two notches instead of
one on the 0-99 scale could be
infuriating, because it was just slightly
too loud. Loudness, in fact, became a
desperate worry: aneighbour from

Chord power
amplifier: inside the
SPM600

WHO'S HERR
TRÁGErl?
The Trager sidebars are supposed
ta act to reduce
unwanted
resonances.
(Trager is not a
him, though Herr
Trager sounds a
marvellous
designer trame; it
means 'carrier' in
German, which is
how Chord's
German distributor
referred ta them.
They do work as
carrying handles,
though neither prenor poweramplifier is
particularly heavy.
However, the
machining and
fixing is done to
very tight
tolerances so that
once in place they
can't easily be
removed; so
whether the
Trager-less Chords
are signifkantly
different is an
experiment buyers
will have to ny.
Even at L-750
extra, their
aesthetic effect is
probably worth the
price. Well,
assuming you can
afford atwiceweekly visit to
Covent Garden.
SUPPLIER
Chord
Electronics,
3Bower Moat
Road,
Maidstone,
Kent ME16 MX
Tel: 01622
764874

two floors down commented on the
Mravinsky Tchaikovsky Fourth!
Fortunately,
he
enjoyed
the
performance as much as Ihad; but
that was the first hilding of how many
of those 260 watts had been shifting
the air that night. Mind you, in flatdwellers' London it leads to aniggling
worry that someone might not enjoy
the
performance;
with
local
authorities having the power to
confiscate loud hi-fi, the notion of a
lost Chord of this particular breed
suddenly became a devastating
prospect...
There's nothing much here about
instrumental timbre, bass quality or
timing. There doesn't need to be.
Everything is, simply, true to life (or
true to the recording) and that's that.
Everything written here is also as
true as the Chord CPA2200 and
SPM600 themselves. (Except for the
gaslights: the lamplighter hasn't been
round for 40 years, and the nearest
ones are half- a- mile away by
Kensington Palace. Oh, and the
chestnuts were in the oven, London
being asmokeless zone.)
Our scene, however, is still Notting
Hill. It is dawn, a week after the
Chords' arrival, and the morning
newspapers have just thumped
damply onto the pavement outside
the newsagents on the comer. It could
be, because the imagination is still
active, Verona, or Vienna. Drawing
the curtains is like coming out into the
Covent Garden Piazza after a
wonderful performance, satiated and
elated.
Manufacturer's Specifications
Chord CPA2200 pre-amp
Harmonic distortion 10HZ -90dB; lkHz -91dB;
10kHz -89dB; 20kHz -87dB
IMermodulatIon distortion
100dB all inputs
S/N ratio
93dB all inputs
except Video (83dB)
Channel separation:
10Hz 110dB;
lkHz 100dB; 10kHz 91dB; 20kHz 89dB
Channel Balance
0.01dB
Inputs
six, unbalanced phono
Outputs
two pairs balanced XLR;
one pair unbalanced RCA phono;
two tape outputs
Frequency range
2.5 Hz-200kHz (-3dB)
Input mri,
3.6V RMS
Nominal gain
6dB (x2)
Input impedance ( k-ohms)
47
Output impedance (ohms)
680
Max output
15.6V RMS balanced;
7.8V RMS unbalanced
Typical price (inc VAT) £2298, inc remote
Trager sidepieces £750 per set,
piano black end cheeks £252
Chord SPM600 power amp
Rated power
Distortion Into 8 Ohms
Frequency response:

130W per channel
0.05%
1dB 0.2Hz to 46kHz;
-3d8 0.1kHz-75kHz;
S/N ratio:
better than 103dB,
'A' weighted, two-thirds power;
Channel Separation:
better than 95dB
Inputs
balanced XLR, unbalanced phono
Input/Output Impedances
100k-ohm; 0.02ohm
Input capacitance <30pF
Output inductance
2.60;
Connections
4 pairs binding posts*,
each of the two speaker outputs
independently switchable from the front panel.
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1720
•
During review, both pairs of outputs were preferred used
for ti-wiring mode to the loudspeakers
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EL,uW(ON
23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: (01753) 542761: FAX: (01753) 772532

BEST BUY
Hi Fi Choice - May 1997)

Acurus
ACD II....
the CD Player that 8out of 10 panellists
wished to retire to adesert island with!!
(HiFi Choice - May 1997)

for the full

story contact -

AIED 0
_ILLUSTON
Acurus products hand
ANOTHER acurus FIRST - THE CD PLAYER WITH AIR SUSPENSION

crafted in the USA range from £395 - £ 1,299

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST PLEASE CONTACT - AUDRO ILLUSION

DARE

TO

BE

DIFFERENT

Prism Acoustics Ltd has pioneered the use of Reflective Wave
le\

Technology ( RWT) in the design of all our loudspeakers which is the
result of many years research and development into the interaction
between loudspeakers and cabinet walls to hep eliminate standing
waves. Prism loudspeakers are all designed with front baffles sloping
which facilitate correct listening angle and time alignment.

Prices start at £222.00
For further Informatloe on our range of RWT Loudspeakers call for an Information Pack:

PRISM ACOUSTICS LIMITED, Prism House, Duncan Street. Banff, Aberdeenshire. AB45 1EQ.
Telephone: 01261 818444
http:

www.prism -acoustics.com

Facsimile: 01261 818555

E-mail: enquiries(à-prism-acoustics.com

ACOUSTICS LTD
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How well does Gary's
SLA-70 Mk II power
amp match the classy
SLP-74 pre- amplifier?
by

CHRIS

BEECHING

C

ary's audio products seem to
have had a mixed response
over the years, some designs
hailed as musical yet flawed in
certain ways, with others failing to
satisfy music -lovers' real needs.
Here the SLP-74 and SLA-70MkII
pre-/power were put through their
paces to see whether such opinions
were well-founded or not!
This combination flies in the face
of current fashion in that the power
amplifier is a push-pull design,
whilst the pre-amplifier is definitely
not in the ' minimalist' camp so
beloved by the purists. It comes
with an outboard power supply
connected by amulti-pin umbilical.
In use, this box gets quite warm
(but never hot), while the lead is
long enough to allow it to be
hidden away out of sight, and
sufficiently distant to negate any
potential hum problems.
The pre- itself has a neat black
anodised brushed aluminium front
panel which sports four knobs (left
to right, power ofUstandby/operate,
source select, gain, balance) and
two central switches ( monitor/
source, and line or headphone out).
Signal
connections
are
all
RCA gold-plated phonos. There is
adequate top ventilation. The SLP74's moving-magnet phono stage,
previously £ 399 extra, is now
included in the £ 1495 asking price.

The pre- was a
little coloured
— not ' rosebitted' but
with the
merest hint of
pink.
Ultimately,
this was
not to the
detriment
of the music or
performance

CARY SLA-70 POWER AMP

CARY SLP-74 PRE-AMPLIFIER
The weakest section of any preamplifier is likely to be its phono
stage. The gain factor and all the
equalisation necessary make this a
complicated piece of circuitry, no
matter how much effort is devoted
to simplifying signal paths.
Ultimately, transparency depends
HI-P1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

AMU 157

on the number and
quality of the component
parts. Cary's approach has been
to use a variety of devices to
achieve a slightly warm but still
detailed phono stage, neither
fatiguing nor lacking in drive.
Heard with the power amp, the
pre was alittle coloured (not ' rosetinted' but with the merest hint of
pink). Ultimately this was not to
the detriment of the music, and
created no softfocus or blurring
effects over the listening sessions.
This coloration might be likened to
driving a car with tinted windows:
once inside you're not aware of it
until you get out again.
The phono stage is certainly not
exceptional, but it is able to convey
the emotional qualities of a
performance very well. It's not as
transparent as some, yei more
enjoyable than others.
The linestage was perhaps atad
less ' pink', and its dynamic range
and transparency were the equal of
the phono, and just as involving.
Had it not been for the occasional
give-away pop and crackle from an
Lb it would have been nigh-on
impossible to tell them apart.

$UPPLIER
Audiophile (:11,h,
Po Box 6477,
London
..\73

018I 822
.2822

The SLA-70 power amp, also
£1495, simply has an on/off switch
and, at the rear, phonos for inputs
and sockets for the ( still) 4mm
banana plugs. Output tubes are the
readily available EL34s.
The power amp is another matter
though. From the outset it became
apparent that this was the weaker
half of the combination.
Loosely based on the Dynaco
Stereo 70 design, the SLA 70
nonetheless fails to excite. It's not
that it isn't a competent design
electrically, or that its build quality

and finish aren't good, but playing
music well demands more than
this. With (variously) a Naim 52,
Quad 77, AudioNote M3 or M7,
Art Audio VP!, the new Sonic
Frontiers Line 1 and an Audio
Research Reference 1, somehow
the SLA 70 just didn't
convey
music.
Control
at
the
bottom end and
the ability to push
the upper- treble
sweetly
were
good;
bass
weight
and
speed
were
commendable.
Quad ESL and
ESL-63, Audio
Note E-SPX, Ruark Swordsman
and Rogers LS3/5A speakers were
all tried, yet none really came alive,
although the dynamic range seemed
wide, Despite an air of ' get-up-andgo', the power amp never really set
feet tapping. Up-beat jazz or swing,
dynamic guitar ( for example,
Gordon Giltrap) and stalwarts such
as Meatloaf never got much beyond
the starting line.
More effective was BBC Music
Magazine's recent cover-mount disc
of Schubert's ' Death and the
Maiden' quartet. With close-miked
instruments the presentation was
far more tangible, the cello, in
particular, coming across very
convincingly.
Small jazz combination set-pieces
fared quite well too; raucous sax
and drums were well defined and
the amp was no slouch with
transient-rich material; but again,
the feeling of being a little shortchanged made extended listening
more of achore than apleasure.

CONCLUSION
For ' steady-state' music (as heard
at raves and the like) the SLA-70
seemed fine; but then, there are
aspects other than musicality which
come into play here. For an
engaging and musical presentation,
the Cary power amp just failed to
excite or captivate — ashame when
you look at the success of some of
the other power amps in the range.
By contrast, the SLP-74 preamplifier could be coupled with
almost any good power amp to
provide a thoroughly musical
experience; it exhibited abeguiling
insight into musical happenings and
captivated quite a few of the
listening panel. Indeed, long after
the ' official' session had finished,
some were still exploring new or
unfamiliar repertoire. But it has to
be said that none of them was
particularly keen to put the SLA-70
power amp on again.
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RRP

L

Parasound CDP 1000

Ex-dem

(E7

C525_ . a

Monrio Privilage CD

Ex-dem

(095)

£700

DPA TI transport/Kinshaw DAC

2nd Hand

(E l
40

Parasound DAC 1600HD

Ex-dem

(C11-'

RRP

Trilogy 948 stereo amplifier-50wpc mercury finish
2nd hand

(£ 1695) £ 1020

dio Note Quest monoblocks 300SE
2nd hand/mint (£2750) £ 1650
dion Silver Knight-I8wpc

Analogue

S.

2nd hand/mint ( E2449) £ 1499

rnma Aeons 211 SE monoblocks Ex-dem

(£5000)

£3500

Parasound HCA2200 stereo power amp-250wpc

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck

2nd hand/mint (£ 1»

£7

Ex-dem

(£ 1795) £ 1250

Michell Gyrodec with RB300 arm

2nd hand/3 mnths use

£650

Monno MC-250 Integrated-80wpc

Ex-dem

(£ 1545) £ 1050

Project 5

2nd hand

£275

Gamma Rhythm 211 Integrated

Ex-dem

( E2500)

LI 750

Moth Alamo

2nd hand/4 mnths u

LI 50

£699

Pre-amps
Graaf WEB Two

Ex-dem

Cary SLP-74 including phonostage Ex-dem

rza

Ex-dem

( 099)

Callas 11

Ex-dem

( 050) £ 650

hV

(£ 1900)

Trilogy 901 with phonostage mercury finish
ferencr silver

2nd hand/mint (£ 1095)
Gamma Era standard

Ex-dem

Art Audio VP- Iold style facia

2nd hand

Ex-dem

(£ 3500) £ 2100

Ex-dem

(£ 1850)

£1150

2nd hand/mint (£45001

£2750

( 099)

Parasound PLD 2000-XLR in/outputs full remote control
Ex-dem
Trilogy 904 phonostage

(£ 149

Ex-dem

addition, we also have our usual large selection of
equipment to choose from.

(£ 375

Demonstrations by appointment only 0171 380 0866 cAmDEN TOWN, NW1

FAX:0171

383 5028

E.MAIL:101650,242.1gcompuserve.com
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-

1_/F.e..x: 01244 401280

E- Mail: sound.connections@dial.pipax.corn

Mail Order
Suppliers of
Quality Hi -Fi
Accessories
van den Hul
CHORD CO
DNm RESON
SONICLINK
NORDOST

"Only shallow people do not judge

AUDIO QUEST

by appearances"

CARDAS

(Oscar Wilde)

KIMBER
QED

ALCHEMIST

XLO

MICHELL

SENNHEISER
STAX
ORTOFON
LYRA
AUDIO ALCHEMY
STANDS UNIQUE
TARGET
MUSICAL FIDELITY

SONNETEER

For Our Latest
Product & Price List.

PINK TRIANGLE
TOTEM

LFD
NEAT

ROKSAN

TRICHORD.

WE
OFFER A

52 Green Lane,
Great Sutton,
South Wirral,
Cheshire L66 41E.

HEYBROOK

MUSICAL FIDELITY

ORIGIN LIVE

Tel/Fax/E-Mail

BLACK DIAMOND

AVI

HOME TRI
SERVICE
ON SELECTED
RANGES OF
CABLES

&

ACCESSORIES

-and many more
Mon - Fri 9.30 a.m. - 8.00p.m. ( Sat tol p.m.)

For a copy of our product guide or to
arrange a demonstration call us on:

Chester ( 01244) 401290
e-mail: replayedial.pipex.com.

LOUDSPEAKERS

T

annoy has enjoyed real
success with its Definition
series.
The D700 was
reviewed in HFNIRR [
July ' 93], as
was the D500 [Sept ' 94] although
this later model, subsequently
revised, did less well. Under review
here is the recently introduced
D300, a decidedly smaller box
retailing at £999.90/pr. A compact
floor-stander with adesirably small
footprint, it is easy to locate, and as
speakers go, relatively unobtrusive
at 830mm high ( including floor
spikes). First-rate wood veneers, eg,
black, cherry or rosewood, are used
rather than vinyl.
In a sense, this speaker can be
said to have evolved from another
Definition model, the D100 standmounted design; but the designer
has taken advantage of the larger
volume in the present enclosure to

•

extend the bass response.
The 23 litre MDF enclosure has
angled sections and internal bracing
to minimise panel coloration, and
its respectably- sized, flared bass
reflex port is located at the rear.
Binding post connections, with
Tannoy's captive jumper strap, are
for single or bi-wire operation.
Caps are fitted to block off the
4mm terminals.

TECHNOLOGY
Its most obvious technology angle
is the use of a precision- made
miniature version of the legendary
'Dual Concentric' driver, where the
tweeter and woofer sections are
combined in one. With the tweeter
located at the centre of the bass
unit, this is a construction which
promises some unique sound
properties.
A basically similar description
applies to other combination
drivers such as the KEF Uni -Q.
Here a miniature ' coincident'
dome tweeter using a neodymium
magnet is applied at the apex of the
cone of abass driver, attached not
to the cone but to the fixed magnet
structure below. Uni -Q aims to
position this direct radiating dome
in time-alignment with the larger
driver, a combination subject to
patent.
By contrast, Tannoy's design
goes back decades and is, in fact,
a combination of a horn-loaded
tweeter with a direct radiation
bass unit. The tweeter section is
located at the back of the main
driver magnet, with the tapered
horn section beginning there and
continuing through ahollow pole
face in the centre of the magnet
system, using the bass cone itself
as the final stage of the
exponential horn flare.
Recent advances in this
technology include the tulip
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This proved
to be an
interestingsounding
speaker.
It was
obviously not
neutral in
energy
balance,
sounding
decidedly lean,
yet at the
same time
it was also
engaging,
involving and
highly
communicative

THE
SYSTEM
MF A1000,
XTC Pre Power,
Naim NAP250,
Exposure CDP,
Marantz
CD17K1
Signature,
Spendor SP2-2,
Quad 63,
MS 860

wail&

le

waveguide in the throat to improve
treble smoothness, and the use of a
diecast frame for this new drive
unit. The crossover is a low-order
type for the treble, using a single,
resonance-damped capacitor. The
treble dome is in light alloy, the
bass/mid cone of moulded, mineral
loaded polypropylene.
In specification the sensitivity is
about average at 88.5dB/W, with a
straightforward impedance at 8
ohms, and a power handling of
85W (RMS?) is suggested. Tannoy
gives a frequency response for
±6dB limits (surely a misprint?) as
42Hz-30kHz.

SOUND QUALITY
This proved to be an interestingsounding speaker. It was obviously
not neutral in energy balance,
sounding decidedly lean, yet at the
same time it was also engaging,
involving and highly communicative. For some it will prove an
acquired taste, so far is the shift
from reality, but its deviations
aren't of a negative variety: this
speaker isn't coloured — if
anything, it sounds too clean for its
own good.
Bluntly, the D300 was forward in
the mid and treble, leaving the bass
rather light and the lower mid —
the cello band if you like — rather
lean. It wasn't too happy in a free
space location so Iexperimented
with placement, right down to
30cm from the back wall, seeking
to fill out the lower mid and
broaden the response.
A fair compromise may be found,
depending on the room matching,
resulting in abass which, judged on
its own, will be quite healthy. Good
signal sources are required to
ensure the treble doesn't sound too
`zingy' — in any case a tendency
associated with the technology of
this drive unit. Whether this is the
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DEFINI TIONS
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Tannoy's new floor- standing D300
offers more than a hint of the
small studio monitor

by MARTIN COLLLOMS
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Oxford Audio Consultants

Our Passion
is absolute
perfection.

The Passion 8passive preamp. Redefining the boundaries of sound reproduction.

Inspired by the unrivalled success of our original
Passion and its undeniable reference performance,
the new Passion 8 passive preamp redefines the
boundaries of tonal neutrality, transparency and
sound reproduction.
With our unique " intelligent"
remote control, operating two 35
step switchless mono attenuators,
the Passion 8now becomes the new
benchmark in hi-end performance.
Like all Audio Synthesis products,
the Passion 8is hand built using only
the finest audiophile components
including
high
purity
Teflon
insulated silver wiring, bulk foil
Vishay resistors and WBT connectors.
Our " dedicated"
The Passion 8 uses only solid silver
remote gives you
armchair convenience.
contacts.
Ask about our Passion 8customisation, including gain and/or impedance modification,
our new buffer option, Active 8 and integral silver
cables.
To find out more about the Passion 8and our complete
range of products, including the Desire power amplifier,
DAX-2 digital to analogue converter and Transcend
CD transport, write or fax us for free brochures and
price list.

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
AUDIO RESEARCH - DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE THIS COMPANY THEY ARE RIGHT
AT THE TOP - WE LOVE THEIR PRODUCTS
WILSON AUDIO CUBS - an astonishing new baby from this top class company!!
-WITH US AT LAST!!
KRELL - WE HAVE NOW GOT THE AWESOME FPB600 ON DEM TOGETHER WITH
THE BRAND NEW 300 CD PLAYER & now the new 300 pre & power
TEAC P30 CD TRANSPORT - ASTOUNDING PERFORMANCE AND BUILD QUALITY
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO - AT LAST A FLOOR STANDER FROM
ONE OF OUR FAVOURITE COMPANIES; THEY ARE JUST BRILLIANT!!!
-hang on for the exciting new products just around the comer
THETA PEARL CD TRANSPORT - WITH A CHROMA THIS MAKES A KNOCK-OUT
COMBINATION!
MARTIN LOGAN - THE SL3 IS STILL A WORLD BEATER
COPLAND CD288 & 277 CD PLAYERS - STILL CLASS LEADERS
AUDIO RESEARCH CA 50 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER - JUST IN AND OH SO GOOD
PROAC RESPONSE TWO POINT FIVES/TABLETTES/STUDIO 150
-A NEW LINE FOR US & A WORTHY COMPETITOR
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS - MUST BE HEARD!!
EXPOSURE AMPLIFIERS - A NEW AGENCY - AND VERY GOOD THEY ARE TOO
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN DESIGN AT ITS BEST
WITH SOUND TO MATCH THE LOOKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY X1OD RANGE - NOW ALSO A DAC/PHONO STAGE AND
HEADPHONE AMP & NEW POWER SUPPLY UPGRADE

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
REGA ELA SPEAKERS WALNUT

£450

ATC SCM50 ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

£ 1995

AURA VA100 AMPLIFIER

£195

CYRUS 2AMPLIFIER

£ 195

AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 REMOTE

SH

STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE SYSTEM

SH

RUARK TALISMAN ROSEWOOD

£3495
£950
£450

LFD MC 1PHONO STAGE

£495

B & W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM

XD

£2950

PROJECTOR WIDESCREEN

XD

£4250

AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE

£3995

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION FULL VERSION

£895

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK1

XD

£1995

KRELL KPS30 CD PLAYER

XD

£ 1250

B & W SILVER SIGNATURES inc stands

XD

£2995

TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER

XD

£ 1000

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2

XD

£2295

MICROMEGA TEMPO 1AMPLIFIER

XD

£499

PIONEER CLD2950 LASERDISC PLAYER

XD

£449

MICROMEGA STAGE ONE

£350

TDL NFM 2NEW BOXED
TDL NUCLEUS SATELLITE/SUB SYSTEM
ROYD MINSTRELS NEW BOXED
ROGERS LS33 SPEAKERS NEW BOXED

£99.95

£245.95...£199.95
£249.95..1199.95

MISSION 753 SPEAKERS

£449.00

CASTLE DURHAM 900 SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK NEW
ROTEL RCD970BX

£ 179.95
£225.00

£225.00

£349.95...£249.95

RUARK TEMPLAR SPEAKERS

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
REVOKERS

£499.95....£299.95

MICORMEGA DUO BS DAC

£649.95... £399.95

MUSICAL FIDELITY E20/E30 PRE POWER
ROTEL 956 6CHANNEL POWER AMP

£899.95....£699.95
£325.00....£265.00

NAD 901 AN PROCESSOR

£399.95 £99.95

ONKYO TA6210 CASSETTE DECK

£99.95

PIONEER VSP200 SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR

£249.95 £ 175.00

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON NIA /
V Y ITEMS.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138. Fax: 0115 922 9701.

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Alchemy, Audio Gram. Audio Research, Aura, B&W. Bose, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland. Denon, DPA, Goldring, Harmonix. Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu. Krell, Lyra. Mandrake. Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell,
Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity. NAD. Nakamichi, Onkyo, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proceed, Projekt, QUAD,
REL Subwoofers, Rogers, Roksan. Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Ste Tannoy, Target, T.D.L.,
Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables, Tube Technology, Unison Research, van den Hul, Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
Demonstrated at: Sound Products, Hampshire. Tel 01420 542060 • The Right Note, Bath.
Tel 01225 874728 • Lynden Audio. Birmingham. Tel 0121 445 5057 • Premier Audio. Yorkshire
Tel: 01924 255 045 •

Peter McCullogh,

Ireland.

Tel

01960 372845 •

M.A.F.

Audio,

Burton- on- Trent. Tel: 01283 530550 • Progressive Audio, Kent, Tel 01634 389004
• Armchair Audio, Nottinghamshire. Tel: 01909 479203 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • The Sound Foundation, Scotland. Tel: 01563 574 185 • Unique Audio,
London. Tel 0181 450 7384 • Signals, Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866.
ASP 8

OXfOra

Audio

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665

LOUDSPEAKERS
right way to describe it or not, there
is some ' wispy' sting high in the

?ANNOY D300

treble: horn 'talk' perhaps? Careful
orientation by crossing the driver

off of the horn
system. In fact
the usual +3dB

axes a little ahead of one's seating
position helps significantly.

limits could not

This done, the listener will be
rewarded
by
an
excellent

be applied to the

holographic focus plus a lively

axial curve, but
matters improved

'edge of the seat' quality, a sound
which is fast, dynamic, airy,

on the intended
listening axis

spacious, transparent and high in
resolution. There's more than a
hint of asmall-scale studio monitor,

some 10° off
axis.
In itself the
bass was well
tuned,

with a dynamic push here, an
integrity of line through the
mid/treble which draws in the
listener.

Fig I. Tannoy D300: axial frequency
response, 1m, showing individual driver
responses (dashed line is nearfield correction)
IDDier

- dl 0,11.01ts (0.D Kt/

extending to
-6dB at 48Hz

Sound stages are limited only by
the programme and the supporting

and effective,
virtually down

equipment. I achieved huge sound
stages with very fine depth, even if

to the bottom
`E' of electric

the main image was projected
significantly forward of the plane

guitar, if in
practice

Fig 2. Tannoy D300: response family at 2m,

set by the speaker placement.
In the bass there was fair weight
and extension, plus good speed. At
higher levels, some blurring of the

sounding more
subdued than

axis (all dotted)

this, thanks to
the exuberant

treble line was evident: perhaps due
to physical movement of the bass
LAB REPORT

cone-horn flare. (This effect wasn't
evident with Tannoy's larger
D700.)
Highly detailed, the mid was

Sensitivity
measured spot-on
at 88.5dBW, not
significantly

yourself and judge
whether you prefer

lightened, eg, the hammer action on

prejudiced by
ampler loading.

the 4-8kHz
region, -2, -I-1dB.
Try the effect for

axis responses
(with aconcentric
unit the vertical
responses are very
similar) the treble

With aminimum

to discard th. grille
as Idid.
With a 100W

notes themselves. While some

value of 5ohms, it

power handling (a

with aturnaround

piano notes rang excessively and

little more if you

above 6kHz; after

the treble showed an extra sparkle,

averaged 8ohms,
presenting agood

are careful), good

that the off-axis

overlaying the expected normal

load for avariety

104dB maximum

outputs settled

timbres, big, rich vocals were

of amplifiers.
Pair matching

sound levels are

down with agood
if lumpy

sharpened, but also hardened.

CONCLUSION
Ican't escape the fact that Ifound
the Tammy D300 to be flawed, yet at
the same time Imust accept that the
design also has considerable merit.
Reasonably sensitive and easy to
drive, it has a clean, extended bass

axial (solid trace); 7.5°, 15°, 30°, 45° off-

Temlar rm.. ND -a vollerell• 11.01000
D.•

treble.
In lateral off-

cone modulating the continuity of

pianoforte was emphasised at the
expense of the tonal qualities of the

la Fromm. -

was excellent at
+0.3dB over the
entire range,
supporting the
great focus heard
in llstening.
Despite the driver
design, whose

would go quite a
long way.
Looking at the
reference response
[Fig 11 the output
had asaddle-

-00.•
-••.•
•(.•
s a

rie.•

(D0.•

— 10;.•

la Dena. - 11.

Fig 3. Tannoy D300: room averaged response
(top), impedance versus frequency (bottom), 2
ohms/div, baseline zero

of aswitch-back

consistency.
For the room
averaged response
[Fig 3] the speaker
is lacking some

Fig 4. Tannoy D300: MLSSA waterfall of
energy decay, 0.2ms risetime

decay over time

shape, stronger in

body in the lowermidrange but has
asmooth bass
extended to 40Hz,
a forward' upper

and low treble

and frequency
shows that the mid

moderately
decaying
resonances

and a lively, as well as articulate,
dynamic and well-timed sound.

directivity would

the bass and
treble. At first

were promisingly

[Fig 4]. It's fair to
associate result of

Transparency and resolution are

suggest less grille

sight the treble

mid and treble and

clean in decay

this analysis with

both very good

in the upper

interaction than

looks aggressive,

frequency range, complementing

usual, the grille
did affect the

and it is, directly
on axis. Note that

asurprisingly well
extended power

terms while the
upper treble
showed aclutter of

quality noted in
the treble.

results, with

it continued

upper treble,
achieved at the
expense of excess

the excellent stereo focus.
On the down- side, the treble

narrower

possible, while as
little as 25 watts

is seen to be
[Fig 2] something

I!,
. ( (

wasn't as smooth, well balanced or

0.5dB of

undiminished to

neutral as we've come to expect. It
could sound reedy and bright, with

attenuation above
8kHz and a
significant
response ripple in

25kHz, albeit

a thinned timbre, having a touch of
'busy' grain at the edge of audibility.
Nonetheless very good air and detail
were still present here.
An interesting and involving
design, this speaker doesn't quality
for recommendation, in my view,
nevertheless Iwould argue strongly
that it should be regarded as agood
contender in its price-range and thus
apersonal audition is worthwhile.
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SUPPLIER
Tannoy Ltd,
Resehall
Industrial Estate;
Coat bridge,
Strathclyde
ML5 4TF.
Tel 01736
420199

with some axisymmetric inter
cell resonance, or
interference in the
treble horn.
As specified, the
crossover lay at
1.8kHz with

response in the

brightness on and
near the central
axis.
The impulse
response suggested
some liveliness in
the high frequency
range, confirmed

effectively asteeper
than first-order

by the energy/time

slope present, due

printed waterfall

to the acoustic roll-

graph for energy

analysis. The

Test results

the 'busy' sound

Tenney D300

Dimensions hwd rs ri
895x251x320
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
floorstanding, near wall
Frequency response
within 3dB (
2m)
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
48Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
42Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
88.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
104dBA
Impedance ( minimum/typical)
5/8ohms
Ease of drive
good
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price/pair ( inc VAT) £999.90
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes

SALE OF EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Due to arecent warehouse reorganisation and stock purchase the following mint ex-demonstration items are available at low cost compared
with normal retail prices. They are all in manufacturers' packaging and carry full warranties. They have enjoyed afew hours' use under ideal
conditions and can be auditioned at our premises if required.
Spark Valve Amplification
SC- 1preamp
850 power amps
921D power amps
Integrated amplifier
550 Integrated amplifier
800 power amps

(line level, sep power supply)
(4x300B p/p monoblocs)
(211 single ended monoblocs)
(300B SE)
(2x300B p/p)
(4x6N1 p/p monoblocs)

450.00
2500.00
1995.00
1850.00
1850.00
2250.00

Ensemble
750.00
Landmark Stands (for Elysias or Ref Silver)
Elysias(90dB mini- monitor)
3550.00
2995.00
Reference Silver ( 90dB mini-monitor)
Dichrono Drive (CD transport)
3950.00
2995.00
Corifeo power amp
4500.00
DAC/PRE (combined DAC and pre-amp)
2250.00
Profundos (stereo sub-woofers for use with Elysias or Ref Silvers)
150.00
Honeyplates (isolation platform)
Equipment prices include VAT@17.5%.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

T88 Retro prices reduced by 20% for
all orders received before 31/8/97 NOW
ONLY £63.87 per pair
(UK Carriage free)
(RRP)
(1150.00)
(6500.00)
(4500.00)
(7250.00)
(4250.00)
(7950.00)
(3950.00)
(250.00)

1pr
1
pr
1
pr
1
1
1
1pr
3

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

KRELL SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ANGSTROM
ARCAM
Good advice and the best equipment - get
AUDIO
RESEARCH
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
AUDIO LAB • AURA
London specialists for systems' building. Our
113rW
35 years of combined experience let us get the
BOSE CELESTION
details right—down to the last plug and cable.
COPLAND
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
CYRUS
give you the chance to relax and listen to some DENON EPOS KEF
KRELL LEXICON
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
LINN + MARANTZ
home installation, full export and credit
MARTIN LOGAN
facilities and can design and install quality
MERIDIAN MICHELL
multi-room and home cinema surround systems.
MICROMEGA
MISSION

NEW AUDIO RESEARCH VALVES
We have recently taken delivery of the new
ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
the VT100 100W power amp. This combination
offers stunning sound at an affordable price.
Auditioning now.

C u-listening
L)"

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI

•

NEAT PETITE
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER QUAD
REL
ROGERS SME
SONUS FABER oSTAX
TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY + THETA
WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171 244 7750/59 Fax 0171 370 0192

Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

KRELL FPB 300
Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.

AMPLIFIERS

CHINE, E:
Gut».
Manufacture in China allows the
RA931 budget amplifier surprisingly
good component specifications

by

ERIC

BRAITHWAITE

R

otel's move to manufacturing
in China in Spring this year
probably explains why the
company has been abit quiet of late.
'Very big, China', as Noel Coward
remarked. And so will be the first
Rotel amplifier to emerge from what
— thanks to Deng Xiao-Ping's
'Capitalism
with
Chinese
Characteristics' — will soon be the
land flowing with rice and money.
Now this is not amagazine where
you would expect to see a £ 150
amplifier given serious respek'.
[Why not? Ed.] The Rotel RA931 is
not the usual ' wham-bam, thank
you Mr Dixon's Assistant' budget
botch- up, by a long way. It does
what budget hi-fi separates ought to
do (and mostly don't) for 'real' hi-fi
to keep a hold in the consumer
market, le, give the customer ataste
of what serious hi-fi could really be
like. Anyone who buys this should
be able to upgrade happily to a
better- than-budget CD player, a
better-than-cheap pair of speakers,
and keep on going.
Just for a laugh, when it arrived
the unit was wired up to a Quad
77CD and Jamo's light, fast and
astonishingly detailed Concert 8
speakers (4ohm, but 90dB claimed
sensitivity), which fitted the RA931
like aglove. An ermine-lined one at
£1300 apair — no, not £130.
Anyway, the laugh was on me,
and the other budget gear meant to
partner it stayed in its boxes. All
114141 NEWS a RECORD REVIEIV
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credit to Rotel and the Brits
who have also beavered away
V
t
at its design for the last twelve
months, for using a lower- cost
manufacturing facility in order to
stuff some really good componentry
All credit tc
inside, instead of just to increase the
Rotel and the
profit margin. Heavens-to-Betsy, the
power supply is based on atoroidal
Brits who have
also beavered
transformer
some
specialist
away at its
manufacturers would have to go on
bread and water trying to afford.
design for the
last twelve
What's most marked, and what
months, fo.
makes it true hi-fi, is a width and
depth of sonic picture that spreads
using a
lower- cost
the Plulharmonia in the Ashkenazy/
manufactuiing
Tchaikovsky Pathétique [
Decca]
facility in
right across between the two
order to stuff
speakers and envelops it in the
acoustic space that is recognisably
some really
Kingsway Hall to boot. It needs a good
little care with the volume control:
componentry
not far enough over and the
inside, instead
of just to
dynamics of a full orchestra can
collapse a bit, or the image of
increase the
profit margin
George III's harpsichord on Martin
Souter's recording of JC Bach's
Sonata in D [Isis] can tighten up
into the centre.
That Bach piece taxes even very
good amplifiers; the Rotel didn't
produce the sound of the strings
SUPPLIER
being plucked rather than struck,
Gamepath
and the higher notes could be atrifle
25 Heathfiekl,
jangly, but all of them were
Stacey Bushes,
definitely there, and with the speed
Milton Keynes
and verve that is its hallmark.
MK12 6HR
Tel: 01908
Just as, in the Tchaikovsky, it was
317707
too much to ask for every orchestral

section to be composed of individual
instruments. Even so, the Rotel's
ability to produce a total picture
with startlingly abrupt blazing horns
and strongly bowed cellos, and
slightly wiry but distinct first- and
second- violins instead of just a
wodge, was extraordinary for £ 150.
There's no space to go on about
being able to admire Jon Hines's
mixing techniques on Barbara
Thompson's ' Country Dance',
while happily following the bass line
— even if there was a momentary
regret the sax couldn't have had
more body. Yet the sharp timing on
both it and of wind, woodwind and
weird percussion in Zappa's
boogieing ' Let the Water Turn
Black' from the Omnibus Wind
Ensemble, or the Fugee's ` No
Woman No Cry, or umpteen others,
just kept begging the question: ` Is
that really all it costs?'
A RANGE OF FACILITIES
Now, this isn't the ultimate highend
amplifier with
a zero
accidentally left off the price at the
end. We'll have no ' Kills Krell', or
'Rocks Audio Research' headlines
here, if you don't mind. It's not
even minimalist, since it has balance
and tone controls (by the way: not
switched out, the treble control isn't
quite flat), a tape monitor circuit,
and both switched and unswitched
loudspeaker outputs as well as a
headphone socket.
There's even a phono stage,
which, although it makes string tone
a little weedy by comparison with
the line stage, is less free and ready
to rise to an orchestral climax, still
provides avery fair spread of image
— again, with alittle less depth. It's
not despicable by any means.
As the Jamos showed, whatever
the budget, the art is in picking
speakers that are tight, a little lean,
dynamic, have a pure clean treble,
image well, and preferably don't
have too large a cone, or the bass
can go abit sluggish. This is atitchy
30-Watter, remember, and it finds a
large cone amite hard to push. And
lowish-sensitivity speakers tend to
coarsen string tone and cause some
compression in heavy orchestral
climaxes that Jamos' magnesium
alloy drivers avoided. A hard task,
but worth the effort.
So, straight into the ' Reviewers
Recommend' section with it.
Compared with any other ' starter'
amplifier it's like having caviar for
the first course of acordon bleu meal
instead of a limp, thawed prawn
cocktail before a TV dinner. Quite
how Rotel intends— or even
expects—to follow this one up, I
can't imagine, but Idon't half look
forward to it.
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Audiofreaks
Arcict

Quad ESL dedicated stands

Avalon Acoustics

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

FOR

Bel Canto Design

High Power triode single ended valve amplifiers

Benz- Micro

Moving coil cartridges

Cardas Audio

Cables, analogue recordings

(lea raudio

Moving coil and moving magnet cartridges

Conrad jobtrson

Valve & FET pre-amplifiers, power amplifiers and
digital components

Expressive Tecbnologies Step up transformers and cables
Golden Tube Audio

Valve pre amplifiers, power amplifiers and
integrated amplifier

Males Design Group

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

Kitsma

Tonearms & turntables

Muse Electronics

Solid-state electronics, active subwoofers
CD transport and DIA converter

Power Wedge

Power line conditioners and mains filters

the

LOVE
of

Shun Mook Audio

Resonance control tuning devices

Sonograpbe

Affordable conradlobnson PET pre-amplifier and
power amplifiers

Sound Lab

Electrostatic and hybrid loudspeakers

Wheaton Triplanar

Tonearms
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music

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181.948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i-way.muk

Rae wett Audio
Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire All lEU

tr

01727 855577

We stock fine equipment from:ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AY! * AUDIOLAB * AURA
AE * BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * CHARIO * COPLAND
DENON * EAR * GROOVE TUBE
HARBETH * HEYBROOK
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL
KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD * LYRA
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOTTS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
ORTOFON * PRIMARE
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR
STAX * SUMIKO * TARGET
TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WBT * XLO
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
TAX FREE EXPORT, FAST & EFFICIENT
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Owning aMARK LEVIMON Amplifier
probably easier than you imagine.

The best can never be cheap of course, but Mark Levinson Amplifiers
start at £4495 for the No.331 Power Amp and £3995 for the No.38 pre.
Veritable bargains for such rare quality.
These wonderful products have received accolades and awards from
practically every HiFi Magazine on the Planet and with our easy terms.
aMark Levinson System could be yours before you know it.

HEADPHONES

MAKING THE

SDG
The SR40 is Crrado's entry-level
headphone: its ordinary looks
belie the potential sound quality

by KEN KESSLER

D

own-pricing surely must have
its limits. Imean — just how
inexpensive does something
have to be before it's perceived as
justifiably priced? And, to get to the
point, what's the name ' Grado'
worth in the headphone market?
Aren't the hundreds of sub-£ 20
models out there sufficient — did
Grado really have to introduce
something below the stupendous,
£79 SR60?
Apparently so. The new entrylevel SR40 sells for only £45, which
is still way twice what most people
expect to pay for ' proper' ( as
opposed to in -ear) headphones
bearing respectable brand names.
According to its UK distributor,
Grado, being an American company,
had to address a crucial US price
point (sub-850) if it was to expand
its market enough to take on the big
boys. So, for once, this pandering to
poverty is a US led affliction. The
SR60 was doing nicely in the UK,
with the importer feeling no need to
enter the sub-£ 50 jungle. Still, it's
here, and it's already selling well. But
is it a 'proper' Grado?
At first glance, things don't look
too good. For starters, all of the
dearer models share a family look,
whether in plastic or wood, from the
SR60 up into Reference-Land. No
leather-clad, padded headband; no
separate, round ear-pieces gimbalmounted on steel rods. What it looks
like instead is your anonymous, basic
injection-moulded, allplastic, hang-

sliding the cups up and down, the
amount of travel agenerous 38mm
per side.
Each earcup holds the driver in a
plastic subchassis which pivots within
the earpiece to accommodate the
curve of the head or the size of one's
ears. A 2m cable exits the left cup,
terminated in a gold 3.5mm stereo
plug; a 3.5-6.3mm adaptor is also
provided. The drivers themselves are
housed in these subchassis, each
'enclosure' measuring 70mm in
diameter and covered by replaceable
foam cushions. The drivers measure
approximately 20trun across, and are
specified as covering 20-20kHz.
Impedance is 32 ohms, the
maximum power input 150mW, and
sensitivity ( at lkHz) is stated as
100dB SPL at lmW.
What this represents, despite the
impedance, is a set of cans which
worked with every headphone-drivire
component* Itried: Panasonic and
Onkyo personal CD players; Sony
and Panasonic personal tape players;
the headphone outputs of a
Kenwood cassette deck; acheap CDROM drive; three different CD
players and — best of all — the
Musical Fidelity X- Cans tube
headphone amplifier. The latter, I
hasten to remind you, was designed

using dearer Grado headphones —
the SR125, Ibelieve — but the SR40
took to it like a raver to Ecstasy.
(Warning: whatever reputation
Grados might have for being powerhungry, the X-Cans drove the SR4Os
with such ease that half-volume is
it- on -a- peg in its own vacuumenough to make your teeth rattle.)
formed bubble- pack, turnover
Yes, gang, the cheapest of the
generator. It even says ' Made In
Grado headphones is arock'n'rolling
China'. Which tells you what
party animal, designed to ensure that
Western companies have to do in the
hearing damage is within your grasp
1990s to remain competitive.
should you so choose. Looking at
Not much is revealed about the
is-halfactual design, so I'll tell you what I this less negatively, the glassfull approach suggests instead that
can short of dismantling it. The
you can use SR4Os driven by just
curved
plastic
headband
is
terminated in two toothed strips
*The impedance is such that the Grado
which fit into the upper sections of
would not be suitable for use with Ben
Duncan's PHONES-01.
the earpieces. They adjust simply by
NINE NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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The cheapest
of the Grado
headphones is
arock'n'
rolling parity
designed to
ensure that
hearing
damage is
within you grasp should
you so choose.
Looking al this
less negat vely,
you can use
SR4Os driven
by just about
anything,
without ever
sensing alack
of level

SUPPLIER
Goldring
Products,
8G,wyfriars Rd,
Bun ,St
Edmunds,
Suffolk
1P32 7DX.
Td.- 01284
701,101

about anything, without ever sensing
alack of level. Another upside is that
the SR40 doesn't need to be driven to
eardrum-threatening SPLs to deliver
all the performance of which it's
capable.
A wide, if not entirely out-of-thehead sound spread, luxuriantly rich
bass, afew BTUs of warmth — all of
these are available from whisper level
up to the onset of clipping. The latter
occurred, for example, when the XCans hit 2 o'clock, too loud to listen
to for long, but the short burst
showed this to be alimitation of the
SR40 and not the X- Cans, nor of
other Grados. It's moot, however, as
you'll never reach that level unless
you're an inveterate headbanger with
suspect hearing. In which case you
wouldn't notice the breakup anyway.
Staying within sensible levels, the
SR4Os did reasonable justice to highend sources by virtue of its speed and
transparency, but were best enjoyed
with portables and the like which
didn't show up its relative lack of
refinement.., relative to SR6Os and
SR125s in particular.
That's not to imply that the SR4Os
are too crude or too raw for refined
tastes, but subtle they ain't. Smooth
Dinah- grade vocals, some Savoyperiod Charlie Parker, early Lou
Rawls: acceptable but not inspiring.
But on to the remastered Hendrix
catalogue, the latest Prince epic and
other material in which energy is. as
important as emotion, and the SR4Os
reveal their true colours. Which are
blindingly vivid. So are they 'proper
Grados',
then?
No,
they're
something much better if rocking is
your preference: they're improper
Grados.
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11 NEER
With Tom Evans's design wizardry, and
costly components sourced in the US,
the PD-S505IP is indeed 'special'

by

410

ERIC

ust as someone said once,
`Shakespeare
is
full
of
quotations', so life is full of
paradoxes. One that has developed
in hi-fi over the last few years is the
way Japanese hi-fi has become
gradually and increasingly ' Britishified'. It's ironic, because as one
company after•another tailors an
original Far Eastern design to British
ears, the bearers of the ears
themselves buy less and less hi-fi,
and native manufacturers rely
increasingly on exports.
Rotel was probably the company
that started it, with its Britishdesigned add-ons to various CD
players. Denon has some products
that are tuned to the sound the
British end wants to hear; Sony is
now producing hi-fi separates that
bear a ' Designed in the UK' badge,
and — irony of all ironies — is
selling its ` UK' loudspeakers hand
over fist in, guess where? Japan.
Lately, Teac has joined in the act,
too, with its own ` SE' players. And,
of course, there were (are) the Ken
Ishiwata-tweaked Marantz ' SE'
designs. It's now at a stage where
there must be more than asuspicion
that British buyers turn their noses
up at the first model and
just wait for the ' SE' one
to come along.
It has taken Pioneer a
little while to join in,
though there was a
tentative little paddle
in the waters with a
loudspeaker a few
years ago, but now
we have the A300R amplifier
and PD- S505
CD
player,
ripped apart in
Pioneer's
factory
in
Yorkshire and
reconstituted with
40
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It's not
Yorkshire
thrift that
limits the
numbers
available but
the fact that
the new
op- amps used
in the
amplifier
and the CD
player are
sourced from
California and
are both
expensive
and
unavailable
in large
numbers

improvements designed by Tom
Evans of Michell electronics and
Trichord fame as the A-300R/P
[HFNIRR Nov. '96] and PD-S505/P
`Precision' models. There's an added
cachet with these. It could be said
that other ' SE' products are two-apenny, now, but the Pioneers are a
true ' limited edition'. It's not
Yorkshire thrift that limits the
numbers available (though afair few
British specialist manufacturers
would cheer if they could produce a than multiple- driver) suit the
similar amount) but the fact that the
amplifier best. Harbeth HLnew op-amps used in the amplifier
Compact 7s, Jamo Concert 8s and
and the CD player are sourced from
(closer to equalling the actual price
California and are both expensive
of both amp and CD) Rogers Studio
and unavailable in large numbers.
3s were used.
They are common to both the CD
Despite
the
likelihood
of
player and the amplifier, which
thunderbolts from the sceptics, the
makes the two together considerably
CD player definitely benefited from
more than the sum of the parts.
afew days of use before any serious
Much as this writer views the
listening. And ( oh, dear, it gets
notion of ' synergy' as an excuse allworse) it does sound marginally
too-often for making three wrongs
better with the display off.
into a half-right, running the PDFortunately, this only goes off when
S505/P and A-300R/P together
Play is pressed, so it's not blank
produces a sound — remarkably
when you are programming. Iknow,
large
in
scale
and
strong
Iknow, I've heard the arguments
dynamically, very wide and deep —
agin' it all before. Try writing to The
that is more like something issuing
Times!
from acombination worth at least 50
This is aclue to there being alittle
per cent more. Not that on its own
more than simply ' tweaking' the odd
the CD player loses ground, since it
bit of wiring in the ' Precision' player.
was used for agoodly spell with an
'People say it's a Black Art,' said
Argo HR pre-amplifier driving both
Evans, talking about the process that
a Quad 707 and a rather special
led to the Precision upgrades ' and
Polish valve amplifier ( a ' proper'
there is that to it, but it's really
one, detailed, fast and highly
physics, maths, selection and
resolving in the way of Tim de
listening.'
Paravicini's designs, of which, I
The CD 'platter' of the PD-S505
hope, more another month) likely to
is taken from the PD- S705/904
retail at several grand. Both, it
models; the clock feeding the display
turned out, need a bit of applied
is derived from the master reference
`high-end' thinking, foreign to this
clock. (Odd, in away, that it should
sort of mid-band price.
make adifference if the display is off,
Experimentation with interbut hallucinogens are not an
connects is advisable; and Evans
accessory in the Braithwaite listening
suggests
loudspeakers
with
room...) And that is driven by a
uncomplicated crossovers ( and, I separate power supply bigger than
would add, probably two-way rather
the one which supplied the whole of
MUST WO
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the original CD player, The
additional PCBs are glass- fibre,
double-sided, and components are
surface-mounted.
It's the depth that matters.
Hearing a ' parp-parp' of an oboe
coming from so far behind and to
the right it sent me to the window
looking to see if Mr Toad <or Mr
Nelson or Mr Duncan, whichever is
impersonating him this month) was
outside. [
That's why we like Eric: he
reads the other contributors! — Mus
Ed] True depth perspective is
essential to the reproduction of good
recording, and as Evans agreed,
something that seems ta be
becoming rarer in electronics these
days from budget to quite away up;
and it ought not to be so. It's not
just an overall envelope with the
Pioneer, but amatter of definable air
and space around and between
instruments, allied to credible
instrumental texture — the buzz of
strings — and atmosphere this player
is particularly good at.
It's a healthy sign to hear the
drumkit on Brubeck's ' Take Five'
with every snicker of stick on rim,
each snare, each cymbal and
kickdrum located with that ' Ifeel as
though I'm there' presence. Add this
to a sense of dynamics that —
especially with the A-300RIP —
gives a deep shuddering resonance
and afull body to cellos and doublebasses in Tchaikovsky or Mahler,
and the sense of live-ness' becomes
HI•Fl NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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art

a musical experience instead of a
sterile recording. Even with
something like the Fugees' reggae
beat of their cover of ' No Woman
No Cry', there's a sense of spatial
difference betweeen guitar and
drum- beat that seldom makes it
through to the speakers with other
players. And it can be remarkably
fast and gripping: Sir Charles
Thompson's ' Mister Boogie'
[CBS/Sony] gradually accelerates,
and the Precision CD player had this
firmly gripped like a racing driver
applying continually growing
pressure on the accelerator.
Mid-range detail has acleanliness
Mr Sheen would approve of. It
makes guitar liquid and fluid, makes
acoherent whole of the two manuals
of George III's harpsichord on the
Isis recording [ CD 010] while
delineating every note and the
acoustic of Kew; and when it comes
down to a saxophone solo, then it
even reproduces the essential,
ultimately authentic, breathy rasp,
and a true sense of the size and
dynamics of the instrument.
Any quibbles arise from, one
suspects, the 'Legato Link' circuitry,
which, to put it very crudely, fakes
harmonics up at the top end, and
which Ihave always felt sometimes
`fold down' unexpectedly, though
like Denon's ' Alpha Processing' its
effects are far less observable in the
higher-end implementations. While
it is partly responsible for the

it's a Feel),
sign tc hear
the drnmki on
Brubeck's
'Take ive'
with ewery
snicker of
stick on rim,
each mare,
each cymbal
and kickdrum
locatei with
that ' Ifeel as
though I'm
there'
presence
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Pioneer
(GB) Ltd,
Pioneir Horse,
HollyBush Hill,
Stoke Fogey.
Slough, Berks.
SL2 4
,
PQ.
Tel: 01753
789789

Precision player's surprising acoustic
depth, it appeared occasionally,
especially with the Argo pre- amp
and the very revealing valve power
amplifier, to give some mid-range
cello notes a degree of hollowness,
and tenor voices, especially in alarge
chorus like that of St John's College
Cambridge in Victoria's Requiem
[Decca ' Ovation'], a slightly gritty,
rough uncultured quality.
It also appeared to over-emphasise
the notoriously reverberant acoustic
on the Nimbus recording of Martin
Best's The Last of the Troubadours,
which Denon's DCD-1015 had
under better control. The Hammond
organ in Sir Charles Thompson's
`Mr Boogie' [CBS/Sony] delivered a
few notes which momentarily went
distant rather than diminishing in
volume, too, while the phasey
chordal drums on Bill Bruford's
Earthworks album weren't — very.
That is strange, since no other CD
player has had that effect. None of
this was quite as marked through the
Precision amplifier, interestingly
enough. Synergy or stressed a little
too far? That's up to you.
But then, by and large the lasting
impression was of a CD player
which was capable of reproducing
true orchestral scale and dynamics,
acoustic depth, space and perceptive
detail in a way that is only really
expected of much more expensive
players. At £ 460, it amounts to
something of aminor miracle.
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LIGHIT
This competitively
priced two-way
loudspeaker,
the Heybrook Heylios,
reaches well above
expected levels
by MARTIN COLLOMS
42

F

irst seen at The HiFi Show in
1996, Heybrook's quaintly
named Heylios loudspeaker
[Helius, Greek god of the sun, was
also a tonearm of the 1980s — Mus
Ed] is a reflex- tuned two-way
finished in real wood veneer,
rosewood or black ash, and
competitively priced at £340/pair.
It's a stand-mount enclosure but
has a floor- standing partner of
similar specification, the £ 390
Heylo, which comes complete with
alow-profile floor coupling frame.
The 15 Litre enclosure is

constructed of 15mm MDF board
with bituminous damping to
control panel coloration, and has a
well tested combination of internal
absorbents to deliver a smoother
third-order low frequency response
from afourth-order reflex system; it
is tuned by two small ducted ports
at the rear panel.
Bass to mid range is provided by
a 170mm moulded chassis Vifa
pulp diaphragm with polymer
damping, with the patented
irregular cone perimeter which
reduces break-up. Treble is via
another Vifa unit, a 25mm soft
dome. The crossover is hard-wired,
second-order to the bass, first-order
to the treble, via a selected film
capacitor.

SOUND QUALITY
First impressions were promising.
This speaker sounded big and
open, articulate without undue
emphasis and was essentially well
balanced. Furthermore, both
rhythm and timing were well up to
scratch.
It wasn't embarrassed in the
AUGUST 1997
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LOUDSPEAKERS
company of Mordaunt Short's
MS10i Classic, reviewed in June, in
fact the two speakers weren't far
apart in terms of character and
quality. The Heylios has the more
traditional flavour perhaps inherent
in the choice of a pulp cone bass
plus soft dome treble (in contrast to

SUPPLIE2

Road,
Liskcard.
Clcino

CO171 till
PL 14 3N 1
1

rel: 01579

the injection polyprop cone and
alloy dome of the MS).
Indeed, I found the Heylios
eminently
listenable:
well
integrated, moderate in coloration
and free from boom, tizz or any
other wayward aberrations. Clarity
was good, if not quite to the MS
level, while the bass was quick and
well-timed — nicely extended for
this size of box. It was also well
tuned. Loud, deep bass may be
beyond its compass but what you
get is quite satisfying in context.
The mid proved to be a touch
forward but it balanced well, too,
and Iwouldn't presume to argue
with the designer there — this was a
fine midrange, almost to ` Audax
Aerogel' standard. Through the

The Heylios
reaches
substantially
treble the sound was sweet and
above the
smooth,
detailed
but
not
average for
exaggerated, with clean and wellits class.
integrated vocal sibilants.
It was
Stereo image focus was good to
surpr si igly
very good, with fair transparency
revealing:
and respectably good stage width.
almost to
However, I feel these analytical
the point that
comments fail to convey adequately
you might
the impression that the Heylios
mistake it
reaches substantially above the
for asmall
average for its class. It was
Spender
surprisingly revealing: almost to the
point that you might mistake it for a or rrociel
of sim.lar
small Spendor or model of similar
pedigree
pedigree. And where much of the
competition fit a 110mm bass unit,
the larger 165mm driver used in the
Heylios confers superior power
handling. It could play quite loudly

HEYBROOK HEYLIOS

11..biook

LAB REPORT
Sensitivity was
on target at
88dBIW, alittle
above average
and not
significantly
compromised by
the impedance
loading presented
to the amplifier.
While the
minimum
impedance was
5.5 ohms the
average was 8
which gave a
'good' rating.
With power
inputs of up to
100W, the
Heylios delivered
healthy sound
levels up to
103dBA in room

commensurately good
build quality. Its oldfashioned

the lateral
direction, while the

consistent at this
distance but
which evaporated
at the listening

the
engineering
is
thoroughly modern, as is
this
speaker's
sweet,
detailed and well balanced
sound.

Speakers of this

quality
and
value
recommend themselves.
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2m, axial (solid trace), 15° above axis
(dotted), 30° lateral (dashed), 45° lateral
(chain dashed)
»6

U »Mho». (I.»

leave it off
1,14.•
In Inns, - Mat

Fig 3. Heybrook Heylios: room averaged

response (top),

impedance versus frequency

(bottom), 2ohmsldiv, baseline zero

unlikely 15° axis
measured above
the speaker showed
afill of that notch,
but with another
notch appearing at
the crossover point
[Fig 21.
The energy/time
responses were
more promising,
suggesting apretty
rapid decay which

Fig 4. Heybrook Heylios: MLSSA waterfall
of energy decay (see text)

waterfall

lower treble, and
this was just how it

OK for the size, if

snappy transient
definition heard on

sounded —
clearly, this model

mildly underdamped in the

test.
For the room

must have been

clean: agood sign,

averaged response
[Fig 31 the

balanced by ear.
Lastly, analysed
using the decay

while the tweeter
was essentially free
from resonance.

speakers were
placed away from

Test results

80-120Hz
range. The
mid-treble was

near the rear
wall, as noted

appearance

Fig 2. Heybrook Heylios: response family at

correlated with the

extended to 50Hz
-6dB which was

placement

might mislead you; in fact

while the grille
introduced the
usual errors
including 0.7-1dB

[Fig 1], bumpy

thus
indicating

traditional quality and a

+0.6dB overall,

were fair enough in

elevated by a
couple of dB,

a real wood
finish
of

Pair matching
was excellent at

axis at 1metre,

which turned out
to be quite

responses (chain dash, nearfield correction)

and it seems quite
well balanced.

unpromising on

treble and with a
suck-out at
>Hz, an aspect

response, 1m, showing individual driver

55Hz-20kHz,

response dip, the
off-axis responses

through the mid

Fig I.Heybrook Heylios: axial frequency

response will meet
+3dB limits from

response looks

The bass

boasts
veneer

If this noted
anomaly is
ignored, the

Accepting for a
moment the 2kHz

hear it.

of placement, lively and articulate
operated straight out of the box,
and proving relatively sensitive
and easy to drive. It

was set at 3.5kHz.

indicated.
The frequency

up to 100W per channel.

new Heylios — relatively uncritical

simply ashortterm phasing
problem. As the
responses showed,
the crossover point

of treble cut, plus a
2dB trough at
8kHz. Best to

without obvious strain, accepting

Heybrook now has a worthy
successor to the classic HB1 in its

visible response
dip, which was

for astereo pair.
A minimum
amplifier rating of
25W/channel is

position. I
certainly didn't

CONCLUSION

nor woofer were
responsible for the

on

test.

Plotting the
individual
driver
responses
showed that
neither tweeter

the wall in order to
aid measurement
consistency. The
trend from low- to
midrange was well
balanced, and
typical of asmaller
box intended for
rear boundary use.
The response was
notably smooth
with no trace of the
irregularity in the

presentation
[Fig 41, the result
was impressively

Heybrook Heylios

Dimensions ( hwd, min)
360x235x270
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
on 44cm stands near rear wall
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at lm
48Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
40Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
103dBA
Impedance minimum/typical
5.5/8 ohms
Ease of drive
good
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price/pair ( inc VAT)
£340
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Listening head to head:
Musical Fidelity X- Cans and
Ben Duncan's PHONES- 01:
what do you get
for the greater outlay?
by CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

M

usical Fidelity's X- Cans
are described as Class A,
with a specified 100mW
maximum output into 40ohm
headphones. Like the other
products in this series, the valved
circuitry (two ECC88s) is enclosed
in the now familiar, well-finished
98mm dia x 195mm cylindrical
housing. The remote power supply
plugs directly into a 13A mains
socket — it runs quite warm,
although MF suggests the X-Cans
may be left on indefinitely. There's
a rather twee gain control knob, a

11E!\
‘1J,,LS
/

headphone socket and red LED at
the front, while the unit allows both
line in/out via rear-mounted phono
sockets. Thus it may be conected
direct to source, eg, CD player, or
sited in a tape monitor loop
between ( pre-) amplifier and
recorder.
The sound takes only about half
an hour to optimise — but the CD
player itself needs to be running for
a similar period for best results.
The stereo imagery has a striking
immediacy and explicitness. For
instance, in the Britten [see box]
Iona Brown's solo violin was
located well to the left, then, over
to the right, the double-bass section
at the start of the fugue positively
leapt out at one (within the head)!
The disposition of the small
ensemble in the Stravinsky was
clearly defined, and distinct from
the foreground placing of the three
actors. Listening to Brahms's
orchestral works ( the excellent
Houston/Eschenbach budget set on

MlJSICAL FIDEUTY

PHONES-01 is shown (above) in prototype
form: the ready-built units will have slightly
higher specs, fascia design and finish
The Musical FiclelityX-Cans
was featured in the April '97 HFNIRR
Accessories Club listing
«MT 11,/7
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS
Considerable attention is given
Virgin Classics, reviewed last
to RFI avoidance, including careful
month) the use of tubas and
screening/earthing of the input
contrabassoon could be relished in
interconnect — Iwas, however,
their fruity registers, likewise the
able to improve resolution by
rasp
of
trombones.
Less
substituting DNM ribbon cable
comfortably, the introduction to
(with a further valuable gain in
Peter and the Wolf offered some
sizzly sibilants and the degree of focus after removing the XLR
socket altogether, and hard-wiring
fidgety audience noise in the 1972
direct to the PCB); thus in all three
Prom performance of the Vaughan
systems — Meridian 508/20 CD
Williams was a serious bar to
player direct to headpone amp —
concentration. Stereo separation at
the beginning of the Sixth was .
cable-type and headphones
impressive: this is a heavy
dek
were the same. As
supplied, the review
orchestral
texture
unit came with ahighresounding in the spacious
quality screened 0.5m
acoustic of the Albert g
cable (too short!),
Hall.
unbalanced, ie, with
The Achilles heel of the
the shield used as
X- Cans was shown in
e S
return. [Fig 2 in Ben's
speech (far more telling than
introductory article.]
any amount of Mahler or highThe need to loop the signal cable
level pop) and in articulation of
from the source around to the front
complex music. Ifound the speech
of PHONES-01 is the only minor
patterns of Carole Bouquet's
inconvenience. At first, Ithought
beautifully spoken French dialogue
the business of having to recharge
(The Soldier's Tale — track 13)
the batteries would be a nuisance,
disrupted in flow, while the rapid
but in practice they give many,
counterpoint figures in the Britten
many hours of listening. And there
fugue became slurred. A resiny
is no perceptible warm-up period
edge to the violin section was
required for optimum sound.
smoothed with the PHONES-01.
Clean but not lean is the bottom
line here. The sound is extremely
PHONES-01
neutral; timbres are reproduced
About 40 per cent of my listening is
accurately and bass-drum or other
done with headphones. Beyer DT990 PROs (good enough for Tryg,g
low-register instruments certainly
tell when well enough recorded!
Tryggvason for monitoring in the
Articulation
and
speech
recording studio, and a good
reproduction are exemplary, as is
subjective match to my original
the soundstage recreation.
Quad ESLs) are partnered with the
The soundstage information, if
Melos SHA-1. There is no UK
superficially less dramatically
distribution, and considerable
upfront than with the X-Cans, was
rewiring is required before it really
more telling and less `in the head'.
corresponds with the rave reviews
I conclude that, because the
published
in
the
States!
PHONES- 01 offers superior
Incidentally,
I found
this
resolution of fine detail —
combination preferable to two
£1000+ electrostatic systems I ambience, recorded perspectives,
etc — and has less coloration, the
tried last year. But now the Melos
brain can to a greater degree
has aserious — and cheaper — UK
externalise the image.
based rival.
Certainly, the Britten violin solo
Ben Duncan's battery- driven
was more centrally located (as one
amplifier, PHONES- 01, was
would expect it to be), and the
described in detail in HFNIRR
platform-resonance could clearly be
[May, page 68], and is now
heard fortifying the forte attack of
available either in kit form for DIY
the double-bass section; the fugue
enthusiasts, or ready-built at acost
material itself flowed effortlessly,
of £475 inclusive of AC charger
singing and soaring.
unit. The PCB and two 12V leadAt the start of the Vaughan
acid batteries are housed in a
Williams symphony, one could
153 x328 x50mm (wdh) extruded
follow any strand at will (just as
case with fascia 5-pin XLR input,
Linn claimed for its LP12!); the
locking headphone-jack socket,
interruptions in the ' Epilogue' —
gain control and three-way switch:
by which time the audience is
charge/mid/listen. The midclearly flagging in concentration —
position protects the switch from
could be disregarded. (On this CD
the surge current into the large,
there's amarked change of acoustic
Supply Rail decoupling capacitors
with the following VW Third,
when first switched on. The unit is
taped at the BBC's Maida Vale
intended for medium to high
Studio.) The sibilance in Patrick
impedance ' phones — see also
Stewart's Prokofiev narration was
'Black Box' April '96.
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more consistent with the masculine
edge to his voice projection, and
the hall echo to the various
instruments as they are introduced
was well defined. And so on... to
add more would merely be to
catalogue personal listening
pleasures.

CONCLUSION
About 40 per
cent of my
listening is
done with
headphones
Beyer DT-990
PROs
(good enough
for Trygg
Tryggvason ffor
monitoring in
the recording
studio, and a
good
subjective
match to my
original
Quad ESLs)
are partnered
with the Melos
SHA1

4.11IR
HFNIRR
Accessories Club,
PO Box 200,
Bedford
MK40 1YH.
Tel: 01234
741 152

Both of these items provide useful
extensions to ahi-fi system, the XCans offering extraordinary value
at only £ 129 — as much as the
average enthusiast will want to
spend for the occasional private
indulgence under headphones.
They both offer far better sound
than with most headphone options
on integrated amps or CD players.
But for the dedicated listener,
someone who wants to hear
recorded music with a mimimum
of coloration and with maximum
information retrieval, the extra cost
of the PHONES-01 is undoubtedly
justifiable. Put to ablindfold test, I
would probably have difficulty in
distinguishing it from my Melos
valve-FET unit.
Lastly, should one try to build
from the HFNIRR kit? There are
some
100
or so
soldered
connections to make, and the work
around the potentiometer and
function switch would be fiddly,
given the tight fit inside the casing.
A good deal of patience is required,
so except to keen DIYers Iwould
advise
a completed
unit.
Additionally, for the extra outlay
the built unit will offer one or two
refinements
and
improved
cosmetics.

TEST TRACKS
Britten: Prelude & Fugue
Norwegian CO/Brown
[Virgin Classics VC 545 1212]
Quite high (demanding) levels for this
string orchestra recording;
noticeable background 'atmosphere'.
Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf
Patrick Stewart ( narr)/Lyon Opera Orch/Nagano
[Erato 4509 97418 2]
Excellent production with plausible
(ie, in hall) narration; good depth,
separation and dynamics.
STavinsky: The Soldier's Tale
Depardieu et al/Ensemble/Mintz
[Auvidis Valois V4805]
Close-miked ensemble/voice production
with 'empty theatre' ambience;
ideal test for speech reproduction.
Vaughan Williams: Symphony 6 - ' Epilogue'
BBC SO/Boult
[BBC Radio Classics 15656 91642]
Very restless audience: coughing, sundry
seat and other hall noises can distract
attention from performance.
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BEAST
Looks are deceiving. There's simply no mistaking the pure elegance on the outside, yet underneath all the beauty
lies an absolutely brutal beast - ano cost compromise powerhouse ! Listen once and you'll never turn back.
Please prepare yourself, as your views are about to be changed, once and for all.
Prime Design brings you the most seductively powerful sound. HiFi, as you knew it will never be the same.
A-100 Integrated Amplifier

The A-100 can be Configured for Pre-Amp, Power Amp, NV & 2 Line Outputs.

oo

l
WPC

into 8 ohms
Features

200

• 100 WPC into 8 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
• 200 WPC into 4 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz *
• 0.005 % Distortion at 1Khz
• 500W High Current Power Supply
• Full 6 Way Input/ Output Selection

WPC

• Configurations for Pre-Amp, Power Amp, A \V, 2 Line Outputs
• Full Electrical 84 Electronic Protection
• Audiophile Grade Components, Gold Plated Isolation Feet
• Fully Symmetrical Design

into 4 ohms
•integratud programme rodut.nal

R.R.P. £650

• Optional Very High Quality Phono Stage Available £ 70

A-100 Internal View From Above - Designed for Overkill
Absolutely no expense spared, see what we mean!

In order to accurately convey the music in a lucid flowing manner, the A-100 had to be designed with one goal in mind - that was to be the new benchmark at its
price. It needed to deliver a lot of power with absolute control, without lagging, complimented by ultra low distortion. To start with, it employs a massive power
supply with an enormous reserve. This allows the amplifier to deliver power with utter abandon, and a suitable heat sinking arrangement, facilitates increases in power
with respect to difficult speaker loads. This is all well and good, but you need an excellent pre-amp in order to maximise overall performance. The A- I00 utilises a
specially designed Audiophile Pre-Amp, again with no expense spared. With the future in mind, you are able to use the amp in a number of ways, allowing you a
logical upgrade path limited only by your imagination. The results are truly breathtaking and spectacular, HiFi as you knew it has just changed dramatically. Audition
the A-100 today and prepare yourself for the demo of a lifetime
Ther'll be no turning back !

If absolute overkill wasn't enough there's more

VVarning - Wh.r. Ls ng two P-1

bridged

IL.ase enture

thd yot.r speakers can landle

P-150 Stereo Power Amplifier

150
WPC

410'

into 8 ohms

Features

3
w9p
00

• 150 WPC into 8 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
• 300 WPC into 4 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
• 0.005 % Distortion at 1Khz
• Bridging Produces 450 WPC into 8 Ohms
• 625W High Current Power Supply
• Truly Expandable Stages - Modular Approach
• Full Electrical & Electronic Protection
• Fully Symmetrical Design
• Audiophile Grade Components, Gold Plated Isolation Feet

into 4 ohms

R.R.P. £650

P-150 Internal View From Above - Designed for Overkill
Absolutely no expense spared - see what we mean!

The P-150 has been designed for the truly discerning audiophile. It has a 625 watt power supply (with even grater reserves than the A-100). Double the output devices,
and a suitable heat sinking arrangement, allows a delivery of instantaneous power that will convince you forver. This gives rise to the next level of sonic impiovement,
which can be achieved by using the A-100 as a pre-amplifier (or any other very high quality pre-amp), and connecting the P-150 Stereo power amplifier. Your system
will just sound better and better, as the equipment becomes transparent. Adding a second P-150 will allow Bi-amping your speakers, which will bring about a sonic
presentation to be believed. Questions about control, accuracy and impact seem to vanish, as you are totally absorbed in a new found level of musical reality. For the
ultimate audio experience on more elaborate systems, you can use the P-150 as a monoblock, and connect four/ six of them onto your speakers. There is simply no
substitute for raw power, which when utilised correctly, will produce a sonic presentation distinguished by exceptional transparency and grace, along with extraordinary
powerful deep bass and sparkling highs. Audition the P-150 today to change your views foiever
Available from the following quality dealers now, or if you don't see a dealer in your area please call Prime Design fo' more details

E&O.E.

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi
Glasgow

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Basically Sound

The Card Company

C.eartone

Emp,re

Edinburgh

Newcastle
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Leeds

Manchester

Norwich, Norfolk

London

Bolton

Birmingham

Bradford

Tel 0141 248 2857

Tel 0131 220 0909

Tel 0191 230 3600

Tel 0113 242 7777

Tel 0161 832 1600

Tel 01508 570829

Tel 0181 906 2119

Empire

Frank Harvey

The Hi- Fi Company

The Hi Fi Company

Hi Fi U.K.

Infidelity
Surrey

Jeffnes

Jeffries

Brighton

Eastbourne

Tel 01204 531 423 , lei 0121 643 0972

Leeds

Coventry

Peterborough

Leamington Spa

Edinburgh

The Hi Fi Rooms
Manchester

Tel 0800 454 980

Tel 01203 525 200

Tel 01733 341 755

Tel 01926 888 644

Tel 0131 667 2877

Tel 0161 832 0888

Tel 0181 943 3530

Tel 01273 609 431

Tel 01323 731 336

Menders

Music matters
Solihull

Music Matters

Northwood Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Stourbridge

Northwood

Paul Roberts Hi Fi
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AMPLIFIERS
A new integrated amp
with giant- killing
pretensions,
Prime Design's A-100
could be a heavyweight
contender

by STEVE

HARRIS

I

t's not so unusual to hear of a
new ' high- end' British- made
amplifier, to be built in small
numbers, and set to sell at what the
maker thinks is a very reasonable
four-figure price tag. It is unusual to
learn of a completely new hi-fi
brand which heads straight for a
more competitive price area and
claims to offer more for the money
than seems possible.
Prime Design's A-100, rated at
100W/ch, 8 ohms, claims enough
current drive to double that figure
into 4 ohms. It is intended to sell at
£650, and the designers suggest
(but then they would, wouldn't
they?) 'performance comparable to
pre-/power amplifier combinations
up to £ 2000'. To those who
immediately wonder which corners
have been cut, Prime Design says
'just pick it up!'. The A-100 does
weigh more than most under£1000 amps. Inside is a wellpopulated circuit board and agoodsized toroidal transformer.
Prime Design's experience is

were present, and a few other
details reflected the definitely preproduction status of the sample; its
gold feet looked well enough, but
they were crudely fitted and had no
soft facing to avoid furniture
scratches-. Prime Design advised
that some changes were being
implemented in the final product.
Ilistened to the A-100 mainly on
two sets of speakers, namely the
Avantgarde Uno horn hybrids

(which
allow
a merciless
examination of the midrange
quality of what's fed into them,
although needing only low power)
because of their 99dB/W sensitivity)
with satellite TV electronics, which and the Rogers Studio 7 (a saner
means the company ought to know choice, the classic ` BBC monitor'
style speaker, as judiciously
about
electronics
design,
component buying and fierce modernised by Rogers' chief
designer Andy Whittle). CD source
competition. And as a small outfit,
Prime Design can run on lower was a TEAC P-700/Musical
PSU.
overheads than established hi-fi Fidelity X-DAC with XIadmit there wasn't time to do a
names, hence the savings. But does
lot of comparisons with like-priced
Prime Design know about sound?
Externally, the amplifier looks models. These will have to wait
businesslike almost to the point of until HFNIRR is able to review a
brutality. The large and weighty production version. But the A-100,
volume knob is nice enough to use, as supplied, was definitely a good
and has been built to impress, with amplifier. At first (either speaker), it
sounded impressive rather than
a slight ( unnecessary) flywheel
effect and a smooth action. It is enjoyable, with a heavy, slightly
flanked by rotary source and slow bass, and aforward upperrecord- selector switches, covering mid with a a rather ' blaring'
five conventional line level inputs quality, a wealth of detail
(CD, tuner, two tape options, and a tumbling out of the
speakers but with more
similarly monitorable AV input)
plus an uncontrolled ' line' input punch than precision. But
(pace John Crabbe) this is
which could equally well have been
labelled ' main in'. On the back are one amplifier that really
sockets for all these, plus pre- needs time to warm up. After
in/main-out sockets with removable about an hour, those negative
links plus LP disc. Neither phono aspects faded away somewhat. The
stage not a switch position for it balance was still mid-forward, and
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The designers
suggest ( but
then they
would,
wouldn't they?)
'performance
comparable
to pre pcwer
amplifier
combina:ions
up to £ 2X0'.
To those who
wonder which
corners lave
been cut,
Prime Design
says ' just
pick it u3!'
IER
Prime Design,
Units 2IY
170 Deans Labm
Edgware
Middx H:lb 9/VT
Tel 0181 905
0181

probably still too bright for most
people ( and certainly for many
bright-topped speakers), but now
smoother by far; percussion sounds
were now strikingly crisp and
correct rather than just earcatching. Ambience was quite well
captured, and the system could
offer those intriguing insights into
the artifices of multi-track cut-andpaste mixing. By the same token, it
offered coherence, bounce; that
feeling that a performance could
make sense and hart together.
As we go to press, Prime Time is
still in the early stages of getting
retailers ro try the product. The
$64,000, or rather the £ 650
question, seems to be whether
Prime Design really can deliver its
weighty beast at the promised price
while allowing sufficient margin and
credit terms for the dealer. If, and
when, you can find one, it could be
worth listening to. Just make sure
it's had achance to warm up!

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ARCAM
AUDIOLAB
AUDIOQUEST
B&W
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CHORD
DENON
DUAL
DYNAVECTOR
EPOS
KEF
LEXICON
LINN
LOEWE TV
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MILLER & KREISEL
MISSION
MYRYAD
NAD
NAIM
PANASONIC
PIONEER
QUAD
REL
RCTEL
SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
YAMAHA

The
experience
is out there...

Acoustic/Ids
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

COME ALONG AND LISTEN TO THE STUNNING NEW AUDIO RESEARCH
LS9 AND 0130 COMBINATION WITH THE AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

B&W CDM1
(as shown here)
NOW JOINED BY
FLOOR STANDING
BIG BROTHER
CDM7
NOW ON DEMO.
THE NEW

VVhateveri your tastes in musical and visua ertertainment;

REFERENCE

whatever your budget - our experience will help you to enjoy
your experience to the full.

BY KEF
ON DEMO

We select the test products, support custo.rr ers witi the best
advice and excellent demonstration facilities, all at affordable
prices. Try the Audio Excellence experience for yourself - vie are
not just another dea er!
Systems and separFes
Home delivery and nstallation
Home cinema surround sound
Comfortable demo-.stration rooms
Multi room systems

BRMSN A DIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION

ac)

DEALER

Repair service
Friendly expert advice
Interest free credit on selected products

VIDIKRON

SONUS FABER GRAN PIANO

AT LAST!

THIS ELEGANT NEW

DLP GIVES YOU THE

FLOOR- STANDING

PERFORMANCE OF THE LARGE

SPEAKER FROM

Part exchance welcome
Free 3year warranties on Hi Fi separates
For the same product and service we are never
knowingly undersold.

audio eXcellence

'CRT' PROJECTORS.

SONUS FABER,

BUT IN A DIMINUTIVE

SOUNDS JUST AS

VERY USER FRIENDLY PACKAGE

GOOD AS IT LOOKS

•INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS
•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY
•EX OEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

HI-FI AND HOME CINEMA CENTRES:
BRISTOL:
CARDIFF:

65 Park Street, BSI 5PB. Tel: 0117 926 4975
34/136 Crwys Road, CF2 4NR. Tel: 01222 228565

CHESTER:

88/90 Boughton, CH3 5AQ. Tel: 01244 345576

EXETER:

156 Sidwell Street, EX4 6RT. Tel: 01392 491194

GLOUCESTER: 58 Bristol Road, GLI 550. Tel: 01452 300046
PRESTON:
131 Friargate, PR1 2EE. Tel: 01772 253057
SWANSEA:

Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awide range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO. FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS

9High Street, SA1 1LE. Tel: 01792 474608
Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798

Open Tuesday - Saturday 9.00am - 5.30pm. Closed Mon.
Erarl

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT
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elieve me: I know that
thousands of you would kill to

have access to the neverending flood of trinkets and gadgets
with which hi-fi reviewers are
bombarded daily. What hobbyist
could resist playing with the ludicrous
toys which come our way? What you
might not consider, though, is that
hi-fi journalists act as not to put too
fine apoint on it — ' effluent filters'
between you and those who'd sell
you any wacky, sub-Innovations
notion, regardless of its worth/
efficacy. But the odd tcharchke does
sneak through which piques one's
curiosity. And the unlikely pile on
my desk this month .offers some rich
pickings for those with too much

speakers so apersonal hi-fi without
adding too much mass for £20.
A packaging marvel, its two
92 x95 x27mm modules clipping
together into a single slab with a
special coiling device which stores
the cables underneath. They're selfamplified. the 1W/ch amp needing
four AA cells to power the 66mm
'full-range' drivers, full range being
200-18kHz. The attached 0.5m
cables include a length which goes
from the main speaker to the slave,
and one to connect the primary
speaker to the output of the source
item. Controls include on/off and
volume, and you can run them
passively just by not turning them
on. The headphone output of my
Technics SL-XP150 portable CD
player just about drove ' em, but
you'll find more satisfactory levels
available if you do use the amps. And
they sound awhole lot better driven
by line output into their amps.
And they go — Ikid you not —
loud enough to flank a computer
with punchy, not-too-abrasive sound
at adequate levels for listening to

all sorts of groovy magic; and I've
witnessed convincing demonstrations
on speakers and valve amps too
many times to dismiss them.
(Confession: Iuse the Stones all the
time. Ijust don't boast about it.)
On-Lines are finger-sized Shakti
devices which you fit to your cables
with Velcro straps and a gummy,
Blu-Tack-like substance, but I've
been informed by the importers [RT
Services, on 01235-810455] that this
is being improved. What doesn't
need sorting are the On-Lines
themselves, which clean up the sound
in a manner reminiscent of Simba
clamps. The price for apair of OnLines is £95, which makes it anot
unaffordable upgrade for your cables,
the effect being especially noticeable
on mains cables. What you really
need to do, though, is hear the
benefits before you reach for your
credit card. Iexpect the HiFi Show
might provide an opportunity, RT
Services having already booked a
room at the Ramada.

CD OILS AND MORE

time on their hands.
Toy of the Month and the most
fun I've had in ages — and Imean
plain
ol'
smile- across-the-face,
innocent fun — came from apocketmoney purchase which doesn't even
Shakti On Liner beggaring belief!
aspire to hi-fi credibility. It came
from Aiwa, via PR dude Rob Follis
audio CDs through aCD-ROM, or
(who will surely win when it comes
even for playing games, or to convert
to dying with the most toys), said
apersonal hi-fi into an emergency
joy-bringer being in the same
sound system. But do buy amains
category as those 1980s Japanese
adapter: the Aiwas eat batteries
credit-card-sized mini-tool-kits.
almost as voraciously as do the
Foils has now wanted me 'human
computers to which they'll be
being' status since Ibroke my PC
connected. Other than that, Iloved
chains and acquired aMac. 'I've got
'em. It's my stocking filler for Xmas
just the thing for you,.'" he says,
1997 — in case you like to shop four
knowing that the PowerBook 1400's
months early.
onboard speaker is about as musically
rewarding as the driver out of a
UNES
c.1966 telephone. So he sent me a MARTI ONNot to be attached to the SC-C37's
pair of Aiwa's SC-C37 mini-speakers.
leads are the latest variant of the
Dinky plastic speakers. Yuchh,
Shakti Stones, the new On-Lines.
thought I...
OK, so we're slipping into one of
Yes, these are the sort of speakers
Baum's worlds here, but, hey, Ilike
which you clip onto computers in
the Shaktis, even if I'm just a 'closet'
some warped hope that they'll milk
user. No, it's not cowardice, so much
your CD-ROM for its full 16-bit
as a sense of pragmatism. Shaktis,
glory. No, Aiwa hasn't discovered
like Harmonix tweaks, need to be
some physics-defying miracle, and
heard. Why? Because they're so
the SC-C37s are not going to turn
stupefying as to beggar belief and as
your
notebook
computer
or
a result they can only make those
Walkman
into
an
Audio
who review them look desperate and
Note/Lowther surrogate. But cool
flakey. And none of us ever got
they most certainly are, and Ican't
anywhere asking readers to act on
imagine abetter way to enhance your
faith — it's too dangerous.
computer's sound or add tolerable

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

To re-cap, Shakti Electromagnetic
Stabilizers are placed on top of
transformers, speakers etc, like aVPI
brick or Flux Dumper. Internal
circuitry — yup, passive internal
components — is supposed to work

No pile of toys would be complete
without fresh fluids with which to
annoint your CDs. Latest to join the
fold is Claro, aCD oil from Shinpy
in Italy — the same people who
make arange of killer cables. Three
drops on the disc, aquick polish, and
ecola! '
More Dynamic [
sic], More
Transparency [
sic], More Response
[sic]'. Brush up on your Italian and
phone 0039 585 254756. Price? I
hate to think, given that a 3m pair
of Big Bang 2 speaker cables costs
11,500,00 lire.
Crazier, though, is Music Plus
Doping Sound from — where else?
— France. As ever, I've saved the
best for last. According to the
instructions, you smear this liquid
directly onto your cables and ` the
artwork side of your CDs'. Naturally,
this miracle unguent is said to
improve all manner of sonic
characteristics. Alas, it's oily, messy
and too damned weird for my tastes,
so Ionly tried acouple of CDs and
one length of cable, and Iremain
sceptical. But word on the street is
that it really works. If you're in
desperate need of atime-consuming,
painstaking hi-fi fix, then I'd suggest
you ring Ron at The Audiophile
Club on 0181 882 2822, who
collared me at ahi-fi show and thrust
abottle of it into my bag. At £29.95
for 8oz, that's alot of Music Plus.
Ijust hope that ' Doping' isn't the
operative word.
Ken Kessler
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he story of expensive systems
is all too often one of
diminishing returns. Not so
here. Although a number of the
components in this feature failed to
outperform some of their lowerpriced counterparts, this was not true
of others, and the better systems
constructed from them were
something special.
The problem, as always, is
quantifying the differences between
these £ 3000 systems and the £2000
ones we looked at some months
'n
1

back. It is always astruggle to do this
using a language that was not really
formed to handle such concepts, but
the best of these systems did at least
show adegree of
so that
even very complex, difficult music
didn't cause them to reach beyond
their grasp. They also helped ensure
that the means of reproduction faded
into the background, so that the
music could take on alife of its own.
The list of components chosen
includes some real talent, much of it
concentrated in the four speakers.
The Jamo Concert 8, for example, is
a remarkable design: packaged in a
thick-wall and heavy-braced MDF
wood

(à)

2

In putting togeth
- .C3000 system, the ch
loudspeakers exerted
a major t

veneered
enclosure

designed for tall stand- mounting
away from walls, it is built to avery
high standard indeed. The metalcone bass unit is matched to acoated
textile diaphragm tweeter with a
ventilated magnet and a silver coil
windings. And if you're in any doubt
that the Jamo means business, there
is the Cyclops- like, solid copper,
fixed phase-plug, which is an integral
part of the technology, and not just a
rather startling visual device.
This is a 4 ohm system, with ( I
would judge) a moderately high
sensitivity for acompact. No figure
was given, but results against known
competition using a suitable test
signal and an SPL meter suggest
around 90dBAV at 1metre.
The B&W 805 is ostensibly a
similar package: two-way, with awell
built enclosure (lightweight by
Jamo Concert standards), and
port- loaded from the front
rather than the back, Jamo
style, which makes it less
sensitive to near boundary use.
A metal- dome tweeter is
matched to a Kevlar-woven
synthetic cone bass driver, and
is housed in an external lowdiffraction casing set back
from the baffle to provide time
alignment. The adjacent main
cabinet edge is sharp, however,
and ideally positioned to cause
diffraction — which could
surely have been avoided given
the radical solutions adopted
elsewhere in this design.
The enclosure employs its
own solution to internal
resonances in the form of a
honeycomb
internal
construction, le, Matrix.

u nc

the outcome

PiecênSweet

SYSTEMS
ATHOROUGHBRED
AMONG COMPACTS

The Jamo is a
speaker adept
at pulling the
music out
from its hiding
place, making
everything
clear, open
and up-front,
the stripped
pine of the
loudspeaker
world. But
it is about as
forgiving as
a set of
rollerblades
to the
uninitiated

The Jamo Concert 8 is a fabulous
speaker in many ways, and a true
thoroughbred among compacts, but it
can also sound hard, forward and
pushy — which makes it sound like
the kind of speaker you'd be wise to
avoid down back streets on a dark
night, or at least treat with respect
with nice, acoustic classical music
relying on an accurate tonality to
succeed, in addition to such virtues
such as clarity, dynamics and timing.
This is a speaker adept at pulling
the music out from its hiding place,
making everything clear, open and
up-front, the stripped pine of the
For qualities of this sort, you'd be
loudspeaker world; and it makes the
better off with the Epos, which,
normally forward and punchy B&W
although smaller than the Howard,
sound as though it has fallen asleep.
still qualifies as more or less full size,
But it is about as forgiving as aset of
and afull bandwidth design too. The
rollerblades to the uninitiated.
ES22's principal raison d'être, though,
Listening to the Concert 8 is rather
is the midband, for which it has a
like listening to alarge pair of really
dedicated driver with one of the highrather fabulous headphones, but the
tech injection- moulded variable
metallic sheen (possibly an audible
thickness synthetic cones pioneered
tweeter resonance, but who knows?)
by Mordaunt-Short.
will assault sensitive ears.
The driver is directly connected to
The remaining two speakers are
the amplifier via a dedicated input,
floor-standers, which share an ability
to reproduce bass with authority in a with no crossover other than that
which is achieved mechanically.
way that neither of the smaller
The ES22 also houses atweeter, a
speakers can emulate, but which
metal dome unit, and abass driver
otherwise have little in common. The
which looks superficially similar to
larger of these, by afactor of about
The Epos 22 (above
the midrange unit, but isn't. These
two, is the Castle Howard: amassive
left) and the jamo
Concert 8speakers
units are both interfaced by low-order
boundary design with quarter-wave
crossover slopes, but the major
bass loading and two surface-treated
part of the audio frequency band
paper-pulp cone bass/mid drivers,
is handled by asingle drive unit
one fitted as high as possible on the
under the direct control of the
front panel, the other on the top
amplifier — especially if tri panel itself, facing upwards.
wiring is used. It may be putting
The two work in tandem to
it too strongly to suggest that
provide the necessary radiating area
using a single wire pair to
to sustain the specified bass depth at
connect this speaker would be a
the level required ( the knee of the
waste of time, so let's put it this
curve is set at 35Hz, a semitone or
way instead: it would be awaste
three below the Epos). The metalof time.
dome tweeter is mounted just below
the bass driver, offset to spread
RIGHTNESS AND
cabinet edge diffraction effects. The
GRAVITAS
Howard is supplied in handed pairs,
There is avery positive quality to the
and was preferred with the tweeters
Epos ES22, arightness and agravitas
close to each other ( as usual);
that even the Jamo lacks, which draws
otherwise tended to sound phasey
the music out, and invests it with a
and ill-at-ease.
special beauty of orchestral timbre —
Good as the Epos is low down, the
though the Jamo paints the human
Castle Howard is king of the bass. Its
voice and some woodwind ( for
abilities here are prodigious by any
example) in still purer and more vivid
standards; and this was aspeaker able
colours. The ES22 manages to tread
to deliver asledgehammer blow when
lightly around many of the problems
required, but with near perfect
that afflict floor- standing column
integration and no noticeable
speakers as abreed. It has the agility,
overhang or loss of tunefulness. Bass
control and focus of amuch smaller
aside, the Howard is also aspacious,
speaker, though it remains capable of
thoroughly enjoyable transducer, but
a genuinely open and extended
it also has a certain density which
bandwidth, and of generating largeinhibits articulation and clarity in the
scale soundstage images outside the
upper
midband,
and
which
scope of smaller speakers.
sometimes make listening a less
The Jamo lacks. the ES22's
transparent and involving process
ability to handle power without
than ideal.
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sounding edgy and uncomfortable,
and there are times when the metallic
nature of the Jamo's metal dome
tweeter makes itself felt in the wrong
sense. On the whole though, it was
worth putting up with its sometimes
aberrant character for the (mostly)
unusually refined clarity it bought to
its role.
Tonally, the Epos was felt to be
slightly muted, but without the loss of
intelligibility and detail this implies.
Yes, if you want information thrust
down your ears, there are better
speakers for the job, but the more
refined, laid-back way the Epos
brings music to the living room is
probably abetter long-term bet. It
certainly has a more naturally
expansive quality than any of the
speakers chosen for this project, and
is the one that most readily
disappears into the woodwork —
aurally and indeed visually.
"Ibis concentration of attention on
the loudspeakers thus far in the
narrative is no accident. It reflects the
fact that it is their differences that
dominate this project. This is not to
say that the loudspeakers are the most
important components in these or
any other systems, but that at this
price level — or at least in the case of
the products that happened to make
it on to the shortlist — the electronics
simply have less individuality. That
said, there is room here for some
retrospective navel-gazing.

SUBTLE AND ENGAGING
With the benefit of hindsight, it is
apparent now that two of the
speakers at least could have used
more heavyweight amplification
than any of the chosen models
were able to provide. Irefer to the
Epos and the Jamo in particular.
On the whole this had little to do
with the available maximum
power output of the amplifiers.
Indeed, the Jamo is a fairly
sensitive design, with a low
impedance, which maximises the
power transfer from most amplifiers
— though the sound was a little
strained when driven (by the Thorens
in particular) at any other than fairly
polite domestic listening levels. This
is an amplifier built for luxury rather
than power.
In fact it is worth persevering with
the Thorens for those whose
domestic circumstances or tastes
preclude listening loud. In many ways
this was the most subtle and engaging
of the bunch, making asurprisingly
good fist at drawing the sometimes
reticent Castle Howard S2 out of its
shell, and going a long way to
bringing the B&W Matrix 805
to life. But the 805 was made
for the highway, not the sidestreets, and it only really motored
51
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when there was some extra musclepower in the amplifier. It worked
well, for example, with the Copland,
but in some ways was better still with
the Myryad bi-amp combination.
Indeed, bi-amping is a solution
that is very much in tune with the
Jamo and Epos way of music-making,
and the Epos especially was
particularly comfortable with the
Myryad combination (which consists
of an integrated amplifier and a
similarly- specified outboard power
amp), with the integrated amp
driving the treble and midrange via
bi-wire cables, and the bass unit via
the external power amp. Nordost
cables were used in both cases for
pragmatic reasons ( they were
available!), though at around £2000
for this particular combination of
copper and plastic, they would break
the bank in any of these systems.
On balance, the most convincing
results Iachieved from the Epos
(which, with the possible exception of
the Jamo, sets the greatest systembuilding challenges of the four) was
when driven by the Copland CSA8
amplifier. The CSA8 is noticeably
less powerful than the Myryad pairing
— whose effective power output in biamp mode is perhaps 1.5-2dB higher
than for the integrated or power amp
on its own, je, 60 watts/channel —
but it remains asubstantial and, yes,
powerful design, and one which
sounds unusually comfortable as the
volume is wound up.
The Copland even manages to
remain reasonably graceful when
taken slightly over the top. The key
quality it brings to the role, apart
from an adequate power yield, is
refinement and transparency. If
anything, it sounds alittle smoother
and more neutral than the Thorens,
and its higher power certainly stands
it in better stead. There were times.
however, when the little Thorens
conspired to make the bigger
Copland sound a little grey and
grainy.

MATCHING THE CD PLAYER
So far, the CD players have been left
out of the equation completely; and
in many ways the
question of which one
to
choose
seems
redundant. Who is
going to go for the
Thorens amplifier and
not
choose
the
Thorens
System 2000
CD player,
pre- and
power
amplifiers
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Without doubt,
the system
that scaled
the heights
more
convincingly
than the rest
was the one
which used
the Roksan
Caspian CD
player,
Copland CSA8
amplifier and
Epos ES22s

B&W 805 two-way
speaker with its
separate tweeter
housing

SUPPLIERS
Loudspeakers Ltd
Tel: 0190?
750 750
Castk Acomli, •
Tel: 01756
795 333
c:opland
l'el: 0181
947 5047
¡:pos Acousuc,
lid: 01705
407 722
.7amo UK Ltd
Teh 01327
$01 300
Myiyad Systems
Ltd
0170 .
•
265 508
Roksan
lid: 01480
433 777
Thorens
Tel: 01489
-95 519 •

gorgeous little Thorens CD player as
its partner? By the same token, the
Thorens is unlikely to be chosen over
and above the Myryad MC100 to
accompany
the
Myryad
MI120/MA120 amplifier. These are,
to put it mildly, distinctively styled
products that sit best in the company
of their range-mates.
In fact, the Myryad is aparticularly
fine CD player at the price, and an
excellent match for the partnering
amplifier. It is smooth, neutral and
coherent-sounding, and clearly works
well with the matching amplifier —
though, in reality, it was no less at
home with any of the other
amplifiers. It gave no nasty surprises.
The Thorens also sounded good
with its matching amplifier, but was
not quite in the same class, being a
little stiff and lacking in transparency
and resolving power. It also has a
suggestion of the softness that the
designer perhaps felt might attract the
analogue buyer: it is, after all,
presented as adigital record player,
with atop-loading mechanism, which
even requires apuck be placed on top
of the record — sorry, compact disc
— before the lid is lowered (under
motor control) and play commences.
In fact there is an solution in the
shape of an add-on DIA converter,
but it is precluded from this feature
on price grounds. [See also HFNIRR
May, page 42, for aThorens System
2000 review.]
For the record however, the
Roksan Caspian ( which was
included in the listening at a late
stage, and considered separately)
easily outperforms the other models.
It sounds like aMyryad MC100 but
with more life and vitality, and
superior
perceived
stereo
soundstaging.
The bottom line is that there were
no obvious system synergy issues with
the CD players. There was some
indication that the Thorens changed
in character somewhat with its
surroundings: it sounded freer and
more fluid driving the Copland
CSA8, for example. But on the
whole, the ranking orders remained
unaltered. The Myryad CD player
sounded good with each of the
amplifiers and speakers, and much
the same applies in the case of the
Roksan Caspian. An exception could
be argued in the case of the Jamo
Concert 8: to the
extent that its

Castle Howard S2 floor-standing speakers
sometimes raw extreme treble was
perhaps better served by the softersounding Thorens than by the more
bellicose Roksan; but this belt and
braces approach to system-matching
has little to say about true system
synergy.
There was no doubt that the best
of the systems tested this time around
really were quite special. Without
doubt, the system that scaled the
heights more convincingly than the
rest was the one which used the
Roksan Caspian CD player, Copland
CSA8 amplifier and Epos ES22s (and
its only just over budget!), with the
Jamo's even greater resolution but
slightly edgy character making it a
good second-best.
Icite just one musical example.
The fourth movement of Respighi's
Pines of Rome in arecent purist-miked
recording from Maazel and the
Pittsburgh SO [ Sony Classical]
simply caused the room to come alive
with the Jamo speakers. But the
Epos's much deeper, fuller bass made
all the difference here: it was just
electric, the dynamics utterly
devastating. Here was a case that
invoked that rarest and most precious
of commodities: the suspension of
disbelief.

THE EQUIPMENT
CD Players
Myryad MCI 00
Roban Caspian CD
Thorens TCD 2000
CD player

(£700)
(£895)
(£900)

Amplifiers
Copland CSA8
(£945)
Myryad MI120/MA120 (£600/£480)
Thorens TTP2000F pre-amp/
TTA2000 power amp (£650/£550,
remote control handset £60 optional
extra)
Loudspeakers
B&W Matrix 805
(£995)
Castle Howard S2
(£ 1199)
Epos ES22
(£ 1185)
Jamo Concert 8
(£ 1300)
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van den Hul cables worth over

£2000

'In this unique contest; van den Hul offers you the chance to transform your system'
ver thought what areally serious set of
cables could do for your system? Here's
achance for acomprehensive upgrade
by adding ultra-high-quality interconnects and
speaker cables from one of the most famous
names in the business. A Jvan den Hul has
now upgraded most cables in the van den Hul
range, using his revolutionary LSC (Linear
Structured Carbon) technology. Our first and
second prize winners will receive their own
choice of interconnects and speaker cables
from the selected van den Hul carbon and
carbon-hybrid types detailed here, to a
value of £ l000 y 500 respectively.
Ten runnerseach receive

SPEAKER CABLES TO CHOOSE FROM
CS122 Hybrid (£ 11.99/m): aspaced twin cable,
each 3.35mm 2 conductor using 147 0.15mm
strands of silver-plated oxygen-free copper. The
Teatrack (
L21.99/m) is alay-flat, bi-wire (fourconductor) version of CS122 Hybrid, designed
to give superb performance with bi-wirable
speakers. D352 Hybrid (£ 19.99/m) is another
spaced twin cable, but this time with 242
0.14nun matched-crystal OFC strands, pure silver
coated, plus alayer of Linear Structured Carbon

([SC). Total bass control is thus combined with
exceptional midrange informationand treble
delicacy. The Wind (£ 19.99/m, single conductor)
is avery low resistance cable using 173 matchcrystal silver-coated OFC strands, with conducting
LSC layer for astunning 'carbon sound'. Finally,
The Revelation Hybrid (£ 59.99/m, single
conductor) is acomplex.
,
state-of-the-art carbon
and silver clad OFC reference cable. Use it where
only the best will do!
INTERCONNECTS TO CHOOSE FROM
D102 111 Hybrid (£ 69.99/0.8m, £ 79.99/1.2m
pair, phonos, or £79.99/0.8m, £94.99/1.2m,
XLRs; add £34.00/m thereafter) uses an LSC layer
over silver-coated OFC conductors to provide the
biggest upgrade yet on this long established vdH
favourite. Thunderline Hybrid (£99.99/0.6m,
£1 14.99/0.8m, £ 129.99/1 m, £ 144.99/1 . 2m pair,
phonos or XLRs) is an advanced balanced
interconnect with a[SC layers around both centre •
conductor group and screen. The First
(£139.99/0.6m, £ 184.99/0.8m, £209.9911m,
phonos), vdH's original coaxial patented metalless
cable
using
a total
of
50,000
individually-insulated carbon conductors. The
Second (£ 159.99/0.6m, 4£ 199.99/0.8m,
£239.99/1m, £ 279.99/1.2m, £ 319:99/1.5m,
£399.99/2m, XLR or phonos; add £ 160/m
thereafter), is atwisted-pair screened carbon cable,
also available in unbalanced (phono) form, and
solves hum problems which may arise in some
systems with The First, while retaining the latter's
exceptional resolution and transparency.

Mr—

tHE QUESTIONS

1. How many individua/ carbon strands make up the
metalless conductors of The First interconnect?
a) 20,000
b) 79
c) 50,000
d) 282,000
2. What makes The Teatrack Hybrid ideal for bi-wa ring?
a) carbon content
b) silver plated strands

c) Rat construction

d) four separate conductors

3. What does LSC stand for?
u) Low Section Conductor c) Linear Structured Carbon
b) Long Structure Carbon d) Low- loss Special Carbon
HOW TO ENTER: Don't miss your chance to win this mouth-watering prize. Simply answer the four questions, add your name and address
and post to: van den Hul Competition, HiFi News 8 Record Review Editorial, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA to
arrive by the closing date of Friday 8August 1997.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK reader, only. Photocopies of
entry form are acceptable, but only one form per reader is allowed. No
other correspondence 'should be enclosed with the entry form. 2) There

Name

van den Elul Competition

Address

will be no cash or other alternatives tu the prizes offered. The winners
will be the first correct entries opened. 3) Employe. of Link House

THE ANSWERS

Magazines and vars den Hul and theiragents will not be eligible to enter.
4) Entries must bc received by first post on Friday, lith'August 1997,
when judging will be carried out. The Editor's decision will he final and
binding. No correspondence will be entered into regarding the

1.

I1

2.H

3.111

competition..5) The prizewinners will be notified by post, and the results
will be published in the October 1997

Nees

Rearril Rai:, 9)

Entry forms received become the property of lank House Magazines Ltd.
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A new, refined inductor with simple
external connection, to solve RFIIEMI problems with
amplifiers - and thereby improve sound quality
by BEN DUNCAN

p

ure Henry is a very high
purity inductor specially
developed for DIY use, with
power amplifiers. Its purpose is
twofold. First, it is designed to help
overcome RF interference ingress
problems that can occur at the
speaker outputs of most kinds of
amplifier. Secondly, it has been
designed to ensure (or enhance) the
stability and related sonic quality of
many power amplifiers, when
driving high performance speaker
cables. For the most part it can be
simply be applied by breaking into
the speaker cable, near to the
amplifier.

RF POLLUTION RESUME
Levels
of unwanted
Radio
Frequency (RF) signals — let alone
noise — in the air around all kinds
of sound systems remain on the
54

PURE HENRY
is an original,
high sonic
performance
accessory
component,
designed by
Ben Duncan
and colleagues
for widespread
application
solely in
connection
with power
ampleer
outputs, and is
available from
the HFIVIRR
Accessories
Club: for
details tel.
01234 741152

increase in most places. Even if it
has never been aproblem before, at
some point the sonic quality of
almost any hi-fi system is almost
bound to be affected: either now or
before long.
In the UK and other EU
countries, the EMC [ Electro Magnetic
Compatibility]
regulations are intended to address
this, but it will take between 10 and
perhaps 50 years for most of the
equipment — some of it producing
significant RFI [Radio Frequency
Interference] — made before EMC
measures became compulsory in
1996, to pass out of service.
And even after this has
happened, and even assuming that
the EMC regulations were 100%
heeded, then problems for music
listeners will still not go away, since
(in the UK for example) Railtrack,

British Telecom, the Ministry of
Defence, the port authorities,
power generating and distribution
companies, and similar national
bodies are effectively immune from
prosecution under the EMC
directive. It follows that the present
EMC regulations are worthless for
listeners who are bugged by RFI
caused by equipment under the
jurisdiction of these bodies.
With the above in mind, the
sensible approach is to be proactive
and (i) learn to recognise possible
symptoms of RFI [
see box], and (ii)
be ready with pragmatic measures
that can be readily applied. It will
be obvious enough that any such
RF prevention measures should
damage sound quality less than the
disease. The opposite is arecurring
problem with most conventional
RF immunity measures, the result
AUSUST 1997
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of not being designed specifically
for audio use. A well-known
example is the ferrite 'ring'.
Considering all the above,
dedicated music listeners are in
need of RF suppression measures
that are intrinsically benign and
which may be casually or
periodically tried to 'test the water'.
Pure Henry is one such, designed
for amplifier outputs. Its role is to
stop a broad range of Radio
Frequencies getting up your power
amplifier's outputs without some
attenuation.
The power stage output is being
focused on, and not the line-level
outputs, based on the assumption
that your system's line- level
connections are made either with
unbalanced shielded (the norm) or
else twisted and balanced (possibly
also shielded) wires. In contrast,
nearly all speaker wires, even some
with low loop inductance, can more
readily intercept the RF energy,
being wholly or partly unshielded
along all (or just an RFtuned part)
of their length.
With global negative feedback
being taken to a controlling input,
back from the output of the
amplifier, RF ingress means that RF
readily seeps back to the inputs, and
probably everywhere else. The
chaos this causes could well be akey
reason why global negative feedback
has been held in sonic disrepute by
some. This is one example of an
environmental
factor
that
authorities with limited practical
experience do not mention.

OUTPUT REJECTION DESIGN
Being an inductor with a value of
just a few micro- Henries, Pure
Henry exhibits an impedance that is
negligible at low audio frequencies,

but which raises with ascending
frequency, becoming increasingly
significant just above 20kHz, up
until self-resonance at VHF. Above
the resonant frequency, RFI
attenuation progressively decays —
but so too does the entire
performance of most amplifiers and
their constituent parts.
The frequency range covered
offers useful suppression against
most of the older class of
computers and dedicated word
processors ('pre-EMC' and usually
the worst RFI offenders), against
CB rigs, amateur radio operations,
bugging devices, fluorescent lights,
universal motor hash ( drills,
vacuum
cleaners
etc),
and
everything else broadcasting or
radiating RF below high VHF. Still,
at high RF, a short length of
intervening low-inductance speaker
wiring can perform as an RF filter.
Yamaha Churchill's Millennium
Tubes' may also be used for
protection at higher RF at this
point. They will fit over the short
cable length.
Unlike inductors made with any
kind of permeability-boosting core
material ( usually ferrite or iron
powder,
or
special
steel
laminations),
Pure
Henry's
inductive value will not vary with
the instantaneous current level.
This is a good omen for safeguarding sonic quality. Current
levels are limited solely by heating
in the wire.
Also,
being
of
toroidal
construction, Pure Henry is not
affected by RF or magnetic fields
directly — it is not its own aerial. It
will also not radiate interfering
fields to other wires or inductive
parts. By contrast, all conventional
output inductors are solenoids that

The frequency
range covered
offers useful
supinession
against
most of the
older class of
con puters
and dedicated
woni
processors
('pri-EMC'
and usually the
worst RFI
offenders),
aga nst CB
rigs, amateur
radio
ope-ations,
bugging
devices,
fluorescent
universal
motor hash
(drus, vacuum
cleaners
etc)„ and
everything
else
broadcasting
or radiating
RF below
high VHF

RECOGNISING RF POISONING
The sonic quality of music that passes
through audio equipment while the
latter is being ' poisoned' by the
ingress of RFI ( Radio Frequency
Interference) can vary widely. Mild
symptoms' include congestion or a
retracted sound stage. Increasingly,
nowadays, no one whose house and
equipment has not been regularly
'swept' ( checked) for RF should
review audio equipment sonic
quality.
When signals are stronger, or
immunity is weaker, sound quality
takes on glare, and there may be
cracking and spitting sounds on
transients, and fuzziness or slurring,
alias ' loss of articulation'. Still higher
levels of RF getting in will cause
whistling, gurgling, swooshing or
swirling sounds, or loud, rasping,
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unstable buzzes. The effects may
disappear or diminish when the music
pauses, as an audio signal is needed to
make them audible. In fact, the
interfering signal may or may not be
audible, either directly or otherwise.
And even if audible, RFI may
nonetheless be comprised of non- vocal,
non- intelligible sounds that are initially
perceived as some part of the music
(particularly if you listen to percussive,
abstract or ambient music, or other
electronically sculpted forms).
One form of RFI that valve
equipment in particular is prone to is
modulation hum, where RF entering
through the mains supply is heard as a
'hum', which is really a mains artefact
that has been intensified by riding on
the RF, using it as an AM carrier wave,
to get onto the DC rails.

receive, induce and transmit
Electro -Magnetic interference
(EMI) as well as taking part in
frequency-conscious inter-channel
crosstalk.
Lastly, Pure Henry has a low
resistance: sufficiently low not to
significantly degrade any amplifier's
effective damping factor. If this is of
concern, two or more units should
be evaluated in parallel.

OUTPUT STABILISING
BENEFITS
In my recent speaker cable tests',
the value of low series loop
inductance ( along with low
resistance) for fundamental sonic
accuracy was emphasised. The
irony is that the majority of power
amplifiers that continue to employ
conventional, global negative
feedback techniques, where some
form of the signal is sensed at the
amplifier's output, actually require
a small amount of series isolative
inductance concentrated at their
output, in order to remain stable.
This is particularly the case when
connected to the better cables
having low loop inductance —
because these then exhibit naked
capacitance, which causes adverse
phase shift, which in turn leads to
RF instability. In other words,
inadequately designed power
amplifiers can lay waste their
capability when connected to high
quality
speaker
cables,
by
oscillating at high frequencies...
The amplifier may , then either run
hot or may even be damaged. Sonic
quality will be upset, at least. This
happened 20 years ago when the
first generation of improved speaker
cables, mainly of Litz construction,
met the first two generations of
direct-coupled transistor amplifiers.
To make matters worse, quite a
few makers of solid-state output
stages have taken the concept of the
minimum parts in the signal path
too far, and have produced
amplifiers with no output inductor.
This then makes RF oscillation, or
even damage, very likely or almost
inevitable, when any cable other
than the fundamentally incorrect,
low capacitance (spaced type) is
employed. Further, such makers
claim benefits from eliminating
series signal parts. What they do
not mention is that the part they
excised was almost certainly built to
the most paltry, basic standards.
But rather than investigate making
abetter part, they have omitted it
— perhaps without understanding
all of the reasons why it was there
in the first place.
What is also not mentioned is
that RF stability is then commonly
'brute-fixed', so far as it can be, by
55

Opal designs Ltd

0)ineemod
-

hi-fi & home theatre consultants

I
ar-KP-r
Evinsorf

9614le

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.

KRELL'S BELLES

Technically...it's perfect...

We raved, quite rightly, about the astonishing

Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted.

11111111111
digital

little Krell KAV-300i integrated amplifier. We
still do - a magnificent little beast acclaimed
worldwide as the pace- setter for integrateds.
However, if you wanted a CD player to match
its sound, looks, build quality and value, your
smile probably faded: there wasn't anything.
There is now, so put the smile back on and

No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

just has to be the best value on the market

No. 36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

£9,295.00

with a sound quality up there with pieces

£15,950.00

telephone Brian Rivas. The Krell KAV 300cd

costing more than twice as much.
A front- loader using a superb and

robust

TEAC mechanism, this beauty is beautifully
packed with Krell's matchless technology.
This is the player for those who keep waiting
until something better comes along. This is it,
this is the tomorrow you've waited for. And

amplification
No.38
No.38s

pre-amplifier.
pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00
£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

remember this: there are only so many tomorrows in our lives, so start enjoying them.
Investing in a KAV 300cd is a good first step.
You want to know others? Watch this space!

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00

Brian

No.33

That's all - and he's the only true high end

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies

Rivas deals with Absolute

Sounds.

dealer for the South West. If you want to find

Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon

out why krell are the finest creators of solid

Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt

state designs in the world, why not arrange a

Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

demonstration at Pinewood Music?

Alemetkeef
Knights

te4k tevnizeme

Broadway Road • Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone
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increasing the value of the parallel
output Zobel network parts, which
comprise a resistor in series with a
capacitor ( R+C) across the output.
Such a Zobel network is always
needed in some form or other in
most amplifiers even those without
high or global feedback'''. But
without an inductor to complete
the network, a raised zobel
capacitance and lowered resistance
are commonly used to regain
stability. This in turn ( amongst
other ills) increases HF harmonic
and intermod distortion as well as
over- damping
the
impulse
response.
As a pure output inductor
expressly made for audio power,
Pure Henry allows amplifiers whose
makers state may only be partnered
with specified speaker cables —
usually the maker's own — to be
used with most advanced, high-end
cables, even a design like Kimber,
with its very low inductance'.
To enhance the HF sonics,
experienced DIYers with access to
a ' scope may also be able to reset
the amplifier's zobel values:
typically by reducing the zobel
capacitance by x3 to x10, and
ensuring that the zobel resistance
lies (usually) between five and ten
ohms, with adequate wattage
rating. Such internal changes —
which are outside the scope of this
article — should be made with due
caution, such as monitoring for an
RF instability with a 'scope over all
operating conditions when in first
use, and with awareness that the
maker's warranty may be nullified.

DIY APPLICATION
Application is easy. For low to
medium levels of RF, connect one
Pure Henry in line with the hot
side of your speaker cable [Fig 1].
To do this, cut your speaker cable
about 4-8M (or else as close as you
can comfortably manage — but no
closer than 4in) from where it
emerges from the output terminals.
Bare the wires, twist any strands
neatly, then clamp them down, on
end, under one of the inductor's
two terminals. You may wish to tin
the wires lightly with solder to keep
them in order. After tightening up,
check and tighten daily until no
more tightening is possible. This
may take a fortnight. If the bare
wire ends may be accessible to
children, invalids or pets, please
cover them with insulating tape
when in service.
When extra RF immunity is
required, or when the amplifier's
output is bridged, a pair of Pure
Henry inductors may be connected
close to both output terminals of
an amplifier channel [Fig 2]. This
HI-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Power
Amplifier

Output
Terminals
(one channel)

( 6
-1
Pure

)0,
> to speaker

'
hot' (+) output on y. Negative output assumed to be RF earthed

Protects

Fig. 1: Single connection. Use for basic RF immunity and cable stability enhancements

Power
Amplifier

Output
Terminals
(one channel)

Protects both output ports. Doubles the total inductance
Fig. 2: Dual, balanced connection. Use with ordinary output stages for enhanced RF immunity and stability enhancement,
and always with bridged ('bridge-mode' or 'balanced') outputs

Notice:
It is the user's
responsibility to
insulate the
terminals.
Taping
with selfamalgamating
tape is
recommended

condition doubles the nett
inductance. A very slight loss of
'air' might then occur, typically
with up to - 0.5 to -1dB of
attenuation at 20kHz for nominally
6to 8ohm systems.
Pure Henry is extremely well
damped mechanically/acoustically;
it will not readily be heard to ' sing',
unlike common output inductors.
Electrical (' ohmic') damping is
omitted. To be broadly effective, it
will, if added, inevitably detract
from the RF blocking capabilities.
If required, it may be added by
connecting a resistor in the
100-220ohm range. A wattage
rating of about a tenth the
amplifier's rated delivery is
required to be sure of surviving
even
briefly
sustained
RF
oscillation — which occurs with
surprising frequency in much
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5. Ivor Brown, Between the amplifier and the speaker. Electronics World
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equipment, even very expensive
equipment — at power up, or at
some point in the operating
envelope. As the resistor will need
to be an audiograde type having a
relatively low wattage rating
(wirewound
parts
are
not
recommended), a number will
need to be paralleled, eg, 20x 4k7
Holco (or Caddock) rated at 0.5
watt gives 235 ohms rated at 10W
for anominally 100W amplifier. +
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
The component described in this article
is subject to EC copyright law.
Reproduction of and manufacture for
trade sale are strictly prohibited worldwide.
Licensing enquires should be directed to
HiFi News & Record Review
Accessories Club.
Specifications

Pure Henry

Nominal value
Current rating

3pH @ lkHz
0-50A continuous.
>250A pulsed
Linearity
nil distortion
Voltage rating > 700V between turns
Useful frequency range
50kHz to > 100MHz
Series resistance < 9 milliohms
Construction
Silver soldered, high conductivity
naval brass terminals
Dimensions
80mm dia n32mm
excl. terminations
(61mm man height with 4mm terminals in use)
Fixing
M5, pure bolt & tape supplied.
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Hi-Fi ' 97, the
San Fransisco show
organised by the
publisher of Stereophile
magazine, may
not have seen the hugest
displays of equipment,
but the venue and
quality of
demonstrations were
exemplary

Above, Nagra with
tubes! The earthshaking PL -Ppreamplifier. Below,
clockwise from left:
jM Labs' (non-

by KEN KESSLER

Grande) Utopia;
CR Developments'
Amphion

W

hat constitutes a great
show? Take your pick, or
a combination of the
following: terrific hotel, loads of
interesting new products, enough
gossip to make every meal more
interesting,
perfect
weather,
intelligent
crowds,
flawless
organisation. Add whatever else
you might care to include, but
your verdict will be the same:
Hi -Fi ' 97, sponsored by
Stereophile magazine, was a
genuinely great show.
OK, so it wasn't the
largest, nor did it yield the
anticipated flood of DVD
developments. But the

monoblocks; and
Krell's new flagship
CD player, KPS 25

lsored by a magazine —
Jut was good enough to
eliminate any sense of crucial
absences. One or two Anglophiles
mentioned adearth of major British
brands, but Mission, Quad,
Celestion, KEF and plenty of others
made sure that a UK presence was
felt. But, amusingly, one of the
biggest hits of the show was.. . Swiss.
Abandoning my rules of grouping
new products by type and always
trying to maintain some suspense, I
just have to shout from the outset
about the Nagra PL-P pre-amplifier.
Never before, and Ido mean never,
have Iseen so ` gimme, gimme' a
product, so enticing a piece of hi-fi
jewellery that it could render aroom
full of jaded hacks completely driven
Westin St Francis in San Francisco by lust. After seeing it, our own MC,
is the best hotel I've ever seen for hi- who probably lost count of all of the
fi show use, the rooms so good that components he's examined, wore
you could actually hear systems in the same sort of grin you'd expect to
the kind of conditions that meant find on a nine-year- old who just
your experience could be indicative glimpsed the world's latest and most
of aproduct's true worth. The larger outrageous mountain bike. My
rooms gave the more flamboyant response was more like that of a
brands all the space they needed for pervert who had just landed in
demonstrating
speakers
of Amsterdam's red-light district for
gargantuan dimensions, while a the first time.
Picture one of the ultra- cool,
home theatre hawker could recreate
a facsimile of a cinema if so
laboratory- grade portable Nagra
required. Organisation, as expected tape recorders the size of a phone
of an American exhibition, was directory, only minus the tape
'borderline military', and the press transport spindles on top. Retain a
room was the most hospitable this weight of under 4.5kg, a round,
free-loader could imagine. But the analogue meter with a number of
real yardstick, the amount of different scales to serve various
interesting new goodies functions, exquisite little toggle
on show, lifted switches, rotary controls with the
HiFi « 97 up into best ` feel' this side of an Air Tight,
`international hi-fi gold socketry on the sides and a
show' status and finish that beggars belief. Inside?
pretty
much Eight tubes, an mm/mc phono stage
confirmed its role as and — wait for it — eight
the show for the US rechargeable
D- cell
NiCads
providing ultra-clean battery power.
this summer.
Despite
lingering It's
as if someone
at the
political predominantly pro-market-oriented
concerns — a Nagra was given a brief to exploit
number of the company's recent success with
American its digital open-reel tape deck in the
firms can't domestic market. And this designer
get used was told to address every single
to
the audiophile concern, right down to
idea of the inclusion of aphono stage, while
ahi-fi leaving out nothing which would
compromise its ` Nagra-ness'. And
boy, did that blessed soul succeed.
At just under $ 10,000, it's clearly
going to remain a product available
to the lucky few. But, wowl are they
gonna have fun.
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After that, Ithought it was going
to be acase of anti-climax after anticlimax, but Iwas wrong. From the
magnificence of the revised Wilson
Grand SLAMM to Monster Cable's
glorious return from mass- market
dullness, it was treasure after
treasure. Here's what sated the
passions of San Francisco's
audiophile community:

DIGITALIA
As intimated before, DVD was not
the overwhelming show stealer one
would have anticipated in mid- 1997.
It's as if the new format, already
launched before the show's late May
opening, had gone from ` Gosh,
Wow!' to ` So what?' in record time.
The major Japanese exhibitors like
Toshiba and Sony showed their
shop- ready
models,
as
did
Meridian, a number of the home
theatre displays used DVD instead
of
laserdisc,
while
careful
observation revealed prototypes
from companies like Ultech, but it
was as if nobody really cared. No,
that's not just me wearing my ` DVD
— Who Needs It?' hat talking; it was
the genuine vibe. Or non-vibe. For
all of its potential and the myriad
capabilities on offer, it just didn't
grab anyone's attention. Nor did it
inspire any sense of The Arrival of
the Future.
Probably the most interesting of
the digital launches came from
Monster Cable. Yes, that Monster
Cable, which now has a division
dubbed Entec. Yes, that Entec, of
subwoofer fame. Monster has hired
Entec's Demian Martin, and Peter
Madnick late of Audio Alchemy, to
produce aline of digital components
to fill the gap created by Audio
Alchemy's demise. Among the
products are three very affordable
D/A converters, the Number
Crunchers 250, 450 and 650, a
video distribution amplifier and an
A/V switching unit. Madnick was,
of course, the main designer at
Audio Alchemy, so the products
should prove to be up to the task of
conquering the budget sector, their
only rivals being the X- Series
gems from Musical Fidelity.
The wee Entecs come in
pretty little extruded
cases not unlike the old
Audio Alchemy devices
(dimensionally, at least)
and they enjoy better build
quality. Musical Fidelity's
X-Series, seen on the Audio
Advisor stand, is already
nine models strong, so Entec
has a bit of catching up to
do. And this is one battle we
should all welcome, because it
takes place in the ' affordable'
sector. Unlikely to be so cost
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effective is Harmonix's first D/A
converter, the DAP- 777. This is a
20-bit processor with the expected
trio of sampling frequencies, two
coaxial inputs, one optical input,
phono and XLR balanced analog
outputs, 20- bit, 8- times oversampling digital filter and sleek
dimensions of 430x44x320 mm.
Theta showed the production
version of Miles (which Ihope is
named after Davis rather than
Buddy), a single-chassis CD player
selling for under $ 2,200 in single
ended form; a balanced version is
available for $ 2,595. Theta points
out that Miles's D/A conversion is
similar to that of aDS Pro Progeny
Prime, comes with aremote control
and
has
analogue
volume
attenuation as per the Casablanca.
The latter, by the way, is now DTSready and there are rumours of
matching multi-channel amplifiers
to complete the Theta package.
Alchemist showed the latest preproduction version of the Forseti
APD33A transport and APD34A
DAC, first seen in the UK in an
earlier form at last year's Hi -Fi
Show. The Forseti DAC uses two
20-bit sigma- delta processors per
channel to provide 21-bit resolution
with balanced output. Both pieces
feature absolutely gorgeous styling
with chamfered corners and tasteful
integral handles which run the depth
of the enclosures.
Krell showed a pre-production
prototype of KPS25, destined to
become the company's new flagship
CD Player. Delivery dates were not
quoted for this top-loader, built like
a piece of industrial equipment and
set to maintain the

NEAT THINGS
1. Oracle's Delphi Mk V ( right). Or whatever it's
called. The back- from- the- dead
Oracle LP spinner looked better
than it did in Malaysia, refined
and tweaked and selling for under
US $ 3000l Expect something
digital from the firm for 1998?
2. Classic Records' Goodies Bag:
No doubt about it, the coolest
giveaway at the entire show was
Classic Records' Miles Davis: Kind of Blue badge. A sign
of good taste, for sure. But the bag also held promo- only
12in singles of the extra track on Kind of Blue PLUS 33
and 45 rpm versions of Dusty Springfield's 'The Look Of
Love'. And Ithought Christmas came in December.
3. Best Meal: Flying Saucer Cafe, as aguest of Immedia.
Salmon wrapped in tissue- thin potato slices, foie gras,
champagne sorbets, salsa to die for, New York Strip with
no ESE.
4. 1Gordon Holt's Faye A/V Display: Meridian DVD via
Vidikron projection. The software? Apollo 13... the rocket
launch. Of course.
5. Monster-osity of the Show: Monster Cable's geek-grade
interconnect telephone cable to improve your connection
to the Internet. But why bother? ' For more efficient downloading of viruses', commented JGordon Holt.

Clockwise
from left:
Jason Scott
speaker with
air-velocity
tweeter; the
Monster'
Entec minicomponents:
Alchemies
.finalised Forseti
transporeDAC

standards set by ICrell's ' 20 range.
Sonic Frontiers wins my vote for
the sexiest and most originally-styled
transport since the last time we saw
something from Barclay.
The
Transport 3 ($ 4995, the reference
CD drive from Sonic Frontiers uses
a top- loading system featuring a
cover that operates like the shutter
in
a high- quality
camera;
unsurprisingly it has quickly been
nicknamed the Iris. Containing a
Philips industrial-grade mechanism,
it has control buttons arrayed in an
arc around part of the circumference
of the opening and should sell in
vast nunbers for its looks alone. But
alone it will not be, for Sonic
Frontiers has announced the
Processor 3, a dual differential
balanced DAC with outboard power
supply and I2S interface cable to
mate with the Transport 3.
The prolific Camelot launched a
flood of new products, also based on
the design ideas of Peter Madnick.
Arthur v3.0 is an HDCD compatible
20- bit DAC with 12S interface
selling for only $ 799,
while the Uther v2.0
is a fully balanced,
MDCDE compatible,
20-bit DAC, with eight
inputs, jitter reduction,
selectable dither, full function remote with
analogue domain volume
control. On the accessory
front,
Camelot
has
launched Dragon Pro 2, a
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precision jitter reducer with
selectable resolution enhancement,
I2S input and output, and ' Royal
Bloodline' Data Bus. To complete a
Camelot digital front end, there is
the Merlin PRO, the
company's
reference grade CD
transport based on
Pioneer's ' Stable
Platter' mechanism.
Camelot has also
extended its cable
range to include the
wacky and wonderful
Excalibur Powered SVideo Cable.
Resolution Audio
showed atrio of cleanly
styled digital components
starting with the very
tasty CD50 single box
player. Inside is the latest Philips
transport and HDCD processing
using Pacific Microsonics' best
filters and four Burr-Brown 20-bit
PCM63P-K DIA chips. Naturally
the CD50 is remote controlled and
has the added bonus of an analogue
volume control, thus allowing it to
be used directly into the a power
amp to create a lean, mean system.
For those who want to spend more
money, the company can supply a
two-box alternative, the D20 Digital
Processor and T30 CD
Transport. Note that both
have been designed with
future upgrades in mind,
including the likelihood of
conversion to DVD playback.
The T30 is already loaded to
the gills with features which

Top to bottom: Rogue Audio's tube preamp; Karma's Exquisite Reference la
peaker; Camelot's Uther v2.0 DAC; The
300B Pre-amplifier by Manley; and the
Wilson Grand SLAM114 II speakers

enhance its flexibility. These include
achoice of RCA and BNC coaxial,
ST-glass and AES/EBU outputs.
Ultimate
Technology,
in
addition to a mock-up of its future
DVD product, showed the HDCD
UVD-100 with 20-bit Burr-Brown
converters and full remote contro.
For those who don't want to replace
a current fave CD Player, Ultimate
Technology offered the HDCD-10
stand-alone HDCD Decoder, which
turned out to be a fancy name for
yet another separate DIA converter
which happens to have HDCD.
Still, full marks to Ultech for
highlighting the need to make
HDCD an easy acquisition for those
not starting from scratch.
You can't tell the Germans
anything, so we find ourselves with a
new company that spells its name
Accustic Arts. Yes, ' ACC...'
Despite its odd choice of name, the
company has announced that it will
be releasing a DIA converter with
four digital inputs (two 75ohm, one
110ohm and one Toslink), three
digital outputs, a24-bit digital filter,
Burr- Brown DACs and output
drivers. The Accustic Arts ' look' is
one of utter cleanliness, with
uncluttered front panels and purely
Teutonic build quality, but I'm
kinda worried about their slogan:
Pact of Power. Deutsche humour,
perhaps?
Other processors take us into the
realms of surround sound, without
doubt one of the hottest topics at the
show. It was, after all, the theme of
the keynote speech by Dr Elizabeth
Cohen of the AES, who stunned this
listener at least by announcing that
surround sound for pure audio was
the only way forward, more or less
dismissing two-channel stereo as an
affectation for Luddites. Which was
pretty ballsy considering that
Stereophile Editor John Atkinson was

THE 1997 AAHEA GOLDEN NOTE AWARD WINNERS
As per tradition, the Academy For
the Advancement of High End Audio
announced its Golden Note awards
during the show. Here's the full list
of 1997 winners.
Analogue Source Design
Well Tempered Reference Turntable,
William Firebaugh and the Transparent
Audio Design Team
Digital Source Design
Meridian 508.20, Bob Stuart
Digital Concerter Design
Theta Pro Gen 5A, Theta Design Team
Signal Processor Design
Krell KAV Standard Surround Sound
Processor Preamplifier, Dan D'Agostino;

(10

and Meridian 565 Processor, Bob Stuart
Tube Electronics Design
Audio Research Reference One,
William ZJohnson

Best Loudspeaker Value
Magneplanar MG3.5, Jim Winey
Best Aesthetic Design
Martin Logan Statement,
Gayle Sanders

Solid State Electronics Design
Krell FPB 600 Amplifier, Dan D'Agostino;
and Pass Aleph 5, Nelson Pass

,Best Reissued Recording
John Coltrane, Lush Life, DCC

Best Cable Design
Transparent Reference XL Speaker Cable,
Jack Sumner

Best Original Recording
Doug MacLeod, You Can't Take Mine,
AudioQuest

Best Peripheral Design
Cello Audio Palette Mk IV,
Cello Design Team

Best New Company
Platinum Audio

Best Loudspeaker Design
Sonus Faber Concerto, Franco Serblin

Best Innovative Technology
DVD
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came on board with a DTS upgrade
for the Angstrom 200 processor; it's
an internal retro -fit. Classe
announced the new SSP-1 surround
sound control unit with six A/V
inputs, five audio inputs, video
switching, full remote control and
Dolby Digital and DTS as standard;
price is $ 6000. Lexicon finally
announced a DTS module for the
wonderful DC- 1 surround sound
pre-amp, and it will allow for
easy, direct comparisons
between Dolby Digital and
DTS, now that there are
laserdiscs of certain films in
both formats.
Not that Dolby was quiet.
Aside from a rather comical
attempt at turning DTS'
comparison chart around
with some dubious specs,
Dolby announced the first
audio- only DVD disc in
Dolby Digital, in conjunction
with Delos. Denon unveiled the
AVD-2000 5.1 Digital Processor
with on-board Dolby Digital, while
McIntosh showed the MAC- 3
Surround Decoder. This fully-

Clockwise from sop left Stereophile
publisher Larry Archibald with (right)
AA YEA president Joseph Piccirilli;

loaded device contains six 20- bit

Stereophile editor John Atkinson; PR

DACs, full remote control, Doll-)\
Digital decoding ( automatically

consultant Lucette Nicoll; electronics
designer Peter Madnick; Audiophile
voice owner/editor Gene Pitts; and

choosing between Pro- Logic and

digital guns Mike Moffat of Angstrom

Dolby Digital), adjustable time
delay, a built-in system

in the audience and had, in a
seminar earlier that day, commented
on the need not to abandon twochannel stereo in the face of the

calibration level generator

surround

which reduces dynamic
range, so you needn't drive
your neighbours mad with

sound

onslaught.

with ± 12dB range and a
switch marked ' Late Night',

In

essence, Dr Cohen's plea was for the
audio community to take a major
role in establishing the standards for
audio- only surround sound ( read:
high- density, audio- only DVD,

OTT sound levels, after hours.
More ' cutting edge' digital
processing came from NAD,

among others), so she's one of the

with the 2.2 Room Correction

Good Guys.

System. This is a processorheavy device ( no less than four

Rocktron let the public hear a
demonstration of Circle Surround

Motorola DSP56002s) enabling

5.2.5
which
reviewers
were
privileged to hear a couple of years

you to correct room anomalies
with the equivalent of 300 band-

ago in Las Vegas. Analog Devices
announced the successful integration

pass filters of 6Hz just for the deep
bass, and an additional 300

of Rocktron's Circle Surround
decoder into a single chip which

adjustments
of
5Hz
for
frequencies through 1.5kHz, plus

only requires one square inch of a
circuite boars real estate. THX

60 bands with 300Hz resolution
for frequencies up to 20kHz.

reasserted its role as a key influence
on surround sound even in an era of

The ' 2.2' nomenclature comes

discrete full range multi-channel, its
acronym likely to feature strongly in
the DVD arena; its always apleasure
to meet with THX's Tony Grimani,
probably
company

the most articulate
spokesperson in the

business.
DTS, Ican report with no small
sense of ` Nyah, nyah, Itold you so'
glee, continues to win over former
sceptics with a success rate that can
only be attributed to aPR campaign
on par with that of Intel processors
or Coca Cola Classic.
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Seen on the right,
from top. LFD's
Mistral pre (with
Harmonix processor
below); Audio
Note's 10 Ltd m-c
cartridge, head-amp
and power supply;
Sonic Frontier's iris
disc tray and the
complete CD player;
Clark Synthesis
Tactile Sound unu;
and finally, DVD...
this is the prototype
Ultech LVD-1D0

from the NAD's use of alayout
that outputs two main and two
subwoofer channels with an
`integral digital domain, twochannel/two-way

subwoofer

crossover
of
exceptional
accuracy'. For multi- channel
systems, up to 64 NAD 2.2s can
be daisy- chained, and the 2.2
features both single- ended
(1/4in) and XLR balanced
connections.
Next Month: in Part 2,
amps and speakers galore...
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A

decade has passed since Denis
Morecroft, founder of DNM
Designs, launched his first
reservoir capacitor technology, the
'Slit Foil'. His audio creations show a
single-minded approach to his chosen
balance of audio qualities, most
readily expressed as aproselytising
dislike of metal constructions (best
exemplified in his amplifiers' acrylic
enclosures which eliminate secondary
influences due to electromagnetic
interactions with conventional
metal casework).
The slit foil capacitor has
undergone
continuous
development since being
featured in HFNIRR [
Oct, Dec
'85. It is now used by several
major manufacturers including
Cyrus (Verity Group).
The above HFNIRR feature on
capacitor sound quality discussed
how Morecroft's work originated, and
investigated the inner complexity of
the electrolytic reservoir, the many
interactions these generate and the
consequent, surprisingly varied,
aspects of sound quality.
Morecroft argues that the technical
parameters which manufacturers use
to define capacitor performance relate
to their common applications in, for
example, low frequency power
supplies, or special high frequency
circuits. Other variants include high
temperature, long life and/or
miniature types.
The capacitor constitutes avital
element in the amplifier chain. A
primary duty of capacitors used for
standard mains frequency reservoir
functioning is to perform well at low
frequencies. Except in the case of fully
regulated supplies, the power
amplifier reservoir is conceptually
placed in series with the loudspeaker
line. Amplifiers may well be required
to perform well from infrasonic to
near radio frequencies ( 1Hz-5001tHz),
the potential closed loop of a
wideband feedback amplifier.
While the audio band is nominally
20Hz-20kHz, so-called DC-coupled
and servo-controlled amplifier designs
require predictable performance to
very low frequencies. The amplifier's
stability margin is also strongly
influenced by reservoir capacitor
behaviour at very high frequencies.
These effects are easily measured,
while the more subtle interactions due
to departures from the performance of
aperfect capacitor also significantly
influence audible sound quality.
Morecroft explains that an
electrolytic capacitor is complicated
by the significant resistance and
inductance of the long aluminium foil
winding within the casing, the
presence of, effectively, two capacitors
in parallel, one very large and one
approximating to the smaller value as
62

Denis Morecroft's T Network Capacitor,
raises hopes for improved power supply
electrolytic reservoir performance

by MARTIN COLLOMS

specified on the can, and the losses
and non-linear behaviour of the liquid
or gel electrolyte. This is the filling
which in some respects places this
voltage-polarised component nearer to
abattery cell than an inert ' passive'
component.
Much work has been done,
specifically on electrolytes, by
Japanese makers. Examples of organic
formulations, special fillings and
loadings include the Nichicon Great
Supply ( for audio), Elna Cerafine
(ceramic filling) and the ' Silken'
ground silk series. The better audio
capacitors are often twice as large as
the customary miniatures, and use the
traditional, medium-depth anodised
foil rather than the latest, more

SUPPLIER
BHC
Aerovox Ltd,
20-21
Cumberland
Drive,
Weymouth,
Dorset
DT4 9TE.
Tel: 01305
782 871.

compact, deep-etch, anodised foil.
Multi-tabbing terminations to the
coiled foil may help the high
frequency performance and ESR
(equivalent series resistance), but
often do not predictably assist the
audio quality.
The DNM capacitor incorporates
slits in the capacitor foil to control the
circulating fields and current sheets
established within the capacitor, and
these do define significant differences
of sound and measurement.
The new TNC type (International
Patent applied for) incorporates
current slit-foil technology, radically
augmented by afour-terminal concept
which wires the overall capacitor
winding,
and
not
just
the
MUST Lill
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terminations, as aT network capable
of suppressing noise from both the
mains supply and the recification
process, additionally improving the
high-frequency characteristic of the
component.

rougher and more sibilant treble, a
harder, more forward and less
dynamic midrange, and a softer,
boomier bass. Rhythm was impaired
as was the sense of dimension and air
in the stereo image.
The Nichicon pairing was definitely
an upgrade on speed, spaciousness
THE TESTS
The technical story is given in the tech and detail, while some treble ' edge'
box annex (courtesy DNM Designs)
remained. It scored well, at 5.8 points.
As for the full size Nichicon
while the following relates to how
these capacitors were tested for sound audiophile capacitors, the sound was
quality. Three amplifiers were yet more focused, dynamic, and well
modified to include the sequence of timed, particularly in the bass, while
capacitors for test, requiring treble was smooth and well balanced.
separation of the usual link between Here 6.5 marks were allocated, similar
to the historic performance of the
rectifier output and supply rails to
allow interposition of the four- comparable Elna Cerafine audiophile
terminal TNC component. Spanning component.
awide range of price, the integrated
Used with all three amplifiers, the
Slit Foil capacitor gave superior
amplifiers comprised a Denon
PMA250 III, an Audiolab 8000S and refinement to the sound. In particular,
a Roksan Caspian. Denis Morecroft the treble was found to be more
modified each of these amplifiers to delicate, transparent and better
accept ashort flying lead fitted with focused. Overall, the sound was
high power spade connectors, thus
crisper and more spacious, awinning
enabling rapid interchange of the test combination, while bass quality
remained very good. Averaging
capacitors.
While this arrangement is sub- through the scores, Slit Foil scored 7
optimal, compared with the standard marks, classing it as ahighly refined
direct connection, it was aconstant audiophile grade reservoir capacitor.
With the stage now properly set we
during the test sequences. Further
modification to the Roksan amplifier continued to assess the TNCs.
was required, to disconnect aparallel Depending on the amplifier used, the
array of auxiliary capacitors on its relative subjective score was placed in
rails. The effect of these capacitors the range 7.5 to 8 points, the exact
value likely, ultimately, to be
was checked in aseparate trial.
No individual amplifier is singled influenced by the intrinsic quality of
the partnering amplifier used.
out. The variations observed were
surprisingly consistent among the Significant gains were heard in tonal
units, so Iwill report on the common purity, neutrality, depth and
differences identified across the group.
transparency, with astill more precise
For reference purposes we had and more delicate treble quality. More
some standard high quality capacitors detail was heard throughout,
of normal construction to hand, all of especially with regard to bass
10,000g 50V or more rating. These tunefulness. The noise floor of the
included aBHC Aerovox, acompact amplifier seemed to be lowered,
Elna, an Elna Cerafine audio grade, a resulting in ' deeper silences'.
composite made of pairs of 4,7041
Using one of the amplifiers, two
Nichicon Great Supply ` snap-in type', listeners felt that the ' T' capacitor
and afull size Nichicon Great Supply made the sound softer and a little
(an equivalent to the big Elna slower in the bass, though the longer
Cerafines). In addition to the latest the system and capacitor were allowed
TNC type Ialso included current to ' run in', the less apparent these
DNM slit foil units.
differences appeared to be.
Individual amplifier designers may
TEST RESULTS
seek to address this aspect by
It was interesting to confirm the adjusting other parts of the circuitry,
received wisdom among designers or resorting to alternative components
concerning the correlation between such as alarger transformer.
physical size of capacitors and sound
quality. Bulkier capacitors do appear CONCLUSION
to reduce internal electrical stress, Test results and listening comparisons
resulting in purer sound.
confirm the significant merit of Denis
On an arbitrary scale of 1to 10,
Morecroft's innovative TN audio
relevant to this test only, standard reservoir capacitors. A 10,000uF 50V
'high ripple' audio grade capacitors device is initially available from BHC
scored 4 to 4.5 points, This was Aerovox,
while different value
significantly better than lower cost components can be made on receipt
miniatures of this value which scored of a suitable production order. It is
3to 4points.
very welcome to see UK technology
With the latter the loss in sound leading the field of audiophile
quality was experienced as agrainier, components for achange.
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INSIDE T NETWORK CAPACITORS
A normal power

Conventional Capacitor

reservoir
capacitor
combines the
Impedance
input and output
when
Load
link> bouree
in common
current paths,
producing
Fig I
resistancegenerated
transient voltages during the charging cycle as the transient
charging current mixes with the outgoing load current.
In anormal capacitor, unwanted resistance and
inductance force the input and output together electrically,
making its unwanted characteristics very critical for good
performance (
Fig I).
The new TNetwork Capacitor (TNC) behaves differently,
because the input must Flow along the capacitor plate to
reach the output. The signal is forced into pure capacitance,
most of the unwanted resistance and inductance appearing
on each side of the bulk capacitance. The residual
component defects therefore tend to assist capacitive filtering
in the TNetwork Capacitor design (
Fig 2).
The TNC
T Network capacitor
maintains
separate input
Impedance
F—We7."Iri
—/
and output
when high
currents through
l
I 'wind
i_
/T
i
fEl
ord
the connecting
terminals and
II
along the
Fig 2
t
internal tabs onto
the capacitor plates. This unique current routing ensures
effective separation during emission into the electrolyte.
The input currents, which are split equally in the foil plate,
travel only half the winding length. Displacement currents in
the foil are therefore zero at the point where the output is
taken from the plate. Even under high current conditions
path resistance cannot cause voltage intermodulation
between source and load.
i'll
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MEASURING THE TNETWORK CAPACITOR

Atypical reservoir capacitor size of 10,000pF 50 volts in
INC form was compared with atwo-terminal conventional
capacitor of identical design, using aHewlett Packard
Network Analyser which was calibrated for 4port S
Parameter impedance measurements. Each capacitor was
driven at acalibrated level from a50ohm source into a50
ohm resistance, and the load attenuation achieved was
displayed against frequency between 10kHz and 100MHz.
Asimplified
representation of
the displayed
result is shown
above.
The standard
capacitor
showed
increasing
attenuation
(input to output) fromlOkHz to 28kHz, where its attenuation
bottomed out and then decreased due to inductance as the
sweep frequency increased.
The new INC was 4dB better in attenuation at 10kHz and
it kept attenuating until 750kHz where it reached its maximum
attenuation, IldB better than the standard capacitor.
The continuing sweep towards higher frequencies showed
decreasing attenuation due to inductance, though the 11dB
advantage over the standard capacitor was always
retained.

The Sound
Organisation London
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We are proud to announce that we have been newly
appointed SONIC FRONTIERS dealer for the South.

Four Pickfords Wharf, Clink Street, London SE1 9DG

Compare & Contrast only at
. e
.errdeerierie. r
d
,”..er
202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing

Hot Summer Sale

West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours Fax: 01903 872234
e-mail: heatherdalikol.com

Starts 1st July

http://members.aol.com/heatherdal
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
•
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH
Telephone for current High End Used Equipment List

ANALOGUE
Roksan Xerxes s/h, reconditioned players with
Rega arm, only £469, with Tabriz-zi, only £799.

We also buy in for cash.

ETHOS ACOUSTICS - MARTIN LOGAN - LUMLEY REFERENCE - AVI

Ex-dem items include SME 20.2A and Rega players
and cartridges from Ortofon, Sumiko and Denon.

MS

DIGITAL
Roksan DP1 classic transport, s/h mint, only £649.
Arcam Alpha + integrated, s/h, vgc, one
only
£179.
Ex-dem items include Arcam Alpha 7 and 8,
Copland CDA277 and CDA288, Micromega Stages
and Naim CD3 and CD2.
AMPLIFIERS
Art Audio Quintet valve power amplifier, s/h,
mint, was £1300+, but no box, hence only £549.
Concordant Exhilarant line level all triode
preamp, Groove tubes, s/h. vgc, but no box hence
£449.

MoreMont Short

http://wwvvmordaunt -short.com

LOU
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Ex-dem items include Arcam Alpha 7, 8 and 9,
Delta 290P, Audio Research LS7, LS15, D130, most
Copland models, Densen Beat, DM10 and various
other Naim models.
LOUDSPEAKERS
Heybrook Sextet in black ash, burr walnut trim,
little used demonstrators, were £1130, only £749.
Castle Howard, mahogany, s/h, boxed, only £849.
Naim SBL walnut, s/h, vgc, boxed, only £795.
Ex-dem items include most Castle models, Epos
ES12, ES22, Naim SBL, Credo and Intro, Neat
Critique and most Mordaunt Short Ms series.
All ex-dem items are 15-25% off normal prices.
Phone for full sale list.

0171 403 2255
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Naim Nait 3, s/h, vgc, was £570, one only £399.
Naim Nac92/Nap90 pre-power, s/h, latest style, good
condition, but no boxes, was £920, only
£599.
Naim Nac62/Nap140 pre-power, s/h, mint, boxed
as new, list was approx £1550, one set only £699.
Naim Nap250 power amp, s/h, old style, some
internal updates, superb condition, only
£699.

E

Fi-Rax offers anew dimension in audio visual racking from arange of standard designs to the flexibility to
custom create to your own dimensions, aunit to suit

RAX

your particular audio/visual system.
• High quality aluminium construction.
• Finishes available to your choice.
•
•
•
•

Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.
Sound isolation on shelving/feet.
Made to measure to suit your system.
Free delivery throughout the UK.

Audio Visual Furniture
For further information or afree brochure contact
JEM Distribution, Springfield Mills, Spa Street,
Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW.
Tel: 01924 277626 Fax: 01924 270759
• • • tor

those Mu> want the best horn their equipment.

black box

Two of the
foremost
sources of
innovative
DIY audio
journalism
beyond
HPURR;
and some
suggested
cri -.eria for
would-be
designers

I. For available
HFNIRR backissues see page 96.
2. For details of
Audio Electronics
and sister audio
publications Glass
Audio, Speaker
Builder and
Performer's Audio,
contact: Circulation
Dept, PO Box 576,
Peterborough, NH
03458, USA, or call
USA+ 603 924
9464; Fax 924
946Z
3. For details of
Electronics World
(the oldest electronics
journal in the world,
originally known as
The Marconigraph',
then 'Wireless
World', and more
recently 'Electronics
& Wireless World'),
contact: EW
subsoiptions,
Freepost RCC 2619,
PO Box 302,
Haywards Heath,
RH16 3BR, UK
Phone: +44
(0)1444 445 566;
Fax 445 447.
4. Common Ground,
PO Box 26, Blyth,
Northumberland,
NE24 3YP, UK
Phone +44 (0)1670
356 680

N

ot everyone whose appetites
have been whetted by my
recent (and continuing)
series of DIY ` audio device' articles
— see page 54 — knows about the
world of audio DIY. A good starting
point is to obtain aset of back issues
and look over the past 40 years of
HiFi- News and HFNIRRI. There
you'll find John Crabbe building a
horn speaker into his chimney (its
time has probably come around
again!); another ex- editor, John
Atkinson, describes his home-made
sound-level meter; and there are
quite a few other surprises. In this
vein, the articles tend to be about
devices
that
are
otherwise
unobtainable (or if obtainable,
generally unaffordable), or amongst
the first of their kind.
In some of my own articles in
these pages since 1984 (some tabled
in previous issues), helped by some
skilled,
mnsicophile
engineer
colleagues, Ihave taken DIY audio
to the heights, with honed designs
now widely regarded as meeting —
and challenging — the sonic quality
of the highest league commercial
products at the time.

OTHER DIY SOURCES
From the top eastern corner of the
USA, another, more prolific source
of a somewhat different brand of
DIY audio is Audio Elearonics 2,an
internationally read, Anglophile
publication founded in the 1970s by
Ed Dell, and known previously as
The Audio Amateur — aname that
some of today's classically-ignorant
ad-agencies couldn't take seriously.
This publication goes beyond the
common, perfectly valid but never
sole measure of DIY worth: the
general rule that the DIY item is
one-quarter vo 1/20th of the cost of
similarly capable commercial units
— if any such exist.
In AE, DIY-ship is granted ahigh
ethical status, and the designs remain
for the most part on the positive side
of the true meaning of the word
'amateur' — on one or other level.
This means that many articles (not
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quite all) may not be on ' fullyfocused' products, but experimental
or on awhim — such as a circuit
someone has created to fix a
problem (rather than avoiding the
problem), or adesign to try out one
topological or operational feature
that the writer fancied stepping-out
with. OK, the author might suggest
any available low-budget casework,
or put the circuit on a randomly
sized and shaped PCB, with
performance competence demonstrated with afew lines of data from
one simple measurement.
But such articles are relaxed;
awkward questions are not in the
equation. And however limited in
ambit, or not quite balanced
properly,
they
are
highly
recommended for education, for
practice, for experiencing alternative
audio forms (noncommercial, nonfashionable topologies), and for
open-ended experience. These are
increasingly rare options in the
generally increasingly competitive,
'clown-to-the-last-pico-cent/pence is
everything', world of commercial
audio.
More than afew of today's better
audio design ideas, and tools, have
been bounced-off (if not simply
cribbed outright from) some seminal
TAAIAE articles that have then
triggered further creative processes
and developmental leaps in the
minds of audio designers. Such
articles have led to valuable
discoveries and to fresh approaches,
precisely because the authors were
not so target-driven, and have been
relieved of the need to write (if even
only in their heads) a 25 page
'design justification' report before
they even began to pursue their
creative obsession.
The exceptions to this in Audio
Electronics are the occasional (but
recurring)
landmark
projects
presented by a small number of
commercially- and engineeringorganised professional contributors.
Of these, Nelson Pass's work is
amongst the notable. AE has also
contained some landmark research
reports on audio topics — mainly by
Walt Jung — that have been
readable and readily applicable by
DIY'ers.
Another, far older source of the
(today) internationally appreciated
DIY audio 'free press' (this means
that articles are published on merit,
and are not the paid ` advertorials'
increasingly seen in the magazine
press — particularly in smallcirculation publications in much of
the world outside of the UK and the
States) is Electronics World3, which
mostly offers audio circuits in the
rawer, almost purely schematic state,
for professional engineers. Another

contrast (for the most part) to AE
is a sustained level of debate and
attacks, not just in the letters pages,
but by authors within articles. This
has its positive side, but criticism is
rarely helpful to DIYers, except
perhaps to ward them off, when they
might learn better from first-hand
experience.

AUDIO IS MORE THAN
ELECTRONICS
Electronics World's mainly kit-free
approach means that choice of parts
and any substitutions are largely
down to the builder, and that (with
so many variables) there is little or
no assurance of successful backup if
a circuit won't work despite your
best efforts — although most authors
will do their best. And even if aneat
PCB is available, circuit stability or
sonic performance are not assured
— because good audio performance
takes rather more than competence
with
mathematically-balanced
electronics.
For example, good audio design
requires (just afew pointers) —
I. Engineering skills: feel for awide
range of manufactured and natural
materials, creating material objects,
and solving the problems that arise.
2. Real engineering/audio/electronic
component knowledge: a database
in the head, tending towards several
million electronic parts, their
shortfalls, manufacturing stability,
and interactive contra-indications.
3. A regular, long-lived, broad and
deep commitment to — and
experience of — music under diverse
acoustic and 'realism' conditions.
4. A historic and continuing
experience of commercially produced
equipment, its limitations and its
strengths. The points may be not
just technical or financial but
aesthetic, ergonomic and psychological.
Even the appropriate ends of these
skill sets are decreasingly tested in
Electronics World, where there are no
longer any pictures to demonstrate
— insofar as one can — that the
DIY item has been actually been
constructed.
On the other hand, the daring
reader's mind can be opened to
some of the regular innovative, even
crazy, academic-contrived ideas in
Electronics World which might be
married-in with some of the more
musically-proven circuit approaches
that have appeared in HFNIRR and
Audio Electronics alike.
Finally, a new British journal
dedicated to DIY audio has recently
arrived: Common Ground 4 replaces
and upgrades Audio Convenions, and
judging from the first issue, it covers
awide range of tastes and provides
an open forum.
Ben Duncan
65

10/12 Chapel Place

Harbeth

Tunbridge Wells

Harbeth and tower!

Telephone: 01892 547003
Facsimilie: 01892 547004

now the best
of both worlds:

Kent TN1 1YQ

Scuffle14 od

'NEW' MAGNUM DYNALAB
108 HYBRID TUNER
Last month we featured the C.A.T. - the worlds No. 1 pre-amp. This
month - here is one of the worlds best tuners.
Magnum Dynalab have been around for many years making the very best
analogue tuners and this new valve hybrid is right at the top.
For CD players try the new EIKOS and DAC. Once again British and Best.
Turntables - Lumley Stratosphere, Graham Mk2 & Transfiguration Temper.
If you really want the best.
And speakers - JAMO CONCERT II, CADENCE, QUAD ESL, DUNLAVY,
MARTIN LOGAN SL3s. SONUS FABER GRAND PIANOS
to name just afew specials new in stock.
Call or write
VON-SCHWEIKERT • AUDION • WADIA • A.V.I • D.A£ • A.T.0 • AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIO SYNTHESIS • S.M.E • TRANSFIGURATION • BM • AUDIONOTE • X.T.0
•QUAD • MARTIN•LOGAN • SONUS FABER • DUNLAVY • GRAHAM • LUMLEY

for our
recommended
systems list.

•NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • TRICHORD • SPENDOR KLIPSCH • PRO-AC • MICHELL • RUARK
•ALON • TOWNSHEND • GENESIS • COGAN/HALL • KRELL • MAGNUM DYNALAB
•COPLAND • WOODSIDE • TOTEM • ROLAND • BEL • F.M. ACOUSTICS • TRAC

REF

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY • HARBETH • MARANTZ • CADENCE • TANNOY • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • NEAT
•MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY • GENESIS • TRAC • MARANTZ • CHORD • MICRO4EGA AND MANY MORE

1x MONTHS TRIAL EXCHANGE SYSTEM. FREE DELIVERY.
THE WIDEST RANGE OF EQUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION
p

-

1 VALVE- VINYL
SPECIALISTS

AE

The superb realism, wonderful presence
and total musicality you expect from
Harbeth is now available in beautiful
floor-standing cabinets.
Total musicality ... means

SYSTEMS FROM
£500 - £ 100K

At\
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Atuadcioalmaba
A
&W
Cable Talk
Copland
r
Cyrus
Harman-Kardon
•Widest choice in the area
JBL
•Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kenwood
•Comfortable dem rooms
Krell
Marantz
Superb showrooms
Martin- Logan
•Main road location
Meridian
Major car parks nearby
ichell
.Insurance estimates
Mission
•Over 30yrs experience.
Monitor Audio
•Service Dept.
Musical-Fdelity
•Delivery & installation
Pickering
•Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 10:30-5:30 6days
Pioneer
Quad
REL
R °gets
Up to 3yrs.
Ruark
Interest Free
SME
Sonus-Faber
Credit
Spendor
deposit only 20% of
Systemdek
E500. for 12 months
Tannoy
f1500. for 24 months
TDL
f3100. for 36 months
Thorens
subject to status
Yamaha
&lots mue
PS iyou're makey aspecial/no
ies best to book weekdays
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The award winning Harbeth sound
-now with TowerTechnologyTm

•
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pfer...

Alude/ab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Logan

HARBETH'
1
.7e

ACOUSTICS

MonitorAudio

MONITOR SPEAKERS MADE FOR MUSIC

For information please contact
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd., Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax: 440688 WWW: sound0harbeth.com

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

WANTED.. we need additionnal staff with knowledge and experience

Write el with details Atal. David

COMPACT DISC SERVICE
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y casual reference in
March
to ' discreet
response-shelving' as a
'lily-gliding operation for the
electronically literate' prompted a
cluster of enquiries from readers who
couldn't face reactance calculations
but nevertheless sought practical
guidance.
The matter arose in connection
with a tendency for the rear signal
in Hatler-style set-ups to emphasise
the bottom 3-4 octaves. This calls
for some means of reducing the
signal amplitude by a modest
amount across a fairly broad
frequency band, je, by 'shelving', and
as some of my correspondents added
to potential applications by hoping
to offset an LF-dominated tonal
balance arising from rooms and
speakers in straight stereo, it seemed
appropriate to reopen the subject.
But Imust assume at least some
familiarity with simple circuit
components and the problems of
interconnecting hi-fi units, if not
with deep electronic theory. The
following notes also assume action
at a point where signals ( one for
each channel) are fed into apower
amplifier whose input impedance is
known and is much higher than the
source impedance. For simplicity's
sake, and having regard to the
relatively modest tonal effects
required, I've confined the shelving
'step' initially to just 3dB and 6dB,
corresponding to respective voltage
ratios of 1.4 and 2.0.
The live audio feed (inner of a
screened lead) is interrupted at or
near the amplifier's input point and
aparalleled resistor and capacitor
inserted in series, as indicated in the
sketch. In my case the amp's input
impedance is 10k- ohms, and the
values cited for R and C in the table
are based on this. But with ahigher
input impedance, the same turnover
frequency and step amplitude are
achieved simply by raising the value
of R in proportion, and lowering
that of C by the same factor. Thus
if one wishes to opt for a3dB shelf
with a 165Hz turnover, but the
amplifier has an input of 50k, R
would become 4.7k x 5 = 23.5k
(22k or 25k using standard resistor
values), and C would be 0.2µF ÷ 5
= 0.041.1F.
The turnover frequencies listed
are only notional, being the
approximate points where the
reactance of C equals the resistance
of R, which is roughly midway on a
gentle slope between the frequency
at which attenuation begins and
where it levels off. In the absence of
a parallel capacitor, the resistor
would
introduce
constant
attenuation across the audio band,
totalling 6dB when its value equals
III NEWS & SECOND REVIEW
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the amp's impedance and 3dB at
just under half that. Adding C has
the effect of progressively shortcircuiting R as the frequency rises,
thereby reinstating the amplifier's
full sensitivity across the upper five
or so octaves. As it happens, Ifound
that a turnover of 325Hz coupled
with a 3dB shelf provides optional
alleviation of the otherwise rather
thick-textured rear- channel sound
on my system; but every application
will be different, necessarily involving
individual trial and error.
Unfortunately, in the absence of
inductors to provide amirror-image
equivalent to the readily available
range of capacitors, it's not possible
to shelve down high frequencies in
a
similar
manner
without
introducing
significant
overall
attenuation and at least one more
component per channel. But if a
gentle LF depression is your need,
then the data given here should
suffice. Small good quality lowwattage resistors will do, either of
5% tolerance or pair- matched, to
avoid channel differences, while
capacitors must be non-electrolytic
types (preferably
ceramic
or
polypropylene) and of 20V or more
rating. And note that the lower
capacitance values may be quoted
in nanofarads, of which there are
1000 to atnicrofarad. Thus 0.025g
= 25nF.
If in the event my steps of 3dB
and 6dB seem too restrictive, one
can choose alternative
resistor
values, such as 6.8k for 4.5dB or
22k for 10dB (with respective
voltage ratios of 1.7 and 3.2). But
remember that this still assumes a
10k amplifier input, so adjust as
necessary in proportion. As acrosscheck on such variations, a 325Hz
turnover with a4.5dB shelf and an
amp impedance of 33k give
approximate WC values of 22k and
22nF
If you should wish to
change any of the parameters but
can't get the arithmetic to match
mine with this example, try again
before proceeding. John Crabbe

Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each

B MID PRICE: £7.95 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Rostropovich ( page 85) £57.50
Rock/pop — Faith No More, Ben Harper,
Charlie Mussel White, Prefab Sprout, Supertramp £ 12.95;
Paul McCartney £ 13.25; Neil Young £ 18.95
Soundtracks — Castle £5.25; rpm £9.95;
Epic, Silva Screen £ 12.95;
Jazz — Billie Holiday £ 14.25;
Impulse! CDs £ 8.25, LPs £ 12.95
Rock reissues — Classic Soul £ 14.75
Audiophile — Hamiet Bluiett £ 16.00; Bob Dylan £ 17.50;
Carole King £ 19.50; Angin Dwipa: POA;
Sheffield Lab & Mobile Fidelity Ultradisc £25.00

iORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

live
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

II c

Address

earthy
from source..

Postcode:
Turnover
(112)
83
165
325
645

Tel:

C (µF)
for R =

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.

4.7k, 3dB

10k, 6dB

CD Service hotline

0.4
0.2
0.1
0.05

0.2
0.1
0.05
0.025

C (PF)
for R =

Tel:
(
01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non-UK sales VATfree but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

Hi Fi Choice "The EdI-1
is one of the more
important intergrated
amplifers out there in

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

hi fi land." Alan Sircom

'e MPANI E. 1

You spend many hours and quite

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

Hi Fi News & Record
Review "AW100DMB

tt

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB 1 to B 33 7i1B L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first clase stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

combined with the
EC-4 preamplifer is
recommended for
amplifer combinations
over £ 2000" Alvin Gold

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
Prices from £500 ECP. Iphono sMge through

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8ACI
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays

ECI-2 intergrated at £.995 to the AW 250 DMB
£.3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR

5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NANA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK

Living Voice Auditorium.
"I had expected these speakers to be hot on tone and
dynamics....I wasn't disappointed. Vocals were superb.
instrumental timbre was beautifully resolved and any life
that could be found in the music was there to walk into.
What 1hadn't expected was the nimbleness. The fine
sense of timing especially in the bass where so many
speakers fall down was quite a surprise....you don't
often get bass of this quality from a speaker of this driveability and price. In fact I've not encountered this
combination; usually this degree of bass resolution costs
more money or less sensitivity. Consummate performance at an affordable pricer
Hi Fi Choice March 97.
Size I.0m. x 28cm. x 22cm.
Sensitivity 93 dB/w.
Amplifiers from I2 watts. C1300. Ring for UK dealer list.

Living Voice Airscout/RW24 Bass Bin.
"...don't expect to find a better speaker system".
Hi Fi Choice Feb 97.
Sensitivity 108 dB/w.
I00 watt power handling.
Recommended amplifier power - 3 watts upwards.
Airscout £ 14,750. RW24 Bass Bin £ 9.500.

Tel 0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
DIFFERENT BY NATURE,
BETTER BY DESIGN.

USED ITEMS
LIST
SALE
Stan 5530 headphones
£180
Wilson Benesch ACT 2T'arrn LV lead £ 1400
Audion Sterling power amp. Cherry
£600
Monarchy Audio M 18 DAC. Excellent. New.
Monarchy Audio DIP
£ 250

£80
£900
£ 450
£800
£ 200

RARE AND HARD TO FIND

LIST

Gauss 1702 H.F. units ( serious) x2

£ 380

Solatron SR 152 Valve regulated power supply
600v / 200mA
Dali 104 MS Loudspeakers £650

die sense of mechanical process and sluggishness that
characterises today's popular high end speakers.
97dB/watt.
Acoustic crossover. 3 way. 8 ohm load.
Arnpl.fiers from 9 watts. From £ 2500

Border Patrol PSU
outboard power supply unit replaces the existing
power supply in your current valve amplifier. It provides
The

£ 500

Acoustic Energy AEI09.
£ 330 £ 220
Impulse 142.5 6.7
Ask
Heybrook Quartet. £ 100 £400
Audio Note Quest ,nonos. 3008.
£2750 £ 1800 pr
Audio Note M2. Line pre- amplifier. £ 1000 £ 675
Audio Note ANSPX sin. ANV itc,ANVX iic.ANVX sic
LAsk
Castle Chester Yew
£ 900 £ 600
Wilson System V. Ellack.As new.
£ 15.000 £ 10.000
Audio Innovations 12 preamp
£ 700 £450

Vnavox AK 157 15" Alnico bass unit x2 £800
Vitavox 52 Alnico pressure driver x2 £ 1800
Vitavox RH 330 4 cell midrange horn a

Horning Loudspeakers
Challenging music programmes are recreated without

a profound improvement in sound quality that cannot be
gained by making other changes to your system. Depth
of rone. br - cd..dynainic expression, quietness of
backgro
expo. tatio
£595 fitted.

tone colour.
not exceeded.
Rin

Money

back

if your

for further details.

SALE
£450
£900
£960
£400

£500

£250
£450

SJS Electroacoustics
Arcadia. The Line Pre Amp.
design. Beautiful execution.

Outstandingly intelligent

A breath of fresh air for high end audio.
This is clearly the best line pre amp available anywhere irres
ctive of cost. LI000.

EmIN'INIE
All of the above and other interesting, useful and unusual things. For the best in service, advice and hardware from budget to very high end.
Appointments only. Visa Amex Mastercard. No creclit.Export facilities.
Sec
items. Fax or phone for details. (+ 44/4)1[0] I IS 9813562.
Vitavox • Living Voice • Wadi:a digital • Art Audio • EMT - Nottingham Analogue - Border Patrol • Lowther

radio

RDS radios
behaving
badly: atale
of flashing
lights and
inadequately
written
manuals.
But at least
good cream
teas are
sold near
Oxford

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail —
john_nelson@
compuserve.com

I

tis now more than eight years
since the Radio Data System
(RDS) came into general use in
the UK. The BBC first began
experimental RDS broadcasts in the
mid- 1980s and the service has now
been available in Britain in fully
developed form for at least four
years. Yet many RDS radios still
perform more or less badly. Having
recently completed a lengthy and
wide-ranging assessment of cfifferent
radios and chipsets for aprofessional
client, Ihave to say that the overall
level of competence they display is
nowhere near as high as it should
be. The result is continuing user
dissatisfaction.
In Britain, the situation is that of
the five BBC natienal networks, four
(Radios 1, 2, 3and 4) are broadcast
on VHF/FM and use the EON
facility to 'cross-reference' BBC local
radio stations. Let us imagine that
you set off from London to drive to
Birmingham, and that BBC GLR's
frequency is stored in on of the
presets on your car radio. You plan
to listen to Radio- 4 for the duration
of the journey but would like to have
traffic information.
What should happen is that as the
journey progresses and the radio
moves out of range of GLR, the
EON information is used to
overwrite its frequency sequentially
with the frequencies of the BBC
local-radio stations appropriate to
the area through which you are
travelling. So as you approach
Oxford on the M40 and there is a
traffic announcement telling you that
the motorway ahead is down to one
lane because an articulated lorry has
overturned and shed its load, the
radio should immediately change
frequency from Radio 4 to Three
Counties Radio and bring you the
information. At which point you
might make a quick decision to
divert and enjoy afternoon tea at the
Randolph Hotel whilst the mess is
cleared up. I have, alas, no
connection with this establishment
hut its cream teas must be the finest
in England.
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Unfortunately, most RDS radios
perform this and associated tasks
rather badly. In the first place, many
of them still go in for more or less
extended bouts of muting and
noises-off whilst they check whether
alocal station is receivable. For that
matter they tend to make the same
noises whilst checking alternative
frequencies in the AF list, but this
is perhaps less of aproblem than it
used to be.
Having found the local station and
brought you the traffic information,
all too many radios fail to recognise
the end of the broadcast and make
a clean reversion to whatever they
were doing beforehand. Whatever
the setmakers claim to the contrary,
this is always afailing of the radio;
it is not some shortcoming of the
BBC's implementation of RDS.

IRRELEVANT TRAFFIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Another common annoyance is the
inability
to
reject
a travel
announcement which is irrelevant
to the area in which you are
travelling. Unfortunately, the nature
of RDS travel information is that it
is often not very specific and indeed
cannot be. For instance, the main
station at Sutton Coldfield crossreferences local stations as far apart
as Derby, Leicester and Shropshire,
and — for example — it is not
unusual to be driving along the M54
eastbound from Shrewsbury and
hear an announcement to the effect
that one of Leicester's main streets
is blocked because abus has broken
down. It must be possible for the
driver to reject an announcement
with one button-press ( either the
network preset or the TA button)
but surprisingly few radios allow this
to be done easily. The poor
ergonomics
of
the
average
aftermarket car radio are legendary,
but there is really no excuse for this
particular bêtise.
Yet another irritating omission on
the vast majority of RDS radios is
generic linking. The PI codes of
BBC
local-radio stations
are
arranged in such away that an RDS
radio with amodicum of intelligence
can treat them all as constituent
stations in a single network. This
has many advantages, of which the
major one from the point of view of
the user is the ability to present all
local stations within range on
sequential presses of the appropriate
preset.
So, for example, if I store the
frequency of Radio Shropshire in
one preset and drive to the top of
the Long Mynd, Iexpect to hear
several different stations as Ikeep
pressing the button. From a good
location,
admittedly
under

conditions of slight tropospheric
enhancement, Iseem to remember
hearing eleven different stations in
this way — with a PS name
appearing in the display to identify
each one. Unfortunately, hardly any
RDS radios make use of the
generic-linking facility in this way.
Most manuals talk at some length
about 'regionalisation' but this is not
really applicable in the UK. Most
manuals for RDS radios are also
extraordinarily badly written, but
that is another subject.

EXTENDED GENERIC LINKING
The ' extended generic linking'
facility, in which the UK is divided
into editorial regions and an RDS
radio must know what to do when
it crosses a boundary, is another
fruitful source of confusion. If your
RDS radio suddenly starts bleeping
at you whilst you are listening to
certain BBC local stations, do you
know why, and what to do about
it?
All these things are tiresome —
but the situation in respect of
independent radio is, if anything,
even worse. Classic FM uses the
single PI code C2A1 for its
transmissions, and as such is treated
by an RDS radio as a national
network. However, Classic does not
cross-reference independent local
stations, despite the fact that many
of the latter broadcast traffic
information using the TA/TP
facility. So if you are listening to
Classic FM in the course of along
journey, you will not receive traffic
announcements. This leaves the
radio designer in adilemma about
how to tell the user that pressing
the TA button whilst tuned to
Classic will not have any useful
effect. Some radios mute their
output and bleep if you do so,
which is fine if you have read the
manual and know what to do.
Others content themselves with
flashing the TA or INFO icon,
which is usually very small and
insignificant and not likely to be
noticed. Either way the result is
unsatisfactory.
One might hope for better things
with DAB, but the departure this
year of so many of the BBC's
knowledgeable staff — including that
of Mr Mark Saunders, which was
predicted in this column some time
ago, and which is already having
serious repercussions on some
aspects of RDS performance —
leaves few grounds for optimism.
Much is promised at Funkausstellung this year, and some good
news from JESSI was in the offing
as this piece was written (back in
April). But Ifor one am not holding
my breath.
John Nelson
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amed after Peter Schidlof of
the Amadeus, the Schidlof
Quartet was formed in 1994.
One of the up-and-coming groups to
grace our concert platforms, they
bring fresh ideas to the music they
perform.
Their distinctive tonal quality
stems partly from their different
nationalities and training. The leader
Ofer Falk comes from Israel; Rafael
Todes, second violin, and violist
Graham Oppenheimer (who formed
the group and who also acts as
'manager-fixer' — unusually, they
have no agent) are both British; the
cellist Oleg Kogan (no relation to the
famous Leonid) is, of course,
Russian.
Graham Oppenheimer: ' If you
look at our backgrounds, all of us
were in Russia at some point. My
grandfather was Russian. Neither of
us [
Todes and Oppenheimer] studied
with British teachers: Iwas with the
Israeli Atar Ahad at the Eastman
School, USA, and Ialso worked at
the Royal Northern College of
Music, Manchester'.
Rafael Todes: 'My mother's
grandparents were Russian and my
name is probably 14th-century
Spanish. Iwas coached by the
Borodin and Takacs Quartets'.
Oleg Kogan had done little
chamber music playing in Russia
during his early training years, and
had never played aMozart quartet
before he came to England. ' It
became avery hard experience and a
revelation!' He still goes regularly to
Baroque specialist Jennifer WardClarke, for ideas for phrasing with
the bow.
Ofer Falk: ' During my education I
was quite close to the Russian
School — discipline, exercises, scales
— and in Israel was fortunate in
being in a school for young, talented
musicians who played chamber
music spots four times ayear with
holidays. So Iwas exposed to it, and
enjoyed the amazing repertoire.
'As asoloist, you learn your piece,
every motion, everything, and you
meet with an orchestra and maybe
have one or two runs, but there is no
way of influencing music as awhole.
Chamber music is such adifferent
level of awareness, so much more
alive.'
Currently Quartet in Residence at
De Montfort University in Leicester,
they use that famous city as abase
for their varied activities — which
include the formation of aNational
Education Programme for the
London String Quartet Foundation.
'There are about 10,000 kids in
Leicester. They are the audiences
and CD-buyers of the future, and we
have already found great response to
our concerts. At our Wigmore Hall
event recently Ioverheard persons
saying that audiences are younger
than age-wise.'
NW NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SCHIDLOF
Quartet
Quartet in Residence at De Montfort,
the Schidlofs are now recording for Linn Records
by

BILL

This was their second time at the
Hall, but 1had previously heard
at our
them play in the ballroom of the
backgrounds,
Lion Hotel, Shrewsbury, where there
all of us were was an amazing number of
youngsters accompanied by their
in Russia at
parents. Isoon realized why. They
some point.'
had played to school-children aday
The Schidlof
or so. before, and Oppenheimer and
Quartet's new Falk had introduced the Beethoven
and Shostakovich works beforehand.
Shostakovich
The feedback was encouraging.
CD is
Programmed at the Wigmore with
reviewed on
Beethoven's Op.18:3 and
page 82
Shostakewich's Piano Quintet, their
vibrant Dvorak 'American' Quartet
was every bit as personal as when
leading Czech quartets play it.
Oppenheimer: ' Ithink too much is
made of the nationality factor in
performance. Of course artists must
have aconnection with the
composers but if you understand the
language, it doesn't matter what
country you are from — you still feel
close to the music'.
Structure and expression go hand
in hand, -but it depends on the work;
Beethoven's emotional language is
different again. Todes: ' In the
Beethoven, there is only one forte on
the first page — it doesn't get loud
'If you look

NEWMAN

until late on in the movement. It is
the first serious quartet Beethoven
wrote, and because of that, looks
back to astrong classical style.'
How far can you go towards
realising Beethoven's desired very
slow or very fast tempos, particularly
in the late quartets? Todes: 'You
need to get the relative speeds right.
The actual speed you can question,
and in each of the three sections of
the last movement of Op.95 the
speed doubles, according to
Beethoven's metronome markings!
If you do as he says, the movement
is virtually unplayable.'
Falk: ' For us, the music goes
through avery long process. We sit
down, learn the piece, creating some
kind of structure performing it
several times, and each performance
is so different from the others.
Although there are always points in
common, the tempi can vary so
much and that's what keeps it alive.
'With tempo, it is aquestion of
the energy that can be generated to
bring out the character. We play
quite afew Shostakovich scherzi, and
he gives very slow metronome
markings which will sound
unexciting, but if you listen to
71

ROSTROPCIVICH
by David Inman

EMI CENTENARY

1

n the late summer of 1996
Mstislav Rostropovich arrived
at EMI's Abbey Road studios
carrying aplastic bag full of
DAT tapes. The liners were
handwritten, with mostly just the

presence of the composer. The
premiere of Prokofiev's Cello Sonata,
for instance, with Sviatoslav Richter
as partner with Prokofiev sitting in
the audience; the world premiere of
Britten's Cello Symphony conducted

titles of works, many unheard of in
the West. What he had brought in
that plastic bag was nothing less than
his musical autobiography.
There's an autobiographical
element in the work of any creative
artist. When that artist is aperformer
of the stature and history of Mstislav
Rostropovich — Slava to his friends
— the work acquires adifferent
significance entirely. EMI's new
Rostropovich edition is nothing less
than agreat artist's autobiography in
performance, and at the same time a
piece of musical history of immense
significance: 'autobiography' because
every performance included is a
personal choice of the ' author';
historically significant because of the
number of important first

by the composer in Moscow on 12
March 1964. The list goes on...
Rostropovich went to EMI
because, he says, EMI are ' family'.
He trusts them. He's been associated
with EMI since he arrived in the
West in the 1950s. He first recorded
in Abbey Road in 1956: the SaintSaens A-minor Cello Concerto under
Sargent, now reissued on Testament.
The DAT transfers were made at
the now famous (should that by now
be infamous?) Russian State Radio
archive at Ostankino in Moscow,
from tapes which, as the performer,
belonged to Rostropovich himself.
Basic sound quality of the original
recordings was good, if variable.
Often the microphone(s) had
probably been hastily placed to pick

performances of works inspired by,
or dedicated to, him — virtually all
hitherto unissued and never before
heard in the West, many given in the

up the main interest: the cello. The
audience presence was, as always, an
unpredictable quantity. The DAT
transfers reflected the variations in

COMPETITION • EMI CENTENARY

COMPETITION

EMI CENTENARY

COMPETITION

T

o mark the company's 100th anniversary, EMI has initiated several projects,
both philanthropic and commercial, one of which is a special Centenary
Edition 11CD retrospective set, which traces with 239 music examples and
in afascinating narrative (spoken by Thomas Hampson) the history of EMI from
the days of Caruso, Melba, Tetrazzini and Nikisch to its present artists' roster:
Alagna, Rattle, Haitink and the youthful Sarah Chang. The CDs are separately
housed with a 99 page booklet in a handsome casket, and HFNIRR has five sets
to send to entrants to the following competition. Simply indicate on the cut-out
coupon the correct answers to these four questions:
1. Was Nipper:
(a) the dog on the EMI trademark painting?
(b) Elgar's affectionate nickname for Master Yehudi Menuhin?
(c) the name of the cutter used to trim 78rpm discs?

EMI Centenary Competition
THE ANSWERS
1.

2.

3.

4.1_1

2.

On EMI LP sleeves from the early 1970s, did ` SQ' indicate:
(a) '
Special Quality' — cg, 180gm vinyl?
(b) ' Sandpaper Quality' — je, factory rejects?
(c) Quadraphonic mastering?

3.

Who accompanies Jacqueline Du Pré on her famous Elgar
Concerto recording for EMI:
(a) Sir Malcolm Sargent?
(b) Sir John Barbirolli?
(c) Sir Adrian Boult?

4.

What helped The Beatles to cross Abbey Road:
(a) a Yellow Submarine?
(b) aTicket to Ride?
(c) aZebra?

NOW TO ENTER: Don't miss your chance to win one of these de- luxe,
centenary edition boxes. Simply answer the questions on the entry form, add

IName

your name and address and post to: EMI Centenary Competition, Hi Fi News

IAddress

& Record Review ( Editorial), Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey
CR9 2TA. To arrive by the closing date of Friday 15 August 1997.
Postcode

Daytime tellphone no:
IIf mu ,.. ould prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please tick this box
L
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RULES: I) lhis competition is open to UK readers ordy. Photocopic, of entry .1Oren are acceptable, but oniy one
finm per reader is allowed. No other correspondence should be enclosed with Me entry fiwite. 2) Diem will be no cash
or other alternative., to the prizes elfered. The winners will be the first correa entries opened. 3) Employees of
Link House Alagazines and EMI and their agents
not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries ffff be received by
first post on Friday 15 August 1997, where judging will be carried out. 77te Editor's decision will be final and binding.
No correspondence will be entered into regarding the competition. 5) 771e prizewinners will be notified by post,
and the results will be published in the November /997 Hi -Fi News & Record Review. 6) air:v ./in-ins received
become the property
Link House Maga..nes
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the original recordings; but the
fundamental sound quality and
balance were good, if at low level.
At which point, enter Andrew
Walter, historical transfer engineer at
Abbey Road. Not that these
recordings were historical in the
sense that they were originated on
acetate or metal parts, or 78s of
dubious provenance, they weren't.
But their overall quality was such
that they required some attention,
mainly level-matching and some
reduction of noise and distortion.
And here of course the question of
'interventionist' transferral may arise.
It doesn't in this case — Andrew
Walter is quite unequivocal on the
subject. The word 'responsibility'
occurs often in his conversation.
'A recording is adocument,
approved by the artist and those in
charge at the time it was made. I
have avery great responsibility not to
tamper with it' he says. 'If Iwere
restoring apainting, Icould alter
colour balances if Iwished, add a
detail here and there. I'd end up
making anew painting, and what
would be the point of that?'

In the Rostropovich tapes there
are no edits of any significance. How
could there be, given that the
material is live, often the first
performance? Criticism is irrelevant,
the material is what it is, history in
the making, and of apart of musical
history almost inaccessible at the
time — the Soviet Union in the
1950s and 1960s. By far the most
difficult task facing Walter was that
there were no published scores
available of several major works.
'We were working blind. How
many notes are there? How many
movements; how long are they, and
what are the tempo indications — we
need them for the booklet?'
All these things were unknown
except to the performer himself.
Rostropovich intended to spend two
days in Abbey Road. In fact he
spent five, so involved in the choice
of material and programming did he
become. At one point it became
necessary to query the date of the
Schnittke Peer Gym transcription.
Rostropovich disappeared and
comes back afew moments later
with the date. ' I've just talked to

[Russian] recordings they are about 50 per cent faster. Ithink he
wishes performers to bring out the character, so it just doesn't go
fast — in his Piano Quintet we try to create something heavy and
cumbersome behind the tension and build-up, but it is different
each time we play it.'
At the Wigmore they encored the scherzo, and it was totally
different from their complete performance. Kogan unexpectedly
played his twelve-bar scale without vibrato. ' A different character,
completely. Like a drunk double-bass player. Ican never
understand what one should do with this tune. With vibrato it
sounds more refined — both work.'
We will never know what Shostakovich himself intended at this
point. Falk: ' It depends on balance — what you play before and
after. The thing as awhole. If it is correct, then everybody would
play the same!'.
Todes: 'There is more correct and less correct, but no ultimate
correct!
'When you play a movement in isolation it is aseparate
experience. We [also] try not to tune between movements
because that kills the pacing of the whole work, and both
Beethoven and Shostakovich have that wonderful unity...'
Seated for stereo
Hearing another string quartet playing Mozart, with first-violin,
cello, viola and second-violin seated left-right, Iwas astonished
by the resulting richness of sound. Todes: 'A great stereo effect
with first and second facing each other, but the problem is that
somebody has to point the wrong way! The second-violin has to
look backwards, so perhaps he should have been aleft-handed
player! It depends on the piece.'
Falk: `There are some works that have astereophonic effect.
The second-violin mostly enhances the first's thirds and sixths,
but in, say, Mozart's viola quintet, first-violin and viola together
makes more sense, with their conversing role during the slow
movement.'
A violist has to be very adept — when you, Graham, have a
leading phrase you have to cue with either Kogan or the two
violins. Is this sorted out in rehearsal?
'We know the music well enough that we can probably play
with our eyes shut, but it is very good for the audience when they
see in the Beethoven, say, how we look during the dialogue. It
focuses their attention that we are " speaking to each other". For
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Schnittke on the phone...'
Having completed the transfers
and CD makeup, Walter took the
finished test pressings to St
Petersburg for approval. His story of
the cellist's house with the builders
in, dust and dust sheets and drilling
everywhere, ahectic concert
schedule, and aCD player that was
out of sorts just when needed, added
acoda to what had been one of
EMI's most interesting projects.
[Then there's the immediate postwar
KarajanIVP0 stuff: see next month!
Mus Ed.]
Rostropovich — The Russian Years
is a musical document of rare
interest and importance. All the
more remarkable is the fact that
these recorded performances exist at
all. Remember, Rostropovich was a
'non-person' for many years, due to
his support of the dissident writer
Alexander Solzhenitsyn. The KGB
ordered his performances to be
destroyed. Clearly they weren't. We
should be thankful for that, and for
the skills and care of Andrew Walter
and his colleagues in restoring
history to availability.

people who don't know
the repertoire, it is a
good introduction to
what is going on. It is all

These
Rostropovich
CDs, EMI
CZ5 572
0162, are
reviewed on
page 85
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done by sixth sense.'
Kogan: ' Breathing
together! As cellist in the
Quartet, Iam training
myself to play softer, sometimes to disappear altogether to let the
other instruments shine'.
The viola is the pivot of all string quartets. Oppenheimer: 'The
Engine Room, as in, for example the second movement of the
Dvorak, where the instrument shares the accompanying figures
with second-violin. It has themes as well, and is always looking
towards the cello doubling the bass lines for Bach-like unisons in
the Shostakovich.'

Programme building
Their programme format of Beethoven and Shostakovich with
one other composer's work, is now developing. Oppenheimer: ' It
is important to realise that the Quartet is just three years old —
but we are now beginning to work on Bartok, Jainacek, Britten,
and new commissions from Matthew Taylor, David Bedford and
Sally Beamish over the next two years. We will strive very hard to
play their pieces'.
Kogan: ` Quite often we have to persuade music club organizers
to let us play 20th-century music, but with unsophisticated
audiences we find that when we introduce the music we get an
enthusiastic response'.
Oppenheimer again: 'We also started working with the British
Council, and with our commitments abroad will play interesting
British repertoire, like Britten's Second Quartet. There are six
concerts ayear planned for De Montfort University: quite a
strain for ayoung Quartet because you have to produce the
repertoire. We plan to introduce quintets — one to each event —
and have just done Dvorak's double-bass quintet, with Duncan
McTier.'
Falk: 'When you play with others, you get new energies, ideas.
Idon't know how other Quartets work — Iimagine they know
the timing of each theme and pre-arrange everything. For some
reason we don't do that but are enriched by every musician we
play with on asubconscious level.'
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classical REVIEWS

Record of
the month

CPE BACH:
Symphonies W173-5, 178 & 180
Lcs zlInis
PhilippelRéeny

ù

GERHARD

CPO 999 418-2

Premie rEcorong

GERHARD:
The Duenna
Van Allen1ClarkelGlanvillelPowelll
Archer/Taylor/Roberts/Opera North
Ch/English Northern Sinfonial
Ros Marbá
Chandos CHAN 9520(2)

Ceera
Aetani 'Re+ M'arhe

(
2CDs, 148m 19s)

The greatest Spanish opera in English, The Duenna was composed in
Cambridge in the late 1940s, during Roberto Serhard's first decada of ex le
from Catalonia. Apart from a few broadcasts, it was little-known in his
lifetime. Projected revisions remained unfinished, until David Drew's 1991
performing edition cleared the way for its triumphant stage premiere in
Madrid in 1992, followed by productions in Barcelona and by Opera North.
The latter is the basis of this notable
first recording, though only Richard
Van Allen, as the choleric Don
Jerome, survives from the original
cast.
Sheridan's 1775 comedy of Seville
(originally a libretto for Thomas
Linley — Prokofiev used it too, for
his Betrothal in a Monastety), with its
elopements and disguises, pits
couples who would marry for love
against parents and suitors for whom
money is the only criterion. (Act 2's
melodrama specifically stigmatises
this as an English vice!) It was the
Spanish setting for Sheridan's
quicksilver dialogue which drew
Gerhard to this sharp-edged
romantic satire. He responded with
affectionate and ironic evocation of
the idioms of the country to which
he dare not return, and in the
process achieved a kind of grand
Zarzuela.
His word-setting is said to show
occasionally an uncertain grasp of
English, but Ialmost never feel any
incongruity. The real miracle is
Gerhard's brilliant mating of English
speech-rhythms to Spanish musical
ones, with such results as the
Duenna's Habanera, all cobra-like
seductiveness, and the quarrelsome
Drinking Trio in rollicking Polo
rhythm.
Throughout, however, the music
spans avery wide stylistic range,
from Dona Clara's mock-baroque
aria 'When sable night', to passages
of brooding 12-note invention which
underlines the comedy's darker
aspects. There might be a few cavils
over dramatic pacing, but what
makes this joyous score one of this
century's great operas is its vibrant
vocal and instrumental colour both
light and dark, its infectious rhythms
and its unfailing supply of
memorable tunes.
Antonio Ros Marbá, who
conducted the Madrid premiere and
clearly believes utterly in the piece,
directs afull-blooded perfomance in
Ma NEWS la RECORD REVIEW
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(
52m 22s)
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Chandos' finest-quality sound.
Among agenerally strong cast, the
palms go to: Van Allen as the
grasping paterfamilas; Claire Powell
as the redowable Duenna; Eric
Roberts as the rich catch she snares,
Don Isaac the Portuguese, a
'cunning rogue' gulled at every turn.
Among the young lovers, Susannah
Glanville is an attractive Lusia, but
Adrian Clarke is surely too wooden
for Jerome's saturnine son
Ferdinand. And Ifail to
comprehend the conceit by which
Ferdinand's servant Lopez is made
to sound more of a languid
artistocrat than his master. But these
are minor points. I've loved this
opera since Ifirst heard David
Atherton's BBC broadcast in 1972,
and it's an unalloyed pleasure to
welcome it at last to CD.
Calm MacDonald
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The German period group Les Amis
de Philippe was established in 1992
by Ludger Rémy, who directs it
from the harpsichord. Being ayoung
orchestra, it still retains the raw tone
of authentic instruments which was
such a shock to some, and
stimulation to others, when the
Academy of Ancient Music began its
crusade in the 1970s. Not that ' raw'
equates with ' poor'; rather, it is a
lean sound, the individual
instruments extremely well
differentiated in tone, just as one
would have expected in the 1750s
when orchestras themselves were still
being perfected. Nowhere is this
better illustrated than in W178 in Eminor (the full-orchestral version of
the strings-only W177). Here,
natural horns, prominently balanced,
roar and bark excitingly — they are
merely unsophisticated hunting
horns, after all — and the trouble
18th-century horn players would
have had in hand-stopping some of
the notes in an E-minor work is
clearly conveyed. Together with
characterful woodwind, CPE Bach's
daring harmonic excursions are
thrillingly emphasized.
Of these five works, W173 and
W180 appear on CD for the first
time. This leaves only W176
(previously available under Hogwood
only on LP) to complete CPE's
symphonic representation on CD —
apart from two early and slightly
doubtful works. There would have
been bags of room for W176 in this
brief programme.
Nonetheless, Rémy directs
enthusiastic performances, with
CPE's dynamic terracing well
projected. No anachronistic
emotional overtones are allowed to
intrude in the slow movements: they
retain their strangeness better when
played with detachment. Allegros are
hard-driven, almost but not quite to
the point of destruction — surely
what this manic composer would
have expected. The balance will not
please those who demand asmooth,
carefully integrated sound, but I
suspect such listeners do not go for
period bands anyway. A clear and
uncluttered recording gives it to us
straight.
Robert Dearling

A:1-2 0

JS BACH:
Orchestral Suites 1-4 J Sinfonias etc
New London ConsortlPickett
OiseauLyre 452 000-2

(
2CDs, 116m 35s)

A largely positive review must, I
fear, open with aword of caution.
Anyone coming to Bach's music
through these performances might
75

well be mystified. Where are the
tunes? One would expect one of the
chief melody-carriers to be violins in
music of this date, but in the
heavily-scored Suites 3 and 4 the
violins are virtually obliterated for
much of the time, and in Suite 1the
oboes take the lions' share of the
leads. The violins' trumpet imitation
in 1(iii) is almost lost against the

'Finding allegorical connections to account
for some of his tempi, Pickett may be
right or wrong. It would seem, however,
that a busy composer such as Bach would
have drawn on any extra- musical

'Andrew Achenbach

influence to assist him when his

oboes. Philip Pickett's decision to
use single violins for the two parts is
responsible for this imbalance. One
must ask: if Bach brought in oboes,
bassoon and (in 3 and 4) three
trumpets and timpani, would he not
at least have doubled the two violin
parts in order to achieve ajust
balance? Goebel's recording, for
instance [Archiv 415 671-1, 2CDs,
with the doubtful Suite 5],
quadruples both violin parts, making
them much clearer. Violins are, of
course, constantly present in the
lightly-scored Suite 2, with Lisa
Beznosiuk's delightfully pointed flute
playing. Listen to her neat phrasing
in the Polonaise (y).
That said, and allowing that

inspiration needed a boost'

BEETHOVEN:

further interest, yet still do not make
for over-generous measure (CD1:
57m 07s; CD2: 59m 28s). Apart
from my doubts about balance (for
which the engineers cannot be held
responsible) the recordings are
excellent. Trumpets and, especially,
timpani make asplendid effect, and
by providing atmosphere (a kind of
empty-hall ' something'), that dead
silence between movements and
between works has been eliminated
by the engineers in favour of awarm
`presence'.
A:1

D

BARBER:
Sonata J Ballade J Nocturne J
Excursions J Souvenirs .r..J Interlude
Leon McCawley (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 545 2702

influence, allegory, myth, anecdote,
mental picture or experience to
assist him when his purely musical
inspiration needed aboost. Perhaps
there is, after all, no such thing as
'absolute music' (
pace Stravinsky).
The five fill-ups, all instrumental
introductions to cantatas, provide
76
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Symphony 3 Troica' JCoriolan
Overture
Les Concerts des Nations/Savall

Robert Dearling

familiarity with the music enables
one to ' hear' what the violins should
be doing even when they are
inaudible, these are excellent
performances. Springy rhythms,
sometimes surprising but never less
than convincing tempi, and
outstandingly fine playing contribute
to overall success. As to the
interpretations Pickett puts on the
music, finding allegorical
connections to account for some of
his tempi, he may be right or wrong.
It would seem, however, that abusy
composer such as Bach would have
drawn on any extra-musical

Van Clibum International Piano
Competition. We also get an early
rarity, a moody, unexpectedly
Brahmsian Interlude dating from
1931-2.
Very good recording. Despite one
or two fleeting reservations, an
appealing Barber anthology.

Leon
McCawley: a
programme
of piano
works by
Samuel
Barber, on
Virgin
Classics

(
69m 57s)

Isampled first the superbly powerful
Sonata, written for Vladimir
Horowitz in 1948. That young Leon
McCawley possesses the necessary
technical address is not in doubt
(the whole work — and the fugal
finale in particular — is averitable
tour de force of pianistic virtuosity).
Whether his performance rivals
those of Horowitz or Van Clibum
(both on mid-price RCA) or that of
his Virgin Classics stablemate Peter
Lawson is another matter. Icraved
greater grit in the concentrated
sonata structure of (i), as well as a
touch more delicacy in the
fantastical scherzo. Otherwise,
McCawley's red-blooded reading
represents a sizeable achievement.
Elsewhere, one or two tiny doubts
persist. Both the Excursions and
Souvenirs are perhaps wanting
something in fresh-faced charm:
McCawley's big-boned, ever-soslightly literal manner contrasts
vividly with the intimate playfulness
and almost Gallic fastidiousness that
Eric Parkin, for one, brought to
these delightful, bitter-sweet
miniatures on his underrated allBarber recital for Chandos. The
marvellous Nocturne, too, is a little
too boldly etched for my liking, yet I
rather enjoyed McCawley's
youthfully impulsive Ballade:
Barber's final keyboard offering,
written as atest piece for the 1977

It:midis ES 8557

(
52m 08s)

Savall is admirably well-intentioned,
his rationale cogently argued.
Beethoven's metronome markings
are observed because, says Savall,
'the tempi indicated in the Eroica
Symphony are generally possible
provided they are played with the
flexibility demanded by the musical
phrasing itself'. Encouraging words.
Other period instrument
practitioners don't often consider
flexibility. And there is practically
nothing to criticise in (iii). Arguably
(iv) could have been weightier.
Eyebrows may even be raised during
the final Presto, but the pacing and
phrasing of the preceding Poco
Andante are tastefully judged.
Reservations really centre round the
first two movements. A crackling
crotchet = c.180 sets a driving
tempo in (i) that does not preclude
flexibility. Yet there is, from Savall,
awant of supple, internally
generated expressive freedom — of
the sort that would, for instance,
allow the three-note motif first heard
between Om 48s-57s to transit more
equably between instruments,
disallow the evenly stressed
insistence of some nonsforzando
repeated chords, and not abruptly
terminate so significant a melodic
figure at 8m 37s. Beethoven re-uses
this pattern of five quavers to build
suspense (starting at 13m 57s) but
Savall dissipates tension by hustling
the whole sequence. Such frantic
haste only devalues form, garbles the
message and deflects attention from
many agood moment including a
mostly impressive development. And
what do you make of a funeral
march that lacks sustained power, its
C-major section remarkably jaunty?
Coriolan, stiffer than expected, is
forgettable; but the Eroica is not.
This version must be heard; because
although Savall does not fulfill all
promises — and he needs to rethink
his interpretation of (ii) — he does
not duck any issues either. With his
use of aclean text, appropriate
forces appropriately tuned and
excellently balanced, he meets headon the raw edge of Beethoven's
mutinous imagination.
Nalen Anthoni

AUGUST 1997
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BEETHOVEN:
Cantata on the death of Emperor
Joseph II, Wo0.87 U Cantata on the
Accession of Leopold II, Wo0.88
Opferlied, Op.121b U Meerestille und
dückliche Fahrt, Op.112
Watson, Howarth (sops)IRigby
(mez-sop)IAinsley (ten) Ivan Dam
(bass)ICoiydon Singers & OrchlBest
Hyperion CDA 66880

(
79m / Os)

Ifind it apleasant trick to puzzle
audiences conversant with Fidelio by
playing the first soprano aria from
the Joseph II Cantata. Composed
when Beethoven was 19, this is
vastly more familiar in its guise as
the ecstatic passage in the opera
when Leonore unshackles Florestan.
In both cases the words celebrate
freedom and justice, ideals
associated with the reforming
Emperor Joseph. As it happened, the
valedictory cantata and its less
intense partner were never
performed, and even in this age of
easy access to rare music one has to
scratch around for recordings. So it's
areal treat to have both works on
one disc, topped up to nearly 80m
by the important ` Offering' song
[Jean Rigby] and the extraordinary

Calm Sea and Successful Voyage.
The vocal soloists live up to their
high reputations with some striking
contributions to the quasi-operatic
drama of the cantatas, works which
at times also suggest the rudiments
of symphonic structure. The
energies of burgeoning genius can
certainly be sensed here, while
Beethoven's middle-period choral
portrayal of astatic and turbulent
sea cannot fail to intrigue, and his
fourth setting of Opferlied (1824)
looks back to his youth by
underlining an ongoing religious
urge to link beauty with goodness.
This issue matches its venturesome contents with well balanced
sound and fine performances. There
is apossible caveat for those
afflicted with high sensitivity to
choral ` fizz', as some climactic ffi
may sound rather nasty; but this can
happen with practically any choral
music. Otherwise, at the right
volume level the spaciously set
recording sounds very convincing,
while the orchestra and chorus
respond excellently to Matthew
Best's direction.
John Crabbe

BRAHMS:
String Quintets 1 & 2
Hagen Qt/Gérard Caussé (via)
DG 453 420-2

(
59m 12s)

In the two quintets, Brahms's music
is intimate and personal, often very
lovely, yet complex emotionally and
rarely settled. The augmented
Hagen Quartet give polished and
expressive accounts of great clarity.
Naxos recently issued an enjoyable
coupling with the Ludwig Quartet
and Bruno Pasquier, but DG's is
better played and recorded. The
balance is on the close side, but not
oppressively so, allowing individual
instruments to project cleanly even
during tutti passages. Intonation is
spot-on despite the focus of the
recording, and few ensembles could
match them in this respect. Lovely
performances of absorbing music —
Inever cease to marvel at the
breadth of emotional terrain Brahms
covers in these works!
James M Hughes

A:1

BRAHMS:
Viola sonatas Op.120 U Two songs
Op.91
Iris Vermillion (con)IVeronika
Hagen (via)/Paul Guida (pno)

A:1 0

DG 453 421-2
BRAHMS:
Symphonies 1-4 U Tragic Overture
_I Academic Festival Overture _I
Haydn Variations U Alto Rhapsody
Dunja Vejzovic (con.) /Houston SO
& Ch/Eschenbach
Vie, Classics VBQ 561 3602
(4CDs, 243m 39s) part e
A serious and weighty Brahms
cycle, imbued with dignity and
power. Clearly, Eschenbach loves
and cares deeply about these
works, and fortunately he's able to
communicate his ideas to a
responsive orchestra.
Tempi are usually quite
spacious, yet the orchestral playing
is keen rather than relaxed: never
does one feel the forward
momentum slacking. Rhythms are
always firmly sprung so things stay
keen and buoyant. The orchestra's
ripe, polished tone, the glowing
richness, suit Brahms perfectly.
Sonorous, refined, subtle, it's a
'European' sound, very unAmerican!
But more than this, Eschenbach
and his orchestra sound as if they
had newly discovered Brahms and
are excited and impressed by the
music. Without resorting to tricks,
Eschenbach's direction is so
imaginative and individual that one
is captivated by the freshness and
vigour of the music. In an age of
somewhat mechanical
performances, it's good to hear

RHINE» & RECORD REVIEW
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Brahms played like this.
The recordings are rich and full,
with warm treble and clear,
unexaggerated balances. With
textures remarkably open, detail
cuts through quite well despite
Brahms's homogeneous tonecolours. Virgin has made the price
irresistible, too (under £ 16). Be
tempted — you won't regret it.
James M Hughes

A:1 -11'
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Eschenbach's
Brahms cycle
with the
Houston
Orchestra
is on Virgin
Classics at

(
59m 12s)

There is some miscalculation here.
The balance favours the piano — so
does the hall resonance — and, even
though Guida scales down his
dynamics admirably, Veronika
Hagen's playing tends to emerge as
relatively weak-voiced. She
understands and conveys the
intimate, reflective Brahms, but
there's massive keyboard writing in
these sonatas too. Everything comes
into equilibrium in the two songs
with viola, and these are beautifully
done. Iwouldn't part with this DG
for it has some lovely things in it;
however, in the two sonatas the
eloquent partnership of
Primrose/Firkusny on EMI (see
'Reissues') is better balanced.
Christopher Breunig
B:2-1(*)/A:1

bargain
price

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 8
Hallé OrchestralBarbirolli
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91922
(73m 45s) recorded live
This symphony has benefited from a
number of live' recordings:
Furtwängler, Horenstein, Karajan,
Kubelik, Klemperer,
Knappertsbusch, and Wand. Studio
recordings by van Beinum and
Schuricht are also very fine. Despite
reservations, Barbirolli joins this
impressive league of great Bruckner
conductors for his true
77

understanding of symphonic style;
and he makes the music flow from
beginning to end.
It wasn't always thus. One RFH
Hallé Ninth was so slow Ithought it
would never end. But his Eighth
[RFH, 20th May 1970] has atouch
of drama tempered by mystery that
becomes obvious right from the
opening bars. Here is portent of
great things to come, with pin-point
peaks to each phrase from the
Hallé's lower strings to send
shimmers down the spine, and a
hushed expectancy prior to the first
orchestral climax. Barbirolli's theatre
training always stood him in good
stead, and he knew just how to set
the scene! During the course of the
monumental first movt, horns and
trumpets mar the pleasure
occasionally by cracked notes, and
the violins under Martin Milner
have problems with their high notes;
but one is so taken up with the
progress of events it is of small
consequence. The feathery tapestry
of the scherzo and trio, pp strings
above with that immense main
melody beneath, surges into motion
like some giant pendulum. How the
inner colours corne through, with
the conductor's astute ear for
dynamics; and the glorious Adagio is
as deeply-felt as both Furtwängler
and Horenstein made it. It needs a
devout Catholic to do justice to this

'Wonderfully sensitive
playing, in visionary
empathy with the restless
spirit that inhabits
Busoni's multi-faceted art.
There's nothing of
machine- age efficiency
about Stevenson's
virtuosity'

BUSONI:
Toccata J Variations on a Chopin
Prelude J Prelude et etude in
arpèges J Tanzwalzer ( arr. Zadora)
_I Epilogue/STEVENSON: Prelude,
Fugue & Fantasy on themes from
Busoni's Doktor Faust
Ronald Stevenson (pno)
Manis AIR-CD 9041

Sir John
Barbirolli: on
BBC Radio
Classics, a
photo: 041 Classics

Bruckner
Eighth from
a Royal
Philharmonic
Society
wonderful music. During the finale
the brass don't exactly have afieldday: cracked notes en route and in
the final climax suggest some
tiredness (no doubt due to JB's
throughness during rehearsals), but
the ending is truly magnificent —
rapturous applause follows.
This is BBC Third Programme
sound, pre-digital, with emphasis on
the upper strings and some loss of
clarity in winds (Ican't hear the
bassoons properly). Imust clarify
John Mayhew's note about Barbirolli
choosing to perform the final
version. Apart from the composer's
revisions, the job of ' correcting' was
down to Schalk, Haas and Novak.
Haas did his task correctly,
reconstructing the final form that we
hear on this disc.
Barbirolli collectors may know this
same performance from Hunt CD
717, where the location is given as
Manchester's Free Trade Hall!

11.11111M7
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C:1

concert with
the Hallé
Orchestra —
the
conductor's
last London
engagement

(72m 42s)

Ronald Stevenson, who presented
and performed in two major BBC
series on Busoni in the 1970s, has
championed his music for nearly 50
years. It has taken a long time to get
even a little of his Busoni playing on
disc, but this CD, concentrating on
Busoni's late piano music, certainly
shows what we've been missing.
This is wonderfully sensitive playing,
in visionary empathy with the
restless spirit that inhabits Busoni's
multi-faceted art. There's nothing of
machine-age efficiency about
Stevenson's virtuosity; but the
variety of touch, the beauty and
delicacy of sonority, the sheer range
of colour (making the piano now an
orchestra, now a kind of
metaphysical carillon), the
spontaneity with which passages of
transcendental bravura are thrown
off, and above all the imagination
and humanity with which every
phrase is characterised, are in every
sense exemplary.
The Variations on Chopin's Cminor Prelude exist in two widely
divergent forms: an early and very
Brahmsian original ( 1884) with
concluding fugue, and a complete
recomposition ( 1922) into his late,
Italianate language of 'youthful
classicality', with a tarantella finale.
The late form as published differs
again from Busoni's manuscript
(which Stevenson possesses), and
has an extra yarn and no finale. He
has published an edition of the
deleted 8th yarn, along with the ms
version of the final waltz-variation,
with its quiet coda for the whole
work, and it's this 'pre-final' form
which is played here (afirst
recording).
The Toccata is treated to one of
the darkest yet most inspiring
readings I've heard, vividly
orchestrated, the expression as

multi-layered as the polyphony.
Busoni's last complete composition,
the Prélude et Etude is a thrilling
virtuoso study; Michel von Zadora's
Tanzwalzer transcription (supervised
by Busoni) is despatched with just
the right fusion of brio and
nostalgia; and the Epilogue from An
die jugend, adumbrating a whole
sheaf of 20th-century techniques in
a couple of pages, is given its full
weight.
Stevenson's own piece, a late
classic in the art of operatic
transcription, evokes much more of
Busoni than just Doktor Faust and is
presented here as alogical extension
of his imaginative involvement with
the master of Empoli [see also
'Reissues]. An astonishing recital,
recorded in the Wigmore Hall —
and one of Altarus' most natural
acoustic realisations.
Calum MacDonald

A:1*

CASTIL-BLAZE:
Sextet in flat! WEBER: Adagio &
Rondo/BLASIUS: Suites d'harmonie
1, 2 & 3
MozzafiatolCharles Neidich (chldir)
Sony Classical CD 68263

(
71m 05s)

A delightful programme of virtually
unknown music. Castil-Blaze
(1784-1857) provides the most
serious work (four movts taking
18m): his Sextet is notable for its
Mendelssohnian scherzo which ends
surprisingly — yet wittily — in midreprise. The finale is adelightful
Bolero full of bold wind colouring.
Although not connected, so far as
documentation makes clear, the two
Weber pieces make an ideal pair. In
his notes, Neidich says he is sure
that they belong together, and his
contention that the final phrase in (i)
affords the perfect link to (ii) is
totally convincing. These are lovely
miniatures full of delightful melodies.
Blasius ( 1758-1829) provides 48m
of high-quality, tuneful light music.
These Suites are generally dance-like
and often virtuosic. In Suite 1the
substantial (i) with its central
Siciliano is probably the most forceful
piece — and the longest. There are
also some delightful 'sauntering'
pieces (the finale of Schubert
Symphony 6 is brought to mind at
one point). Suite 2(v) has brilliant
hunting fanfares; (vii) is incredibly
rapid, and the virtuosity of the
clarinet writing is worthy of Weber.
Suite 3 is in the same style but
longer ( 19m), and (iii) is unusual
because of its echo effects, whilst (vi)
— entitled 'Tambourin' — actually
has a delicate tambourine added
(player not named). Whether this
was the composer's idea or the
performers'
Idon't know, but it certainly
enhances this charming movement
enormously.
AUGUST 1997
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ELGAR:
Enigma Variations/KODALY: Peacock
Variations/BLACHER: Paganini
Variations
VPOISolti

All the music is for two each of
clarinets, horns and bassoons, with
double-bass, and it is often intricate,
but Mozzafiato takes all demands in
its stride and is warmly, clearly and
forwardly recorded.
Antony Hodgson

Decca 452 853-2

A*: 1*- 1U

The highlight here is the swaggering
account of Boris Blacher's Paganini
Variations of 1947. Based on that
theme (you know which one), it is a
14m tour de force of orchestral
colour, thematic inventiveness and
rhythmic ingenuity, eagerly devoured
by Solti and the VPO, who sound as
though they're thoroughly enjoying
the experience.
Surprisingly, this is only Solti's
second recording of the masterly
Peacock Variations: its mono
predecessor was previously available

DEBUSSY:
La Mer •-1Images 1-.3 Prélude à
l'après-midi d'un faune
Los Angeles POISalonen
Soiiy Classical CD 62599

(72m 23s)

Sony's booklet-notes unashamedly
trumpet Esa-Pekka Salonen's
`inordinate sympathy towards
Debussy's music' and ' uncommon
attention to musical detail and
texture'. Well, there's plenty of the
latter commodity, Igrant you, yet
precious little of the former. These
are performances of fastidious
refinement and no mean
intelligence, but they remain
obstinately cool.
Salonen's La Mer lacks elemental
grandeur and evocative atmosphere,
and the Finn's chosen tempi can
seem inorganic: for example, the
towering climax of 'Jeux de vagues'
doesn't grow effortlessly out of the
preceding music — and why slam
the brakes on so early in the coda?
Nor did Icare for the fussy,
`perfumed' treatment given to the
extraordinarily tranquil central
portion of (iii). And need we hear so
much of the bass-drum in this same
tableau? (Try from Fig.47 or lm
44s, where Debussy's marking is in
fact pp!)
L'après-midi d'un faune fails to
entrance, but at least the Images
acquire a fascinating modernity in
Salonen's rhythmically pungent
hands. I'd never realized up to now
just how much the concluding
'Rondes de printemps' anticipates
Jeux (
how uncompromising this
score must have sounded to its firstnight Paris audience in 1910).
Elsewhere, the bustling ' Le matin
d'un jour de fête' from Ibéria
unfolds with a certain grim, almost
desperate joviality, but Idon't care
for the dissected, stickily selfconscious ' Les Parfums de la nuit'
which precedes it. ` Gigues', too, is
distinctive: unusually spacious, darkhued and highly characterful. An
interesting Images, then, if ultimately
not aversion to take to one's heart
like Monteux's LSO recording or
Haitink's superfine Amsterdam
account [both Philips].
Recording and balance are
basically fine, though the soundstage
of the Todd-AO Scoring Studio
possesses rather too unexpansive an
acoustic for my taste.
Andrea? Achenbach

on Decca ' Historic'. The two
readings are remarkably consistent:
propulsive, highly charged and
characteristically red-blooded. On
the whole, the 1954 LPO version is
better held together (why the sudden
lurch forward here at 4m 29s, for
example?), though this newcomer
has plenty of fervour too, and Sir
Georg sees to it that the finale
achieves an exhilarating momentum.
Mercifully, Solti's view of the
Elgar has mellowed somewhat since
his chromium-plated Chicago SO
account from 1974. That said, his
interpretation still refuses to relax as
it should, and the results remain too
nervy and — most damagingly in
this of all works — impersonal, for
all the VPO's obvious application.
'Nimrod', however, is distinctive,

Sir Georg
Solti:
a return
to Kodaly's
'Peacock
Variations'
after
42 years

La Mer and other Debussy works
A(II):2-3/1 .
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from Salonen and the LAPO-on Sony

ardently impassioned rather than
nobly restrained, with an almost
Brucknerian hush at the start.
Elsewhere, Dan the bulldog has a
high old time plunging into the
River Wye in Varn.14 (' GRS') and
the concluding self-portrait is a
satisfyingly grandiloquent affair.
A pleasing triptych overall,
expertly captured by Decca's John
Pellowe from a series of April 1996
concerts within the Musikverein.
Irritatingly, neither the Kodály nor
Blacher are indexed.

JPE HARTMANN:
Symphonies 1 & 2
Danish Nat RSOIDausgaard
Marco Polo 8.224042

(
69m Ils)

Here is areal find — two utterly
delightful symphonies from aprolific
composer completely neglected
today, whose birth barely predated
Napoleon's appointment as Emperor
of France in 1805 and who lived on
to the beginning of this century. In
between he served as violinist in
Copenhagen's Court Orchestra,
became a civil servant (which
guaranteed agood salary), while
succeeding his father as organist at
Garnisons Church and, following
Weyse, at Vor Frue Church, for a
total of 76 years!
He wrote several hundred works:
songs, orchestral pieces, and opera,
collaborating with Hans Christian
Anderson who claimed to have
'discovered' him. Little Kirsten, his
first operatic success, became
Denmark's national opera, yet
despite encouragement from such
European countemporaries as
Mendelssohn, Schumann and the
slightly older Rossini, his operatic
and ballet scores fell out of the
repertory; and, with the exception of
Hakon Jan Overture (a favourite
10in LP still in my collection), his
orchestral works disappeared
similarly.
There was little room for a
composer who primarily wrote in a
light-hearted vein: the G-minor
Symphony's first-movt might easily
be mistaken for Mendelssohn — the
notatation and scoring are very
similar, with an admirable sense of
symphonic style and structure at its
base. Thereafter, Hartmann
simplifies his thematic ideas, setting
the standards for his better-known
son-in-law, Niels Gade, in his mode
of composition.
Having scored asuccess with the
work, he had afurther symphony up
his sleeve all ready for performance.
This sunny E-major is chock-a-block
with good tunes, all superbly
orchestrated, and contains novelties
(like those of his Swedish
counterpart Berwald) such as
tacking-on introductory motives,
79

away from the tonic, to keep his
audiences ever-alert. No wonder
Franz Liszt took aclose interest in
both composers.
Denmark's finest orchestra clearly
revel in the music: loving and
enthusiastic readings under the
expert direction of Thomas
Dausgaard with ashining recording
to match.
Bill Newman

A:1 0

HAYDN:
Cassation in D for 4 horns, violin,
viola & bass J Divertimento in E-flat,
Hob.11:22 J Trio Hob.IV:5 _
JHorn
Concerto 1
Ab Koster (hrn)1L'Archibudelli
Sony Classical CD 68253

(76m 58s)

At last, more interest is being taken
in Haydn's divertimento-style music.
Until now, most scholarly
performances seem to be from
Viennese sources in the 1950s, or
from Karl Haas and the London
Baroque Orchestra. In those days
such music was conducted (
although
Haas sometimes directed from the
viola). More recently, Manfred
Huss, often directing from the
harpsichord, has made some
excellent recordings, notable for
their firmness of rhythm and clear
instrumental detail.
L'Archibudelli offer awarm,
flexible approach. Comparisons with
other recordings are interesting:
Haas's solid, confident Hob.II:21
suggests that the passing of 40 years
and the resurgence of old
instruments has actually made
modern performances seem more
'romantic'; and Huss's recent
version of the four-horn work is
much crisper — it features an
elegant, gently rhythmic Adagio
which makes L'Archibudelli's
extraordinarily slow tempo seem
soporific.
Nonetheless, in terms of
instrumental skill, L'Archibudelli are
remarkable. Horns in unison are
beautiful, and hand-stopped notes so
smooth that it is as if the players
were using modern valve
instruments. Koster plays his
'natural horn' (surely ' hand-horn'
would he amore accurate
description) with consummate
mastery. The concerto provides a
magnificent example of cool,
polished musical ability — although
the surprising omission of keyboard
continuo makes the accompanying
strings sound bare. The brief twomovt trio is, if anything, even more
demanding and is no less brilliantly
done. Languid slow movements
apart, this is convincing period
playing, and the programme is
esential for the shelves of all Haydn
lovers.
•
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HAYDN:
Die Schiipfung
McNairlBrown1SchadelFinley1
CrilfreylMonteverdi ChIEBS1
Gardiner
Archiv 449217-2

(
2CDs, 10Im)

This version of Die Scheipfung
impresses on many counts,
but the most important factor is
Gardiner's ear for strong contrast.
More than with almost any of his
contemporaries, Haydn's music is
notable for switches of colouring in
orchestration, and Gardiner stresses
this very strongly. Haydn's everchanging detail needs the
conductor's close attention:
differentiating, for example, between
violins alone and violins with flute;
the frequent brass and drum
flourishes must not be understated;
and interweaving woodwind must be
clear when underlining pictorial texts

'Let there be
light!':
Haydn's
Creation
from John
Eliot Gardiner

Antony Hodgson

Ater
Dteohoe
plays two
works by
LitoIff, in
Hyperion's
Romantic
Piano
Concerto
series

(there are many examples in this
work). Gardiner never fails on any
of these.
This music always responds to
excellent soloists: here we have the
luxury of five: one for each of the
main parts (more conventionally two
of the archangels would double as
Adam and Eve). The magnificent
commanding bass of Gerald Finley
as Raphael is outstanding, but all
soloists are excellent and blend
beautifully when required. The most
magical moment in this work
(indeed one of the most magical
moments in all music) is the choral
outburst at 'und es war Licht' (' and
there was light'). All conductors
make this agreat event, but
Gardiner achieves such awonderful
choral pp in the moments prior to
this blazing, dramatic onslaught that
Haydn's inspiration is heightened
even further. There is outstanding
wind playing throughout, and I
admire the way in which these
instruments weave subtly around
Adam and Eve's slightly sentimental
duets as if part of aserenading band

in the Garden of Eden.
Competition is very strong indeed,
and Imade several comparisons. Of
modern-instrument versions Istill do
not tire of Dorati. Gardiner's most
notable period rivals seem to be Weil
[Sony] and Brüggen [Philips]. Weil
is fiery and swift ( 10% faster than
Gardiner or Brüggen) but his
underlying rhythms are less pointed,
and although Weil's Tifelzer Choir
has notably powerful tenors and
basses, it lacks the strength of the
Monteverdi sopranos. Brüggen's
sensitive performance closely
corresponds with Gardiner's in
tempi, yet the greater immediacy and
exemplary balance of the new Archiv
recording enhances the conductor's
dramatic reading so vividly that I
suspect this will be the one to which
Ishall most often return.
IF

AllICI

LITOLFF:
Concertos symphoniques 2 & 4
Peter Donohoe (pno)IBournemouth
SO/Litton
Hyperion CDA 66889

(70m 39s)

From impoverished beginnings as a
labourer in Collaard's piano factory,
Henry Litolff blossomed as an
itinerant pianist, composer,
publisher, conductor and teacher
(Hans von Bülow was apupil; Liszt
and Berlioz were among his musical
friends). The two piano concertos
here ( 1844/1852) are large-scale
works with additional scherzo movts
— that from the Fourth widely
celebrated on records by soloists as
diverse as Cherkassky and Curzon.
But (as with the popular numbers
from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker
ballet) in context it sounds better
still! My Gemini LP by Gerald
Robbins with the Monte Carlo
Orchestra is entirely displaced by
this Hyperion version; the Second
receives its first recording. Its
scherzo is no less characterful,
engaging and buoyant.
Peter Donohoe rejoins his
Bournemouth partners (in EMI's
Tchaikovsky Concerto series with
Barshai), here under Andrew Litton,
and proves highly responsive to the
dramatic, brilliant or quasiimprovisational piano writing.
Neither shallow nor lacking in good
thematic ideas, this music makes a
welcome change from the two Liszt
Concertos (the Liszt E-flat was
dedicated to Lito1ff).
These Keener/Hatch productions
have been criticised elsewhere as
lacking in clarity; there is ahigh
degree of reverberation, but Ifind
textures and instrumental colours
are clear, whilst string-tone shows a
marked advance on their late- 1980s
Tchaikovskv recordings.
enrhtopher
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LLOYD
Symphony 8
1"hilharmonia OrchILloyd
Albany TROY 230

(
45m 52s)

Fearing that anew recording of his
ebullient Eighth Symphony might
not face the competition provided by
Downes's BBC Philharmonic version
[Lyrita], the composer wouldn't
commit himself for some years.
He ` slept' on his doubts, but at last
has come up with adefinitive
performance.
Downes's BBC studio
performance some 20 years ago was
my introduction to Lloyd's music,
and it opened up afresh new world
to me: bypassing the aleatoric
inventions of the younger sect, this
was music straight from the heart,
waiting to be hugely enjoyed by
mass audiences. Lloyd now has his
faithful critical following too.
After his masterly Seventh, the
Eighth had to be ajoyous creation,
reflecting the composer's great hope
for recovery from illness, and a
bright, creative future ahead. So it
has turned out. After atranquil
beginning, the symphony explores a
wealth of melody, falls back into
calm contemplations in the middle
movement, then bursts out into a
lively Saltarello finale (Mendelssohn's
'Italian' Symphony firmly at the
back of Lloyd's mind). With such a
lively brass section and avariety of
percussion instruments — listen for
the tubular bells — this is music one
can't help but admire and love at
the same time. Please don't be put
off by Albany's overall timing.
Bill Newman

A:1*

MOZART:
Requiem D Kyrie in d, K341
RubenslMarkertIBostridgelMüllerBrachmannILa Chapelle Royale/
Collegium Vocale/Orchestre des
Champs-ElyséesIHerreweghe
Hannonia Mundi HMC 901620

Peter Branscombe

AMUR 1997
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MOZART:
String Quartet in E- flat, K428 :1
String Quintet in C, K515
The Lindsays/Louise Williams (via)
ASV CD KA 992

(
67m 15s)

The conventionally ceremonial keys
of C and E-flat take on asombre
hue. This is Mozart in chastened
mood — or, to be specific, that his
how The Lindsays see him with ' still
unplumbed melancholy underlying
even his brightest and most
vivacious moments' (W JTurner). It
isn't often that astring quartet
understands that the music for its
chosen medium also exemplifies a
composer's skill in texturing. What
hits you here first is the texture:
shadowy, dynamics apparently
narrow without obvious vehemence.
These artists lean into notes, be they
piano or forte, and graduate their
tone and tempi to suit the
phraseology. The recreative process
simply goes beyond the printed
pages in ways that are far from easy
to describe. Leader, Peter Cropper
doesn't stand out, yet he is there —
very much so. And you have to
listen intently to differentiate
between what appears to be and what
really is: how (iv) of K428 adds to
the music because it is not treated
as an anti-climactic romp; how the
vast span of (i) of K515 is
encompassed with an almost
Brucknerian immensity and intensity
that still remain within the bounds
of Mozartian proportions. As so
often, The Lindsays say something
new, something different.

(
53m 57s)

There are plenty of versions of the
Requiem to choose from, but this
new recording from Philippe
Herreweghe, using the familiar
Süssmayr completion, is certainly
one to reckon with. It has abundant
rhythmic vitality, unfolds with an
unhurried inevitability that Ifind
highly impressive and properly
moving; and it is also very finely
recorded (live, at the Igor Stravinsky
Auditorium, Montreux), with
appropriate resonance, yet with a
clarity in the instrumental and vocal
part-writing that one finds in few
church acoustics, and that conveys
to best advantage the variety of
tone-colours and moods of Mozart's
score. Sure, there have been versions
with acleaner, more incisive
trombone solo in the 'Tuba minim',
but here as throughout there is
HI.F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

lovely solo singing, and the chorus
(31 singers) as well as the orchestra
(40 players) contribute much to the
pleasure of the whole — which
includes an arresting account of the
splendid D-minor Kyrie probably
written just afew years earlier.

Angela
Georghiu
and
Roberto
Alogna
in Puccini's
La Rondine

A:1' 0

'If the score has its probleps,
the scale of its neglect is
urprising in view of its richness
fharmony and scoring, typical
of the composer's later phcse'

PUCCINI:
La rondine J Le rilli (extracts)
GheorghiulAlagnalMatteuzzilMulal
RinaldilLSOILondon VoicesIPappano
EMI CDS 556 3382

(
2CDs, 120m 39c)

The origins of this least-known of
Puccini's mature scores lay in a
commission for aViennese operetta

offered to the composer in 1913.
Unconvinced by the format of music
alternating with dialogue, he
eventually agreed to compose an allsung work, though unforeseen
difficulties (such as World War 1)
necessitated apremiere not in
Vienna but Monte-Carlo, in 1917.
This was successful, but other
theatres were slow to take up the
work: indeed Covent Garden never
has.
If the score has its problems
(notably aweak final act), the scale
of its neglect is surprising in view of
its richness of harmony and scoring,
typical of the composer's later phase.
Nor is Puccini's melodic gift less
obvious here than in his accepted
masterpieces.
In any event, this recording goes a
long way to redeeming the opera's
reputation. The sound is bright and
fresh, bringing out its rich and rare
colouring, and placing the
participants in aseries of sharp and
dramatically apt perspectives.
As Magda, the ' swallow' of the
title who leaves her well-feathered
Parisian nest for acharmingly
innocent but penniless young man,
Angela Gheorghiu shows that variety
of utterance and vocal control which
mark the great soprano: every detail
of her performance is technically
finished. Roberto Alagna sings the
penniless Ruggero innocently, if less
charmingly: it's certainly his part
vocally, but interpretatively there's a
lack of stylistic subtlety.
In smaller roles, William
Matteuzzi shows asense of humour
and vocal grace as the salon poet
Prunier, while Inva Mula sketches
Magda's maid Lisette in an elegant
light soprano.

Included in Act 1is Ruggero's aria
— arevision, which Puccini
eventually decided not to put into
the published score. Adapted from
an earlier song (`Morirer, which we
also hear), this extra number
certainly fleshes out the character.
CD2 concludes with extracts from
Puccini's earliest opera, including the
bulk of the tenor's solo music.
Finely played by the LSO, La
rondine and the excerpts from Le viii
are vibrantly delivered by conductor
Antonio Pappano, who once more
demonstrates a flair for this
composer.
George Hall

A:1*- I(

SCRIABIN:
Piano Sonatas 1 & 4/RACHMANINOV:
Piano Sonata 1
Sergio Fiorentino (pno)
APR 5556

(
72m 21s)

If nothing else, these are quite the
best-recorded accounts of these
works currently available. Richtoned, full-bodied, articulate, yet
generously cushioned to allow each
sonata's particular texture to blossom
unhindered. Fiorentino, 68 when
this recording was made, plays these
pieces as well as someone half his
age — and rather better than most!
Indeed there is no one to touch him
in the Chopinesque ' Sturm und
Drang' of Scriabin's First Sonata; for
where most others appear content
merely to railroad the work into
submission — Szidon, Ashkenazy are
particularly guilty here — Fiorentino
finds time to characterise even the
most exacting passages of right-hand
athleticism and left-hand acrobatics,
whilst still maintaining an
extraordinary fullness of tone. The
Fourth Sonata is also a thing of
wonder, ahaunting account which
leaves no stone unturned, yet imbues
every phrase (even in moments of
rapt quietude) with asense that the
music is moving inexorably forward.
Fiorentino's ability to make
profound musical sense out of even
the most apparently discursive of
musical materials also pays dividends
in the Rachmaninov, awork which
not altogether comfortably attempts
to contain the composer's
impassioned creative impulses within
Classical procedures of construction
and development. The D-minor
Sonata is far more difficult to play
than it actually sounds, and although
Fiorentino very occasionally shows
signs of physical strain (the climax of
the first-movt's development section,
for example), the timbres he coaxes
from the instrument and the
demonic mood he conveys provide
ample compensation. Indeed this is
the only recording of the piece which
can be uttered in the same breath as
Fergus-Thompson's sensational
recording on Kingdom (coupled with
82

Sonata 2). Phrases which are so
often relentlessly hammered home
possess akind of inner power, a
brooding melancholy which go far
beyond mere keyboard mechanics.
An object lesson in late-Romantic
semantics, and a thoroughly
absorbing recital to boot.
Julian Haylock
SHOSTAKOVICH:
String Quartets 4 & 7 J Piano
Quintet
Ian Brown (pno)ISchidlof Qt
Linn CKD 065

(
69m 26s)

Most string quartets take aeons to
develop the level of tonal
homogeneity that the Schidlof has
achieved in amere three years. Good
chemistry, I'd say, plus shared
musical intelligence and amutual
willingness to listen. True, this
particular CD starts off with the
decided advantage of superb sound,
with the grip of hair on wire — these
don't sound like gut strings —
lending extra tension to the fierce
fugue in the closing Allegro of
Shostakovich's Seventh String
Quartet. But that's only part

'As this wonderful series nears
completion, so one's gratitude and
admiration reach new heights.
Graham Johnson with his
combination of tactical and sih-ategic
mastery has achieved
the near- impossible'
of the story. Both Quartets
benefit from discreet internal
balancing, asmooth cantabile in
lyrical passages, generally true
intonation and, in the faster music, a
vigorous attack that never sacrifices
the shape of aphrase to gratuitous
aggression.
Readers in search of aboarding
point for the Shostakovich cycle
might usefully choose the Fourth,
with its heart-rending Andantino and
cryptically protesting finale.
Ambiguities abound throughout both
works and the Schidlof Quartet keep
an open mind as to where the music
might be leading, 'meaning-wise'.
The warm-centred Piano Quintet
receives an equally winning
performance, one that's as elegant as
it is sensitive, with attentive solo
work from Ian Brown. Again, the
sound is superbly balanced, so if the
programme appeals — it should —
and you don't anticipate high-octane
relentlessness like the Borodins at
full throttle (newly reissued on
BMG/Melodiya), then you can
hardly go wrong.
Robert Cowan

A*:1

SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 5 & 8 J Overture Tie
Zaiiherharfe'
.\11h:tlailds Radio OrchlKoopman
Erato 0630 15518 2

(67m ¡
Ss)

William Mann once believed that
(ii) of Symphony 5 had aprofundity
that was ' almost like a Requiescat'
for Schubert's father, recently dead.
Koopman's interpretation, yearningly
slow for Andante con moto, suggests a
similar view. And he brings it off
very well. Not so (
ii) of the
'Unfinished'. It isn't simply a
question of tempo. The movement
does not cohere because Koopman
does not hold it together. The fine
sense of rhythm, so noticeable in his
performances of baroque music, is
noticeably absent here; and even
more so in (i) which is turgid and
interminable. Despite some good
playing in the outer movements of 5
and afine performance of the
Overture, this disc can only be given
avery qualified recommendation
because Koopman is surprisingly out
of his depth in the major work.
Nalen A nthoni

B:1/4 C,

String Quartet in G, D887 -I
Notturno in E-fiat, D897
Takács Quartet/Andreas Haefliger
(pno)
Bocce 452 854-2

(
57m 33s)

A thought-provoking performance of
the quartet, convincing from the
dark, mysterious outset where the
players weld these initial fragmentary
ideas into the framework of this
immense (here 19m 25s) Allegro
moho moderato. All too often this
opening passage is played as if it
were a slow introduction, but the
Takac Quartet see the music far too
clearly to indulge in such
mannerism. In any case, they
observe the long (5m 30s) repeat,
therefore a reduction in tempo at
the return would have been
unthinkable. The marking of the
reflective (ii) is Andante un poco
moto, and it could reasonably be
treated with the same forwardmoving firmness applied to the
equivalent movement of the 'Great
C major' Symphony. However, the
Takács opt for a gentle pulse, yet
the music is never allowed to lose
momentum.
In (iii) the scherzo section is
suitably 'breathless' although there is
an occasional tendency towards
further hastening. As a result, the
Allegretto trio seems to be divorced
in mood from the remainder. In (iv),
the filigree writing, with its rapid
inner parts, comes through with
admirable clarity: even at speed the
performers achieve the shadowy
quality that gives late Schubert its
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sense of underlying tragedy.
The single-movement known as
Notturno is afavourite fill-up. It
sounds like aprelude to something
that never happens. For ten minutes
the listener awaits the 'punch line'
but there isn't one! Andreas
Haefliger plays the piano with aptly
warm tone but even these excellent
players cannot do much for this very
small crumb from agreat
composer's table. Throughout, the
detailed balancing, set . in awarm
acoustic, is apleasure to the ear.
Antony Hodgson

A*:1

Mass in F, D105 J in G, D167
Soloists! Wiener SiingerknabenIChorus
ViennensislOAEIVed
Sony Classical CD 68247

(
61m 34s)

Bruno Weil continues his series of
Schubert Masses with versions of 1
(summer 1814) and 2 (March
1815); it is good that the chance
was taken also to include the second
version of the ' Dona nobis pacem'
for the F-major work that Schubert
wrote in April 1815. It is doubtless
inconsistent of me, but Iboth
welcome the use of boys' voices for
the choruses, and regret their use for
the important solos. The generally
lively tempos chosen by Bruno Weil
certainly add to the problems of the
Sangerknaben soloists. The
recordings were made in the Casino
Zifigernitz, long favoured by
Harnoncourt; the acoustic is clear
and atmospheric, with the splendid
orchestra coming through to
excellent advantage. There is fine

be finer. The soloists, especially the
boy sopranos and altos, are at times
worryingly inadequate. Weil is very
successful with the exuberant, fastmoving sections, securing light, clear
textures and aproper sense of
excitement and joy; the slow
sections, it seems to me, are rather
under-characterized. Good recording
and notes, poor translation of the
words of the Mass.
Peter Branscombe

A:2-3

Hyperion Schubert Edition Vol.26 An 1826 Schubertiad

Mass in B-flat, D324 J in C, D452
Soloists/Wiener SangerknabenIChorus
ViennensislOAE1Weil
Sony Classical CD 68248

(
53m 34s)

Masses 3 ( 1815) and 4 (summer
1816) were, along with the F-major
and G-major settings, recorded in
Vienna in September 1995; they
complete Weil's series of all six
Schubert masses. As valuable bonus,
we also get the alternative Benedictus
for the C-major work that Schubert
wrote twelve years later, in the last
weeks of his life. The C-major is
particularly fine, with aglorious 'Et
incamatus' and aSanctus that is
both poignant and ethereal. The
performances are a mixed blessing.
The OAE provide much beautiful
playing, corporately and individually,
and the choral singing could hardly
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Hyperion Schubert Edition Vol.27
Matthias Giirne (bar)IChristine
Schafer ('sop) /Graham Johnson (pno)

Stephen Layton (dir)IGraham
Johnson (pno)

Hyperion CDJ 33027

Hyperion CIH 33026

The unifying element here is the
presence almost throughout of the
brothers August and Friedrich von
Schlegel as poets; additional interest
attaches to the grouping of eleven of
Friedrich's poems as acycle, on the
general theme of twilight, following
the poet's naming and ordering of
them. Most of the songs are
wonderfully sung by the young
baritone Matthias Górne, with just
four tracks given to the tender, pure
voice of Christine Schafer (who
richly deserves avolume to herself).
Górne has abeautifully focused and

(
75m 57s)

As this wonderful series nears
completion, so one's gratitude and
admiration reach new heights.

(
78m Ils)

richly expressive voice. If he gives
me greater pleasure in the virtually
unknown songs like ` Lebensmelodien' than in familiar ones like
'Die Vifigel'and ' Der Schmetterling',
it is because the latter are coloured
by memories of profounder (if

it does the rather seldom-recorded
first Mass.
A:2

directness that well suits the
medium.

Christine Schafer (sop) /John Mark
Ainsley (ten) /Richard Jackson (bar)!
The London Schubert Cho raie!

choral singing, but uneven work by
the soloists. Despite some
shortcomings, this issue will fill a
gap in many collections, offering as

Peter Branscombe

Schafer's — or a sweeter account of
`Horch, horch! die Lerche'. John
Mark Ainsley is excellent, though
under-employed; ' An Silvia' seems
newly revealed. A great pleasure is
the inclusion of four part-songs,
finely done by Stephen Layton's
London Schubert Chorale. As ever,
the detailed notes and translations
add to the value of the whole, and
the recording has an unostentatious

Graham Johnson with his
combination of tactical and strategic
mastery has achieved the nearimpossible: one issue after another
manages ideally to combine the
familiar and the nearunknown, in programmes that
make good sense. This
Schubertiad is abit uneven in
quality, though constantly
gripping. The only
melodrama for solo voice and
piano is finely spoken by
Richard Jackson (as in the
1985 programme; now faster
and even more expressive),
though Icannot warm to his
effortful delivery and thin
vocal quality in a song like
'Der Einsame'. On the other
hand, it is difficult to imagine
amore poignant, vocally
distinguished assumption of
Mignon's tormented
personality than Christine

sometimes more mannered?)
performances. Both these new
volumes follow the example of the
Selene Müllerin in having the bulky
booklet comfortably accommodated
in abox rather than crushed into a
jewel-case; the notes and texts are as
indispensable as we have grown to
expect.
Peter Branscombe

A:1

Klimt's painting of
Schubert, and
(above) Matthias
Game with
Graham Johnsor
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classical REVIEWS
an intended Piano Trio in A from
1895), whose lyrical and
harmonically adventurous secondary
material pre-echoes elements in
Stenhammar's concert overture of
the following year, Excelsior!; and a
sturdy Allegro brillante for violin,
viola, cello and piano, written during
the spring of 1891.
Marvellously persuasive musicmaking throughout from Lucia
Negro (what a fine pianist she is!)
and talented members of the Tale
Quartet. Lovely sound, too: warm
and true. Well worth investigating.

STENHAMMAR:
Piano Sonata in A- flat, Op.12 J
Violin Sonata in a, Op. 19 _IAllegro
ma non tanto in A J Allegro brillante
in E-flat
Negro (pno)101sson (v1n)1Swedrup
(v1n)1Kierkegaard (v1a)INilsson (v1c)
BIS CD-764

(
67m I8s)

The kindly spirits of Beethoven,
Schumann and Brahms hover over
the Op.12 Sonata, an early work
from 1895 and the first of
Stenhammar's solo piano
compositions to appear in print. In
fact, the composer was an extremely
accomplished pianist ( Brahms's Dminor Concerto was acornerstone
of his repertoire) and the writing is

•e
t

Andrew Achenbach

VERDI:
Overtures - Oberto J Un giorno di
regno J Nabucco J Ernani J Idue
Foscari J Giovanna d'Arco J Alzira
J Macbeth ( incl. ballet music) J
Imasnadieri J II corsaro J
La battaglia di Legnano
BBC Philharmonic /Downes

always idiomatic and technically
confident. Of the sonata's four
movements, perhaps the most
striking is the Molto vivace scherzo,
while the Lento emeso slow

è movement — which leads without a
break into the bounding finale —
touches real depths. Not entirely
a-

without justification, the work was
criticised for its lack of personality,
whereas the A-minor Violin Sonata
(completed in 1900 and premiered a
year later) is an altogether more
individual, subtly organised creation.
Again, there's an underlying formal
classicism, yet the music radiates a
restraint and gentle dignity that
communicate strongly. Here is a
most beautiful and immensely

A:1 0

Chandos CHAN 9510
Sir Edward
Downes: a
programme
of Verdi
overtures

(
76m 06s)

Overtures - Idue Foscari _ILa forza
del destino Act 3 J Un bailo in
maschera J Rigoletto J Oberto J
Macbeth J II finto Stanislao J
Ilornbardi J Il corsaro J Alzira J
Ernani J Stiffen°
La Scala PO/Muti
Sony Classical CD 62373

(52m 04s)

likeable piece, which lovers of the
Brahms or Fauré sonatas should
waste no time seeking out.

On paper, this appears to be a
fascinating competition between
acknowledged maestri of the theatre
pit, but listen to the two discs and it

BIS also give us two youthful
torsos: an elegantly unfolding Allegro
ma non tanto (
the first movement of

is adifferent story.
Sir Edward Downes, who built his
reputation at Carl Rosa before going

ROSTROPOVICH: THE
RUSSIAN YEARS 1950-74
Works by Britten, Khachaturian, Prokofiev,
Tischenko, Shostakovich et al
various artists & orchestras
EMI CZS 572 0162
(I3CDs, 908m I4s) mono/stereo
This is a personal anthology in thirteen
parts, dividing the recordings — nearly all
are in mono — into related groups: adisc
each for Britten, Prokofiev, Shostakovich
and the provocative Boris Chaikovsky Ca
genius... yet to be recognised'); works
dedicated to Rostropovich, by Russian
and other composers; classical/romantic
masterpieces (the Schumann Concerto,
part of Beethoven's Triple, Rococo
Variations, Don Quixote); performances
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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with the pianist Alexander Dedyushkin; •
encore pieces and transcriptions; and new
(stereo) recordings of Piazzolla,
Ustvolskaya and Schnittke. Each CD
comes in aphoto-sleeve, and a secondary
track-listing booklet supplements
Rostropovich's own 21-page texts; the
main booklet has photographs from the
cellist's private collection too.
With world premieres of, for example,
Britten's Cello Symphony and
Shostakovich's Second Concerto, sonatas
or cello suites by Prokofiev, Kabalevsky,
Chaikovsky, the historical significance of
EMI's box-set is obvious — even so, it is
marketed at budget price (around £60).
And in its representation of Russian
composers from the time of Taneiev and
Glazunov onwards it makes a uniquely
comprehensive collection. (Go elsewhere
for Rostropovich in Haydn, Dvorak,
Saint-Saens, Bloch, Brahms's Op.102,
Lutoslawski, Dutilleux and so on!)
As with all anthologies, each listener
will have instant likes and dislikes. I'm
glad to hear again the eloquent ` Prelúdio'
from Bachianas Brasileiras 1
(Rostropovich played it at a late-night
Barbican concert to aid the Armenian

to the ROH, has this music at his
finger-tips and can conjure up the
real atmosphere of each number: like
a Beecham or a Barbirolli, projecting
his own personality to highlight their
individual glories. Of course, some
of the music suffers from stagnation
of ideas: after the first two numbers
it is quite obvious why the Nabucco
and Ernani overtures receive more
performances — their structure and
musical content are vastly superior.
Yet Downes extracts all their gutsy
dramatics, skilfully blending them
with their poetic moments to make
them wholly convincing. Forget the
start of Giovanna d'Arco — once the
adrenalin flows, you can imagine
yourself at the Garden. Chandos see
to that with the immediacy of their
engineering, and the Downes does
the rest! His items are enormous fun
to listen to, one after the other.
Muti also has the right flair.
Remembering an earlier EMI stereo
release with the Philharmonia, I
anticipated a similar response from
the Scala Philharmonic. Sadly, this
was not to be. With neither
conductor nor orchestra at fault,
Sony have produced one of the
dullest-sounding of CDs for their
potentially exciting programme: it's
transferred at a low level; there's a
thin-sounding top response;
important wind solos and ensembles
are muzzy. Italian audiences would
gossip through the entire programme
if it sounded like this in their opera
houses! Maestro Muti deserves
better, and at 52m+ this merely
opens the doors to cheap labels.
Bi1
1Newman

ei *

C:2-3 0

Earthquake fund); there's a devastatingly
direct Shostakovich 1(i)*; astunning
finale to Prokofiev's Symphony-Concerro*.
Even when the music itself is of lesser
quality, the cellist's commitment draws
one in — Glazunov's Concerto Bat/ata, for
instance, and alovingly embraced
Respighi Adagio con variazione.
If sometimes he spoils things by
snatching at the music in the heat of the
moment — Popper's Dance of the Elves;
the Allegro vivo from Rococo Variations —
elsewhere the sheer dedication is
awesome, whether in Sinding's Presto
study Op.10 or in perhaps the bleakest
music in the whole set: the Largo from
Shostakovich's Cello Sonata* (the
composer at the piano). Entirely
pessimistic or tinged with pale radiance?
Here's music — and music-making —
that speak of an enduring hardship (both
climatic and political), away of life utterly
foreign to us. It's worth having this set
for that movement alone! [* These works
are, of course, performed complete.]
Christopher Breunig
B- C- D:1*- 1(3)
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JS BACH:
Harpsichord Concertos
BWV1052-1058 J Concertos for two
harpsichords BWV1060-1062
Raymond Leppard (hpdldir)IAndrew
Davis, Philip Ledger (hpd)IECO
Philips Dye 454 266-2
(2CDs, 156m 24s) ®1973-82
If you long for those prelapsarian
days when producers knew how to
balance ensembles intelligentlx, the
1973/74 recordings offer
consolation. Top strings sometimes
fall short of the widest range, but
there is space, bloom, apalpable feel
of adistinctive venue. Come 1980,
and come the ominous signs: of too
many mikes and decisions at the
mixing desk. The industry has
travelled a long way along that road.
And it has gone astray. So has many
an artist purporting to historical
accuracy but overlaying
performances with a truculence
probably unheard of in baroque
times. Leppard & Co do not even
hint at ungraciousness. You could,
of course, pick some holes with
them, but at their finest in BWV
1053, 1055 and 1061, they recreate
the music with arhythmic certainty
and relaxed sensitivity that are
unimpeachable. It's elation without
aggression; and Bach couldn't object
to that.
Nalen An,ni

7

1111111ffl

despatch with fiery urgency. Ifind
Halstead and the Hanover Band [on
CPO 999 268-2] more characterful
because of their period timbres, but
this Philips set is an excellent
bargain which will give much
enjoyment. The sound from a
quarter of a century ago is
occasionally a little fierce, but
generally satisfactory.
Robert Dearling

B:1-2 0 -

BARTOK:
String Quartets 1-6
Vegh Qt
The six Bartok

Auvidis Valois V4809
(3CDs, 151m 5,5s) 81973
The booklet includes the signed
portrait of the composer given to
Sandor Vegh in 1940: the year the
quartet was formed (and the year
Bartok went into exile). Vegh was
presenting all six quartets in cycles
from the 1950s, when Columbia
issued a mono cycle. These 1972
recordings, reissued in memory of
Vegh, offer good sound and

pin-sharp intonation from violins nor
that sense of exhilaration generated
by the Tokyo or Emerson Quartets.
So: an absorbing alternative set to
have, but not the whole picture.
Quartets 5 and 6 come off best here.

Philips 456 064-2
(2CDs, 142m 11s) ®1970/74

111111.1111. e.g
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reissued in
memory of
the Budapest
musician
Sandor Vegh

B:1-2111

BRAHMS:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2 L.1
Klavierstiicke Op.118 Li Piano works
Opp.76, 79, 116, 117, 119 etc excerpts
Wilhelm Backhaus (pno)IBBC SOI
BoultISaxon State OrchlBahm
EMI CHS 566 4182
(
2CDs, 156m 32s)
mono recordings 1932-39

A: PIN

BOCCHERINI:
Symphonies Op.12:1-6 ( Ger. 503-81
NPOILeppard
Mips 456 067-2 (
2CDs, 141m 27s) ®1972
Issued on three LPs in 1972, then
on two full-price CDs in Philips'
'Collector' Limited Edition series,
Leppard's recording of all six
symphonies of this 1771 set now
appears more cheaply than ever: two
CDs for the price of one in a
slimline pack. Leppard's extensive
notes have been replaced by a much
shorter essay, with five pages of
adverts and much wasted space.
Why commission new notes when
there would have plenty of room for
the old ones?
Chief amongst these works is the
relatively well-known ' House of the
Devil' Symphony whose finale is
based upon Gluck's ' Dance of the
Furies' in the Don Juan ballet.
Several show concertante elements, all
of which are expertly taken by
Emanuel Hurwitz, Norman Jones
and others. Special acclaim for the

two unnamed comists, who play
with seemingly effortless brilliance. If
these modem-instrument
performances seem occasionally
bland, the playing is clean and
accurate, and the recording is good
enough not to spoil one's enjoyment
of this seductively tuneful music.
Quite abargain.
Robert Dearling

improved notes (over the Telefunken
LP set); however, indexing is
omitted from 1and 3, and an evennumbered/odd-numbered sequence
would have saved one disc. These
steady performances reflect the
Veghs' long experience and are at
best in the nature-images and slow
movts. The finer playing comes from
viola and cello: there's neither the

IC BACH:
Keyboard Concerti Op.13:1-6 J
Symphonies, Op.3:1-6
Ingrid Haebler (f-pno)IVienna
Capella AcademicalMelkuslASMI
Marriner

Ingrid Haebler's famous fortepiano
performances of Op.13 have
transferred with great success. Hers
is a sweet-toned instrument, just the
right weight for the Viennese period
group against which it is skilfully
balanced. Her playing has a light,
fluid, singing touch which, perhaps
surprisingly, complements the
forthright playing of the orchestra in
the tuttis. Four of the concertos
consist of afast or fastish movement
followed only by a Rondeau or
Minuet. The others are three-movt
works, less developed than Mozart's
of the same period ( 1777) but ideal
for the undemanding London
audiences at the Bach-Abel
Concerts, their singing allegros
proving influential both in London
and abroad.
Both JC Bach and his partner
Abel produced dozens of
symphonies for their successful
concert series. Bach's Op.3 were
amongst his earliest for London: six
overture-like works of breezy high
spirits which Marriner and the ASM

Quartets are

Backhaus's
Brahms: a
tremendous
D- minor
Concerto from
1932, with
Adrian Boult
and the BBC
SO

Backhaus certainly understood the
structure of a Brahms piece, even if
(as Bryce Morrison's notes admit)
he denied some its tenderness: thus
he tosses off the Intermezzo
Op.119:3 as a mere encore, but
yields to Op.117:1/2. He was good
in both concertos,
but here it's the
conducting which
surprises more:
Bólun's (the
recording made just
months before
Hitler ravaged
Europe) because he
unearths
unexpected detail,
nowhere at the
expense of the
whole; Boult's
because of its
unexpected fieriness. This Abbey
Road recording ( 1932) is more
muffled in sound yet the
performance is more deeply
absorbing; in the B-flat one
consciously misses the sound of the
later Decca remake — Backhaus's
reading hardly altered over the years.
The 21 solo items (again, some were
repeated for Decca in 1960) reflect
some pitch insecurities, and
Backhaus's tendency to separate the
hands, his at times ruthless manner
need tolerance.
Christopher Breunig
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classical REISSUES
MOZART:
Symphonies 29 & 41 'Jupiter' _I
Eine kleine Nachtmusik'
PinlharenonialKlemperer
Testament SBT 1093
(71m 37s) mono, stereo ®1955/58
With the hindsight of Peter
Heyworth's biography [Cambridge
UP] we can see the risks Walter
Legge was taking when he signed
Klemperer to EMI.
Booked to give Elgar's
Enigma Variations at a
Festival of Britain concert,
Klemperer had substituted
the Jupiter instead: an
impressive and memorable
reading which prompted
this later recording.
Although with slower
speeds than in the
established Maag/Decca
favourite, Klemperer's Symphony 29
(which he was to repeat in stereo
with perhaps unexpected success)
has the requisite grace, save for a
few moments of pedantic emphasis
— though Iwas pleased to hear long
grace-notes in (i). In contrast with
K201 (where the sound is less
good), the outer movts of the
'Jupiter' are taken at considerable
speed; the repeats are observed.
Testament has added an early
stereo K525 — rather boomy and

Otto
Klemperer:
unexpectedly
high-spirited
in Eine kleirte
Nachtmusik,
on Testamert

Christopher Breunig
C- D:1

Akan's AIR-CD 9042 (
50m 09s) part 01988
'Fascinating
programming,
wonderful
music,
sovereign
pianisn of
extraordir ary
beauty'

R

udolf Firkusny was the complete pianist, a
consummate artist who never allowed his
inner passions to hamper the message behind
the music. Iremember the complete ease, aided
by his incomparable technique and
musicianship, with which he surmounted a
demanding programme at a QEH recital during
the 1970s, and he was exactly the same when
performing concertos with one of the London
orchestras. A recording career that embraced
working with several companies — Capitol,
Vox, DG and RCA — rarely found any
diminution of powers, except at the very end
(but that's true of most performers).
EMI have released six recital programmes
from the late 1950s, reflecting the artist at his
very best in a typical cross-section of repertoire,
with excellent re-balancing of late mono and
early stereo master-tapes. In Beethoven,
Firkusny never attempted to scale the heights of
virtuosity, instead allowing singing tone to
match in with varying moods. Four sonatas —
the Pathétique, Moonlight, Waldstein and Op.109
— show linear consistency and perfect
uniformity, revealing pathos, the sublime,
brilliance and calm authority in turn [
CDM
566 0642, 76m 03s, rec.1955/9].
B:1-1*
Schumann was another love: Firkusny is at
one with the composer in his alternating
introspective/extrovert visions of a fantasy-world
in the Davidsbündlertânze, Symphonic Etudes
and Kinderscenen [sic.'] [
CDM 566 0682, 65m
12s, rec.1955/9].
B:I
A group of Debussy finds marvellous soft
pedal shadings and long legato lines: La plus
AUGUST 1997

B-C: B-C:1*

TWENTIETH CENTURY
OPERATIC FANTASIES
STEVENSON: Prelude, Fugue &
Fantasy on themes from Busoni's
Doktor Faust J Peter Grimes
Fantasy/GRAINGER: Rosenkavalier
Ramble/BERG-STEVENSON:
Wiegenlied ails Wozzeck/
BUSH-STEVENSON: The Minstrel's
Lay
Ronald Stevenson (pno)

with over-wide separation —

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

formerly on a short-lived 10in LP
with a Handel Concerto grosso. This
finds Otto Klemperer in high spirits:
(i) is curiously sensuous, with crisp
[JR interplay from separated violins;
(ii) is sweet-toned; (iii) the
MenuettolAllegretto is taken fast, with
long, fluid lines in the trio section;
and (v) is animated and playful. A
quite remarkable account!

This looks like a straight reissue
(even down to the brilliant cover: an
ancient book — presumably Clavis
Astartis Magica itself — on fire,
floating in mid-air) of the 1988 LP.
But Stevenson's Prelude, Fugue &
Fantasy is a different recording: this
is an even more incisive reading,
with abaleful revision of the ending

composed only a few years back.
The sound, however, is entirely
consistent with the other items, here
enhanced in dynamic range.
Ihad occasion to cite, in May,
Stevenson's version of the Grainger
Rosenkavalier Ramble, in comparison
with MarcAndré Hamelin's [on
Hyperion] — this reissue reinforces
my preference. Stevenson's own
transcriptions are fascinating
examples of the genre: the Berg
'Lullaby' a remarkable feat of
transformation, with some almost
Sorabjiesque passages; the noble
and haunting Alan Bush item a
timely reminder that the stirring
Wat Tyler has yet to be recorded in
any form.
The other two works are at least
as much original compositions as
are Liszt's operatic fantasies. The
expansive triptych after Doktor Faust
contains, in its central fugue, an
absolutely pure continuation of the
BachBusoni tradition of mystical
polyphony, while the Peter Grimes
Fantasy essentially is a fugue,
evoking the opera's ambience and
atmosphere in its episodes, and the
essential tragic action in its overall
progress.
Fascinating programming,
wonderful music, sovereign pianism
of extraordinary beauty.
Calum MacDonald

que lente, 'Poissons d'or', 'La Fille aux cheveux de
lin', `Général Lavine', Rêverie, 'Feux d'artifice'.
Coupled are 14 wildly exuberant polkas and
dances by Smetana, a selection of which
always featured as Firkusny recital encores. The
Capitol 46th Street Studio recordings are
slightly limited in range but otherwise very clear
[CDM 566 0692, 69m 27s, rec.1957/8].
B:1
In his second volume of Debussy's piano
music — Suite Bergamasque, Estampes, Children's
Corner Suite, Wets dans l'eau', 2Arabesques,
'La Cathédrale engloutie', 'Minstrels' — Firkusny
is at his most suave and sophisticated. His
'touch' is perfect, with a minimum of softpedal; and the sound has been greatly enhanced
when set against the dryness of the original LPs
[CDM 566 0672, 65m Ois, rec.1956/8].
B:1
But Firkusny playing Brahms — Rhapsodies
in G-minor/E-flat; Intermezzi and Capriccios,
Opp.116-119; Viola Sonatas (with William
Primrose) — shows this artist at his finest. He
never over-plays the music, making out of it
some mini-drama, but conveys the natural span
of Brahms's autumnal writing, with sparks of
brilliance as in the two Rhapsodies. His
collaboration with Primrose is of the highest
order. Here was one of those sessions where
two fine artists saw eye-to-eye, and, away from
Heifetz, Primrose is at his most relaxed [
CDM
566 0652, 75m 26s, rec.1958/9].
B:1*
EMI must now reissue the concertos with
Pittsburgh SO/Steinberg: Brahms's First and
Beethoven' Third.
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Sorcerer's

The Conqueror al £1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.

Apprentice

"True, they're rated at only
18W each, but they act like
50 wafters. Iwas astonished
by the levels they allowed
the Watt/P.ippies to deliver,

The ( ) tiest at £ 2,750
is a ¡Win monoblock
amplifier utilising one 300B
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 wafts.

The legendary '( ) 11.11.zu' amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best from recorded works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle. wrote:
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity.. the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"

„.• •

The Conquest at £4,450
is a twin rr onoblock
amplifier Ltilising two
300B's per cnannel, giving
an output of 2 x 18 watts.

With thi5 herrcge in mind, Audio Note
are proud tc introduce our rew Compact Range.
The Conctseror, () nest & Conquest (
illustrated).
All share th? same styling aesthetic, and all feature the
'rencwned' 3008 direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A: cor fig,urb -ion. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself. with d:rect signal paths, and of : ourse, all are hand-wired.

%RE MAG C

with

no sign of clipping, no

trace of susceptability to the
System V's weird impedence
zharacteristics. And with the
Did ESL's, whew.., it was a
./1 (
itch made in, well,
Canterbury"
''...the mid- band is something
+ruly
"...yes, Ireally am sorry to

see them go."
Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review

DURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

e • le. •
Musk j‘s Finest Conductor
Audio Note (UK) Ltd Ulit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Te': +44 (0)1273 220511
Fax: +44 (
0)1273 731498
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11:1

rill
in fricus

JOHN FOGERTY
BLUE MOON SWAMP
WEA 92624 54262

(
advance rape)

Like Hank Williams or JJ Cale, Fogerty is aclass act who
transcends his stylistic limitations, so the fist offering from the
Creedence Clearwater mainman in over adecade is about as
good as you could possibly hope. Apart frcm the alarming
feeling that you're about to lurch into ` Bac Moen Rising' all
through the opening ` Southern Streamline', the rest is classic
topdown, pedal to the metal swamp rock as only Fogerty
knows how. No slack is cut anywhere, wits the band consisting
only of Bob Glaub on bass, Kenny Aronoff on drums and
Fogerty on everything else from lap steel to bouznuki. Brief
guest appearances by the Fairfield Four gespel geoup and
bluegrass hotshots the Lonesome River Band adc interest, but
on the whole it's as if Creedence had recorded another classic
album circa late 1969 but forgot to release it.

Remember the term 'to choogle' ? Well, it's back in style,
brought to you by the man who inspired it in the first place.
Four and ahalf years since he first begar recording Blue Moon
Swamp and eleven years since Eye Of The Zon2bte, Forgerty's
come up with adelicious amalgam of country-boogie, bayou
bop, backporch gospel and downline rock that makes the wait
almost worth while. Virtually every guita- lick is agem,
Fogerty's vocals remain just the way we remember them best.
The most Creedence-like track ? Try Bhieboy, which hits you
like an alligator's tale. Some things never change. Fortunately.

HUGH CORNWELL
GUILTY

So what did you expect? Sure, his lack of productivity is a
becoming ajoke, his voice ts tao distinctive by half and he has
to carry around more historical baggage than any lesser rocker
could manage.
So yes, Blue Moon Swan is no mort nor less than the latest
Creedence Clearwater Revi'.eal album. A iollop more country
perhaps, yet Creedknce-y F remains. But Fogerty has earned
the flea to coast. He has, after all, one et-the four or five
greatest voices in rock, he's created more than his fair share e
AM radio masterpieces and this is on apar with his best.
Welcome back, ol' buddy.

ainiIea rn of all my musical
influences'. Which says to these ears
that he has enjoyed Iggy Pop, Kevin
Ayers, Roy Harper, John Cale and
all manner of iconoclasts, but leaves
in enough of his former frontman
persona to make this amust for
those who will be its first audience:
Stranglers dieharda. Yet it's so
varied, it deserves awider following.
Maybe he should have called it
Unsrrangled.

Madfish SMA CD501
(49m 49s) Dist. Pinnacle
With the temptation to make asolo
album that sounds like The
Stranglers probably as strong as
Fogerty's inability to avoid
Creedence surrogacy, Cornwell's
latest is an exercise in restraint.
And yet the former punk deity has
admitted that it's ` acomplete

-

Kat-74<ess
Welsh trio Feeder: a stunning debut

FAITH NO MORE
ALBUM OF THE YEAR

FEEDER

London 828 900-2

Hugh Cornwell:
'Guilty' takes in
all his musical
influences
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
43m 06s)
POLYTHEh E
The Echo Label ECHCD15
(46m 30s)
The title underlines that FNM have
Formed three years ago, South
lost none of their quirky humour,
Wales trio Feeder have delivered a
although this latest release is amore
dark, threatening affair. The mood is
debut that demonstrates an
lightened by the wide-ranging
astonishingly mature understanding
melodies of tracks like ` Helpless' and
of pop tunes and dynamics. This is
'Ashes To Ashes' but whereas its
one of those rare records where it's
predecessor King For A Day had an
virtually impossible to select
intrinsic continuity, the more spikily
outstanding tracks — every one
aggressive songs here sit
could be asingle. Despite the
uncomfortably alongside each other,
compulsive immediacy of the tunes
as if thrown at the wall to see if
and the coolly ethereal production
they'll stick. Uneasy listening.
(courtesy of the band and Chris
Sheldon) there is an underlying
honesty and grittiness that stops it
89

from being fey. Feeder nod in the
direction of Nirvana, Smashing
Pumpkins and The Beatles but their
sound is uniquely their own.
Stunning.

CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE
ROUGH NEWS
Pointblank VPI3CD 43

OUSOUS
POLY DI STORTION
4AD DAM) 7005CD

(61m 04s)

No, it's not at all like Bjork. True,
the music stems from Iceland and
reflects the musical abnormalities
caused by long, long nights and even
longer bouts of drink. But GusGus,
a nine-piece audio-visual collective
have their own way of things and, as
a result, have fashioned 4AD's first
true dance album, awonderfully
packaged affair. So what's it really
like? Difficult that. Bits of Can
emerge, while there's a moment or
two when Tangerine Dreaming is
evident. Amid all this are the vocals,
breathy things, never dominating —
merely forming part of the general
big picture. And if the final ' Purple'
does sound like avague remix of
'Heart Of Glass', that's no problem.
Reykjavik rocks.. But knowingly.

GusGus: a
wonderfully
packaged
dance album.
But what's it
really like?

review tape only includes 'working
titles', so Ican't tell you which songs
are standouts, but the one tentatively
dubbed ' Widow Of A Living Man' is
as haunting as Rory Block's The
Last Leviathan', while the opener
suggests that Harper is none other
than Leadbelly From Mars.

PAUL McCARTNEY
FLAMING PIE
Parlophone COP CSD171

HANDSOME
HANDSOME
Epic 486768 2

(39m 49s)

Formed by aconglomeration of
musicians from Helmet and
Quicksand, Handsome take abundle
of old metal riffs and miraculously
transform them into something
special. The emotive vocals of
Quicksand's Jeremy Chatelain and a
helping hand from producer Terry
Date (Soundgarden, Dream
Theatre), gives these free-flowing
experimental-sounding songs an
epic, anthemic feel and tracks like
'Quiet Liar' and ' Swimming' have
the kind of choruses you hate at first
but find yourself whistling three days
later.

Handsome:
taking old
metal riffs and
turning them
into something
special

BEN HARPER
THE WILL TO LIVE
Virgin CDVUS 128

(
advance tape)

Harper's third continues
developing his weird
folk/soul/reggae /jazz/blues
fusion into aunique subgenre, easily as radical asidestream of modern black music
as was Living Color. Here
Harper sounds more Taj
Mahal-ish than before, if not
quite going the full Keb' Mo'
route, but it's not an
affectation: Harper worked
with Taj, which makes the
likeness legitimate. Alas, the
90

(53m 46s)

When Iwere alad, people whose
first name was ' Sir' didn't make rock
albums and, if they had, we wouldn't
have bought them. Even so, it's hard
to dislike this latest Macca offering.
Produced by Jeff Lynne, aman who
knows more about sounding like The
Beatles than Sir does, and decorated
with acouple of tasteful George
Martin orchestrations, this is the Fab
One's most satisfying album to date.
That's not to say it's cosmically
wonderful, because it's actually just
very enjoyable middle-aged rock,
with the unmistakable McCartney
melodic gift, and better lyrics than
he's ever written. Sure, he can be
twee but he's earned the right, and
as long as he can still make albums
this good, why not?

(46m 59s)

Mississippi-born, Chicago-styled
bluesman Musselwhite, has his place
in history. During the 1960s he was
one of the white musicians, alongside
Paul Butterfield and Mike Bloomfield,
who helped bring the blues to a
generation raised on rock. A fine
harmonica player and likeable
vocalist, its arguable that he's never
made an album of real importance.
Rough News doesn't change that. But
one thing Musselwhite has learnt over
the years is how to entertain. And this
Pointblank release never fails to
please, as Charlie goes instrumental
on covers of ` Sleepwalk' and ' Harlem
Nocturne', and even heads into jazz
territory on the title track.

PREFAB SPROUT
ANDROMEDA HEIGHTS
Columbia/Kitchenware WACO 30

(
47m 10s)

Good as the new McCartney album
is, its release in the same month as
this points up how much better it
could be. Head Sprout Paddy
MacAloon has many of the same
gifts as Macca but somehow, no
matter how much he sugars his
songs, there's always a dark shadow,
abittersweet tang or ahint of
desperation that helps the songs
transcend their innate sweetness. He
falls down, though, in his tendency
to use Jimmy Webb and Burt
Bacharach as his security blanket
when they should be his
springboard. Nonetheless, when he
hits the mark, as he does on the
wistfully gorgeous ' Whoever You
Are', you can forgive anything.

MEM SHANNON
MEM SHANNON'S SECOND BLUES
ALBUM
Hannibal HNCD 1409

(
53m 40s)

As straightforward, unassuming and
honest as its title, Shannon's followup to A Cab Driver's Blues is a
smooth, funky, modern-sounding
album which errs on the side of
sophistication. No sweaty pyrotechnics,
no flash: the former taxi pilot sounds
as nightclub-ready as Brook Benton
or Jimmy Witherspoon (
what drivelart ed). For an under-fortysomething
who was picking up fares in New
Orleans as recently as three years ago,
Shannon sounds more like someone
with an archive stretching back to
Sixties Bluesway releases. This is wry,
friendly, seductive blues, as mellow
and downright sexy as anything from
the jazz side of the tracks.

AUGUST 1997
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recorded his latest in a 1965
Rambler (sort of a Yank version tuf
a Lada), it didn't bode well. Sure,
Vaughn is the kind of cult star
who makes NRBQ's fame seem
like that of the Spice Girls, but
this seemed a gimmick too far.
Instead, it's as rocking as his
earlier dollops of eclecticism,
Vaughn having crammed enough
hardware into that sedan to deliver
a set which could have been
recorded in a.. studio. More fun
than a barrel full of (geriatric;
Mcaikees, as hip and knowing as
his previous sets, Rambler 65 is an
absolute blast.
Ken Kesler

SILVER: SUN
S LVER EUN
Polydor 537 2082

(42m 56s)

SIIPERTRIURP
SOME TII1GS NEVER CHANGE
(
70m 03s)

And some things still surprise.
Certainly this Jack Douglasproduced album does. Instead of
being the tired Railings of a band on
its way in the knackers yard, as
some might expect, it's actually fine
fresh and feisty. Rick Davies, John
Helliwell and Bob Benberg surviv
from the classic Crime Of The
Century line-up, with Mark Hart
now replacing long-gone vocalist
Roger Hodgson. The songs these
days are often jazzflavoured (tak
bow trumpet-star Lee Thornburg)
and there are moments,
instrumentally at least, when
thoughts of Steely Dan come to
mind. No bad thing, you'll agree.
A:1 •

BIN VAUGHN
RAMBLER 55
Rhino 8122-72484-2

(36m 339

When word arrived that Vaughn —
best known for the twangy theme
to Third Rock From the Sun — had
HI r NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
advance !ape)

Recorded as a soundtrack to the Jim
Jarmusch documentary of last year's
tour, these 12 live cuts find Neil and
his long-serving cohorts in good, if
not quite wonderful, form. Young's
guitar work is spikily supercharged
and the vocals are surprisingly well
handled, but the problem lies with
Crazy Horse who often seem to be
merely going through the motions.
Essential for devotees, and afine
souvenir for those vrho were there,
hut the rest of us can pass on this one.
Johnny

,

A:2 •

Silver Sun

Yhatty Mac

iered Delia r

WEA 93624 66522

exciting

Far and away the most exciting
power-pop debut of the year, James
Broad's unassuming quartet has
contrived to evade giant success
despite a string of superb singles
'Golden Skin', ' Last Day' and
'Lava', all included here, and an
irresistible mix of four-part Beach
Boys harmonies disguising cynical
lyrics as unexpectedly vicious as a
paper cut, driven home on a 1990s
variant of Ramones punk thrash. I
need say no more. Buy it now.

EAU COCHR 6121

A-11e.1 •

NEIL YOUNG/CRAZY HORSE
YEAR OF THE HOFtSE

MUST 1917

power pop
debut

Superb amp:
a fresh and
feisty new
olbJrn

SOUNDTRACKS
A trik eclectic month: for the archivists, rpm has reissued the ultra- rare Girl On
A Motorcycle [
RPM171 •], the 1968 Marianne Faithful' vehicle with music by
Lou Reed. This gem features bonus cuts and much to recommend it for leather
fetishists. 19 Tracks From The Film Chicago Blues [
Castle CLACD425 *] is just
that: songs by Buddy Guy & Junior Wells, J B Hutto, Muddy Waters and
others, recorded in 1970 for this legendary documentary.
Here's a brand-new sub- genre: music to accompany exhibitions. Jamie Crofts'
The Cutting Edge [ President PCOM 1147 II] commemorates the ' 50 Years of
British Fashion' exhibit at the V&A. Weird. A pair
of ' therred' compilations for lovers of grandiose
orchestration includes the 2CD Next Generations
[Edel 0027202EDL •], with 38 science fiction
themes, while Warr;ors [
Silva Screen
FILMXCD187 • 1has themes from the
likes of The Vikings, El Cid, Conan
and Ben- Hui. Note that Warriors is
Dolby Surround- encoded, with
Interattive CD features.
New stuff? It's hard bettering the
soundtrack for Jerry Maguire [
Epic
486?81 •], with Macca, The Who,
Bob Dylan [ with an alternate take of
'She!ter From the Storm' J and Neil
Young. But Soundtrack Of The Month just
has to be the hommage to the Brill
Building, Grace of My Heart [
MCA
1111111
MCD11554 ID], with the likes of Costello,
Colvin and BacharcEh producing pastiches on
a par with That Thing You Do. Goffin-King
and Mann- Weil fans: rejoice.
Ken Kessler
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Boulder - 2000 series

Loricraft Audio is pleased to announce that it has
acquired the exclusive licence to manufacture the
new Garrard 501 transcription turntable but owners
of existing 301's and 401's will be pleased to know
that all of the major components of the new deck
will be available as upgrade components to their
decks. As virtually no original tooling survives we
have had to seek out new suppliers for every piece.
In each case we have sought as high astandard as
possible and never set aprice. Needless to say this
places the 501 in the upper price range level.
The original was exhibited at the 1996 Ramada
Show. This year the first production 501 will be
exhibited with other restored Garrard 301's and
401's at the 1997 Ramada Show in room 1045.
Other Garrard products will include new improved
plinths, power supplies and other accessories.

AI\

ALI, ENQUIRIES CON FAC"I LORICRAI. I
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SME
4BIG LANE, GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOURNE,
BERKSHIRE, BG17 81Q
01488 - 72267
Telephone enquiries - 8.30-4pm Mon-Fri
Technical Hot Line - Tuesday & Thursday

....Beyond evolution
und Image UK Ltd
Milton Road London SW14 8JR
I0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

Boulder

AUDIBLE ELEGANCE
All of the following high end manufacturers
products are on permanent demonstration

Source

The sound is out there...

Trichord Research * Loricraft Audio
Nottingham Analogue

Amplification
Art Audio * Gamma Acoustics

The Musical Fidelity X-Series just gets bigger and better.
The latest product to roll off the production line is the X-ACT an
inexpensive 18 bit Dac. At £ 129.99 it's areal bargain!
And certainly re- writes how abudget dac should perform.
Below is alist of products that are currently on demonstration.

Tube Technology

If you would like to come out into the country, relax and listen
to some great hi-fi, give us acall.

Speakers

Myryad MI 120 Amplifier & MC 100 CD player

Gamma * JM Labs

Musical Fidelity A2 Amplifier & CD Player

Cables

Musical Fidelity A220 & X- Series

Art Audio* Silver Litz

Audio Note Otto SE & Turntable 1 & Arm 2

Accessories
Sovereign Valves " Groove

TUi2C5

& K Speakers
and much more!!

Target Supports

Tel:- 01608 644954 Fax:- 01608 645954

Demonstrations by appointment only

e-mail:- sales@audio-masters.demon.co.uk

Canterbury, Kent. CT6 6RI7
Phone/Fax ( 01227) 742928 Mobile: 0976 402779

Dunthrop Farm Cott. Heythrop, Chipping Norton, Oxon OX7 511

jazz REVIEWS
BILLIE HOLIDAY
I

TP: ECOMPETE COMMODORE
RECORDINGS
GRP/BMG CMD24012

(
2CDs, 145m 26s)

Starting with ' Strange Fruit', these
are the classic Billie Holiday sides:
'I Cover The Waterfront',
'Embraceable You', ' He's Funny
That Way'. Sessions were held in
1939 for seven of the 45 tracks, in
1944 for the rest. Excellent playing
and varied tempi mean that
consecutive takes of the same song
do not pall, and Holiday is sweet,
salty, sexy and masochistic as ever.
There's a smart booklet of photos
with an essay by Stuart Nicholson
that engages with the Holiday myth.
Cedar Restoration provides rounded
and accurate sound from the
acetates for the original 78s. An
exemplary reissue.
Be,' Waison

11* I 4

SOFT MACHU«
SPACED
CUNEWORSI RECORDS RUNE90

(67m 18s)

You need to be wary of Softs
'discoveries': Live at the Parcuitso
1969 [
Blueprint BP193CD], for
example, had ` completists only' inthe-red distortion throughout. This,
though, is an audiophile gem. A
studio recording commissioned in
1969 for a Roundhouse happening
called ' Spaced', Ratledge, Hopper
and Wyatt were hot off a tour
supporting Hendrix. Engineer Bob
Woctlford scissored and looped the
tapes to great effect. Ratledge's solos
have the loony ' off-into-space'
tremolo which makes the Dr If7w
theme so memorable. Wyatt does
not sing, but his Rock Bottom
sensibility is all over it. A
communication from the time when
improv disobedience, acid-organ
groove, Kraut Rock and spectral
composition were all one happy
nougat waiting to explode. Spaced
stomps on all the tubercular balls
currently peddled as Electrordca and
Ambient.
Be,

Watson
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The Impulse! label has found a good home withi GRP/BMG: Michael Cuscuna is
supervising the reissues ( also available as LPs). Although the packaging is not quite as
unfussy as DIW's exemplary gatefolds, the gloss- card wraparounds are infinitely
preferable to the jewel- box ( and they conform to regular CD size). Impulse!
commissioned the best writers: stirring essays here by Nat Hentoff, LeRoi Jones and
Frank Kofsky show that this epochal music was matched by the politics and poetry of its
critics. Three Coltrane albums are indispensable: Coltrane [
IMP12152 •], The John
Coltrane 'Quartet Plays [IMP] 2142] and Live At The Village Vanguard Again!
[IMP]2132]. The first features the Classic Quartet with McCoy Tyner ( piano) and Jimmy
Garrison ( bass), Elvin Jones tapping away like four percussionists. ' Out Of This World' is
one of Trane's grandest outings on record: a healing alchemy of eruption and relaxation.
This reissue adds in two ballads (' Miles Mode' and ' Big Nick') and ' Up ' Gainst The
Wall', three minutes of startling tenor: Coltrane's timbre smears like paint. Plays is unjustly
neglected. Art Davis contributes extra bass to an ambitious version of ' Nature Boy',
hinting at freedoms to come. This again sports three extra tracks; students of Eden
Ahbez's unworldly tune can study its gestation from Sun Ra style oddity to staggering Free
Jazz. Live features the final Coltrane Quartet with Alice Coltrane on piano: extended
versions of ' Naima' and ' My Favourite Things'. Partisans of the Classic
Quartet regret these developments, but there is actually more scope
than the hammer- and- tongs combo could allow. Pharoah Sanders's
contributions are ear- bending. Alice Coltrane and Pharoah
Sanders also have their own albums, Journey In Satchidananda
[IMP 22821 and Black Unity [
IMP] 2192] respectively. These Afrocosmic chill- outs are popular today among the Acid Jazz fraternity
and still awesomely affecting. Least impressive of the batch is Sonny
Rollins's soundtrack for Alfie: the bathos of Michael Caine's cheekiechappie mug on the cover says it all. Oliver Nelson's arrangements
are solid, but in 1966 Rollins required less locked- in contexts.
Archie Shepp's Four For Trane [
IMP12182] is a mighty blend of
free-jazz growl and Ellington- inspired voicings. Coltrane's
famous hurried awakening to attend the cover's photo session
resulted in sockless ankles on the original, but these have been
cropped to fit the CD- oblong. ( Trane-obsessives - and anklespotters - will be relieved that they do appear in
another shot, as Trane and Shepp talk to crouching
producer Bob Thiele.) These reissues understand that
jazz is about the magic of the moment in all its poeticopolitical urgency. Greatness has touched our century,
folks, and here is the evidence.
Ben Watson

Elton Dean
and
(trombone)
Rosswell Rudd

ELTON DEAN QUARTET
PLUS
OSWELL RUDD

MARC EDWARDS TRIO

RUMOURS OF AN INCIDENT

CIMP # 128

SLAM CD223

(
57m 38s)

Elton Dean, famous for his sax work
with Bluesology, Soft Machine and
Brotherhood Of Breath — here he
drives his unsentimental, hard sound
into the interactive matrix of some
of Britain's best players. Pianist Alex
Maguire contributes township-sure
rhythms as well as out flights: he
and drummer Mark Sanders provide
incredibly firm-yet-fine rhythmic
scaffolding. On bass, Marcio Mattos
is sinuout. and exotic. Guest Roswell
Rudd made his name with Archie
Shepp: his trombone forays provide
strikingly sympathetic parallels to
Dean's figures. Both Dean and
Rudd are rooted in 1960s blues and
freedom, and this provides fertile
corny ground.

RED SPRITES & BLUE JETS
(74m)

Marc Edwards has a distinctive
approach to the drum- set. His Trio
plays within the current of postTrane free jazz, but he favours a
clarity that is benign. Cymbal
washes are kept separate from
drum beats; however energised the
music, there is always a sense of
prettiness and order. On the intro
to ' African Rain Dance' the
independence of his limbs is
astounding: Varèse meets AfroCuba. No David Murray or Alan
Wilkinson, Sabir Mateen soon hits
a ceiling with tenor climaxes, but
Edwards cannily uses his tensionand-release style to structure the
music. ' Morning Dew' is all
beautiful rolls and shimmers. A
lovely disc.

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66
Golden

Dragon

R

leading valve technology into the 21st Century

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB!, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)

6.3V
1.3A
450V

Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

425V
- 15 to -40V
65mA
22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and Hj
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

rock/pop REISSUES
RICK NELSON A THE
STONE CANYON BAND

THE TROGGS

GARDEN PAFTY/WINDIULL

FROM NOWHERE/
TgOGGLODYNAMITL

EMI 7243 8552:2 2

1360 BG000333

13G0 13GOCD 340

Both of their studic
albums and ai irspiring
14 bonus tracKs om two
CCs, includirç all the
singles and t.r released
demos. Mid-priced 3nd lbckiing only decent liner notes, this
is a great rerrinde ,.of the crunken boog ewhich am sed
us at the turr or-the decade_

Two of Nelson's finest albums,
recorded at the pinnacle of his
country-rock period, circa
1972-4. More influential than
his detractors care to admit,
right down to playing arole in
the birth of the Eagles.
Stunning stuff, especially the
title tracks.

DION

Berry and others to herald the
coming craze.

THE BEST OF THE GOSPEL
JEIRS
Ace CDCHD 644

(76m 510

The very same Dicta who ran
around with Sue produced a
series of creditable gospel/rock
albums after discovering
religion in 1978. He
•
personally assembled 18-track
compilation, and it shows that
a great voice can work
miracles with ari. material.

ARETHA FRANKLIN
LOVE SONGS
Rhino 812242576-2

(
59m 34s)

Useful if non-essential (to
Aretha veterans) mid-priced
16-track selection of love
songs by the Queen of Soul,
from 1967-76. The expected
mix of classics front GoffinKing, Mayfield,. Bacharach
and others.

GALAXIE 500
COPENHAGEN
Ryko RCD 10373

(
54m 53s)

A 1990 Danish National
Radio recording of a gig in a
small club said to be the sole
evidence of their live skills.
Involving if whiny alternative
rock' with a strong Velvets
element.

THE LYLE
MCGUINNESS BAND
ELISE, ELISE
Diamond GERICD015

t
,
I9m 19s)

CLASSIC SOUL
(
34m 15s)

Warner 9548-352042
(.'CDs, 119m 45s)

(
32m 40s)

Yet another doable-CD soul
feast, again defying belief by
containing Atlantic,
Brunswick, Motown, Hi and
Stax material all in one
package. Not one of the 40
tracks is a dud, but you can
argue into the night about
what's missing here.
Churlishness aside, a great
way to sample Otis, Ptretha,
in & Dave and other
deities.

BACK IN YOUR LIFE

From 1977 and 1979
respectively, two albums
originally issued on Beserkley
by the man/child who singlehandedly tried to make rock
innocent again in the wake of
punk. Geeky reviewer types
just love this influential airyfairy drivel.

ICAN HILP/ROCK'N'POlii
MOON

MOTORNEAD

See For Miles SEECD 470

ON PAROLE
c53m 32s)

Motorhead's Dave Edmundsproduced debut from 1976,
digitally remastered and
sounding better than HM
should. With four previously
unreleased takes, and the great
Mick Farren providing the
notes, this intelligent, almost
academic treatment could give
metal abad name.

(
66m 40s)

BILLY SWAN-TOUR
See For Miles SEW) 471

VARIOUS
MEMORIES ARE STFLL VIADE
OF HITS VOL 1
Sequel NERI CD 924

(
63m 07s)

Country singer Swan's first
four on two CDs, and they're
as rocking/lilting as his 1974
magnum opus, ` ICan Help',
would suggest. Lots of
rockabilly covers, pedal steel to
die for, the spirit of Elvis —
it's Kinky Friedman minus the
Star of David.

(
68m 05s)

Odd collection of unrelated
songs sharing nothing more
than chart entry status as a
common link. Petula Clark,
the Jive Five and King Curtis
on one compilation? Still, it's
all good AM radio fun, mainly
from the early 19€0s.

ME&
THE UNDERTONES
Essential ESMCD484

JOHN HAMMOND

HYPNOTISED

BIG CITY BLUES

Essential ESMCD486

(46m 46s)

(51m (Ss)

Vanguard/Ace WAD 79153-2 (39m 12s)
POSITIVE TOUCH
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BILLY SWAN

Mink

THE UNDERTONES

White blues pioneer
Harnmond's second milestone
album, released in 1964 and
still ahead of the boom which
would include Butterfield,
Canned Heat, and the like
Purist as hell, mixing songs
from Willie Drawn, Leroy
Carr, Bo Diddley, Chuck

4Me.leifflerMilleM

MODERN LOVERS LIIIE
Wooded Hill HILLCD 15

(
69m 35s)

After more hits compilations
than any band need suffer.
here are the first two albums
in their entirety on one CD.
Not as dumb-sounding as
might be expected, and a far
better buy than any of the
compilations. Worth it for the
liner notes, a throbbing ' Ride
Your Pony' and the inevitable
'Louie Louie'.

JONATIAN RICHMAN
AND THE MODERN
LOVERS

Wooded Hill HIL1CD 14

One more descendant cf
McGuinness-Flint, this time
Tom McGuinness with
Graham Lyle. Part of
Diamond's series, the Blues
Band connection, this lost
treasure includes the whole of
the 1983 Acting On Impulse,
plus bonus rarities. Continuing
the tradition of gentle, folkflavoured, melodic pop.

EMI CDC 02072

(70m /
5s)

Essential ESMCD485

(47m 5.6s)

THE SIN OF PRIDE
Essential ESMCD487

(62m Ns)

Re-released for the
umpteerth time, bu- now
probably ecsier to fnd
than the DoJo editions,
these are the origirol
'albums withi bonus
materiall, and a 25--rack
hits compilation. No
question:: the best teen
,
angst/pzwer pop ever
to issue forth from
Ireland.

THE BEST OF THE
UNDERTONES
Castle CCSCD808

AUG1457 1997

("56m 23s)
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udiophiAe REVIEWS
the ease being due to the
superb sound. Musically, it
veers between some
adventurous dissonance and
what you'd expect to hear in a
hotel bar where the drinks
start at FF75 and the patrons
can afford it.

CAROLE KING
Absolute Analog AA02
180g LP

,
One of the best-selling
albums of all time, every
track a masterpiece — this
superlative pressing
celebrates its 25th
Anniversary (
though that fact
seems to have been missed
by the label). Forget the
gold CD. This LP reminds
you why it sold like the
Spice Girls, back in 1972.

THE SEARCHERS
MEET THE SEARCHERS,
SOUNDS LIKE THE SEARCHERS
Mobile Fidelity LIND 693
(59m 2us) Ultradise Il Gold CD

HAMIET BLUIETT
BLUIETT'S BARBECUE BAND

JIANG MAN HUA
THE EARTH

Mapleshade 04032
(60m 41s) Purist recording

NC 9009-2

More jazz than blues/R&B,
though the blurb suggests.
otherwise, this is baritone sax
being stretched in away only a
shade less abstract than the
opening bars imply. A live-toanalogue, two-microphone,
purist recording.
/10:1 •
IBOB DYLAN
,3LOOD ON THE TRACKS
Absolute Analog AA04

15s)

Discovered by the Japanese
conductor Seiji Ozawa. Jiang
Jian Hua is the world's
foremost virtuoso on the arhu,
the Chinese two-string violin.
(Yon already know her work if
you saw The Last Emperor.)
Here she performs
instrumental versions of
Chinese, Cantonese and
Mongolian folk tunes, all more
accessible to Western ears than
might be suspected.

180g LP

Not the obvious choice for a
Dylan audiophile reissue, but
welcomed nonetheless. A UKmade pristine pressing, no
warps and sound to justify the
cost — which is half that of
US audiophile vinyl. Dylan is
Dylan, you love him or hate
him, so musical comments are
meaningless.

CLAIRE MARTIN
MAKE THIS CITY OURS

UMW'

"M.

11.1
.1fflouttlolla

BILLIE HOLIDAY
BILLIE'S BLUES
Avid Master Series AMC 572
(76m 39s) 3-Dimensional Sound
Twenty-five classics from
1935-9, remastered using
technology said to extract
convincing stereo from mono.
Quite un-phasey, it beats the
hell out of early ' stereo
reprocessing' and the music
transcends whatever might be
done to it, but this stuff
deserves to stay in mono.
Also out are Louis
Armstrong's — Thanks A
Million — [
AMSC 574] and
Vols 7 and 8 in the '
Glenn
Miller: The Missing Chapters'
series.

Ile' *MIMI
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The label's second set of
gilded Searchers, in vintage
mono. Covers, hits, primal
jangly guitars, those harmonies
and enough eau d'Liveipool to
make an Anglophile swoon.
Have Mersey!

First fruits of dancer Azanin
Ahmad's plan to capture regional
Malaysian musicians on
authentic instruments before it's
too late. If an acquired taste, this
could join Koclo drumming for
its audio appeal. Malaysia's
Perfect Pitch magaeine assisted in
the production of this set.
[Angin Dwipa Recordings, 51
Jalan Utara, Section 52, 46200
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.]

THE VELV17 UNDERGROUND & NICO
THE VELVET UNDERGROUND &
MC le

ROBERT STANTON
ACOUSTIC STORM
Sheffield Lab 10064-2-F
(38M 49s) 2t)- hitUltra Matrix
Despite cover art reminiscent
of a Mystic Moods
extravaganza, this is an inyour-room, audiophile dream
of an acoustic guitar
performance. Some Sat je,
some Beatles, plenty of
originals and sound to ensure
its place in your CarryDisc.

Thirty years on and still a
touchstone for every slacken
indie/alternative group on earth,
the numbing Warhol-endorsed
album which pretty much made
the word 'pop an insult. Scary
music, awful sonics, Nico's
Teutonic trill. early Lou Reed
— amust for any collection.
And, no, you can't peel the
banana on the_CD booklet.

DINAH WASHINGTON
Wilfàf DIFF'REDICE A DAY MAKES

Sophisticated jazz vocal set. A
tight five-piece band, great
material — you'd be forgiven
for thinking it's a stunning
reissue of something Capitol
released 40 years ago. Smooth.

NEWMAN & ALTMAN
GUITAR DUO
PASSIGNS

Mobile Fidelity UOCD 698
(32m 48s) Ultradisc II Gold CD

VARIOUS
SACREC CEREMONI
NC am 13068-2

(
56m 44s)

Fine introduction to the
religious music of various
Asian cultures, including
performances from Tibet,
India, Iran and Pakistan.
Exotic instruments, eerie
vocals and, of course, the
usual peerless WC sonics.

Ailbeffield Lab 10058-2-F
(6351 20s) 20-bit/Ultra Matrix
Classical guitar, material
composed for ' two plucked
string instruments between
1500 and 1700', Doug Sax at
the knobs: Baroque and
Renaissance duets for an
audience of anachrophiles.

PE RE ECT
HOUSEPLANTS
SNAF CLATTER
(59m 29s)

Easy-on-the-ears jazz from a
sax/piano/bass/drums line-up,

AUGUST 1997

Angin Dwipa AD96-11-M001-2
(64m 14s) Purist recording

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 695
(5-im 52s) Ultradisc II Gold CD

Linn MD 066

Linn AIM 063

VARIOUS
SEF J (THE CALL, NG)

XTC
ORANGES & LEM0h-S
Mobile Fidelity UND 682
,
60m 55s) Ultradisc II Gold CD

Follow-up to the controversial
Skylarking, also on MoFi, the
1989 release from one of
sharpest of the post punk
outfits. 15 exquisite moments,
including the delicious 'Mayor
of Simpleton'. Studio-bred
pop worthy of the gold
treatment.

OK. so it's hard-right/hardleft/nada-in-the-middle stereo
redolent of Daft Engineering
1959, but, wow! what music!
Dinah doing agreat job as an
Ella surrogate, right down to a
righteous ' Manhattan'. Utterly
classy.
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEN D

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their
own systems: and

T

his regular HFNIRR series assembles and
updates current listening systems and

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally

key recommendations from HFNIRR's

recommend to consumers on the basis of allround performance and value. (In the case of

reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will

speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken

what do they

be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the

into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed

recommend as their

writer's inclusion of agiven product here does

under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but

best hi-fi buys?

not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

each one here does carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

DAVE BERRIMAN

CHRIS BEECH.»

Turntable: SME20A

CD player: TEAC VRDS ¡ OSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
3.0)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)

Arm: SME V
Cartridge: Ortofon Rohmann
Pre- amplifier: Audio Note M3

Arm: Rega RB300
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17D
Pre- amplifier: Bryston BPS (with LFD MC1 phono stage)

CD player, Trichord Digital TurntablelTrichord Pulsar
1)1(

Pulçemaster & Power Supply

Power amplifier Audio Note Kit I
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

Dave Berrinwn

Loudspeakers: t'arWus, including his own designs

CZEZIE=ffllID
CD player: Sugden SDD1 ISDA-1
Turntable: Michell GyrodecIQC power supply
Arm:

IV

Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell ¡so phono siagel
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier: Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

us

I

ow
)111

Martin Collons

Arm: hurt luck
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre- amplifier AVI 2000
Power amplifier: AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

CD player: Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: Vaim Aro
Cartridge: Pan den Hid Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre- amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier: Audio Research V7'I50 or Krell KAS2
or Contad-johnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
CD player: AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LP12

Power amplifier Blyston 3BNRB

LI

CD player: Theta Data Basic H Transport/Theta DS Pro
Basic HI DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre- amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier: Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers:

fartin Logan SL3

Perer J. Comeau

03:1=3:1:111•1111M,

CM1211=11MMMIP

CD player: Marantz CD12KIIMarantz DA12KI

CD player: Sony GDP- 715E

Turntable: Thorens TD124

Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO

Arm: Ortofon 12

Arm: SME Series V
Cartridge: van den Hid MC Two

Cartridge: Ortofon SPU-A
Pre- amplifier Graaf WFB Two

Pre- amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier: DPA DPA-100S

Power amplifier Quad II Reissues
Loudspeakers: Quad KSL 57
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Ken Kessler

Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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WIEWERS
KECOMME\D
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS DEEMING
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: 11'W Sonata, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: B&WDM 603 Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Resolution Quark, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000: Audionote J-SPX, Naim SBL, Resolution Epic
OVER £ 2000: °acid ESL-63, Electrostatic Research II

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3050
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901, OreIle CD480
£500-£1000: Trichord Revelation, Musical Fidelity E600, Naim CD2

£1000-E2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Trichord
Digital Turntable & MDCD Pulsar DAC
OVER £2000: Ensemble Transport/Audionote DAC4 Signature, Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Down PMA250
NAD 310
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 SE,
£350-£500: Nairn Nait
£500-£1000: Audionote Kit, Quad 77, Shearrte Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audionote MI phono kit, Naim 721140, Quad 771707
OVER £2000: Audio Note Ankorou, Audion SCSE Golden Night,
Graaf GM200IUnison Research Mystery

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30
£350-£500: ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model I,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 ( tad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 514
£200-£350: Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, Ore/le CD-1001DPA Little Bit 3,
11,r-1,11an $ 06, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-1LEIDAC-1
OVER £ 2000: no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: .VAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Akhemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nais, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- I0
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-513BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: (clestton 3 Mociaunt Short MS10i, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, Tannoy D300, UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-£2000: I313C LS5I12a, jamo Concert 8, Harbeth HL Compact
OVER £2000: (Iliad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Dcnott DCD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, Marantz CD-67SE, Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Marantz CD-631I KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rote! RDD9801RDP980
f1000-£2000: Denon DCDS 10, Meridian 5001563
Sugden SDI)-11SDA-1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
DrtpelDAC, McIntosh CDM 7009

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Rotel RA-931
£200-£350: \AD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: itgden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden
\t,_ » Im,rrSI.60
£1000-£2000: Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre1707Power
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA22001SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a111, Sequence 400
£350-£500: B&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £ 2000: Alt SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommenclattons
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Marantz CD63-SE, Ore/le CD480

£500-£1000: A VI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teat T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000: Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Dcnon PAL-1250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
1•10
£350-£500: 1/
a rman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Mytyad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000: A VI S2000A1MP, Naim NAC821NAP180

NNW« 1117
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Shon MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Pedormance 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SLAMM Xl, Wilson 11UTT

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA. 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC821NAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity AI000, Nairn NAP 250, YBA Integre,
Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research V7'150

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD100SE
£500-£1000: Orelle DA188
£1000-£2000: Micromega T Drive/Orelle DA180
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
Wadia 16

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 1001, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350: Castle Isis, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Opera Duetto, Mission 752, Castle Severn
£500-£1000: B&W CDM1, Naim Intro, Mission 753 Freedom
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Concertino
OVER £2000: Sonus Faber Concerto, Definitive Technology BP2002,
Alartin Logan SL3, Martin Logan CLS11z11

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD310, Cambridge Audio A3i, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350: Denon PMA-450SE, Harman Kardon HK620
£350-£500: Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A-300R Precision,
Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000: Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nais 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000: Copland CSA 14
OVER £2000: None

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Philips CD721, Teas 3450SE
£200-£350: Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500: Marantz CD67SE, Pioneer PD-S505 Precision
£500-£1000: Marantz CD17, Acunts ACD11, Quad 77„ Orelle
CDIOOSE, Roksan Caspain
£1000-£2000: Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000: Copland CDA288, Meridian 5001563

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5, Opera Duetto
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L, Rogers LS3I5A
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Concerto, Rogers LS3I5A plu.% AB1
ubwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Quad
ESL 63

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, Marantz CD63SE & Musical
Fidelity X- 10-D
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63SEKi, Roksan Caspian, Musical Fidelity E600

£1000-£2000: Copland CDA 277, Theta Chroma DAC, Marantz CDI6
OVER £2000: Krell KAV 300-CD, Theta Data IIIIProgena, Mark
Levison No. 31/39

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X-Pre
£200-050: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus HI, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Roksan Caspian, Densen Beat
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Graaf
Venticinque
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, Graaf WB Two/SO. 50,
Switzerland 2000 pre-/power

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller will soon be able to supply us with a list)

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO UN: Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080, Sony
CDP-XE300
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 7, Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX
£500-£1000: Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CDI7
£1000-£2000: Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2, Teac VRDS 25
OVER £2000 l'S Audio LambdalUltralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
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RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: ILiuiiau Kardon HK6I0, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350: Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170, Pioneer A400X
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer A30OR Precision
£500-£1000: AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus HE
£1000-£2000: Aura CA200IPA100, Quad 77 pre-/power, Musical
Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000: Rotel Michi RHA-10IRHB-10, Krell KSL-2IKSA-505
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conductors...'; ' the " slurring" of
transients, caused by apoor cable is
• clearly evident'. Define ' poor', and
clearly please!
(8) Should cables be laid
North—South (True or Magnetic?)
or not? Or horizontal, accurate to
how many degrees ? But perhaps
now we are approaching the area of
'painting items with green ink'.., all
these points will help technically
crass salesmen to part more cash
from more fools.
Paul Nelson, Congleton

February's
cable tests
have
perplexed
some
readers: Ben
Duncan
responds to
criticisms

102
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SO WHAT'S
ALL ABOUT, THEN?
Dear Sir, Ben Duncan's cable tests
[February, page 30] begs more
questions than it answers — did
any reader comprehend salient
points of the graphs? What were we
to note?
(1) Tests would have been more
meaningful had all the cables been
of the saine CSA (cross-sectional
area). Cable CSA is major — as
indicated by the implied winner, a
50 amp (where test group ranged
from 3-50A types).
(2) With a50A cable, for every
100 watts out to the loudspeaker,
99'/2 watts get there and aI/2 watt is
lost in heat by the cable (for a
6min 2 cable pair); with a 15A cable
98 )
/2 watts get there and 11
/
2watts
are lost in heat in the cable (for a
1.5mm 2 cable pair).
What is so magic about this 1%,
which is so significant to the ear?
An A-B listening test would be
more revealing, Ithink! (Even with
the wick turned up to compensate
for the transmission line loss.)
(3) An honest test would be a50
amp (6mm 2)switchgear cable, £6a
run, versus 50A Kimber at £896
(for 5.6 metre as tested). Or even a
500 amp ( 35 mm') welding cable
for £35, versus the `bese!
(4) Perhaps the answer is quite
simple: move the amplifier(s)
nearer to the loudspeakers — save a
fortune and the cable eye-sore
mountain under the carpet.
(5) There was no test on the
`direction' laying of cable. But then,
pure physics would make this
impossible, so such atest is best
side-tracked.
(6) Why is it that loudspeakers
are not tested for clarity of speech,
as their name so obviously implies
their purpose to be?
(7) The old adage 'lies, damn lies
and statistics' applies in limited test
results. What is one to make of
unsupported statements:
`suggesting very high acoustic
damping', 'As the valve amplifiers
this cable is designed to be used
with...'; 'stranded send/return

TALK ABOUT TECHNICAL!
Dear Sir, Being an avid hi-fi
enthusiast for many years, Iam a
regular monthly buyer of hi-fi
magazines. Ipurchase your
publication from time to time when
certain equipment reviews appeal to
me, as did your February features
on the new Naim speakers and
cable tests.
Your cable test item had some
appeal as Iam in the market to
replace the speaker cable between
my Naim system and Ruark
speakers. Ihave always found
reviews on this subject in other
publications of interest and was
anxious to see what HFNIRR had to
offer.
To say that Iwas disappointed is
an understatement, Idon't think I
have ever read amore boring article!
Iread through the review
desperately looking for something
that Icould relate to, only to be
subjected to four pages of
unintelligible techno mumbo-jumbo
gobbledegook! Iam sure that the
majority of your readers must have
found this article incomprehensible.
If Iam wrong, perhaps HFNIRR is
not for me, but meant for the
`techno Anorak' brigade.
Inow appreciate that the article
was intended be atechnical one, but
it is possible to incorporate amore
down-to-earth approach in areview
like this, which would not (Ihope)
alienate most of your readers.
R Hooton, Wiltshire
TECHNIQUES QUESTIONED
Dear Sir, Ben Duncan's article on
loudspeaker cables claims to
measure intermodulation products
generated by various cables when
connected to his amplifier and
speaker system. While details of
some aspects of his tests are given,
others are missing — which raises
certain questions which perhaps he
will answer.
As Iunderstand from the article,
he has used an intermittent
toneburst test waveform, and
Fourier transformed the measured
results. Was Fourier performed on
the complete signal, le, two cycles

on and four off, or the on cycles
only, or the off cycles only ? In other
words, what exactly was measured ?
With FFT techniques, the
assumption made is that the
waveform being transformed is truly
periodic with the sampling rates
used, otherwise spurious results
make the conversion invalid. For a
good explanation see the Hewlett
Packard application note 243, The
Fundamentals of Signal Analysis.
With only asingle test signal, it
seems unlikely that intermodulation
is being measured; is it possible that
he actually measured the complete
signal, which would then include
the speaker/cable overhang voltage
he depicted in his series of articles,
in late 1995, in Studio Sound,
Stereophile and subsequently in
Electronics World? If so, this would
undoubtedly produce notable
changes after FFT conversion, not
due to intermodulation.
Ifeel Ishould correct two points
raised. While it is correct to say that
R, L, C are the cardinal parameters
of acable, the R concerned is the
AC resistance as measured using an
LCR meter or component bridge;
this parameter is frequencydependent and will always exceed
the DC value.
Furthermore, he also measured
the R shunt resistance at DC. This
has no relevance to either audio
frequency use or the AC
characteristics of the cable. The
correct term again must be
measured at AC, and is highly
frequency-dependent for most
common cable insulation. Generally
it is measured as conductance (
G)
in Siemens, for direct use in the
transmission line equation. Also it is
worth pointing out that at audio
frequencies the inductive AC
reactance is small, the capacitive
AC reactance is large, so the AC
resistance term dominates. Readers
interested in more technical details
on this can see my articles, ' Speaker
Cable Measurements', Electronics
World, Dec '96—Feb '97.
Ben Duncan makes reference to
the ' Genesis' report from QED.
Much more important than his
comments about spelling etc, their
tables of inductance are grossly
overstated due to alabelling error,
as has been confirmed during
private correspondence.
Finally, while he states how he
measured DC resistance, details of
other cable parameters are totally
lacking as to method and frequency.
In particular, inductance
measurement at these values is
difficult and must be made using a
four-terminal AC bridge; how were
his measurements made ?
C Bateman, Norfolk
AMUR 1597
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views too
IN SEARCH OF QUDOS
Dear Sir, May Ifirst of all say how

resistance per metre (which is the real
issue being inferred from GSA) unless the

much we welcome this type of
technical article on speaker cables.
We are constantly trying to raise the

conductor is of aprecise given type, in a
precisely given condition, eg, copper vs.

debate above the all too common

hard-drawn, etc.
2) The 'wattage loss' referred to is

level of 'black magic' or
`technobabble'. So well done Ben
Duncan!
However, there is adiscrepancy
between the published technical

silver, dirty vs. oxygen-free, annealed vs.

invariant with frequency, ie, dependent
on the DC resistance. The article made it
plain that asmall, period- or frequencyindependent loss was of little or no

speaker cable and those of our own

importance per se. However, ahigh GSA
(hence high current rated) cable will tend

measurements. The implication of

to have not just low resistance but also

this is that we have not succeeded
in our stated aim ('squaring the

lowered inductance. This is the
significant part, as the loss is then

circle' as Ben puts it) of alow

affected by the duration or frequency of

inductance and low capacitance
cable design.
The table below lists HEN/RR's

the signal.
3) Conventional heavy-duty electrical
cabling, while exhibiting low DC R, is
not readily conformable into alow

parameters of QED's Profile 8

measurements together with our
own, and those of HiFi Choice
(Sept ' 96). As can be seen, the loop
inductance as per the HFNIRR
figures is twice as high as our own
measurements and those of HiFi
Choice. Had these lower figures
been used, Profile 8would have
been one lowest inductance cables
tested: this being achieved without
the penalty of high capacitance
(and in some instances high
resistance) from which the other
low inductance designs suffer.
Perhaps Ben could comment on
this measurement discrepancy?

inductance geometty, any more than say
the AN-SP wire. The time and effort
taken to achieve asuitable geometry is

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publicatian, which
should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material cc
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice will
be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions -on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

part of what you are paying for in a
costly woven cable. Also, in high-

Also, if we had run listening tests, the
article would have been too long. Instead,
we intend to test more cables in a
forthcoming issue, and also present
listening comments on the whole group —
in the space that had to be used this time
around to describe the test method.
As to Mr Bateman 'sletter: it is
established that the ear performs FFTs,
yet no music has nothing more than one
pure, continuous waveform. My test
signal simulates afragment of music far
better than the completely unreal signal
needed solely to satisfy amathematical
abstraction. Even if the `intermod' results
are thereby strictly 'spurious', the sense of
this is limited in so far as differences
between the cables remain repeatable
(subject to the auto-triggering accuracy),
and amount to definite footprints. If I
have to misuse the limited test
equipment that exists on the planet, to
show things that hard-line objectivists
deny, then Iwill! So yes,
`intermodulation' is not quite the right
term, but that doesn't affect the reality of

resolution sound systems, let alone
domestic settings, there is much more to a
good speaker cable than what was

the differences.
Turning to 'AC resistance', Mr

measured. Mr Nelson is being
presumptuous to infer that high GSA

absence. It amounts to measuring and
accounting for dissipation factor (`D' or
`13F"), causing losses. This data can be

Bateman is of course right to mention its

cables optimised for single frequency,

readily added in future.
Inductance measurements were made
at 1kHz, and by shorting one end of

continuous sine-waves (ie, AC power)
are the test winners, even if they were to
measure well in my test.
4) To most readers, this is obvious

each cable and hanging it across the lab

On amore positive note, we
much appreciate Ben's dynamic

enough. But in many real listening rooms
— even top professional recording

ceiling, away from and generally
orthogonal to, ferrometallic objects,

error suppression test
measurements which clearly

facilities — and with asingle stereo
power amplifier, highly local placement of

VDUs and power wiring. Measurement
is across the other ends. Ithen calibrated

support the conclusions of our
'Genesis research programme',

the amplifier channel is impossible, either
physically, or to live with. Moreover, I

a Thandar TC200 meter at this, the low

namely that there is ultimately no

maintain that the effect of cable length is
likely asymptotic — the counter-intuitive

substitute for agenuine lowresistance cable design. This fact is
often overlooked by non-technical
reviewers.
What we set out to achieve with
our Profile speaker cable range was
aproduct that did not perform
poorly in any area, and as aresult
would provide the most accurate
signal transfer possible.
By way of further clarification,
the ' plastic' webbing used on

end of its range, using areference 2pH
inductor, that had been calibrated on
other bridges. Spot cross-checks of the
TC-200 meter's results in low pH region
are in agreement within 15% on my

behaviour that Martin Colloms hinted at
in his tests of adecade ago. So shortening
acable will emphasise the discontinuity of

Marconi TF2700 reference bridge — as
per the 0.3pH uncertainty cited in my

the final few inches inside the cabinet —
including the drive-units' tinsel wires.

article. Naturally, for reasonably
accurate results below ¡pH, even the

5-8) These items are either irrelevant

short (2.5inI65mm) connection lead
inductance has to be carefully measured
and subtracted. Ultimately, without

to my piece, or else too tangential to
respond to.
Ido empathise with Mr Hooton.
However, objective testing must be

minutely defined test conditions, sub10pH inductance measurements are
bound to show some variance when

presented from time to time, considering

Density Polyethylene. The eight

that self-appointed enemies of accurate
music reproduction might tell trading

individually insulated conductors

standards or EU officials that dedicated

are made from true concentric

hi-fi cables are falsely advertised, fake

bunches of oxygen-free copper.
Finally, we should point out that

items (as happened afew years back in
the USA). My work shows clearly that
cables (of widely varying designs) will
affect musical texture, and therefore slaps

known capacitors and spot cross-checks

the faces of sad objectivists, who can
always hear nothing because they have
already decided that any audible effect
will threaten their limited belief system.

specimen length we used was lost in the
post) and found 2.3pH, exactly as per

Profile 8 is actually very thin Low

our cable brand is spelt ` Qudos',
not ` Qdos'.
Bob Abraham, QED
Ben Duncan replies:
Ihave no difficulty with Mr Nelson's

compared by others. Capacitance was
tested with the same Thandar TC200
meter, again with calibration against
with other test sets being made.
In response to Bob Abraham: Iretested a5.6m length (the original

QED's own measurements, and using

more direct questions:
1) Real cables were tested. Audio cable
makers do not obligingly make these in a
logical range of standard Cross-sectional
Areas (CSAs). Also, CSA has no
definite, exact proportionality to

PARA/AMR
50% loop R (mOhms)
shunt C (pF)
loop L (pH)

HFN/RR

QED

41.0
361.0
4.7

41.2

252.0
2.3

Hi Fi Choice
40.9
224.0
24

the same TC200 meter. The error would
seem to be wholly human, ie, asimple
misreading. Iwould like to thank him
for his kind comments, and for pointing
out this inaccuracy. Fortunately it did
not affect the ranking of the Qudos cable
in the two tables.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

BANISH OXIDATION...

N

o longer able to supply Tweek, we've been searching high
and low to find an alternative no-nonsense contact

preservative. Caig Laboratories supplies not one but two
sprays with which to anoint your sockets: DeoxIT and ProGold.
Caig reminds us that degraded performance of hi-fi systems occurs
just through physical and chemical changes on the surfaces of
electrical connections - plugs and sockets. ` Non-metallic films are
formed' which inhibit conductivity and therefore increase distortion
and noise. DeoxIT dissolves the oxides and sulphides that form on
exposed metals, restoring the integrity of the connection and leaving
athin protective layer to prevent the rapid return of the unwanted
atmospheric gunge.
Special additives in DeoxIT place the dissolved oxides in
suspension, keeping them from re-attacking the contacts; this
also helps to make them easily dispersible simply by
the action of making-and-breaking contact. Yes,
we're talking self-cleaning here. And the
stuff ' migrates', so if you make a
connection where only one of the two
parts has been treated, DemcIT will migrate
and coat the untreated adjacent surface.
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IHFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The 'magic brick'
•in ablack-ash box
£22.95 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step•up transformer: £69.95
IHFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel El
set of 8, inc fixing kit £ 10.25 ii
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
• in a40mm travel pack
i
£8.95E
IHFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
headphone output
£ 19.95 E
!HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
Ifilter, 5A rating
£25.95 El
•HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
•LP unit ( 120 capacity) £65.00 D
£44.00 G
ICD/cassette unit (40/25)
•singles unit (200)
£49.00 E
£86.00 0
I4-high CD unit
;CD 4base unit
£96.00 0
CD E Single D
IDividers: 25 at £11.25 LP
•HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting two'level turntable support £59.95 E
;HFNIRR 020 Test CD HI 74 tracks £ 12.95 ID
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95 E
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
Ikit £199 E ready built machine
£369 E
•Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 E
HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 E
100, £18.95 G 500 £86.95 E
IPVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95 E 100, £38 E 500, £180 ID
I12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50
E 100, £9E 500, £40 0
CD Jewel Cases:
istandard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £6.50 ID
5in outer £5 _ slimline 5in £6.50 E
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75 LI
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45 0
5in clear protective sleeve (each) 75p E
Haxmonix CD Foils: Bper pack £ 17.95 D
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 G
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95 Li
;Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 LI
IMichell Tenderfeet: original 'alloy' isolators
(set of 3) small £5.95 LI large £8.95 Li
Isopod ceramic cones (3)
£32.95 CI
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 E
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
L2way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 E
• 1MM

•
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Better news still, given the proliferation of gold-plated plugs and
sockets, is the added protection provided by the companion spray,
ProGold. What? But gold doesn't corrode, you're hissing. True, but
it suffers other ills when used as a plating. First, there's a
phenomenon common to plated surfaces called 'dendrite corrosion'
or '‘xliskering', affecting the base metals through the plating, given
gold's 'soft and porous nature'. Secondly, an oxide layer can appear
between gold and the base metal to which it is bonded, and this
can create resistance between the plating and the base. Thin plating
also wears away after numerous plug insertions/removals. ProGold
deoxidises, cleans and then penetrates gold-plated surfaces to improve
conductivity, reduce wear, reduce noise, lower
'distortion, and more. The data sheet suggests that
treatment lasts one to ten years depending on
atmospheric conditions and the quality of the
connectors, but Idefy even one of you to leave
your systems alone for
the 142g DeoxIT and
sample packs in the
products are available.
be impressed.

Or1111

Ferrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5nun dia
max) £11.95pr G large ( 12mm) £12.95pr
Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60 D 6L6 £4.50 G
6SN7GT £2.60 E ECC83 £4.35 E ECC88
£5.35 L EL84M £6.50 E EF86 £7.95
GZ34 £ 10.60 E 6550 £ 15.40 = KT66
equivalent £6.70 E 300B triode £89.95 L:
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each _ pre-amp valves £6.00 each 0
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525 LI
Shure Stylus Balance:
£12.95 each D
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 ID
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269 G
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 G
Decca London tone arm
£99 G
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 G
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 E
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 0
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Harry FOlson
£40.00 E
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self
£25.00 E
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan
£40.00 E
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each D
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 E
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt
£9.95 E
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 E
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£19.95 LI
Search For Musical Ecstasy

•
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•
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that long. In addition to
the 15g ProGold sprays,
form of wipes for both
Give ' em atry. You will
Ken Kessler
•

• /OMB,.

• •••ffl
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by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 E
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 E
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 L
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95 E
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 E
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 E
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 E
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95
'
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £ 129.00 L
HiFi News Test LP
£14.95 L
Kontak contact cleaner
£14.95 L
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95
Ben Duncan's ' Radio Exterminator' earth
wire (5m)
£20.00
DACon DIA converter kit £ 180.00 E
X-Can valve headphone amp £ 129.00 E
Ben Duncan's PHONES-01: headphone
amplifier kit.
PCB with all components and
front panel controls £79.90 0 batteries/AC
charger, extra £64.90 E extruded aluminium
case (black), extra £54.90
RATA Reved: CD treatment
£19.95
Starter pack
£1.00
HFNIRR024 ToolBox: with tools
£99.95
**

THIS
MONTH'S
*
* * *
SPECIAL OFFER

ProGold spray £ 13.95 U DeoxIT £ 13.95
together £ 24.95 E
trial pack £7.50

Mr/Mrs,Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
HFNRR Accessories Club
Please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex*

On11111111111O111

My card number is I ILI
Expiry date

Tel:
(pounds sterling) made payable to

Signature

Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessoriés Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include pistage. Non-UK sales are subjec: to additional postage. Non-EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: 101231P 711 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. '
Please delete as 14.1.30rV.
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recruitment
NEW JOBS IN A DRAMATICALLY SUCCESSFUL COMPANY
DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE IN HI-FI
Southern England
On the foundation of asustained record of producing high quality hi-fi equipment, this company
has become amajor global force both developing arange of successful branded products and
building astrong international distribution network. To maintain its pace of growth, the timely
introduction of further new products, geared precisely to the market, and the strengthening of
distributor support and management will be crucial. Genuine professional abilities will be vital in all
of these jobs — but remember, that the company's business is the production of the best hi-fi in the
world, so if you don't love music, don't apply!

COMMERCIALLY ORIENTED ENGINEERING at DESIGN MANAGER

c. £ 0,000

With the experience, organisational skills and commitment
to turn concepts into consumer products
This job calls for agenuinely wide range of experience and skill — and presents an unusually broad
set of challenges. Based in the R&D department, the appointee will manage the new product
creation process, from specification of market opportunity through to technically and commercially
viable concepts, already proved in terms of sourcing, production and cost. The best candidates are
likely to have an Engineering or Physics degree and must have proven commercial experience, which
will probably have involved direct contact with sales and distribution organisations. They will be
motivated by the need to get new products to the consumer, not by the engineering process itself,
so commercial awareness, decisiveness and influencing skills will all be essential.
Reference WE 7073.

EXPORT SALES SI MARKETING MANAGERS

Up to £20,000

Two new roles for business graduates with fluency in German or Mandarin
These jobs demand ablend of sound business understanding, strong commercial skill and fluency
in an appropriate language. Ideal candidates will be graduates with experience of working with
distributor networks in export markets. As the jobs involve direct responsibility for groups of
distributors in Eastern Europe and the Far East, we will be looking for as much practical
experience as we can find — but quantity will be no substitute for quality. The company has achieved
asustained annual growth rate of 20% (turnover now stands at £50 million), with 90% of its sales
volume outside the UK. That rate of growth, the company's reputation for quality, and the
possibilities offered by its global markets mean that we will also be looking for the potential to take
advantage of further personal development opportunities. Reference WE 7072.
Please send full career details, quoting the appropriate reference on both letter and envelope, to
Dave Denny, Ward Executive Limited, 4-6 George Street, Richmond-upon-Thames, Surrey TVV9

WARD EXECUTIVE
LIMITED

Executive Search & Selection
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
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KOR.A TRIODE AMPLIFICATION
Mirage® Bipolar°" Loudspeakers

•

AUDIO
LUSEON

NORTH WOOD
A

23 LANGLEY En:in LANGLE Y

BERKSHIRE, SL3 8NB

Tel: (01753) 5427611(08609 665662
Fax: (01753) 772 532

I

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

CD

MICROMEGA MOTH
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD
NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE

SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

* Export Facilities

ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

* Mail Order Facilities
*Dealer List Available

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, ( POS,

HARBETH,

Open: 10am. -6pm. Monday to Saturday

*Finance Available

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, RET,

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1BA

ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

(including 0%

PHONE: 01296 28790

subject to status)

Opening Hours:

10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Sat ((yAppointment)

ez 2ic

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

CHESHIRE

lo

Arcam

CLIMFY

lay
AVI

Eje

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL

Distributors & Consultants for the world's
Finest Audio Systems

UT

ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA

88.W
AuctIolab
Castle
Mertcllan
Ciasse
¡toga

consultants

TRICHORD> NEAT

Marantx

30 years of Excellence

ETC

Epos
Technlcs

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

GREATER MANCHESTER

...sounds
outstanding
B &

ALPHASON •

W •

HARMAN

BOSE •

ARCAM* •
CELESTION •

REL

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 are to 9 pm

ESSEX

AKAI •

Sony

Tel: (0I) 2889449/2888477

tel/fax chester ( 01244) 401290

BANG &

OLUFSEN

DUAL •

GRUNDIG

KARDON • MARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT • NAD •

NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • QUAD* • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • TEL: (01992) 574242
26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL: (01799) 523728

DEVON 41k CORNWALL

S(qinets.
(gr ection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

01PH<V5 AVDI
=

Authorised Dealers for: Ara* Loire.. Ado *any • AU& Arrioçue • ALIMIM03 • km&
Lirrio•AucloIlyit•ProLiiii•Brariar•Lrirme•Carrikkiran•Lroft•IFL•LAJI•
•Ford•Fularsiirk•Gainrokariin•Ccilenlike•Grori•Iliadl•liMiViire•borrikr
•Af
ornn•texam• 00.
1•Orode•Onle•Ortko•Pcpwil•Putt•Pneu•tesoford•Aig
inmple•OID•Somere•SW • kort • Irizigle•Irirlord Resiaill•Lown • Wu Record, * Lamm,
dirrii•11Aardoixos
fir+. elelnynbn,tallanem • Part rx, hare.
call for list of part exchange bargains
Demonstration, by arrangement oSroodoh 027 of{ the .6) on oyour own lone wiferit obligation

Rega • Quad • Amen • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

;
'2

TDL • Mission • Copland •

u'7;7;

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

GREATER LONDON

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

LONDON
27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
_ _
IT 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON,
CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON KARDON, WW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO,
QUAD, RD., REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

studio

Aream, A.T.C., Audiolab, Audion, B&W, Castle,

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

Celestion, Denon, Exposure, Kef, Marantz,

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

Mieromega, Mission, Naim, Pink Triangle, Pioneer,
Rel, Rotel, Ruark, John Shearne, SME, Stax,

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
BONUS FABER YAMAHA

Systemdek, T.D.L., Yamaha

ti

nie
/

INSTANT
FINANCE 0%
AVAILABLE

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-H RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Now in our third tangy year

Free iota:illation: Credit facilities; Service Dept.

BADA BONDED DEALER
Nion-tial 9.30 — 5.30
;7 SS Iiiitmo•• Road. Ilercltiitl WI 432,1'35081

HI- Fl

01 257
15
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

RI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS ( OTT • GF IONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 663 ,
1AX 0171 624 5315

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
AUGUST 1997
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UNILET

Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

NORTHERN IRELAND

.,

.5..42. 40_,. i7eteeeee
SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE &
Id

.
„, .

9 ... ac,.

... Grahams b the best place to buy quality
hifi equipment in London (le £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of sonic* is superior.
Delivesy and installation. Demonstration

Soundslyle.

E
-NOSF1

35 Farlough Road, Newmills, Dungannon,
N. Ireland BT71 4DU. Tel. 01868 - 748632
Fax 748281. Mobile 0410 136130. Belfast Office 01232 - 653861
Credit

SOUTH COAST

NORTH LONDON

rc.TicíM

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994

Grahams HiFi

facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five best
Hi Fi shops in the world"
GRAHAMS HI.fl

-

TEL: 01892 547003
FAX: 01892 547004

Meracus, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Hotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Aura, Monrio, OreIle,
LFD, Campion, Densen, Roksan, Meracus, Michell, Adyton, YBA,
Primare, BOW Technology, ElectrocOMpaniet, Anon (valve), Audio Note
(valve), Unison Research (valve), Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee, Audio Note.

Triangle, Jamo, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - QED, Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds, Precious Metals, ART, Yamamura,
Sonic Link, Frameworks. Partington, Stands Unique,

ee.2S' ule
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10 - 12 CHAPEL PLACE
D E WELLS KENT

«TUC,* R, WPM INDOWISION or

Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Hotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Lexicon, JBL, REL,
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TURNTABLES - Audio Note, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan,
Wilson Benesch, Audiomeca,
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch, Nott
Analogue, Lyra, Sumiko, Goldring, Audio Note, Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rote!, Marantz, Harman Kardon, OreIle, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, Primare, Mondo, BOW Technology, Audio Alchemy,

Band W, QLN, Triangle, Jamo, JBL, Ruark, Impulse, Wilson Benesch,
REL, Totem, Tannoy, Yamamura, Klipsch, Homing, Bravura, Lowther.

ADVICE

• SYTEMS FROM £300 - f100K • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS
z Lj P
• OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE REST PRICES AND DEALS
•MOST MAKES AVAIL4BLE
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Grahams HI-F1 Ltd. Canonbury Yard
I90a New North Road London N1 7BS
Tei 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620
E-MAIL loosieusecornpuseneoorn

l
Choose from
e

the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

e-res
r
i
es

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (
01273) 609431 _ ,
EASTBOURNE Green St (
01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604 r‘
eeer

Excellent Listening Facilities
\....
late night Wednesday - 8.00 pm. Closed Mondays Free Parkin.g)

(
Including Interest Free) Available

NORTHUMBERLAND

SERIOUS KIT
•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC

•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

SERIOUS KITS
273 BURY NEW RD, WHITEFIELD, MANCHESTER, M45 8QP

0161-793-6742

studio

82

HI-FI & TV
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

HARPENDEN LTD

Bang 8« Olufsen

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

A f
r
esh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland,

Pink à, Audio Research, Micrornego,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sonus Faber, Denon, Celestion,
Orto(on, Rose + much more.

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First-Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OUI
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook. Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac.

Stiètio erro.
“
4 ,6

Centre

An arog Audio
(Hi-Fi Specialists)

SALE NOW ON

Stoc kist of full range of speakers and

electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

grown-ups

tel / fax Ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2
17 6 3 19

SURREY

849110 Road, tiindiin N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267

LEADING ST0( KISTS OF
ROHL YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

,
g

sig
hi-fi for

Stockists of ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • ', INN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iet
dli Y
indecently

good hi-fi
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Front End Problems?

NORFOLK
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ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI BaO,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio

SUFFOLK

82 The High Street

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and1 Decca -eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat loam - 6pm

154\

UNILET

Sound & Vision
* Six

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

Unison Research and others
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SURREY

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE
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URREY HIFI

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.

"Home Cinema on Demonstration"

AR CAM
ATACAMA STANDS
IIAN8TEA0
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
J8
YAMAHA
TOT, REF REFERENCE,
ORNAN
ROGERS
OUDOS
DORKING
MIT CABLES
PARTINGTON STANDS
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
CABLE TALK. BOSE
MILLER & KREISEL SUB WOOFERS
STANDS UNIOUE. ALPHASON
CRAWL"

CATERUAll

W outci

Forfriendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRYSTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, SPENDOR,
SUMO. TEAC, and many more.

toolulee)

.051
4 4...octeo
/
PROJ ECTS

0 11 3

CE

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage. Chord Company. Classe,

Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora, Haibeth, Myryad, D.P.A.,
Orelle Tnchord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unque
XTC & many Others.

SCOTLAND

PREMIER AUDIO

THE HI-FI

Serving the Yorkshire Area

INCLUDING PRO- AC • ABSOLUTE
AVI •

•

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST
72

Newhaven

Road

Edinburgh

CHI.

By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).

TOI, SUGDEN, PROAG, RUARK, ALCHEMIST AUDIO ALCHEMY, ELECTROCOMPANIF AMPS,
EXPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE, HOLFI, TEAC, IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE, CASTLE ACOUSTICS,
STEMFOORT, TRICHORD RESEARCH, HEYBROOK, MONITOR AUDIO, HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE), SME, UNISON
VALVES. SW ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES, CR DEVELOPMENTS VALVES), ART AUDIO
(VALVES). REL (ACTIVE SUS WOOFERS) PROJECT NOTTINGHAM ANALCGUE r2PTFON.
DETER. GRADO. YAMAHA
z
-zr

Specialist hi fi ill SI dclvIce

NAIM

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.

STUDIOS

Music Mill
DPA

4 5 6 5

HARBETH

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

MARANTZ •

2 3 0

TEAC®

GODSTONE 01883 744755

45 High Street, Godstone. Surrey RH9 8LS

SOUNDS •

you tike to hear more')

51“.

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01 302) 781 387

0 1 3 1 - 555 3 96 3

WEST SUSSEX

Open Tue Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

ZeGiet Hi- Fi
Selected agencies includ,

THE EAST COAST!

Roksan. Alchemist, Kef, Trichord, Maranta.

QLN. Tannoy. Orolki. Ratel.

Tear. Triangle. Infinity,

epow,kaft;

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Nairn Audio . ind Roksan: Approved Dealer
Densen.

Musical Fidelity. Neat, Revox, Apogee. Sennheiser, Stax. Primare, Soundstyle.
Stands Unique. Atacama. Van den Elul, Chord Company, MIT. etc.

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms
•Appointments and home demonstrations available.

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

28 Church Crescent. Dumfries, Scotland, DC IIDE

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

TEL: 01482 587397

Telephone:- 01387 267048

Telephone 01 273 775978

WEST MIDLANDS
CC. 96

-

1•6/1
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DOLBY ACII LINIITA

Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

• 3 Hi -Fi

For The Midlands
152a High Street,

Bloxwich,

• 2 Year

Walsall

AUDIO

LAS

MOM

MO.»

ARTERZW3
SONY
SUMS Ito
RM..
STOMIX
HAMM
Tutarr
WICIUML
Ton,

MM.

ALSO: - APOLLO

TU.
lOORDAUNT
TROSMOUX/r
MORT

A. T.

AUDIO AL.10.

MUM.
VAR Me Mt
. DROITR.
TAM.

AUDIO

QM.

MISSION
TRAY. .19
no.: M.G.
nit

MIT

ROSI

arum

C.. TAIS

Guarantee

• 1nhouse Service Department
• mail order available
• Interest Free Credit

01922 493499/473499
ARC.

Studios

Demonstrations
• Home cinema Iheatre
• Free

.0. COURANT

CTROR

CI.RTION

ORA

EPOS

AT

'
lunilla
TIMM PARLIONIC
RARAMCRI AMU
ORTOPON
IIICOOnel
101.0..
PROS.,
QUAD
ION RORRATI
WITS MCa,
RD..
SANYO
ROT.
SILECO
SIDMIZISMR

Sharing the ASLN camera
Off Hi
ill
gh Street, alcoorich,

?tr. %lull, wan midtards
open 6 Days, 9eas Late night Friday

at_

11\/11 LAPS'

351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 1317 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioguest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonos Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharfdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

AUGUST 1997

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968
OPENING TIMES:
Cloud Siadayllœrlay Ops. 114.30 Tlenday11-7111
Saturday II- 5.M Doeromeetoes by Appoirstagat
INTEREST FREE
(Is Limited Pence Aft
Writer, details
ow resort licensed Credit BMW
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Audio Innovations 800 pre-amp and power amp, just serviced, excellent condition £400 Tel: 01986 873517 (H0635)
4Lumley API and 3Lumley AP2 airpods make your equipment float
on air. The ultimate isolator for CD or amps £300 Tel: Paul, 01305
853618 (H0634)
Kenwood M85 System CM-7ES rear CS-6centre SW700, sub speakers, manuals, remotes. little used, good condition. cost £ 1,600 consists
of: Deck tuner. graphic/spectrum analyser, amp, single play CD, twin
cassette deck, may sell cabinets + £ 100, sell £825ono Tel: 01582
560630 (Luton) (H0638)
Krell MDA300 monoblocks, 300 WPC each boxed, very good condition. £5,000 Tel: 01923 823112 (eves/weekends) (H0637)
Yamaha DSPA590 amplifier, brand new, £300ono Tel: 842 2149
(H0636)
Mark Levinson No. 265 pre-amp, mint £3,495; Mark Levinson No.
23.5 power-amp, mint £3,495, includes Camac Adapters and XLO
mains cables, all manuals, boxed, immaculate Tel: 0181 311 7182
(H0641)
Krell KSA 250 just serviced, mint, £2,999; Audio Research LS2B
MKII 11 months old, £ 1,999 serious bargain Tel: 01623 871950
(H0640)
Gyro Deck, Gyro Power, Kusma-Stogi, AT-005, £675 Tel: 01438
715638 eves (Herts) (H0644)
Audio Research LS5 V140 x2 DAC2 £6,000; Krell KSL KST £2,500;
Sony CDP-RI, DAS RI £ 1,500 Tel: 01892 770016 King (H0643)
McIntosh MC275 power amp and C22 pre-special edition, mint, with

Musical Fidelity F16 mark two stereo power amplifier, factory
upgraded, box still sealed, genuine reason for sale,mint condition
£1,100 Tel: 01793 481532 (Swindon) (H0673)
Arcam Delta 170 transport and Deltec PDM2 DAC, (selling because
of upgrading) available invidually or complete for £400 Tel: 01932
866700 (H0677)
Speakers: JBL Century 100's, superb original west coast sound, per-

Wadia 2000 Decoding computer, latest spec. WT3200 transport.
AT&T both as new, leads, manuals, boxed, reluctant private sale, genuine bargain £2,995 Tel: 01953 789562 (Norfolk) (H0623)
Quad ESL63 pair and stands adn Kimber mains cables £ 1,200 Tel:
01843 584030 please leave amessage if answerphone is on ( 110629)
Watt 3/Puppy 2speakers, still shrink wrapped, Eldorado gold, original crates £5,500ono; Krell KSA-250B power amp. £2,995 boxed.

fect working order but no grille sponges, offers? Tel: 01303 248900

Pioneer Elite 97 Laser Disc player (superb CD transport) £ 1,500 Tel:

(Folkstone) (H0676)
Hoban Xerxes X turntable, SME, 309 arm, Ortofon MC25FL car-

01243 584728 (Bognor) (H0476)
Linn-Keüidh black ash, ku-stone plynths, 8metres of kyoo bi-wire

tridge. new, £ 1,600ono; Linn Kaber Loudspeakers, mint condition,
£780ono; Various Naim amps. PSU's and cables, offers? Tel: 0116 271
6132 (Leicester) (H0675)

cable, as new, (£ 1,000) £495 for quick sale. Tel: 0121 705 4859
Wadia X32 dac optical + coax imputs 32x oversampling dinimaster
software, asking £595 (£2,200) Metaxas Charisma/lraklis pre/power

Sound Factory, Tripod, spiked stand sections, including record box's,
will split, offers; Ariston Turntable, Linn arm, A&R Cartridge
£110ono; Gale GS401 speakers, walnut, including stands £ 100ono Tel:

(£3.300). Tel: 01394 460281 (H0625)
Castle Conway HI with custom stands, sounds amazing with tremen-

0116 271 6132 (Leicester) (H0674)
Cande Conway III with custom stands, sounds amazing with tremendous bass extention (£ 1,200) £490 for very quick sale; Townsend
Seismic Sink, makes any CD player sound better (£ 170) £70 Tel: 0121
705 4859 (H0671)
Chameleon Ruby Power amp worth £ 1,000, can deliver 800W continuous. Looks and sounds stunning too, £
400 for very quick sale;
Sony Graphic Equilizer (£ 100) £40 Tel: 0121 705 4859 (H0672)
Krell KSA 250 power amp, mint & boxed £2,250; Krell CD DSP balanced CD player, £ 1,800; Krell KBL fully balanced pre-amp with separate PSU, £ 1,650; All equipment is mint, boxed and with manuals,
genuine reason for sale - moving overseas. Tel: 01204 433698

I
kw transformer, stainless steel chassis, truly superb sound, £ 1,295

dous bass extension (£ 1.200) £490 for very quick sale. Townsend
Seismic Sink, makes any CD player sound better (£ 170) £70. Tel: 0121
705 4859 (H0671)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Cookbook by Allen Wright £27 inc p&p. "an explosive little tome" KK in HFN/RR Feb '97; Tube Preamp Cookbook - afew left at £27,
or both books £50; VISA/MC accepted, VSE (UK), PO Box 4016.
Pangbourne, Reading RG8 8UA or fax: 0118 984 5933 (H0466)
Ex demo stock in as new condition: Audio Synthesis Dax 11 £ 1,650;
Electrocompaniet EC I2 amplifier £750; Elecunconpaniet "cube"
speakers £900; LFD Integrated Zero amp £400; All products boxed

boxes and all, £5,500 Tel: 00 46 54 565227 (Sweden) (H0642)
Apogee Calider Signature speakers, Anthracite, boxed, good condition, £ 1,200ono, will deliver within reasonable distance, Tel: 01222

(H0670)
Suedeo A2I classic class Aamplifier, cost £65, 1972 now only £200;
Spica TC50 speakers from USA, new £649 now £270 Tel: Brian,

with warranty, Tel: 0121 445 5057 eves ( H0606)
Cartridges; Up to 45% off rip. Ialso supply turntables, tonearms, CD
cassette decks, minidisc, reel-reel, amplifiers,t unces, loudspeakers,

223280 or 0860 188000 (H0648)
Celestion SL6CDS speakers, Celestion System 6000 subwoofers with
out-board crossover; Celestion Digital loudspeaker processor, Supra
lOmm spealcer cable 6x 10m £ 1.500 Tel: 01253 692356 (H0647)

01747 851166 (H0669)

CDR, DAT, headphones, hi-fi furniture, cables, accessories, test cassettes. test CD's, Tel: Ian Harrison HiFi, 01283 702875 (110628)

Musical Fidelity F22 F15 £2,000; Tear VRDS1OSE £600 both 6
months old. Audio Innovations S800 Anniversary £ 1,000; KEF
L53/5A (RW) £500; Audio Alchemy V1/1 (slyer) £220; Proac Tablette
50 signature with RI stand £850, all boxed and under manufacturers
guarantee Tel: 0171 237 5302 (H0646)
Spendor BC I
s 150; Quad AM3 Tuner, rare, offers; Quad 303 power
amp £75; Armstrong 127 valve tuner amp, faulty £25; SME 3009
detach h/shell £60; Rotel RX150A £25 Tel: 01634 855534 (H0645)

passive, black, latest spec, perfect £2,750 Tel: 0181 657 0981 (H0549)
Audio Research Classic 30 Triode mode valve power amp, surplus to
requirements, hence £850 Tel: 0181 932 0747 (H0560)

Michell Orbe clear acrylic, £ 1,250; SME Series V £750; Castle Avon,
polished yew, £500; Cyrus 3i, £395, all excellent, boxed Tel: Robin
0171 794 3843 (110651)
Pioneer D-07 digital audio tape machine, £780; Marantz PM-53 amp
£90 Tel: 01354 654292 (Cambs) (H0650)
Lowther Acousta, PM6A units, one pair in very good condition, little
used and never abused, too large for new house £300 TEI: 0181 202
5675 (London NW) (H0649)
Trichord Pulsar DAC + PSU £950; Audiomeca Kreatura Transport
£650; Meridian 518 Anti-litmer + DSP £500 Tel: 01604 766124
(H0653)
Mark Levinson ML1 preamp £695; Exact Toneann (£ 1,800) £950 or
exchange Breuer, Ainangent; Studer A725 Professional CD £950;
Neat Petite II £350; Rivelin Eclipse £495; WAISTED: Wel tempered
arm Tel: 01642 649702 (H0662)
Krell KPS20i/L integrated CD player, digital volume control, optical
and electrical I/D, Linestage, remote, reference performance, mint,
boxed, 1year old, rare opportunity, bargain £7,450 (£ 11.000 new) Tel:
0860 850786 (H0661)
Quad ESL63 speakers, complete with Arcici stands £ 1,700 Tel: 0181

Brenell Mark 5M, old professional tape recorder plus speaker film
sound, any offers? Tel: Patrick, 01993 868277 (H0668)

WANTED

Linn LP 12 Lingo, Ekos, Arkin, black, all latest spec, perfect. Kabers

Sony WM-D6C walkman, prefessional stereo cassette-corder, leather
case, 6V adaptor, seldom used, one owner since new, superb condition.
Head D-mag included, £ 130 Tel: 01544 340540 9am-9pm (H0596)
Krell MDI SBP64X £5,400ono; KPS20i REF64 £ 13,000;KRSBP
REF pre-amp (six comps) £4,250; KRS200 REF monos £8,900
(£24,000); Meridian 200 plus 203 and Coud Cobraic £650; All excellent with boxes, Tel: 0181 882 4287 (eves) (H0598)
Monitor Audio Studio speakers, different models available, also
Michell Engineering Alecto Argo amps, all brand new, boxed
upopened guaranteed 25% off list prices Tel for details: 01793 542573
(Answer-phone) ( H0603)
Audio Research LS2. mint condition, original box and manual, little
used, £ 1,450ono; Siltech 408/456 interconnects, 2x Target equipment
tables (3shelves) £50 each Tel: 0181 595 2606 (eves) (110604)
Linn Kaim Switch mode SSP MOD £ 1.100; LK100 £500; LP 12
Girkus Valhala Basik, plus K18 in black £750; Dealer serviced, all
boxes Tel: 01226 740943 (Answer-phone) (South Yorkshire) (H0607)
Nains NAC42S £ 100; Denon PMA920 180 WRMS £215; Arcam
Alpha 3 £ 140; Sony CDP101 Quality £ 150; KEF Carina II's £ 150;

Second Hand Mark Levinson No. 36, No 37 two box CD player, Tel:
Graham Gibson. 01467 622720 day or 01224 707622 (eves) or 0802
812729 (mobile) cash paid, will collect. (H0593)
Wanted, Maranta SX72 digital scratch suppressor for vinyl, £ 150 paid
Tel or fax: Glen, 0181 951 1071 anytime (110591)
Tammy Little Redmonitor, Ortofon 12" toneann, Castagne toneann,
Win Fet-10+ Arun, Tannoy 15" Monitor black, Westrex 2090A+
2080A Acousticleus speakers, Audiotubes: PX4/25, DA30/60,
PP3/250, PP5/400, DAI00 STC-4212E, KT-66, KT-88, EL-34
(Mullard) DO-30/60, Ad- 1Tel: 01435 882702 (daytime) Fax 01435
883017 (110562)
Celestion, pair of DL 8 speakers, Tel: (0033) 320 35 9119 ( 18.0021.00 or weekends) (H0639)
Wanted - LUX Amplifier, tuner and turntable, must be in rosewood.
Tel: 01255 813161 daytime or evenings ( H0652)
Audiomeca Kreatura CD Transport Trichord modified, Audio Note
DAC2 valve based D/A converter, beautiful looking units with superb
analogue like sound, both products received excellent reviews £ 1,400
Tel: 0181 546 2881 evenings (H0660)
Old Hi-El% and Classical LP's wanted! Valve amplifiers: Quad, Leak,
Radford, Rogers, Pye, Lowther. Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Westrex, Vitavox,

Arm £35; Technics 50 WRMS Amp, black £75; WANTED: Marantz

Goodmans, 1BL, Altec; Turntables: EMT 327, Garrard 301, Thorons TD124, SME 3012, Ortofon 309, Tel/Fax: 0171 625 8966 (110667)
Quad FM4 and CD66 or CD67, prefer latest models, say 1990 or later.

CD Stax Tel: 01206 510392 (110615)
Spendor BCI speakers with stands in Teak 50W upgrade model, as

Tel: 01630 653847 long ring please ( H0665)
Quality HiFi and Pro-logic equipment bought and sold p/ex inc

new, offers around £250 Tel: 01226 292491 (H0624)

Waim, KEF, Audiolab, Mission, Monitor Audio, Linn, Marantz, for
further details Tel: 01844 260182/0973 233380 (H0529) (T)

SME 3009 £75; Deltec LBII Dac £ 195; Linn LP12 £295; AT100511

546 2881 evenings ( H0659)
Michell Orbe, SMEA, few weeks old, Van Den Hal MCIO special, latest Spec, little use, £2,300 (£3,700); Mark Levinson 27, mint, £ 1,500
(£3,800) Apogee centaur minors, stands. £550 (£ 1,545) Tel: 01442

-1

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( Incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

877853 (H0658)
New 2x Quad 67 £450 each; 66pre remote £450; 2x606 £330 each; 44
pre + MM/MC boards, best example £250; Ilbe lot £2,000 split
66/67/606 £ 1,250 44/67/606 £850 inc. p&p; New YBA Integre with
mm/ph £995 best integrated in the world? Tel: 01482 842740 most

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one wnfrl ( en Ploneet 5400 = two words/.

evenings ( H0657)
Audio Research L,S3 £950 plus D200 £ 1,650; Roksan Artaxerxes
phono amp, SME Connection plus DS4 power supply together £450,
mint, boxed, manuals Tel: 0181 743 3303 (H0656)
18 month old mint condition Arcam Delta 250 CD Transport plus
Arcam black box, 50 DAC £ 1,300 new, selling price £850 Tel: 0141
883 8217 ( H0655)
ATC SCM20 in rosewood plus stands, mint condition £995ono; AVI
2000MP preamp plus remote, mint condition, £650ono; AVI 2000MT
tuner, unused, mint condition £425ono Tel: 01242 575717 evenings
(110654)
Krell KMA 100's (two) and one switchable KSA100 (XLR and Phono
connection); Proac EBS Monitors, with ATC and Dynaudio units, will
separate, offers Tel: 01869 340818 (Oxon) (H0666)
Krell KSA3005 boxed, remote, manual, immaculate, bargain
(£4,750); SHUN MOOK CD Clamp, ultimate upgrade for toploading
transport (£450); Audiolab 8000C preamp, very good phono stage,
mint (£200) Tel: 0131 668 3389 (H0663)
ProAc Super Tower Speakers £575; LFD LS2/PA I £ 1,150; Castle
Conway 3 speakers £250; Standesign 5 shelf stand £95; LFD
LSO/PAO £550; Audio Alchemy DD53 + D1TB £595; Harmon Kardon
TU915 Tuner £95 Tel: 01727 762910 (110664)
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Discs,

Audio

Equipment

&

Accessories

Oscar Peterson Trio- We Get Requests f20
Art Pepper- New York Album,So in Love, Intimate
f15 All 3for f40
Decca SXL 2027 Ansermet / OSR - Dukas - La Peri
Debussy Jeux f20
Decca SXL 6136-Kertesz / LSO - Kodaly - Harry Janos
Dances Of Galanta f20

We stock ahuge range of audiophile vinyl, including the excellent
new releases from Absolute Analogue!
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS REVIVAL • AUDIOQUEST • UK BLUE NOTE
CARDAS RECORDS

180 gm HQ • CLASSIC RECORDS - RCA LIVING STEREO

DCC • DECCA SXL / LONDON CS - 180 gm HQ • EMI CLASSICAL
FONE

180 gm HQ

180 GM HQ

2LP BOX SETS • GRAPEVINE • IMPLUSE JAZZ - 180 gm HQ NEW RELEASE

KING SUPER ANALOGUE • LINN RECORDS

JAZZ / ROCK

MCA - 180 gm HQ

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS • PROPRIUS • RCA • SHEFFIELD LABS

HELIOS CD PLAYERS
New to the UK, The Revolutionary CD players from Helios.
These machines look and feel totally different to the opposition.
They sound better too.
On the outside a Metacrylite front panel and Stainless Steel
controls combine with a heavily damped chassis to produce
a reassuring sense of solidity.
Inside, you'll find a massively rebuilt transport system
(Model 16.1 2) with extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and proprietry
digital electronics, all upgradable between models.
The results speak for themselves. Effortless bass dynamics and
a wide open sound stage give music a tremendous sense
of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.
Experience the Helios Solution to CD's problems.
From f650 to f1250

VP! HW 191r / RB300 f599
A top quality US record player, the HW 19 Jr offers unbelievable
performance for the money. Fully suspended and featuring a solid acrylic
platter, the Jr represents unprecedented value - even more so because it
can be fully upgraded into the Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling
analogue front end in the US.
This turntable combination used to cost £850, but we sell it direct
to you for £ 599.
HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost

VP! HW 16.5
Record cleaning machine £ 399
The HW16.5 has been the benchmark
record cleaner since its introduction.
Stereophile's Analogue accessory of the year
for more years than ican remember,
the 16.5 is much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your valuable investment
in vinyl. It also opens nuge vistas of gloriously
cheap second hand records
Nobody with a serious interest in vinyl
record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock afull compliment of spares
and accessories, as well as the professional
grade HW 17F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use

Vinyl Demand import and distribute ahuge range of audiophile vinyl as well as analogue replay systems
and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and Audioplan.
Please phone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL1) ,T11 Analogue Equipment and Accessories (V012)

***** What Hi Fi July 1997

VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

1NEW

CASH

EX-DEM

USED

PART - EXCHANGE

VINTAGE

COMMISSION SALES

TURNTABLES / ARMS
Grado Tonearm / Signature 8 (both Unused) £ 1000 £495
Linn LP12 / Akito / Audio Tech 0C3
£ 1500 £ 595
Linn LP12 (Blk) / Ekos / Lingo / K9
£3500 £ 1295
Linn Axis / Black Pearl cartndge
£595 £295
Manticore Mantra / Magician / MB6 with
power supply and Ortofon MC3000
£3200 £ 1195
Rega Planar 3 / RB 300 / Onofon Q
£349 £249
Roksan Xerxes (Black) / Rega RB300 £ 1175
f595
Slate Audio 401 (Never used) Cut for SME 309 £ 1600 £750
Trio L070 Direst Drive ( Extremely rare) £2250 £750
MR CASSETTE DECKS / REEL TO REEL/TUNERS
Nakamichi 480Z
£425 £275
Nakamichi 700 Tri Tracer
£ 1750
£495
Nakamichi 583
£695 £395
Nakamichi 600
£500 £ 195
Stax Omega headphones inc power supply £3000 £ 1695
Pioneer CT91a ( Reference)
£795 £395
Revox 877 1/2 track
£2500 £695
Naim NAT101
£ 1250 £495
AMPLIFIERS
Albarry APS1 / PSU / DMP 1 / M408
£ 1400 £600
Arcam Delta 110 / 120 Pre-power
£ 1250 £745
Arion Electra (New) Integrated £ 1400
f875
Audiolab 8000M (X2) Ex-show stock £ 1600 £ 1125
Audio-Note Otto phono pre-amp (Valve) £ 1500 £750
Audion Sterling ( Silver wired power) £599 £495
Audio Research LS3 (Blk) Pre
£2000 £ 1195
AVI S2000MI (
Ex-dem)
£899 £699
Classe Audio DR9 Class A Power amp
£3699 £ 1800
Concordant Excelsior
£ 1295 £695
Exposure 7 Pre / 8 Power
•
£ 1100 £575
Incatech Claymore (Finished in Gold) Unused £575
f425
Jeff Rowland Model 3 Monoblocks £4000 £2250
John Shearne Phase 2 ( Integrated) £595 £395
LFD PA1 / MCI / 2 X Monoblocks £4500 £2700
Linn Malik 1(
Inc MM Phono stage)
£890 £395
Linn LK1 / Dirak PS / 2 X LK280
£2500 £ 1000
Linn Kaim / LK100
£2350 £ 1495
Magnum 330 Pre/power (Chrome) £ 1120 £895
Meridian 562 Pre ( Ex-dem)
£995 £795
Meridian 565 AC3 / 519
£3150
f2350
MicroMega Tempo 2 (Integrated) £950 £650
Mission Cyrus 2
£395 £ 175
NAD 208 (THX Power)
£ 1100 £799
Naim 92 / Flat Cap / 90 (As new)
£ 1260 £900
Naim 32 / 160 (Scratched)
£ 1495 £495
Naim 160 (X2) (Modified)
£650
Pioneer A91D ( Reference)
£ 1250 £595
Quad 77 ( Inc remote - New)
£849 £649
Quad 34 / 306
£715 £495
PS Audio IV / HCPS ( Pre-amp)
£695 £295
Rappaport Pre-2 ( Pre-amp)
£595 £395
Sonographe FET ( Pre)
£ 1250
f495
Sugden A21a Integrated amp
£695
f495
Sumo Athena (
Pre) + 9 ( Power)
£ 1900 £995
Threshold S300 Power amp
£5500 £ 1950
YBA 2 ( Pre)
£1700
£875
CD PLAYERS
Arcam Delta 70 / Black Box 3
£ 1100 £ 675
Audio Alchemy V3 DAC
f700
£495
Audiolab 8000 Transport & DAC ( Ex-show) £2200 £ 1500
Carver TL3220
£500 £295
Linn Karik 3 (As new)
£ 1850 £ 1295
Meridian 206B Delta Sigma
£795 £395
MicroMega Stage 3
£900 £595
Naim CD3 (
1month old)
£997
f797
Parasound 1600 DAC
£ 1450 £995
Quad 77 CD ( unused)
£850 £650
Roksan Artessa Mk2 Trans / DAC / Pwr Sup £2200 £ 1295
Sony CD-P701ES
£795 £295
Teas VROS10
£800
£595
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Model X ( Inc valve power amps) £3500 £1750
Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands £ 1545 £695
Apogee Stage ( Ribbons)
£2995 £ 1295
ATC SCM10 ( Black)
£ 1100 £595
CelestIon SL700
£ 1495 £650
Epos ES14 ( New)
£675
f475
Harbeth HLP3
£799 £599
Impulse H6 ( Horns)
£ 1495 £875
Linn Sara (
Teak)
£700 £295
Magnaplanar SMG-CSE
£990 £675
Meridian M30 (
Active)
£1000 £575
Mission 754 (
Oak) Ex-dem
£ 1498 £ 1198
Proac Response 1
£ 1200 £850
Proac Studio 100 ( Rosewood)
£650 £495
Quad ESL57 ( Black)
£ 1500 £395
Quad ESL63 ( Rosewood)
£3500 £ 1495
REL Sentour
£ 1800 £995
Rogers Studio 1
£499 £349
Spendor S100
£2125 £995
Spendor BC3
£ 1250 £495
Tannoy Berkeley 15" HPD (Walnut)
£750
Tannoy Lancaster 15" Gold (Circa 1960)
Offers over £395
Yamaha NS1000 ( Black) Ex-studio £ 1399 £695
Yamaha NS1000 ( Ebony) Very rare
£ 1999
f895

SELLING OR CHANGING YOUR HI- Fl?
You will want to know that
THE HI- FI COMPANY
has the most flexible approach to
ensure you get your best price - quickly.

iiii(J:ii\_11 1if
We always require top-quality hi-fi
and can offer INSTANT CASH for your
carefully used equipment.
Currently we have customers waiting to
purchase the following items:
YAMAHA CT7000 Tuner, VALVE amps,
NAIM amps 8, power supplies, REVOX tape
decks, all ELECTROSTATIC loudspeakers.
Nakamichi, Sequerra, all MICHELL Turntables
QUAD FM3 / FM4 / 67CD / 66 Series
Quad owners note: Extra Special Upgrade
p/x allowances to Latest Quad 77 Series

TRADE ENQUIRES VERY WELCOME

Y
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Difficulty selling your specialist hi-fi?
Then, allow us to sell it for you on a
commission basis.
And, for mint condition items, boxed, or
with owner history, we can advance up
to 50% of agreed selling price, with
balance payable ( less commission)
immediately on sale of goods.

Looking for something specific?
New or used, there's agood chance we
can obtain what you want, at the best
price - and we can always find anew
home for your old equipment too!

We promise UNBEATABLE allowances
against items from our extensive range
of NEW and USED hi-fi equipment.
Use your P/X as the deposit on your new
purchase ( available on INTEREST FREE
CREDIT) or ask for a ' CASH- BACK'
if you prefer to pay any other way!
ALL USED EQUIPMENT IS FULLY TESTED
AND SOLD WITH WARRANTY.

CALL FOR UP-TO-DATE LIST.

CREDIT CARD CALLERS
NEXT DAY DELIVERY GUARANTEED

Md
»mars
NEW?
Most of the hi-fi bargains you'll see
listed on the left have come into stock
when customers have chosen to
up-grade components or systems at
The Hi Fi Company. Generous trade-in
allowances are just one of the benefits
enjoyed by our customers because we really want your old hi-fi equipment!
And, most importantly, we back up our
Easy Up-Grade facility with the most
appetising stock of hi-fi equipment at
any price level.
As well as virtually every justifiably
'award winning' component and system
featured in the serious hi-fi press, we
always keep awide range of equipment
which we consider to have outstanding
or unique qualities and characteristics,
regardless of budgetary constraints or
that invidious 'sound for your pound'
journalese espoused by 'popular' hi-fi
magazines, and which so demeans the
aspirations

of

more

discriminating

enthusiasts!
In fact it is obvious to us that most of
our customers have quite individual and
specific expections, often not met by the
'vanilla' favourites of the popular press!
For them (and hopefully, you) we keep
right up-to-date with the very latest, and
most interesting hi-fi components and
systems available for your assessment.
Amongst several exciting new
products that have found favour in our
demonstration studios in the last few
weeks are the following:
• SONUS FABER
Concerto Grand Piano

£2299

• MICHELL ORBE with
SME Series IV / Lyra Lydian £3445
• AUDIOLAB
8000 CD Player

£1000

• NAIM Credo
Loudspeakers

£1060

• KRELL KAV 250 P/A
Pre and power

£5280

• COPLAND CDA 277
CD Player

£1799

• MERIDIAN 565 (7.1)
DTS/AC3 Dig. Processor

£2850

• M&K 150 THX ( 5.1)
Studio Monitor Spkr System

£5000

• QUAD 77 Remote Control
CD / Tuner / Amp system

£2250

• YAMAHA DDP-2
AC3 Processor

£350

• MAGNEPLANAR
MG - 0.6 SE Speakers

£1370

• MARTIN LOGAN CLS It,
Full Range Electrostatics

£4555

Phone for our latest newsletter
or for details about any of these
fabulous new products.

PLEASE CALL
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We are open 9.30am - 5.30pm
Tuesdays - Saturdays ( Inc)
CLOSED MONDAYS
Answerphone all other times

TRADING STATION
35-42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH PE1 1U

BUYING OR SELLING : ( 01733) 555514 'WHAT'S NEW': ( 01733) 341755

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS 8( PRICELIST.

AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
GREAT NEWS ,'AUDIO NOTE CAN NOW OFFER EXCLUSIVELY
DESIGNED TRIODES FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.

Audio Note UK Ltd is proud and happy to announce ajoint venture with Mr, Aleta Vaic ut AVVT in the Czech Republic.under the agreement reached
Aleta Vaics company will be making arange of directly heated triodes for small signal, driver and output stages exclusively for Audio Note. This will
with time allow us to explore hitherto uncharted territory in the field of Single-Ended Audio Amplifier design, by putting us in aposition to design
and manufacture nodes specifically for agiven purpose, something which has not been within our reach in the past, where we have always had to
settle for the best amplifying devices available. but which good as many of them are, were generally made for other purposes. So Iam very excited
about the potential for improvements and prospects of raising the game to the highest lead,
Initially, we will only have aSuper Linear version of the 3006 available, dubbed the Audio Note A03008 SL it will be available in limrted numbered
samples at USG 42500 each either single or matched pairs. We will follow this fanty quickly by anew very powerful power triode, the new Audio Note
AV62B SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 was Class Ain single-ended configuration, the most powerful and linear power triode available, at
an expected price of US$ 750.00 each. It will help advance the case for SE operation despite the deplorable inefficrency of the most modern loudspeakers!!
For those of you who have already experienced the Van Valve VV308 and W52E1 it will interest you to know that an Audio Note A0528 SL and AV328
SL will be introduced when we have solved the problems ol cathode crystallisation that the Varo Valve VV3013 and W528 suffer from. The expected
cost of the AV328 SL will be USG 550.00 each and the AV5213 SL USS 650.00 each.
All Audio Note Triodes are available in Colbalt blue. Ruby Red, Silver or Gold glass on request at an additional US$ 125.00 per valve, delivery normally about 90 days as aspecial order
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Audio Note distributors.

We have now settled in our new factory unit and it is already turning out to be too small, such is life, in amarket where large parts of the specialist
hdi industry is falling on harder times (especially the high power low efficiency crowd; what can i
say, 0could not happen to more deserving people!) Audio Note is finding our market is growing ever more rapidly than we can reasonably deal with or supply, so, as with most things good, you
sometimes have to wail which is not what any of us are particularly good at. having been brought opina society that favours instant gratification'
above all else.
In this society context, it is therefore very gratifying to see how many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits of do-it-yourself"
amplifiers, speakers etc. just another example of how society is changing, in this case definitely for the better, rather than passively buying the latest
greatest new "super amplifier large numbers of our customers are now building better amplifiers themselves, learmng to understand and appreciate
the simple truth that the Single- Ended Triode output stage rules supreme where music reproduction is concerned.
Participation is the name of the game and Audio Note is happy to provide awide range of complete kits. output and mains transformers, chokes,
paper in oil, aluminium, tin, copper or silver foil signal capacitors, Ede Gate. Cerafine or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum, carbon and
metal film resistors. silver wires, interstage and (Inver translormers, switches, balance controls. potentiometers, attenuators. chassis's and fittings Or
the quality oriented Dffter whether you are abeginner or hardened experimenter, male or female. we have the best (
and not always most expensive)
parts tor most projects. • Ihave commented on this before, it is most interesting to watch the scramble taking place amongst the existing valve amplifier manufacturers, most
of whom have espoused the vIrtues of hIgh power and who still mainly make then living selling them, for how is agood question') valve amplifiers.
as many of them now embrace the low power single-ended triode amplifier as if they had never said anything to the opposite or even more interestingly, as one valve manufacturer, famous for the stainless steel chassis and very high power amplifiers says. -we only make SE amplifiers because
people want them. we do not believe this is the best solution -Interesting statement, is it not? This is what happens when allthe manufacturers do is
follow the lead of the market instead al taking the lead themselves, which is why the socalled " High End" ( lovely American term for something that
cannot reproduce music) but also quite sad. fonunately this is not an accusation that can be thrown at Audio Note. as we were first to introduce SE
amplifiers into the worldwide commercial specialist market, and we still lead the way.
The virtual flood of SE amplifiers hat has appeared on the market over the past 3years is no doubt confusing to most of you, it certainly seems to
have bewildered most of the press and their reviewers, agreat many of whom have yet to really understand what is happening, especially the fact
that the grassroot support for SE triode amplifiers, is so deep rooted and strong. seems to have bypassed the men in their ivory towers, most of who
still believe that this is fad that will die away, as soon as the next great "achievement" of the traditional "High End" has been released. Oh. how little
do they comprehend that the move away from the traditionally favoured high power - inefficient speaker technologies most of them have supported
(and in many ways helped bring about, remember the rave reviews of the Apogee Scintilla or latest high power ML. ARC or Krell?) are now serious
unwell and may well die over the next five years, already now the second hand values of the products taht contain these technologies are seriously
and still falling. consider that if any of youstill own one of these dinosaurs, unless of course you like collecting historical artifacts,
Attempts to make SE technology conlorm to current technologeal measurement dogma have so lar failed ( thanks in no small part to many of you brave and persistent people out there. who have for yourselves experienced what happens to lye sound ol agood SE amplifier when you stick 24413 or more feedback across the orcut and interesting, not to mention enlightening experience. that clearly demonstrates that low stale distorhon is not the 'cure air that the transistor and high power
brigade would have us believe). and whist attempts are being made to ' upgrade' semi conductor circuitry with aSingle- Ended flavour how truly single-ended this
really is, is highly questionable since the transrstor can only amplify one half ol the waveform and needs apartner lin crime?, it certain3 sounds that way!) to wholly
amplify he signal. semi conductor means what he says HALE and that's what you get hall the signal, hall the sound ,Some people are satisfied with pseudo- solutions. the current ' High Ene is no exception!
But as isard, this is all changing for the Orner, and if we can do anyltung to help, we certainly shall, which is why we are introducing anumber of new parts on the
list, which will include the much-wanted very soon lo be available pre-amplifier kit, but equally rmponantly. aloudspeaker kit sorry no pads lor the cabinet only the
drawing and the individual tested drivers. with either copper or silver voice coils. the speaker kit is modelled on our ON- Espeakers. which rate at about 93 • 94d8
efficiency, with avery benign load behaviour. they are developed on SE•trede amplifiers and are highly suited to the low- power SE Mode amplifiers Mat most cl you
have or are contemplating

The controversy surrounding what to use with the low power SE triode amplifiers is not solved with the speaker kit, so we have something else up our sleeve loi
later as well, watch mn space!!!
The increase in interest in all things single-ended, especially the triode non-leedback variety, is now so great that even the mainstream valve manulacturers are
about to follow suit. coil you are looking for asingle-ended product beware of the lalse prophet, who speaks of things he does not believe in, until il becomes
finandaIN expedient or downright necessary to have asingle•ended amplifier in their product program. So whether you are budding asingle-ended amplifier yoursell, or looking to buy amanufactured single-ended product, please remember that it was AUDIO NOTE, who, in the face al the usual industry hype about conhnual
-progress', brought the technology to the attention of press, public and general audio industry alike not because it would lend aquick buck to the purse but
because we firmly believe that il is asuperior way of amplifying any must signal. and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology for anyone
who want lite genuine aesthetics and beauty of real music reproduced in their home
Nov that we stand on the boundary of this, the brave'new' world of 1920's armory, we note with interest the number of manufacturers who have manufactured
valve amplifiers for many years, Sut who only now have 'discovered' Me benehts of Me single- ended stage and who in the past 20 years or so have been the
strongest proponents of the high power high quality' valve amommer, watch them, as they now, for commercial gain embrace the world of high loudspeaker efft
covey and single-ended triode amplification and then draw your own conclusions about their sincerity, thew commitment market strategy and general competence
in overall knowledge of the technology of Andre AUDIO NOTE were the first and vnll remain the last word in sonic quality il you appreciate music properly reproduced
As expected land predicted in the above paragraphs) we are now seeing aflood ol single-ended amplifiers appearing on the market. some are good, many are noll
il is important to remember that the hardest Ming to achieve is simplicity, man eacomplicating being (Just Moli at our tax systemiff), and since World Wag Two we
have been led to believe that complication equals technology, not true especially not in muse reproduction equipment, here simplicity is adistinct virtue Singleended ampldtation requires an understanding of the necessity for simplicity Malls very rare, another common fallacy is lhat the SE power supply needs to have
very large capacitance or storage, also not correct you want as fast and responsive an SE-power supply as you can gel, so asmall agile power supply sounds
much belle than abig slow one valve rectrfication is amust chokes are good, Sul not mandatory.d most is aproblem, alarge resistor will do. It is most important
to remember that in ano- feedback single-ended amplifier the circuit and power supply met have the same time constants to bindle, correctly, so simple and
small is beautdul
Another interesting aspect of the SE- revolution is the attempt to incorporate tenets of current technological dogma and beliefs into the SE perlormance envelope. we
are already seeing low distortion SE. self-cancelling SE. trustee SE. soon to be mined by " high current SE' and ' hi high power SE. don't be duped by these slogan, claims that you can get 55 walls SE Class Afrom one VT-4C/211 are veer nonsense. likewise 15 watts from asingle 3006. these knits of power speoltabans are no good unless they are accompanied by adistorbon figure at the rated power lo give you an illustration of this at 55 watts Class ASE a211 has about
50% harmonic distortion, one has to question the sonic quality of any signal al that distortion level it only the magazines spent as much time and energy on exposing Inc charlatans whose unjustifiable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting public. as hey do trying to explain the benefits of () CC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amust carrier. we would have acleaner and more rust market where being corned and truthful would not be a
marketing disadvantage.
Back to the sublet maney all the talk about justice and correctness would be vandy if not backed by action so in order to enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own special verston of any of the single- ended circuits being discussed, whether old or new. we will continue to expand on what is already the most
extensive range of ultra high quality components that the discerning "doqt-yoursell -valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended or ( shame on
pull push pull ampfifier, whether triode or pentode. All of these pans are used in various models of the manufactured line of the AUDIO NOTE amplifier, These
components include mosIN specially made lean like ceramic valve bases with ether silver or gold plated pins, paper in oil aluminium foil signal capacitors, copper
silver foil signal capacitors. Black Gate graphite electrolytic capacitors. acid/corrosive-free silver solder, copper and silver wired audio output translormers, nonmagnetic tantalum resistors. non-magnetic RCA and speaker ternfinah, valves and many other useful bits and pieces for upgrading old or constructing new valve
amplifiers.

AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS UKITS.
We shas be offering the speaker drivers that we use in all own loudspeakers for general sale from now o, you can buy the drivers individually or together with a
package that shows the crossover configuration and cabinet drawings, together with apat ol ports
we have span far more lime looking at Inc etticrency/speaker load issues in relationship to Me low power SE triode amplifiers than anyone else. and Ibelieve that
our solutions are both original and ellectrve, unfortunately nature is as cruel as she is kind, when it comes to ellimency, bandwidth, size and price
We offer our cInve units wits both copper and silver speechcoils, the measured difference is negligible but the difference in sound between Me two is very great
indeed. which again begs the question what it is ive measure in relation to what we hear
tos.
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All our speaker cabine sare made food nerent materials, front bane neiMer lywood or soft chipboard, the wrap is dense MOP and the back iagain either plywood or medium chipboard, no damping materials are applied to any part ol the cabinet, whilst we uesome bracing to OHM ute the cabinet re ounces Do Ihear
cries of " cabinet colo ration'?? Despee what you might think the gurtar like stru tore 01 our cabinets greatly enhances effect cy dynamics and parkle.
We also use only aminimal amount of wadding. and it has to he aspecific type preferably well cleaned sheens wool position ng is critical and here experimentation is recommended, if you build the speakers yourself.
We will sell you abasic kit of crossover pans, acabinet drawing and apoll tube and then you can experiment with the cabin lItself lo your hearts delight alternatively we offer acomplete tested kit of drivers and crossover a cadet drawIng and the port tube, whIch, if you follow the directions carefully will make agenuine
Audio Note speaker
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The price is Iwo speakers. if anyone wants mono only then halve the price, the speakers in question are similar to the AN-EJO which are close to 94 dB efficient in acabinet 80x36a28 centimeters, and are designed to stand close to rear and side walls.
Work is going on on afull range dual cone driver for quarter or had wave horn applications, so
keep your eyes out for future announcements.
ORDERING AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS.
Apart horn the kits all the prices in this list are excluding UK Vat at 17.50%. which, if you live
inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase, after the addition of postage and packing
costs, il you live outside the EEC the price you see is the price you pay.
We are introducing acompletely computerised system asfrom September 1. 1996. ( it remains to
be seen whether this is abenefrt or not. Ipersonally have my doubts!. which should in theory
reduce the lead times. minimise mistakes and allow us to quote prices to you quickly over the
phone. plus make stock control more consistent. To help us help yourself we have now incorporated aproduct ordering code no, which we strongly recommend you use for all future orders,
not using it will cause delays in processing your order. especially in afew months time when the
system is fully operational.

We accept VISA. Mastereanl, Access. DMus. and Ames, to pay this way. we will need your

address, card no. with start and expiry dates. please note that we are no longer allowed to ship
goods to an address that is different from the cardholders address. this is to protect you from
fraudulent use of your card etc. You can also pay by bankers draft. Euro cheque or cheques
drawn on aUK bank account,
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cleared funds. but please allow up to 60 days

ITEMS SOUGHT.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information relevant to
the subject of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others, please let us know
either by fax or telephone, there is an award of 020.00 ( payable in valves or other bits, postfree)
to anybody who sends us abook which contains useful Information about valve amplifier design
or theory,
Likewise. Iam looking for anumber ml old valves to experiment wnh, so if you have any PX4's
PX25S.
AD1 s, or any of the old triodes, I
will be happy to buy or swap at agood price,
likewise anyone of you know where to find old studio tape recorders, STUDER. TELEFUNKEN or
AMPERE% or the like. record cutting, plating. processing or pressing equipment, or have books
or informatron about building microphones, recording technique. LP-manufacture, then it will all
be gratefully received. AUDIO NOTE has the intention over the next 2 - 3years to set up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have quite a101 of inf «male. much more IS
needed.
Circuits Vds data lb Basic Technical Inlormation
If you would like some suggestions which to base afuture project around. then we shall be
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which is the best pre- amplifier cIrcuit we have come across. Just send astamped selraddiessed
A4•size envelope, together with 6.00 pounds in small denomination UK stamps, or if you live
outside the UK US $ 1915.00 in $ bills will do, please do not send Bankers Drafts in US$,
International Response Coupons or International money orders. as they cost more to cash than
their value.
We have alarge number of requests for the circuits of the AUDIO NOTE UK- made ampfifers, like
OTO Phono SE, M1 Phono. MEISHU, SORO etc,. and since we ( unlike the majority or our talented competitors) do not have any secrets in this department, and are only too pleased to help
extend the envelope of knowledge in this much maligned held, we shall be happy to send you or
any exIstIng or prospective competitor, one or more circuit diagrams.they cost I5.00 each, or
you can buy for example all phono integrated amplifiers. Ion E30.00 ($50.00). or all Line-integrated amplifiers for E25.00, all pre-amplifiers for I2a00 ($35.00), or simply acomplete circuit
pack for ( Saba mix)). All can be paid either by credd card, cash, bankers draft or cheque
drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage.

By the time you read this SOUND PRACTICES issue 12 will be HERE, so this should keep you off
the street over the next couple of weekends! Buy acopy for f5.00 ypostage ( or self addressed
envelope with order if you five in the UK), contains the following articles, Audio Note ANKORU
parallel 845SE by designer Andy Grove. Lowther: Another opinion by Marc Walters, Tube Users
Guide by Ludell Sibley. Meet the Tube the 50. Herb Reichert on Reviewing Perspectives ( avery
good criticism of the current reviewing and measuring practices) and much more!! Much good
and informative reading as usual, again £500c A4 size, stamped sell addressed envelope If you
live in the UK or US5 10.00 and aself addressed envelope if you live abroad.
Vacuum Tube Valley,
Now Ibet you have never heard of this one before. but demonstrating the strength of the revival
mn everything that has to do with valves, whether single-ended, push-pull or just old and good.
Vacuum Tube Valley is aquarterly, high quality print and read each issue focuses on aUS brand
of yester-year, in the cured issue ( Issue 2Volume One) Healhkit is dealt with extensively. There
is along artrcle by Eric Barbour about the ELM ( not afavourite of mine any longer, but avery
popular valve nonetheless, and an interesting overview of available and vintage types. The Audio
Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY amplification building, very practical and useful,
Cathode bias. agreat article about how to bias the VV52B and biasing and tubelife in general.
Tube matching ( valve matching to us Brien and much more. It is nice to see amagazine that
takes ahistorical perspechve. Well worth aread. available Irom us at 8.50 acopy or directly
from 111V 1095, E Duane Ave. Suite 106, Sunnyvale CA 94086, USA. S3a00 for foreign subscribers, 4Issues now available,
POSITIVE FEEDBACK.
This is one type of feedback that we are not entirely agarnstl PositIve Feedback Is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Society with aspirations towards greatness, not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970's. lt is aquarterly publication of zany. controversial commentary,
by in-house writers, members. as well as various industry doyens on the subjects of music,
audio, technology and the quest for musical satisfaction,1 for one, think it is an excellent read
and provides agood alternative view to most of the established press, which tends to view the
world in the context of what new products is available rityht now, wIthout giving much perspective backwards. We have several back issues available of Positive Feedback andthe latest issue e
just off the press and all are available al C7.00 per issue. Yours truly is aregular contributor to
PF. what better reason to subscribe]

PP = Push-Pull. PPP = Parallel Push-Pull. SE = Single-ended. PSE = Single-ended Parallel. UL signifies 43% ultralinear laps, as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps, as we consider
these detriment to sound qualify " Dynaco replacement
All primary impedances are calculated for Class Aoperation, with the main consideration given to
maximum dynamic power transfer ability and mmimum (retortion, rather than meaningless steady
state sine- or squarewave conditions.
At our single-ended output transformers are airgapped, and the maximum standing current allowed
before saturation is shovm in column 5.
All our output translormers are tested to insulation levee or mmimum 3.000 volts. all 211/A45 outputs are insulated to 5Ky flash, every transformer is tested to this level of insulation
We generally overspecihi our transformers by 50% power in Push- Pull ( which means that atranslormer staled as 25 watts will allow about 3539 watt peaks. our single-ended outputs are generally
over specified by 100%. which means that they will instantaneously allow peaks oh double the given
maximum power through undistorted, this is necessary due to the better chomp behavrour of the
single-ended stage
We do not give any further technical information on our output transformers, as we do not wish to
lake part in technical competitions. our products are desityned to criteria which are and will be understood once they are listened tol
In addition to the output transformers offered below. we offer adesign service, where we can
supply almost any requirement for wideband transformers, whether for microphones, moving
cod cartridges. line input. phase splitter, interstages. driver or power output, we design and
manufacture prototypes in-house. the cost for the paper desIgn is £200.00, prototype cost is
calculated on aper case basis. We can also produce production quantities.
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LISTENER MAGAZINE.
Here iS areview based music and hill magazine that Ireally enjoy reading ( together wIth F7 and
Audio Adventurer), the music reviews are amongst the very best in the business, the equipment
reviews not far behind. This is worthwhile and existing addrtion to the available opimons on
music and equipment and at only f4.00 per copy agood investment. The Listener Is apocket
sized quarterly publication. 4issues are available at the moment.
The Audio Adventure.
Another good alternative to the established magazines, still developing and not afraid to take
acontroversial stance, has two of my favourite writers on their staff. Myhs Astor sed Doyno
Both- Hili Hussy, so get acopy and see for yoursell.
COMPLETE KITS,
KIT ONE 3008 sing(e-ended. 9watts Class A. stereo chassrs. cost C799.00 incl.
AN-KIT-001

Oat, Order Code

KIT TWO 6550 single-ended, 15 watts Class A, on astereo chassis. cost £ 599.00 incl. Vat. Order
Code AN- KIT-002
KIT THREE 3008 parallel single-ended, mono chassis. 16/17 watts Class A, cost £ 1,550.00 Mel
Val Order Code
AN-KIT-003
KIT FOUR 606 push pull. 10 watts Class A. stereo chassis, cost E279.00 Incl, Vat, Order Code
AN-KIT-004
KIT FIVE MII be respecified, it hes proven impossible to release a2111845 kit due to the high voltage
problems

We can also supply aset ol dala sheets tor the most commonly used valves. ECC82,
ECC88/6922, 12AY7/6072A 7025/12AX7WA/ECC83. 6SN7, 300B, 211NT4C, 845, EL34/6CA7,
2A3, 604, 5U4G, GZ34/5AR4. EL84/68C15. 6V6GT, OLAS. 5881/6L6WGC/KT66. Again send a
stamped self addressed A4 envelope together with I4.00 in small denomination stamps or il outside the UK another US S15.00 will suffice.

KIT SIX 3008 smgle-ended. 7/8 watts Class A. stereo chassis. expected cost C44900 Including valves
and Vat, this mIl be our " entrypoinIC or tgateway( to single-ended Mode bliss or rock and roll. if you
prefer. Expected available October 1996
PRE-AMPLIFIER KIT Hard wired circun boards. design loosely bases on the Audio Note M7 Tube,
Available in 3versions the complete ktt. version 3costs £ 299 (10 Inc UK VAT 0, 17.5%.

Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background to the subject of valve amplifier
circuit design. Guy Adams and Ihave written and assembled anumber of articles and extracts
from old books which give some background to the subject. do not expect to become an instant
expert, but it will serve as auseful reference, for the beginner as well as the more advanced. we
have expanded this info- pack to include even more useful information, so if you have already
bought the old pack, just send f2.00 or US $5,00. For the full pack asmall charge is required,
his time £ 700. in small denomination stamps with astamped sell addressed envelope, or outside the UK, please send US $25.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterlin.q for the above charges as well, lust
convert the USG amounts to Sterling at $ 1.70 to the Pound. otter you have rounded up to nearest $ 5.00.

If you are In doubt acto whether akit project is suitable for you. we suggest you spend I10 00 on buy'no the instruchons lut the KIT ONE, single 300E1 amplifier. this wdl give you agood idea whether akit
project is tor you, if you decide to buy alot they the£10 00 will be rerunded *aim' the cost of the
kit As the other kits become available then instruction manuals will also be available at£1000 each.
We have the Kit One instructions available in English. German and Italian. please spicily when ordering.

SOUND PRACTICES.
If you are seriously Interested in the subject of valve amplifier design. wrthout the usual preconceived notions of what is "good" amplifier design and technology ( the traditional view, which has
brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier. has obviously disqualified itself quite monumentally!) then SOUND PRACTICES is the magazine to read. here you will find articles about
design parameters. DIY articles tor amplifiers and speakers, revrews of new and old, in other
words the very subjects that none of the selfserving. advertising led traditional press will touch
as they do nor enhance the business of their normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £ 5,00 per copy ( there are currently 11 issues available) or by subscription
from SOUND PRACTICES Ra Box 180562, Austin, TO 78718, USA. Aregular modern world bargain. and there are practically none of hone in Audio today. With enough subscrrption support
SOUND PRACTICES may lust bring about the " sound practices" that the hill industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscriphonn Our friend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and
MC. so convenience eat hand at long last! CAII or preferably fax Joe on 512 339 6229 with your
card no. if you want adirect subscription.

Group Gare typically 16Hz to 50KHz minus 1 . 52. strfftwound double C-cores made from the best
available silicon steel lamination, these outputs will compare m re than favourably with the best available types from days gone by and from other current sources ike Partridge. Tango, Tamura etc.
Group Duse Audio Not- silver wire. need Isay more]]
Specrfeations,

AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
We are in the process of burldIng up four separate ranges of Audio Nol output transformers, inorder to
offer the best possible outputs al different pricepoints, they will fall into four categories.
09 Economy range, where the price/quality relationship us carefully calculated to ensure audio quality In
acompact package, initially we will only be offering 3single-ended output transformers in this range,
push-put outputs are under development as well.
13.) Mid-price range, which are the output transformers already on Offer we have made acouple of
additions to this range, since the last list
C.) Hen Duality range, thrs will be arange of double C-core outputs for single-ended circuits exclushmety, no push-put outputs will be offered, unless demand regurres ut Again 3offerings innelly
D.) Super High Oualrty range, at-sliver wired outputs of the best possibly quality, when Isay best possible. Ido not mean to say that these silver outputs will be as good as the silver output transformers
handwound by Audio Note in Japan, they won't but then again they do nor carry the price tag either!
The quail), criteria for group Aare 20Hz to 20KHz - 1to - 15413. they are IF cored with silicon steel
laminahons and are supplied with frames and solder tags, which will allow good audio quality at the
cost. The men cost saving being the use of asmaller core, specified to the exact power level required,
rather than overspecityng by 50 or 100%. as we do on Group 8, the winding qualny and copper wire
is the same.
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wound with oxygen- free copper wire and supplied with ether bell-ends or frames always oath frying
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We also have amainstransformer choke lot tor the W 91 power amplifier ass own in Sound
Practices, this combined with our single-ended output transformers with 3K0 m primary imp dance, mil make avery fine replica of this classic ampli inn total cost £
420.40 per set.
We now also have the faddy to make any mainstransformer to your specdma on. as long as ou
order mournum 2pos, they can be supplied oath sold nags, flying leads. I
ram sor bell-ends. Ask
for quote.
On amore general note, it is important to understand he specialeed nature o the desIgn and
manufacture of transformers lot audio equipment. In most industrial applicati ns the mare crrteria
are cost, werght or longevity, an audio marnstransformer also have to have go dregulation under
load, must run cool, and generate no mechanical noms or vibratron, produce oexcessive stray
magnetic fields etc. etc., apretty tall order, when one onsiders that the cost so has to be reasonable. So no matter where you order your mains Ir nsformer remember ha it should conform
to the above criteria, so specify the when you order. As ageneral rule we do ot recommend potted transformers, as all our listening tests have show these to sound less cle r, than unpotted
equivalents' Iknow it does not look as good, but to u sound quality is everyt ing
Two
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Here sa produ tgroup that you do not see adverteen every day' As usual we start small will the
inten ion to grow quickly.
On o en InmIlaty is apre-amplit en output tansformer. It should be sable in my nend Diego
Nagle WOT ( With Output Tran former) pr -amplifier from Sound Practices, we hall be using It in
the Inhcommg M3 pre-amplif en. Silver wred versions oath nickel cores are un en preparation,
as at more interstage and inp ttransformers.
Thes handmade signal capaci ors are son sally supenor to any of the plastic or other paper types
we hve come across. If you hve never epenenced he difference that areally good paper/oil
capa nor can make in avalve modifier. th nyou really should try. Our specially made paper/oil
caps have alife, colour, lack of harshness Id evenness of dynamic behawour across the frequency ra Cq,e, which Is guaranteed to bnghte up your dayl Recommended as replacements In old
and ew valve amplifiers alike and even ithe odd transistor amplifrer), and essentel for DIY
prom ts. In line with environm ntal standards. all AUDIO NOTE paper inod capacitors contain
only on-toxic, biodegradable egetable oi . the paper is aspecially treated and impregnated by a
methoff that enhances longevity and sow qualny, to ensure optimum performance all round. As
you win see we are slowly inc rporating 0114 99.99% pure silver readouts on this range of paper
mr od capacitors as wet, in common with the copper and silver foil types. There are several new
values available, including the 2.2mF/50 uIt caps made for speaker crossovers and the
a56mF/200 volt suitable for slid state amps, we have also added some values suitable for RIAA
equalizing networks, and the odd feedbac loopl Unfortunately new EEC environmental laws are
pushing up the cost of manuf cturing all tepaper in oil capacitors, and we have had lo increase
the prices by between 20% and 90% toc mpensate for this, in afew cases more than that, the
smaller values are hardest hit syou woul expect when you Ivy astandard charge per capacitor.
due to necessary but not urea ensive aclean environment requirements.
Iam all for protechng the envIronment an not just against bad soundIng amplifiers ( I), regardless of this, the Audio Note paper in oil ca action remain the premium choice for single-ended
triode amplification.
To bridge the price and performance gap elween the aluminium foil and copper foil capacrtors
we are Introducing arange of tin foil pape in oil capacitors, available from now.
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VT62/8011A. MOW STC43MA. Mallard GZ34/CV1377. Tungsol 5U4G best sounding 5U4G Ihave
ever heard ,)Chatham 5R4WGY and many Ott rs
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Please. oie 33, 308 eate manufactured In tuna by GolddragoeShuguang, but are tested rlouse under
real working condil ons to parameters someta at more sInngent Man as otherwise done No, they do not
sound mute as good as original Western Electric or RCA 300B's or STC4300AS, nor do they carry the same
premium here, please consider the follovang. unlessyou have absolutely tons of money or yuhaPPen to
have them in your Mc, do not conoder ongmal 3000's. It rs mmost cases far better to invest the money sr
more permanent features of the amphfeer project, We better output transformers, better srgna caps or the
like, valves wear ot. better quality passive components last much longer Apan 01 ongrnal WE 300B's cost
at least £ 1,200.00. on agood day. so Instead al berng obsessed by getlIng the best valves at ny pnce.
think re terms of a overall price compromise. you can get some fabulous soundrng passives components
or the ddference rcost between aper of Cheese or Russan 300B's and the anginal WE's, nd earth the
Rude Note • VIOC AV300B's which in most moults sound much better than even the oldest WE's rl
becomes even less advantageous to use original output valves. So for the sake of veiny. fist look to
sprout the persa ent ode ot your ampere her mvest in the best valves available in current supply and
then 11 you van Me lottery revalve mth °monied you are truly desperate to And out what one sounds like ,
One Ong Is guara teed, the best WE 3008's we contrrbute, always mutter that when you plan your proeat or revalve yo rexehng ampldier
Resrstors
We endeavour los oak the entne El2 range of all the efferent resistors that we stock. except the lowest
°Arne values. will hare extremely costly as arule we do not stock values below 100HA1s or above 3M3
Whrlst we always try to have every single 012 value rn stoc. thrs cannot be guaranteed, deem, especially
on the Hews and tantalum film resistors can be very long Indeed, however, sInce most are used In our
production al frnrshed products, there we generally be stock evadable warn 4weeks.
Beyschlap
We offer three quality levels of resIstor quaky. all are 1%. startng veil the Beyschlag metalldm, which are
slightly magnetic las are the vast majority ol other makes of metal film »Omsk but nonetheless very
good sounding. as used mall our UKmade amplders, up to and including quality Level 3. the
MEISHUW3/Pd. 3008 nofeedback Mode amplders.
Beyschlag 1wan 1% resostors up to 500KOhm, 0.11. above 5000hm 0.13 each
H
oLco
.
Better sound lushly can be acheved mth the H2. 1watt. I% non- magneto reostors, wheh we regard as
the best -mdustnal grade mealier, resistors evadable. They have one small drawback. as they are Ourle
trope. and repine careful handlIng. do not bend the legs to close to the body. HOLCO reostors are sensh
Me creatures and become navy very early. The HOLCO resistors values mstock are. IRO, 1000. 12R.
150. 18R. 220, 270. 33R. 390, 47R, 5011 560. 680. 820. 1000. 1200. 1500. 1800, 220R, 270R. 33011,
390R. 430R. 4700. 5100, 5600. 60011. MR, 820R. 1K0.162. 1(5. 11(8. 2K2. 2K7. 3113, 3K9. 3K92. eK7.
5(6, 6K111, 8K2. 10K, 12K, 15K. 18K, 22K, 27K, 33K. 39K. 4«.47K. 56K, 68K, 82K, 100K, 120K. 150K,
180K. 220K, 270K, 30011 330K. 390K, 39211. 470K. 500K. 560K, 620K. 680K, 820K. IMO. 1M5. 303.
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You have to specify when you order. whether you want chassis 2tor pre- amp der or powe
amplifier use. the preamplifier has inputs on the side of he top cover. the power amplifier has
many more ventilation holes, top and side. II you wanl a PCB with the input sockets included
with Me preamplifier cover, add 19 75 to the cost of the chassis and remember to specify
this when you order. Please note hat no copper pre- amplifier lid is currently available for
Chassis 2.
From time lo lime we will have more damaged or scratched chassis's, il you are not bothered
about the linish or general appearance, or you intend to rehnish the chassis anyway, you can
have one of these for 50% of the above prices. Just thought you should know, so inquire if this
is of interest.
AUDIO NOTE COMPLETE KITS.
As mentioned earlier, we are developing arange of complete kits. to give those of you who
have the ability, but do not have Me time to develop apronict from the ground, so lo speak.
morder to be able to otter the best posmble quality • price relationship the kits we offer will be
good basic circuits, with no- hills power supplies and components, all kits have input volume
control to allow use ol amn,de source. like CD- player direct in
Based around the Justly larnous 300B directly heated node, we see this kit as the introduction
to real Audio Amplification, as it covers all the important aspects id design necessary. Single'
Ended, No- Feedback, Class A. Directly Heated Triode, to become amember ot this exclusive
dub of amplifiers.
Kit One has one 300E1 per channel running at 420 volts with 75mA current giving 9/10 watts of
the cleanest power you will ever hear. the inputstage consists of a6SN7GT with a5687 double Mode <Inver stage running in SRPP. The powersupply is acapamtorichoke-caparsor with a
5U4G HT rectifier. the heaters are AC heated. Component quality is similar to our Level 2lin.
Sired products. AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacitors, Beyschlag 1wan 1 metalfilm
resistors, good quality electrolytes ( sorry NO Black Gates') and asimple, attractive stereo
chassis in grey pantwork. Protecting cover is extra. We have several upgrade kits available tor
Kit One, ask for details.
Price E79500 incl. Vat, which includes all valves ( yes, also the 2x3008 needed) but not
postage/packing which to UK customers is E 1200. topcover£9500 extra. Kit One is also
available with apolished chrome chassis and chromed transformer bell- ends, this makes the
Kg One areal stunned' Add I200 00, to total E999.00 The Kit One is available now.
KIT ONE ORDER CODE: AN-KIT-001
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Pnce £ 599.00 incl. Vat, includes valves, but not postage/packing, cover is extra at C9500.
With polished chrome chassis and chromed bell-ends on the transformers, I799.00.
KIT TWO ORDER CODE: AN•KIT-002
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE.
Kit Three leatures 2x3008 per channel owning in single-ended parallel yielding 16/17 warts
in pure Class A. this kit is on two mono chassis' with valve rectified HT supplies, no signal
leedback. il uses a6SN7GT double triode as input valve and aparr ot 5687 double nodes
running in SRPP as drivers. The KIT THREE is essentially amono version of the KIT ONE
with double the power, the same component choices and on two chassis' instead of one.
The KIT THREE resIsE 1.550.00 and is available now Cover is£ 9500 extra per chassis ( E
198.00 for toso). Polished chrome chassis and bell-ends is also avarlarse at£400.00 extra.
Several upgrade kits are available tor Kit Three as wet, ask for details.

1.
2.76

eeem..5.000.

The KIT FOUR is really our introduction to valve amplifier kit building, circuit and power supply
mounted on one single pnnted circuit board, with two OTO - type push-pull output transformers, all mounted in asmall P1 SE type chassis. covering everything, so nobody will be able to
see that you have succumb to the lure 01 the valve amplifier, which is sweeping the world The
circuit consists of two 6V6GT letrodes running in Push- Pull class A. yielding about 10 wads,
dnven by a6SN7GT and aECC83 input stage Easy to build. even for the beginner.
A kit loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube pre- amplifier arcurt e now available, initially
we offer it in 3versions, with the basic version. Version One consisting ot only the instruction
manual. the trackless PC boards for hardwiring the circuit. the mains transforrner and the
choke costing£99 00 inclusive of UK Vat. The trackless PC Boards are available aIC49 95
Version Two, includes version one with the addition of aset of basic components. Beyschlag
resistors. Roederstem Polyester signal caps. standard electrobrIes, standard valve bases but
no valves, Noble trame volume and balance controls with PCB, input sockets with PCB, output
sockets with PCB, but no chassis, al acost of £ 199.00

ret

O. MY

KY Two salures asingle 6550 letrode running in Single- Ended mode, yielding some 17 watts
of pure Class A. valve rectified HT for the output stage. stereo chassis, and 6SN7GT input and
5814a/ECC82 SRPP <Inver stage, componentry and chassis as Kit One. KIT Two is currently
only available without valves for £ 570.001,41. UK Val il used with Chinese 6550's no claims
for faults in powersupply or output transformers will be accepted.

KIT FOUR ORDER CODE: AN- KIT 004

mm..0
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gore arely
m
44.110

421

Version Three, adds the valves ( 3 ECC83. 2xECC82 and 1 605) and the chassis. A
complete pre- amplifier kit of the highest quality at £29500 inclusive of UK Val at 17.5%
Versions oftenng more sophisticated components will be introduced when we have enough
parts in stock to support them. the mod obvious upgrade would be to replace the Rrsderstern
polyester with Audio Note paper- in-oil caps, either aluminium foil or copper foil and combine
that with Audio Not tantalum
resistors. Audio Note silver wiring wire, change the RIAA
valves to 6072A/12AY7's or use 6SN7WGTA Sylvania ( Philips/ECG) instead of the ECC82's
(please note that you need adeferent line board for this). turther Improvements can be introduced with Ceralmes or Black Gates. silver signal caps, copper chassis etc.
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DENMARK, please co tact Audio Consult. H C Oerstedsvej 42, 1879 Frederiksberg C. Denmark, Tel: 35
37 36 80 Fax 35 37 584
RUSSIAN Federation. please contact ESOTERICA Ltd. Tel 095 917 4385. Fax: 095 917 8762
HUNGARY please co tact Marlin Audio, 54. U Raday sol. 2. 0-1092 Budapest, HUNGARY, Tel/Fax -01
215 2612
HOLLAND please con act.. de Joao Components. Langdonkenstraat IT NI - 5605 LV Eindhoven, Holland,
771:0402574744,9 0: 040 257 4984
USA please contact, Angela Instruments, 10830, Guldford Read Sude 309, Anrspolis Junction MD
20701, Tel. 301 725 0451, Fax. 301 725 8823.
ITALY please contact. AUDIO NOTE ITALIA Sn 70 OAF Casah. 20014 Nennano. ( MI). Tel 0331 415 430
Fax. 0331 587 661

30,30

FRANCE please contacitnode 8Cs 23-25. Boulevard if, 0rser. F-70017 Paris. Tel 14574 6930, Fax, 1
4574 6940

7330

BELGIUM please contact. Tube Audio Philosophy BOBO, Kontichsesteenweg 101, 2630 Aarlselaar,
Belgium. Tel -03 458 4848. Fax. 03 457 8520
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AUDIO NOTE ( U10 LI . Unit C. Peacock Industrial Estate. Lyon Close, 125-127, Davigdor Road, Hove 883
1SG, East Sussex. Engnnd Telephone 01273 220511 16 Imes). Fax 01273 731498. Direct line to sales
01273 770778 SPAIN please contact. Audohle, Coils Amores 84, 46004 Valencia, Spain Tel -63 33 11 56.
Fax 63 74 43 01
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CANADA, ONTARIO please contact, Barry Falcon Falcon Audio Electronics. 7723 Verge Street, Ode
Thornhill, Ont Canada. 137 381 Tel 905 881 5290. Fax. 905 731 9708
GERMANY please contact Vogl Audio Systeme Altenhamer Strasse 20, - 65779 Kelkherres.
Germany. Tel 06195 61003. Fax 06195 64870
YUGOSLAVIA please contact KORATO Systems. Kumanovska 20. 11000 Belgrade. Yugoslavia Tel/Far
011 439976
MALAYSIA, please contact SOU Audio SON BUD. 441 Floor 9118. City Square Centre. Jalan Tun Razak,
50400 Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia. Tel 03 264 8180. Fax -03 264 8190
RO. 18. If 1996
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'Lockwood Audio

Aginietwapsymefee

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES,
PENFOLO LANE. HOLMER
GREEN. BUCKS (1P15 DUR
(01494) 714058 & FAX

THE

AUTHORISED

TANsgx

SPECIALIST

•Valve & transistor
amplifiers

ATV SERVICES

Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: -1-44(0) 181-207 5283

01372 456921 . Valves tested

BANDOR DRIVERS
•All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers 'lods of musical spectrum,
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF. • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £ 1.00 STAMP

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS

RAP
conrad-johnson PV10AL preamplifier
£995
conrad-johnson PV10A preamplifier
£ 1295
conrad-johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
£3750
conrad-johnson DIA2b valve d/a converter
£2000
conrad-johnson Premier 12 ( 140W tube monoblock/new pair)
£7000
conrad-johnson MF2300A (2x250W FET amplifier/new)
£3000
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 (2x4OW Class A -new)
£ 1000
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 (2x8W stereo) - new
£ 1400
Melos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
£4500
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock (pair)
£8950
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
£900
Expressive Technology MC transformer with IC cable
£4700
Muse Model 2d/a converter (silver/black)
£2000
Muse Model 2d/a converter with FIDCD (black)
£2300
Muse Model 3line remote preamplifier (black/silver)
£2000
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair (silver)
£4000
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers (figured walnut)
£5500
Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers (cherry)
£8000
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers (new)
£5500
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
please ask for prices
Power Wedge line conditioners (selection)
please ask for prices
Benz- Micro MC cartridges (selection)
please ask for prices

Special
£750
£ 1050
£2200
£ 1500
£5700
£2250
£750
£800
£2950
£6000
£550
£3250
£ 1500
£ 1650
£ 1400
£2800
£3990
£5990
£3250

AUDICOFREAKS

Distributors () f Fine Audio .
5L Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 018 1-948 4250

Music Mill

LVER

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required

TALISMAN II (MAY)

£400

MUSICAL FIDELITY MASO

£850

Tyne & Wear NF,8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

Fax 0191 477 2771

£200 PAIR

TALISMAN II (OAK)

£350

B&W P5 (CHERRY)

£ 500

EX DEMO CD3 NAIM CD PLAYER
EX DEMO DPA 2005 PRE PWR
EX DEMO AVI TUNER

Absolute Tune-ups

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead,

£650

£ 775
£695

DALI 2000 SKYLINER SPIKES

Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modify or re-align any high- end equipment We can
undertake rebuilds with -. eh, led audiophile grade
components and can also otter a valve

£7991)
3
£350.00
£700.00
£495.00
£ 350.00
£600.00

e-mail on, Lintone.audio@virgin.net

AUDIOLAB Cl ( PRE)

Fax 0044 161 905 1965

Ruark Paladin Speakers
ex demi
Rega ELA Speakers
( used)
Rega XEL Loudspeaker
(ex dem)
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder ( used)
Sony CDP557ESD CD Player
lusedl
Status 50) Pre- Power Amplifier
( used)

Visit our web site at http://www.linetone.co.uk

British loudspeaker range.

Telephone 0044 161 973 0505

Alchemist Forsetti Amplilier
( es deuil
£699110
Arcam Alpha 6 ( updated 5.0 CD Player ( used) £395.00
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier ( SSP £7491
Inewl £ 299.00
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier ( ex dem) £699.00
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amplifier ( used) £375.00
Audio Alchemy DDS3 Transpon
(
ex dem) £599.00
Audio Alchemy DDE V/3 Power station 4
(ex dem) £ 99.00
Audio Alchemy DAC in the box
( ex dem) £ 199.00
Creek CAS 4040/3 Amplifier
( used) £ 140.00
Creek CAS 4140/S2 Amplifier
( used) £ 160.00
Deltec PDM 112 DAC
( used) £340.00
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white) ( used) £450.00
Jamo 7000 THX Speaker System
( ex dem) ...£ 1500.00
KEF 107/2 Speakers
( used) ...£ 1900.00
Krell KSL Pre Amplifier ( MM/MC)
( used) - 11650.00
Krell KAV3001 Amplifier
( used) £ 1800.00
Linn LP12/LVX Turntable
( used) £300.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
len dem) £200 .
00
Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier
( used) £475.(K)
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
( ex dem) £595.00
Meridian 602/603 CD DFAC/Transpon (ex dem) ...£2000.00
Micromega Stage One CD Player
Ins dem) £329.00
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
lasedl £250.00
Nakamichi BX300E Cassette Deck
( used) £ 295.(K)
Nakamichi CDP2A CD Player
( used) £220.00
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amplifier
used) £320.00
Naim NAC 62 Pre Amplifier
( used) £295.00
Naim NAC 42 Pre Amplifier
( used) £ 160.00
Nairn Naii 2Amplifier
( used) £ 300.03
Pioneer PDS703 CD Player
1.ii.41 £ 170.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier (ex dem) £599.00
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
( used) £595.00

0131 - 555 3963

for high profile, well reviewed

REVOLVER UK LTD

Lintone Audio
sEI.ELTED USED E01. 1P\I ENT AND SPECIAL OFFER

HiFi advice that's atsiiyr vich listening to.

AUDIOLAB MONO'S ( PAIR)

For further details, contact David O'Malley.

radios

LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

ED

atv

•Vintage Valve

SPARES AND REPAIRS

REV

•Service & Repairs

£650
£390

ROYO ABBOTS BLACK

£300

EX DEMO COPLAND (DA 288 CD

£ 1550

lOom 6pm • MON•SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 50G

matching ',en Ici ,.ENFtect only the best. A‘
Absolute Sounds
Tel 01811947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

FÁ

Careless
your
Bored by the sound of your
current Hi -Fi System ?

AUDIO C3D LINKS
1997

Company

choices
system.

database,

can

strangle

The

based

on

Cable
feed-

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

THE RUSS ANDREWS SOLUTION
Don't change it - upgrade itl
By improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will
astound you...and for a fraction of the cost of buying a

SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

cable

excellent

• FREE SNIPPING on purchases over $50.
IN 48 brands, 238 cable products.
Ill FREE of all US taxes.

new model.
Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the
WorldY best HiFi components.
Our Upgrade Kits provide instructions on how to carry

OUT NOW - £2.00

out a vast range of upgrades.
Our Unique after-sales technical support ensures you
have access to our expertise should you have any queries.

Give it a new lease of life
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,

isve our lateSt nformatton and upgrading advice
..st mail, phone or fax the following address'

North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL
Russ

Tel/Fax. (+44) 01724 870432
1-11- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST 1997

Andrews

Ltd.,

Edge

Bank

House,

Kendal,

Westmorland. LA8 9AS England.
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317
Ils

for sale trade
THE EMPORIUM

Wilmslow
Audio Y

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. D1SS, NORFOLK 11'22 3111
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
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WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.
PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER.
ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

M ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE,

S

Solen Inductors

Lee

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

4,4
àà- ECLIPSE -

DYytUD10 8

BEMLEEM

ACOUSTIC PANELS

RXPtl.

SLEDGEHAMMER

morer

-144

r
t itedess

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE,
O RDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

Ih„ I
;;1,7
.
1

PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE
WALSH
ON

LEAP

NMI

TO

seas ADVERTISE
e

Chattaurouxpoly

P.O. BOX 44283

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: medisoundOiliecom
Web Page: http:Awneitis.comimadisound
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and accessories for the trade and DIY speaker builder
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The name in Loudspeakers for over 30 : ears
We are the UK's largest distributor of replacement drive units

0181
686
2599
EXT 318

L
owther sm.
,âLitke

BENN1C
3,11E eon

A range of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £140 - £3800 on demonstration
•Crossover design and supply
•Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors,
•Resistors, Binding posts, Grille cloths and foams,
•Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more.

Wilmslow Audio Ltd
50 Main Street

Phone for your free catalogue

Boughton Astley
Leicester
LE9 6RD

Tel: 01455 286603
Fax: 01455 286605

* SELECT AUDIO *
LONDON
FOR

JEFF ROWLAND
_
à
_ MARK LEVINSON _À_
SONUS FABER
BASIS TURNTABLES
* MUSICAL FIDELITY *
TICE CABLES
SILVER SOUNDS
* TARGET SUPPORTS *
RING 0181 986 8788
* OPEN 10-7 CLOSED WED *
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OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 Fax: 01732 848289

World Class Sounds
Don't Have to Come From Boring Black Boxes.
High Quality Audio Products •••
Mail Order
Finance ..•
(Good Looks Thrown in FREE)
OEE specialise in the supply of quality audio components and enhancement products that not only sound out of this
World, but also happen to look stunning !!. Our comprehensive and entertaining product guide and full price list are
available FREE on request. We appreciate that real quality and style costs money, so offer you the facility to own the
products that you really want with our flexible 0%, deferred and low rate finance plans. All products are despatched
carriage free within mainland UK. Call for details on our Monthly SPECIAL OFFERS and STAR FEATURE PRODUCTS.

Special Opening Offers and extra special STAR FEATURE offer.
STAR FEATURE

New Neolith

Sonic Frontiers

New Townshend SSS

Totem
Sonneteer

Audiomeca

•-•
MUSICA: UTY

'7.."

New Musical Fidelity

"74e

Petiose Severee

LFD

irlYt .. Anon , Audio Gem, Audio Analogue, Audiomeca, Audiocarpet, Audiophile BASE,

Bose, Ergo, Grado, Jecklin Float, Kabelwerk, LFD, Mistral, MIT, Monrio, Musical Fidelity, Neolith, Partington,
Precious Metals, Ringmat, Sennheiser, Sequence, Shure, Silver Sounds, Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer,
Sound Organisation, Soundstyle, Stands Unique, Stax, Totem, Townshend, Triangle, UKD, WBT

classified
Jack Lawson, who established The Music Room in 1979, offers unbiased expertise on audiophile and home theatre products.
There is no charge for the first consultation. Most products can be demonstrated or supplied on a full refund basis and with
a six month guarantee on pre- used equipment. From a dedicated home cinema to a half- metre interconnect, you won't find
a better deal or a more caring supplier in Britain!
We ( the royal we) now distribute psb speakers in the UK. This is the highly- acclaimed award-winning Canadian brand from the highly affordable to the highly musical! £ 279 buys the Alpha centre + surround speakers ( add £439 for the Alpha subwoofer) The psb Alpha
series has attracted rave reviews and top rating in America amongst rival products which aren't thin on the ground! The reason, quite
simply, is the price. Phone for details. PSB designates the gifted designer Paul S. Barton, not Pretty Special Boxes as Ijoked when I
first heard them last May in Florida.
Next up scale is the Century series, 3 bookshelf models from £299 and three floor-standers from £ 699 upwards. Top of the range
is the Stratus series: at £ 1,099 the Mini looks and sounds set to topple the Italians in its beautiful sculpted piano lacquer finish. Most
loudspeakers aren't exactly domesticated, but significantly, more than half our women visitors have walked up to the Mins. and admired
them. The Alpha, Century, and Stratus series all have Home Theatre dialogue, effect, and subwoofers. However careful audition
confirms psb's contention that speakers which combine musical timbre and dynamic capability do not compromise cinema or purist
musical requirements.
Ihave a mounting stock of trade-ins as a result, real bargains to clear: from JBL L-15 (£ 60): Rogers LS- 1 (£ 70): KEF Ref 102 (£ 200):
Sequence wafer-thin Model 30 ( beige, unused, 1/
2 price, £ 140): various centre speakers from £50: and so-on right up to over £ 1,000.
Phone for latest stock details, you'll be sorry if you don't!
Ihave an ex-dem Sony 41" slimline rear- projection TV, flatscreen, stunning picture, made in EC, UK model but too expensive
for UK market, boxed and 3-year Sony U.K. guarantee. I'll accept £2,000 which is well below its value. Phone for details.
Stop Press: lightly used ex studio B&W 801 monitors, offers around £ 1,250 for quick sale, but buyer collects or pays freight!
Our best-selling cable at present is the Petros Blue Interconnect (
1metre costs £40: +£ 16 per additional stereo pair metre: 1/
2m pair
costs £32). Sold elsewhere at vast prices, this is 41/012mm OFC triple insulated ( rubber, OFC shielding, Teflon outer with silicon
spaces between semi- balanced = and -). I've heard nothing below £ 100 to approach its very natural detail.
Our most praised video cables are AC- 3 RF Flylead <laserdisc to NV amp>

1/
2

= £ 18.50. 1m=£22.50 and our 75 Ohm

Composite Video Lead RCA phono to professional SCART plug or RCA phono costs £ 18 plus £ 3.50 per metre < VCR or AV Processor
to TV monitor or projector>. We also supply low loss S-VHS Cables 1-10m. Most neglected is our Videophile Quality 75 ohm Aerial
Cable <use between WALL BOX/TVNCR> using cast brass non-magnetic coax male and female connectors not the cheap and nasty
pressed aluminium. The picture noise is visibly reduced, yet the cost is only £ 8 per metre plus £2.25 additional metre.

Phone Jack Lawson for full details 0141 339 2432; Fax 0141 339 9762

conrad johnson
it

just

sounds

right

PV10A pre-amplifier
cf
MV55 power amplifier

from entry level to the high end

to the state of the art

Anniversary
Reference
Triode
Pre- amplifier

For details on any of the conrad - johnson range contact:

Sevenoaks sound & vision
47 Churchgate Street
tel

0 12 8 4

Bury St Edmunds

7 5 37 76

Suffolk

fa x 0 1284

0% and low rate finance, subject to status

IP33 1RG

7 24 3 37

Opening hours 9.30 - 5.30 Monday - Saturday

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker. solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.
"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, HI- F1
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, HiFi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, HI-FI Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:
Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it, Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA (1 --ns---

diocteéélee a.eame4tel

THE GLASSMAT ®
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat
was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.
THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUAR7Z REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMEIVT.
STORMFORCE DEVASTA77NG SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTR1CS. BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER ILEVATE YOUR EARLYSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE IIVTO A GREAT CLASSIC.
BACKLASH

1PERBSME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.

BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ II.S0 FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS W'TH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
THORENS 10124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE 11151IXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT
BE

BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
el TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429 çe

for sale
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CLASS AUDIO
Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommened.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/manticore/
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
mint silt
Audio Research 0125 balanced
mint eh
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
mint sib
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
mint s/11
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research D200
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
mint s/h
Audio Research VT 60
mint eh
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
mint s/h
Unison Research Smart 845
mint eh
Audio Research 070 mk II
mint s/h
Naim Nap 180
mint s/h
Jadis DAM
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity F19/F22 Pre/Power
as new
Audio Innovations 2N0 Audio
mint s/h
Art Audio Quintet
mint s/h
Albarry PP1
mint s/h
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson Prem 8a
Boulder 500 AE
mint s/h
Melon 402 Monoblocks
as new
LED PA1/LS1
mint s/h
Audio Research D79/SP10 mkt'
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity A1000
mint s/h
Exposure XVIII
mint s/h
Krell KSA 50 S
mint s/h
Mark Levinson No 27
mint s/h
Naim Nap 250
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus II + psx
mint s/h
PRE AMPLIFIERS

£5500
£1995
£4995
£7995
£2395
£1695
£1995
£1995
£1695
£1495
£2250
£895
£750
£2500
£2295
£ 1395
£995
£295
£7995
£3295
£4950
£895
EPOA
£995
£295
£2495
£2250
£ 1295
£395

Audio Research LS3 Silver
McCormack TLC- 1
Exposure 19 pre-amp
Tesserac Tala
Jett Rowland Consumate & Phono
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
DNM 3 & 6Pack
Boulder L5AE
Linn Wokanda
Michell Argo HR/HERA
Audio Research LS2B mk II
Audio Research LS7
Audiolab 8000 0
Naim 42.5 Avondale
Conrad Johnson Prem 78
Linn Kairn pre/phono
Audio Research SP11 mk II
Audio Research LS2B mk II
SPEAKERS

mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint ett
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/11
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sfri
mint s/h
mint s/h

£ 1195
£695
£395
£795
£4995
£850
£995
£2250
£495
£895
£2250
£ 1395
£795
£250
£5995
£795
£1595
£2195

Apogee Diva + Dax
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Ensemble PAI Silver-hi wire
Tannoy D700 { Definition, Rosewood)
Quad ESL 63 Rosewood) & Stands
Quad ESL 63 Rosewood) & Stands
Duntech Crown Princes
B&W Silver sig & stands
Apogee Caliper
Alon Vmkt'
Alon IV mk11

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£3995
£4995
£895
£1995
£1495
£1695
£1795
£1995
£3995
£795
£3495
£2495

KRELL KSA 200E1 Balanced Power Amplifier £2750
VENDETTA RESEARCH Dual Mono Phono Stage £ 1495
STAB ELS-F81X Full Range Electrostatics £3995
VOYD Standard Turntable Mint
£1500
MARK LEVINSON 28 2-box pre-amp with phono
£
2495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm £995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 Hybrid Line Pre-amp £1695
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge &PSU
£
2750
LUXMAN D-500Xs CO Player M1NT/BOXED.(£3495) £1795
NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck - B&W Serviced £2195
SME IV Silver Wired Tonearm Ex Dem
£750
AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000
AUDIO RESEARCH Litz Link Intercon. 2.5 mtr £295
MICROMEGA T-Drive CD Transport AES/EBU £895
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LASS Alpha DAC bal. input £1200
TOWNSHENO Seismic Sink Large Heavy Duty £195
LUMLEY VTA 1030 Valve Power Amplifier £395
AUDIO RESEARCH Ex-Dem VT60 Valve Power Amp £1995
ARCAM Alpha 3Integrated Amp with phono
£
165
MARANTZ CD50 Remote CD Player
£110
MERIDIAN 203 DAC Good Condition £295
RUARK Swordsman Plus Loudspeakers £ 175
SUGDEN AU51 Pre/Power with phono (£2100) £795
PRO-AC 2Loudspeakers 2-way Teak £395
AUDIO NOTE Kassai Silver Amplifier
£19995
STUDER A725 Pro CD Player balanced output £1250
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250
KEF 104 Loudspeakers £450
MAIM 250 Power Amp MINT/BOXED £
950
ORELLE CD160 CD Player Boxed £395
AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp £7000
SONUS FABER Ex-Dem Minuettos (£898)£750
LUKMAN T-4 Acutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner £450
ARCAM Delta Black Box II DAC Boxed £195
VOYD Reference Turntable ( Large Motors) £4695
AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers silverwired £4000
AUDIO NOTE DAC 4Mint/Boxed £3995
B&W 808 Loudspeakers
£
1995
ION SYSTEMS Nexus SPI pre & X-PAK 2pou
with

VISA

£295
£395
£10995
£695
£1395
£5995

Wadia 16
as new
Krell Studio 2
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
mint s/h
Roksan DP- 1Transport
mint s/h
Krell SBP 64X
mint s/h
P.S. Audio Ultralink
mint s/11
McCormack DAC-1
mint s/h
Wadia 22/26
as new
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD
mint s/h
Balanced/Gold
Musical Fidelity FCD
mint s/h
Acuphase DP70
mint s/h
Aura CD100
mint s/h
Acuphase DP90/91
mint s/h
Mark Levinson 30.5/31.5
mint s/h
Krell 30 I
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref dac
Micromega Duo 3.1/Pro Dac
mint sill
Wadia 8Transport
mint slh
Wadia x64.4 dac
mint sth
Linn Numeric
mint s/h
TURNTABLES ANALOGUE VARIOUS

£5995
£1795
£595
£695
£3500
£895
£695
P.O.A
£4500

as new
mint s/h
mint s/11
mint s/h
mint situ
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
mint s/11
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sill
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

re,

as new
mint s/In
as new

14lened R
OW Oeddel
£1995 £1500

KISEKI Blackheart

DONT MISS OUT ON THAT 1141164IN!
FOR AN-UP-TO-IllE-MINUTE LIST:
Mtp://members.aol.com/heatherdaffheatherehtm
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER
AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE
We are proud to announce that we have been newly
appointed Sonic Frontiers dealers for the South.'

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
e-mail:heatherdaleaol.com
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BNI4 OEJ
TEL, 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX 01903 872234

Ruark Icon & Stands
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity MC5
mint s/h
Wilson System V
mint s/h
Snell JII's
mint s/h
Sonus Minima Amators & Ironwood stds mint s/h
Martin Logan CLS II & Kinergetic
mint s/h
Subwoofer
Magneplanar SMG 3
mint s/h
AMC B1-20 Subwoofer
mint s/h
Dalquist D012
mint s/h
Sonus Faber Extrema + stands
mint s/h
Magneplanar SMG CSE
as new
Shahinian Arc
mint eh
ATC SCM 100A
mint s/h
Mission 753
mint s/h
Totem Model 1 + Target R4 Stds
mint s/h
CD PLAYERS & SACS

Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
Audio Note AN-S1
Tesserac phono stage mm/mc
Koetsu Urushi
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi reference
Lynx Tuner
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
Piers Lome JI/Sowther Mk Ill
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner
Sony Tuner STS 261
AR Cambridge Cassette RD06
Musical Fidelity FT Tuner
Audio Technica ART 1
Stax SR Omega and Stax SRM T1W
Valve Energiser
Transparent Music Link Ultra 1mtr Bal
Rega Planar 3/RB 360
Clear AudioGamma 24CT Gold Coil
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL
Sony TCD 07 DAT/RM.D3K

ION SYSTEMS Nexus SAM 40 Stereo Power Amp £595
STUDER A807 Pro. tape recorder MINT £3750
HEYBROOK Quartets & stands Ex Dem (£840) £595
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hybrid Line Pre (£3398) f2195
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands £650
APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £495
SILTECH MC424 Interconnect 0.75mtr set £175
TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15'st. pair £1595
GENESIS Model Ill speakers MINT £2495
JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. mint
£3695
PRO-AC Response One 'S' (ex demo) £795
PRO-AC Tablette 50 ( rosewood) £550
LUXMAN M0 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295
ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash
£350
SPENDOR SPI Loudspeakers £250
STANDESIGN Speaker stands new/unused £95
LUMLEY 120 Valve Mono Power Amps ( New) £2795
LUMLEY Promenade SPI Loudspeakers ( New)
f250
QUAD 34 Pre-Amp Ex Dem Mint/Boxed (388) £275
QUAD 66 Pre-Amp Ex Dem with remote (£842) £395
QUAD 306 Power Amp Ex Dem Mint/Boxed (£341) ..1249
QUAD 606 Power Amp Ex Dem Mint/Boxed (£673) £395
QUAD 77 Integrated Amplifier Ex Dem (£699) £595
TECHNICS SL030 Turntable £195
VARIOUS EX-DEN & PRE-OWNED CABLE AVAILABLE

£895
£350
£595
£4250
£695
£895
£3695
£450
£895

£895
£2250
£295
£9950
£14995
£3250
£7995
£1895
£1895
£1995
£795
£3495
£2250
£150
£795
£1295
£1495
£295
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£150
£495
£595
£1995
£1200
£295
£495
£1595
£450

• • • • •

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hul, XL0,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TRICHORD and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and

the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994
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your free ticket to the hi- f
.show

PLUS achance to win Partington's finest ever speaker stands!
Cover story for the September issue is Monitor Audio's latest bid for the
high end, the promising Studio 60. But the first thing you'll notice when you
pick up the September issue will be your special free ticket to the HiFi
Show (
weekend 13th- 14th September), saving you the £3.50
admission charge and entitling you to afree Show Guide on arrival.
Inside the magazine, there'll be afull update on the host of exciting hi-fi
lauches promised for this year's event. Back to reviews, the September issue
exclusives include the Krell KAV-300 CD player, Linn Unto phono stage
and Tannoy Mercury M3 speaker. There'll also be in-depth technical
coverage of Sony's EP-9ES surround decoder and areview of an
intriguing omnidirectional speaker from Germany, the Omnisono.
And for home constructors, we'll be describing and offering (at last!)
David Berriman's exciting new loudspeaker, asuperb-sounding yet
high- sensitivity design. Last but not least, don't miss your chance to
win Partington's special-edition silver anniversary stands in our
£2000 free-entry competition. The September issue
goes on sale on Friday, 1August. Don't miss it! Order your
copy from your newsagent NOW!
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With the rights to his music
revertirg to his family, the Jimi
Hendrix legacy can be savoured
in new transfers of real quality

S

otne people remember where they
were when Kennedy died, when
John Lennon was assassinated,
when Liam first flipped the bird at a
paparazzo. Me? Iremember buying key
albums in my collection, like Sgt Pepper
and Hold On, I'm Comin'. And I
remember Ruthie Baker, owner of
Recordland, telling me that I 'had to hear
this guy Hendrix'.
Now $ 2.99 was serious money to akid
with a paper round, but I took the
gamble. After all, Ruthie introduced me to
more fine music than any record shop
owner has an obligation to do. And she
was right: Are You Experienced turned on
its head everything that anyone thought
they knew about rock music, guitar
playing, and — because of Hendrix's
human melting-pot demeanour — soul,
blues, R&B and jazz. It's impossible to
convey the impact of Hendrix to a
generation which deems Oasis or the
Spice Girls as ' better' than the Beatles.
Hell, there isn't an HM axe-wielder alive
who can't play with his teeth or behind his
back — the least ofJimi's skills.
It's precisely because of Hendrix that
you can go into any music shop on a
Saturday morning and hear a dozen kids
lusting after Stratocasters, hammering
strings, feathering the wah-wah pedal and
controlling feedback. So radical a
departure was Hendrix's playing that
every rock guitarist who preceded him had
to revise his playing. (With the exception
of the nevertruly-appreciated Jeff Beck —
who didn't need lessons about radical
playing from anyone.)
Thirty years on, does the stuff sound
tame? After a flood of proficient — no,
let's be fair, astounding post- Hendrix
guitarists like Halen, Vai, and Gibbons,
and Hendrix descendants like Living
Colour and Lenny Kravitz, you'd think it
likely. Uh, no way. This nearly-ancient
catalogue still inhabits a space to the far
left of centre. And nothing reminded me
more vividly of Hendrix's stillunchallenged supremacy than an
uninterrupted listening session from his
recently-restored catalogue.
With so much new material released
122

daily, it's hard to find time to dip into
one's collection and wallow in favourite
music. My Hendrix sessions over the last
few years consisted mainly of the last
reissues from the Alan Douglas machine.
And while they weren't the utter crap that
the Hendrix purists would have us believe,
neither were they quite ' right'. There was
always a nagging sense that Douglas's
tampering with the sacred originals was
sort of like fitting a mobile phone in a
Bugatti. And the hard-core feared that all
future digital conversions, from CD to
DVD and beyond, would come from this
infected batch.
But there is justice. A court decision
returned the rights to his music to his
family, and the first fruits of this decision
sit before us, pristine reissues of the
albums issued in his lifetime: Are You
Experienced [
MCA 11608]; Axis: Bold As
Love [
MCA 11601]; Electric Ladyland
[MCA 11600]; and Band of Gypsies
[MCA 11607]; plus an approximation of
Hendrix's final project, First Rays of the

Jimmy Hendrix: new CD transfers on MCA

New Rising Sun [
MCA 11599]. All were
taken from the original two- track
mixdown masters and enhanced with
gorgeous booklets, the project handled by
the original engineer, Eddie Kramer, no
less. With Chas Chandler, the producer
for the first three, now playing bass
behind Jimi in that Club In The Sky,
Kramer remains the only engineering link
between the creation of the originals and
these reissues. As far as veracity goes,
there can be nothing more definitive than
having Kramer at the helm.
Given that no reissues escape criticism,
the knives — if duller than usual — have
been drawn. It's reminiscent of the
treatment meted out to The Complete
Robert Johnson, which contained every
known track. The anoraks argued that
better copies of certain 78s existed
elsewhere, certain egos were bruised, ad
nauseum. And this is happening to the
work of Johnson's true descendant.
What should not be disputed is the
sound quality. The detail, the impact, the
dynamics — so vivid are the drum sounds

which open ' IDon't Live Today', so rich
the bass on ' Love Or Confusion' that
you'll feel compelled to write letters of
apology to Mitch Mitchell and Noel
Redding for ever doubting their worth.
Jimi's vocals seem more skilled, more
soulful, more fluid than before,
overshadowed as they were by his guitar
work. At the risk of being stoned by Jimi
fetishists, Ihave to say that the recordings
sound like they were made in the 1990s.
Which shouldn't elicit venom, when you
consider that everyone always considered
Hendrix to be way ahead of his time. Not
that we've quite caught up to him...
And that's the main benefit of these
new transfers. Not only do you hear every
single detail, every raw, manic note in
Hendrix's playing, you hear just how
perfect was the backing provided by the
Experience. Alas, you also hear what a
dull throb was provided later by Buddy
Miles, but, hey, four out five ain't bad.
Which brings us to First Rays of the New
Rising Sun and the only areas where the
detractors have even apeg-leg on which to
stand.
As has been amost welcomed trend in
recent years, archivists have been allowed
to create facsimiles of butchered, neverreleased or never- completed albums.
Marc Bolan's Children of Ram, (
hopefully)
the Beach Boys' Smile and Pet Sounds and
the Pete Ham solo album have been
joined by what would have been
Hendrix's fourth studio LP, released here
under its correct title. Jimi-philes have
tasted its 17 tracks before, as it consists of
the whole of the posthumously released
Cry of Love, plus a few tracks from
Rainbow Bridge and War Heroes. Given
that Kramer and the Hendrix Estate have
assembled this 17- track set with only
scant clues to create what is at best an
approximation of what Jimi himself had
planned, it will forever be open to debate
as to whether or not this version hits the
target.
Lesser complaints will be made about
Are You Experienced, which has been
issued in two versions. Americans get the
original Reprise LP track listing with extra
UK cuts, while we get the UK edition
with the singles added. And you'll need
both if you want to own two versions of
what is without doubt the greatest neoblues song ever: ` Red House'. Why both
takes weren't put onto one CD, with the
playing order a matter for the listener to
programme via remote, is one of those
mysteries best left to the pages of ICE.
Other changes? Only a sad pery would
question the abandonment of the ' naked
ladies' cover of Electric Ladyland for the
cover Jimi preferred, while the graphics 2
artist who placed the lyrics to ' Little k
Wing' over the liner notes should be fired.
That aside, these deserve Grammies.
And for those who really must have their â
Jimi on a 12in slab, MCA issued 5000 .Z,
copies of each on 180g vinyl. Any more
complaints, then? Ithought not.
Ken Kessler
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The Krell Playback System KPS 20i sets atotally new standard in digital
playback. The KPS 20i is the reference standard integrated transport/digital
processor that beats the performance of separates.With balanced DACs, fully
discrete output stages and atrue high-end
line level stage, the 20i brings the
highest degree of musical
integrity to CD playback.
The Krell Playback

Aogel

System is also available in
transport only
(KPS 20t) and full
remote control
integrated
transport/processor
versions (
KPS 20i/1).
Requiring no preamplifier,
S

the KPS 20i/I can be
partnered with just aKrell power amplifier
for the ultimate in high-end performance.The KPS 30i high-quality integrated CD
transport and convertor is the latest addition to the Playback System.
Krell amplifiers are known the world over as the very finest solid-state designs.The

prize gown
•

lb

new range of Full Power Balanced designs looks set to re-write
history. First implemented in the KRC-3 preamp, current mode gain
design has lead to the Full Power Balanced amplifiers. Unique in the
audio industry, current mode gain is afaster, more linear method of
amplification achieved by designing gain stages that operate in the
current and not the voltage domain.With fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced configuration for acleaner, more

secure relationship between the loudspeaker and the amplifier's driving force, Sustained

AAHEA Golden Note Awards '96

Plateau Bias II, direct coupled signal paths and full complementary circuits the FPB

Krell Reference 64— Best digital

amplifiers stand at the very edge of musical technology. Available in 600,300 and 200-

converter design

watt outputs each power amplifier (
FPB-600, FPB-300 and FPB-200) uses output

Krell KPS 20i1— Best digital

devices manufactured exclusively for Krell by Motorola.The result is an unprecedented

source design

level of speed, current drive and musical accuracy, in other words the FPB amps are
musical, fast and incredibly strong. Martin Colloms, reviewing the FPB-300 in Hi Fi
News (
Dec 1996) said it 'must be regarded as oreference, regardless of considerations of
price and power'. He concluded that Krell's zero feedback design carries with it '
greater
neutrality and musicality' yet making no concessions to the '
traditional amplifier virtues of
blockbuster bass, huge power and adverse load driving muscle'.
The natural partner for the FPB range is the Krell KRC-HR High Resolution
Remote Controlled Preamplifier which offers uncompromised audiophile sound

Krell KAY-300i — Winner EISA

with ease of operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold-contact relays for positive

European High-End

switching with absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are

Audio '96—'97

refinements of classic Krell Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels
of transparency and resolution.
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Supporting Krell's outstanding AV Cinema System Controller (
Dolby ProLogic,THX,AC-3) are Krell AV amplifiers — arange of 100 watt per channel
multi-channel amplifiers ( the KAV-500/3, /4 and / 5), the 2, 3and 4- channel

Krell KAY-300i — Best amplifier
under £5000
'Mel News & Record Review
Awards

HPFI
NFWS

amplifiers can be extended with an optional add-on channel ( the KAV-500 Rail).
The KAV-300i an integrated two-channel 150 watt amplifier — Krell's first
integrated — was launched alongside the AV power amps and has been wildly
received, cleaning up awards around the world.This fully discrete, wide-bandwidth,
low-feedback design features full Class A dual mono output stage. Its supplied
remote control give access to the basic functions of Krell CD players. In fact, a
matching CD player is shortly to be launched. The KAV-300cd (
hoped to retail at
£3499) features aTeac CMK-4 drawer loading mechanism, HDCD, 2x 20 bit BurrBrowns DACs, with Class A direct coupled output stages feeding balanced and
single ended outputs.
A stand alone power amplifier the KAV-250a will be available April/May '97 offering
250 watt with at aprojected price of f3290.A matching preamplifier, designated
KAV-250p, will be available at the same time at the fantastic price of E1990.The
KAV 250p features one balanced input, three single ended inputs and one tape loop.
One single ended input can be configured as atheatre throughput for use in
surround sound applications. Single ended and
balanced outputs are offered.
To discover where Krell
components can work for
you—contact
Absolute Sounds.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel 0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email 73064.1710@compuserve.com

